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Announcements and News
Includes information about conferences, community events, and product news.

New Training! z/OSMF - Introduction, Process, and Impact to Existing Customers 200
Are you responsible for installing, maintaining, configuring, and deploying Broadcom Mainframe products? Check
out the latest training from Broadcom Mainframe Education.

Install Products Using z/OSMF is now available for Datacom
As products and vendors adopt z/OSMF services, you can install and maintain all your mainframe products in
a common way according to industry best practices. After the configuration is complete, you can execute the
product and easily provision new software instances for use on other systems throughout your environment. For
more information, see Install Products Using z/OSMF.

Central Location for Datacom Use Case Videos
Datacom videos are now located in the Using section to complement the documentation and demonstrate how to
implement and use product features.

Mainframe Digital Badge Program
Broadcom is pleased to announce the availability of the Datacom Multi-User Facility digital badge. Digital badges
let you showcase your credentials and skills in Broadcom Mainframe products, solutions, and programs. Click the
following link to learn more about how to get your Datacom digital badge.

Partipcate in Communities
Stay up-to-date with the Datacom CADRE Communit

New Security Advisories Consolidated CSV FIle
Broadcom now offers a .CSV file that contains a consolidated list of security advisories affecting all supported
Broadcom mainframe products. This file lets you easily search the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)
information and access the Security Advisory articles that include more details and context about the security or
integrity exposure. Broadcom updates this file daily. For CSV download instructions, see this Broadcom Support
article (login required).

Mainframe Technical Exchanges: April, June, and October 2023
Join us for the Mainframe Technical Exchanges in person in Prague, Czech Republic (April 18-20), in Plano,
Texas (June 13-15), and virtually on October 3-5. Connect with Mainframe Experts who will share the latest
technical education and product demos and respond to your questions and feedback. These no-cost educational
events are a great way to network with peers and experts from across the globe.
Bookmark this page for current registration and event information.

Custom Maintenance Acquisition Interface
Use the Create Service Order Online Interface to order, download, and receive maintenance packages for
Broadcom mainframe product solutions. This option is more streamlined than using the SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes.

Direct Product Acquisition into z/OSMF
A new GIMZIP download option is available to acquire a portable software instance from a secure Broadcom
download server directly from z/OSMF. To determine if your product is GIMZIP enabled, see Mainframe Products
using z/OSMF for Software Management.

Consolidated Product Lifecycle Overview
Use the new Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page to determine the end-of-service (EOS) or end-of-life
(EOL) support dates for Broadcom mainframe products and releases. This information is useful when planning
installations and upgrades.
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Chorus Software Manager (CSM) End of Life
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their strategic
business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We are discontinuing
technical support for CSM effective June 30, 2023. Thereafter, CSM will have limited functionality. In accordance
with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and parameters of Broadcom’s support program, which is documented
in the Broadcom Software Maintenance Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written notification of
End of Life for CSM. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement. If you do not have CSM installed, we
recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For installation and usage details, see the IBM
documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at techdocs.broadcom.com.

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To
migrate existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.
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Release Notes
Includes new feature descriptions, product compatibility details, and third-party software agreements.

The release notes explain the key features and details for <product name and release ID--Include the full product name in
text, not as a variable. Include all trademarks>.

Datacom VSAM Transparency Version 14.0 delivers a number of new features that have simplified the installation,
maintenance, and operational tasks that are associated with a Datacom VSAM Transparency environment. This section
lists selected features new to Version 14.0 that can be helpful to many Datacom VSAM Transparency sites.

Intended Audience: This content is for sites migrating from Datacom VSAM Transparency Release 2.2 to Datacom
VSAM Transparency Version 14.0.

Datacom VSAM Transparency z/OSMF Portable Package Installation

Acquire, install, maintain, and configure mainframe products on your system with the IBM® z/OS Management Facility
(z/OSMF). Using z/OSMF, you can manage software on your z/OS systems through a browser at any time, from any
location. For more information, see Install Products Using z/OSMF.

GA Continuous Delivery Release
The Continuous Delivery model provides product features and fixes to you faster.

We are pleased to present you with the Generally Available (GA) Continuous Delivery (CD) release of Datacom VSAM
Transparency. We enhance this version using the CD model, which provides new features and product fixes to you faster
with easier deployment.
In the CD release model:

• Enhancements are delivered in the maintenance service stream as feature PTFs. New product features and fixes are
no longer bundled together.

• Enhancements are delivered disabled where possible to give you more control over when and how the features
are implemented. With new features disabled, you control when to make the new features available for use in your
environment. Explicit action is required to enable the feature.

• Product validation programs are available so that you can influence feature design and test new features and
capabilities before they are made generally available (GA). For more information about these programs, go to https://
validate.broadcom.com or contact your product manager.

• Individual product fixes are provided when needed, separate from product features. You can apply product fixes
without enabling new features, which limits exposure to more features being applied in a production environment.
These changes can limit SMP/E dependencies that were forced previously by bundling features and fixes together.

After ongoing testing with other Broadcom mainframe products, the new features and product fixes are added into
the Broadcom Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS), with the aim to enhance product quality and the integrity of
your environment. CARS is an important part of a good preventive maintenance philosophy that lets you develop and
implement a proactive maintenance strategy in which you apply preventive maintenance on a regular schedule.

IMPORTANT
Use the Create Service Order online interface or SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to acquire product
maintenance. The online interface makes it easy to order a maintenance package from Broadcom Support. The
batch interface uses the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command and can reduce hours of maintenance time
to just minutes. You can acquire maintenance on-demand or can schedule an SMP/E job to run regularly, which
eliminates time-consuming fix searches and the need to select maintenance manually through the Broadcom
Support Portal.
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New Features
TIP
Use this link to view the PTF numbers for each new feature in this article. The PTFs in this link are updated
programmatically so you always have access to the current New Feature PTFs. To view CARS reports and to
manage all aspects of mainframe maintenance, see the Common Mainframe Maintenance site.

The following updates have been made to this section since the last release of this documentation.

Documentation Changes

Using

• Features and Components - Formerly "Overview and Components" contains Promotes Ease-of-Use.
• Updated the CXX Report for Single Table Converted from Single VSAM File
• Updated the Sample CXX Report with Annotated Values Applicable to VIT Parameters
• Tasks have changed in Preparation Tasks Involving Online VIT, Online MDT, and URTs
• Sample Online VIT Definition Description contains new examples
• User Requirements Tables were updated in Example User Requirements Tables
• Brief introduction to the fallback and fall forward processes
• Improved steps for adding the Datacom VSAM Transparency subsystem to IPL and using IEFSSNxx

Product Enhancements
Datacom VSAM Transparency has been updated to take advantage of the new and enhanced features of Datacom/DB
Version 12.0 or later. For more information about those features, see the Datacom/DB Release Notes.
Other enhancements include the following. For details, see the Using section.

• Support for IBM CICS Transaction Server 3.2, 4.1, 4.2, 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6.
• Support for VSAM key lengths of 255 bytes.

Previously, VSAM key lengths were restricted to 180 bytes.

• This version is for z/OS only.
• DBVUFIL Parameter Descriptions:
• Valid entry for DBID= is now 21 to 5000.
• Valid entry for GBMAXR= is further explained.
• Valid entry for GETBLK= is now 4096 to 61440.
• Valid entry for VRECDLN= is now 1 to 32720.
• DBVXFIL Parameter Descriptions:
• Valid entry for DBID= is now 21 to 5000
• Valid entry for VRECDLN= is now 1 to 32767
• Defining MDB-Related Tables to User Requirements Tables (URT). The URT example has been updated.
• Converting a VSAM File to Multiple Datacom/DB Tables valid entry for the following required keyword changes:
• DBID= is now 21 to 5000.
• VRECDLN= is now 1 to 32720
• New macros for the SMP/E environment for Pax installation
• Post-installation tasks that include the following:
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– How to prepare for post-installation
– How to become APF authorized
– INSTJCL member names descriptions
– Updated installation sequence and customization steps
– How to fallback to a prior version
– How to return to Version 14.0 after fallback

Messages
This section lists the new messages in Version 14.0.

For information about each message, see Messages and Codes.

DVC0001I - DATACOM DVCR4PR date-time 14.0

DVC0002I - DATACOM name date-time 14.0 3ADDB000

DVC0003I - INSTALLATION SUCCESSFUL FOR SUBSYSTEM name 00C4C0A0

DVC0004I - DATACOM CAIRIM EXECUTION SUCCESSFUL

DVC0005E - DATACOM DVCR4PR 2012/05/10-0851 14.0

DVC0006E - DATACOM CAIRIM ERROR – x y

DVC0007E - DATACOM PARM VALUE DOES NOT START WITH EITHER 'DVSSN=' OR 'REPLACE OLDSSN=

DVC0008I - RUNNING SUBSYSTEM name HAS BEEN RENAMED name

DVC0009E - DATACOM PARM VALUE DOES NOT HAVE ',NEWSSN=' AT PROPER OFFSET

Release Compatibility and Support
Release compatibility and support information lets you see all of the tools Broadcom offers to assist in the product
lifecycle.

The following resources are available from Broadcom Support online:

• Broadcom Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• Mainframe Software Security Advisories (login required)
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To migrate
existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.

• Mainframe Essentials Software Risk Assessment video
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page
• Mainframe Compatibilities
• Broadcom Support Network Details

For other technical insights and to consult your peers and product management, monitor our global communities:

• Broadcom Mainframe Software Division (MSD) Microsite
• Broadcom Mainframe Software Communities
• Datacom CADRE Community
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Product Names and Abbreviations
Product names and abbreviations used in this document

This site references the following Broadcom Broadcom products:

• Datacom® Datadictionary™

• Datacom®/DB
• Datacom® DB2 Transparency
• Datacom® DL1 Transparency
• Datacom® CICS Services
• Datacom® Fast Restore
• Datacom® Presspack
• Datacom® Server
• Datacom® TOTAL Transparency
• Datacom® VSAM Transparency
• Dataquery™ for Datacom® (Dataquery)
• Ideal™ for Datacom® (Ideal)
• DADS™ Plus
• IPC
• Common Components and Services for z/OS
• Chorus™ Software Manager (CSM)
• SYSVIEW® Performance Management
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Installing
Review the steps to acquire, install, deploy, and configure your product.

Standard SMP/E installation and maintenance best practices are used to install and maintain Broadcom mainframe z/OS
products. The installation process includes all the tasks that are typically performed by a systems programmer to acquire
the products and make them ready for use in a production environment.

You can install Broadcom mainframe product software using IBM z/OSMF, CSM, or native SMP/E batch processing.

NOTE
z/OSMF installation is not available for every product.

z/OSMF and CSM are intuitive web-based tools that automate and simplify many installation activities on z/OS systems.
These applications also make obtaining and applying corrective, preventive, and recommended maintenance easier.

The following graphic provides a high-level overview of the installation process for Broadcom mainframe products:
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These steps are described in the following procedure:

1. Prepare for the installation by reviewing best practices and verifying that the software, hardware, security, and other
installation requirements have been met.

2. Acquire the product software using one of the following methods:
– From Broadcom Support, download a z/OSMF (filename.zOSMF.pax.Z) or classic SMP/E JCL (filename.pax.Z)

package. Only one can be selected.
NOTE
If a z/OSMF package is not available, select the SMP/E JCL package. A z/OSMF package is not available
for all products.

– From CSM, select a classic SMP/E JCL package from the product list. You cannot acquire a z/OSMF portable
software instance from CSM.

3. Perform an SMP/E installation to install the product software using one of the following methods:

 16
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– If you downloaded a z/OSMF package from Broadcom Support, install using z/OSMF Deployments.
– If you downloaded a classic SMP/E JCL package from Broadcom Support, use either of the following options:

• Install using native SMP/E JCL
• Install using CSM

– If you downloaded a classic SMP/E JCL package from CSM, start the installation process from the SMP/E
Environments tab in CSM.

4. Install maintenance using z/OSMF Software Update, SMP/E JCL, or CSM.
NOTE
Use SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to download and receive maintenance. This service lets you acquire
maintenance on demand and to schedule an SMP/E job to run as needed. The SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval can reduce hours of maintenance time to just minutes, making your system programmers more
productive and allowing them to focus on higher value tasks. Migrate existing CSIs to z/OSMF and use z/
OSMF Software Update to manage software updates.

5. Finalize the installation:
– Configure your product.
– Deploy your product.
For these tasks, use the methods that your product supports and in the preferred sequence per your site.

README Information for 14.0
RI49223 - README: STATUS OF VERSION 14.0 - DATACOM VSAM TRANSPARENCY

RI49223 - README: STATUS OF VERSION 14.0 - DATACOM VSAM TRANSPARENCY

This informational solution contains the latest information regarding the z/OS and Windows installation materials for
Datacom VSAM Transparency 14.0

As additional items are discovered, they will be added to this list.

This document is divided into six sections:

• z/OS New Install/Upgrade
• z/OS Maintenance
• New Functions, Features or Facilities
• Special Action Required
• Related z/OS Product Support for Datacom VSAM Transparency
• z/OS Documentation Updates

z/OS New Install/Upgrade

After installation of the code from the "Complete Release/Version" code PAX, all customers should apply all available
published maintenance for 14.0 before using the system.

1. Software requirements

• A version of z/OS that is supported by IBM is required.
• IBM SMP/E Version 3 Release 4 or later, as supported by IBM.
• Datacom/DB version 15.0 or higher with all current maintenance.
• CA IPC at r15 or higher with all current maintenance.
• Datacom CICS Services r15 or higher with all current maintenance.
• Installation of Datacom requires installation of certain components of Common Components and Services for z/OS

with all current maintenance. Component CAIRIM is required for LMP support. All Broadcom products require LMP.

2.  Sites upgrading, may need to reset various options since the upgrade process will reset options to default values.
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Sites that were running DBVT 2.2 with STGPROT=NO and are now upgrading to DBVT 14.0 with STGPROT=YES must
run job BGCIC01.

z/OS Maintenance

Refer to Special Action Required

(No special action at this time program (as of 08/14/2012)

New Functions, Features and Facilities

• CSM
• Electronic Software Delivery (EDS)
• CICS/TS release 5.5 support

Special Action Required for Version 15.0 and above

You must be at the most current maintenance for Datacom/DB before installing Datacom VSAM Transparency Version
14.0.

Related z/OS Products Support for Datacom VSAM Transparency 14.0

1. Supported z/OS releases and above.
2. Supported CICS/TS releases through 5.5.
3. Support for Datacom/DB version 15.0 and above.

Datacom VSAM Transparency 14.0 z/OS Documentation Updates

The complete set of Datacom Core Products documentation is available at http:/techdocs.broadcom.com.

Review Installation Best Practices
Before you begin the installation process, review these installation best practices.

Manage Security and Integrity Fixes

Broadcom offers Security and Integrity maintenance that addresses a security or integrity exposure. We categorize this
maintenance as a “SECINT” or “Security or Integrity” fix type using our mainframe software packaging system. With
each Security or Integrity Fix, Broadcom also offers access to Security Advisory articles that include more details and
context about a security or integrity exposure. Each article details the CVSS score, the CVSS Vector String, the affected
components, and the CVE numbers, if applicable. This central resource offers self-service information and an email
subscription service to be alerted about new security advisories.

Business Value:

This maintenance lets you quickly identify and apply security or integrity maintenance. The proactive notifications let you
address security issues immediately.

More information:

Maintain Security and Integrity Fixes

Broadcom Security Advisories Portal
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Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval for Product Maintenance

Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to eliminate the need to download maintenance manually. This service uses
the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to acquire Broadcom mainframe product maintenance. This service enables
you to acquire maintenance on demand or to schedule an SMP/E job to run as needed.

If you are an existing CSM customer, you can also use this service to download maintenance and dramatically reduce the
time that is required to download PTFs.

With SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval, you can make service requests for maintenance on demand or as scheduled
jobs that enable a more automated approach to downloading maintenance. To create a service order request online from
secure Broadcom download servers, see Use the Create Service Order Online Interface. This option is more streamlined
than using the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes.

Business Value:

SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval can reduce hours of maintenance time to just minutes, making your system
programmers more productive and allowing them to focus on higher value tasks. SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval:

• Eliminates time-consuming fix searches and the need to select maintenance manually from the Broadcom Support
portal

• Automates delivery of Broadcom maintenance directly to your mainframe
• Fulfills orders based on the status of your SMP/E environments
• Enables scheduling of maintenance downloads
• Facilitates an easier installation of Recommended and Preventive service

More information:

Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval

Implement a Proactive Preventive Maintenance Strategy

Use CARS to implement a proactive preventive maintenance strategy. CARS is patterned after the IBM preventive
maintenance model, Recommended Service Upgrade (RSU). With CARS, you can install preventive maintenance for
most Broadcom z/OS based products consistently on a schedule that you select (monthly, quarterly, annually). You
can follow the same schedule that you use to apply IBM maintenance, or you can implement a schedule for Broadcom
products only.

Business Value:

Keeping your products current with maintenance helps your team remain productive and minimizes errors while safely
protecting your systems. If you do not install preventive maintenance regularly, you risk encountering known problems for
which we have published and tested fixes. Early notification about the potential need to apply a required fix helps avoid
unscheduled downtime and assists you in proactively maintaining your software.

More information:

Recommended Service for z/OS

Sign up for Product Update Notifications

Sign up for product update notifications for all Broadcom products so that you receive notification of potential problems for
your products as soon as possible. Subscribe to critical alerts and other product notifications like security advisories within
the Broadcom Support portal. Sign in and select Notification Settings under your user name and profile. Select the alerts
that you want. Your preferences are automatically saved.

Business Value:

Early notification about the potential need to apply a required fix helps avoid unscheduled downtime and assists you in
proactively maintaining your software.
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Apply IBM Maintenance

Apply IBM maintenance for z/OSMF, SMP/E, and other components and products that are used during the software
installation process using the following FIXCAT:
IBM.DrivingSystem-RequiredService

Obtain the latest IBM HOLDDATA and run the SMP/E REPORT MISSINGFIX command to determine whether any
required PTFs are missing:
SET BDY(GLOBAL),

REPORT MISSINGFIX ZONES(ZOS24)

  FIXCATA(IBM.DrivingSystem-RequiredService).

Business Value:

Missing APARs can affect the operation or performance of your product.

Review z/OSMF Training Videos

The following training is offered to help you and your team learn z/OSMF basics. We recommend that all members of your
installation team review these videos before they use z/OSMF:

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To migrate
existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.

• Review IBM's z/OSMF Tutorials
• ServerPac Installation with z/OSMF: Tutorial 1 - Gain Access
• z/OSMF Management Facility
• z/OSMF Training - Introduction, Process, and Impact to Existing Customers 200

Business Value:

You and your team receive training so you can work efficiently in the IBM z/OSMF interface.

How the Installation Process Works
There is standardized product installations across all mainframe products. Installation uses the following process:

There is standardized product installations across all mainframe products. Installation uses the following process:

Acquisition
Transports the software to your z/OS system.

Installation using SMP/E
Creates an SMP/E environment and runs the RECEIVE, APPLY, and ACCEPT steps. The software is untailored.

(For CSM Release 5.1 and earlier only) Deployment
Copies the target libraries to another system or LPAR.

NOTE
This step is optional for CSM Version 6.0. For more information,   see Configure Your Product using
CSM.

Configuration
Creates customized load modules, bringing the software to an executable state.

(For staging system configurations in CSM Version 6.0 only) Deployment
Makes configured run-time libraries available to a remote location where that software can be activated, bringing it
to an executable state.
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CSM is an intuitive web-based tool that can automate and simplify many product installation activities on z/OS systems.
This application also makes obtaining and applying corrective and recommended maintenance easier. A web-based
interface enables you to install and maintain your products faster and with less chance of error. As a best practice,
we recommend that you install mainframe products and maintenance using CSM. Using CSM, someone with limited
knowledge of JCL and SMP/E can install a product.

NOTE
If you do not have CSM, you can download it from the Download Center. Follow the installation instructions.

You can also complete the standardized installation process manually using pax files that you download from Broadcom
Support.

To install your product, do the following tasks:

1. Prepare for the installation by confirming that your site meets all installation requirements.
2. Verify that you acquired the product using one of the following methods:

– From Broadcom Support using CSM.
– From Broadcom Support using Pax-Enhanced Electronic Software Delivery (Pax ESD).

3. Perform an SMP/E installation using one of the following methods:
– If you used CSM to acquire the product, start the installation process from the SMP/E Environments tab in CSM.
– If you used Pax ESD to acquire the product, you can install the product in the following ways:

• Install the product manually.
• Complete the SMP/E installation using the Add Product option in CSM.

NOTE
If a CARS package is published for your product, install it before proceeding.

4. (For CSM Release 5.1 and earlier only) Deploy the target libraries using the following methods:
– If you are using CSM, deployment is required.
– If you are using a manual process, deployment is an optional step.

5. After deployment is complete, proceed to the Post-Installation process if necessary.

Prepare for Installation
Review this topic to prepare to install, configure, and deploy your Broadcom product software.

To prepare for an installation or upgrade, your installation team (systems programmer, security administrator, and so
on) should review the installation and configuration tasks to determine the high-level requirements by role. Doing so can
help you complete the process faster without any delays waiting for tasks to be completed at the last minute.

To install your product, we recommend that you understand:

• JCL
• TSO/ISPF
• Your organization IT environment, enterprise structure, and region structure
• z/OS environment and installing software in this environment
• z/OS UNIX System Services

Consult with the following personnel, as required:

• Security administrator for access
• Storage administrator for DASD allocations
• Systems programmer for z/OS definitions

TIP
If you plan to use z/OSMF to install or configure your product, review the installation best practices, which
include comprehensive z/OSMF video training from IBM. To access z/OSMF training from Broadcom, log in to
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the Broadcom Support portal and search for a course in Learning@Broadcom. To migrate your existing SMP/E
environments (CSIs) to z/OSMF, see z/OSMF Migration.

You can install this release of your product and can continue to use an older release in another SMP/E environment. If you
plan to continue to run a previous release, consider the following points:

• When you install the product into an existing SMP/E environment, the new installation deletes previous releases in that
environment. We recommend that you install into a new CSI.

• If you acquire your product using SMP/E JCL, select different target and distribution zones for your new release from
where your current release is installed. The new zones use different libraries than your current release.

• Define DDDEF entries in your new zones to point SMP/E to the proper libraries for installation. Ensure that they point
to the new release libraries.

Review Installation Best Practices
Before you begin the installation process, review these installation best practices.

Manage Security and Integrity Fixes

Broadcom offers Security and Integrity maintenance that addresses a security or integrity exposure. We categorize this
maintenance as a “SECINT” or “Security or Integrity” fix type using our mainframe software packaging system. With
each Security or Integrity Fix, Broadcom also offers access to Security Advisory articles that include more details and
context about a security or integrity exposure. Each article details the CVSS score, the CVSS Vector String, the affected
components, and the CVE numbers, if applicable. This central resource offers self-service information and an email
subscription service to be alerted about new security advisories.

Business Value:

This maintenance lets you quickly identify and apply security or integrity maintenance. The proactive notifications let you
address security issues immediately.

More information:

Maintain Security and Integrity Fixes

Broadcom Security Advisories Portal

Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval for Product Maintenance

Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to eliminate the need to download maintenance manually. This service uses
the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to acquire Broadcom mainframe product maintenance. This service enables
you to acquire maintenance on demand or to schedule an SMP/E job to run as needed.

If you are an existing CSM customer, you can also use this service to download maintenance and dramatically reduce the
time that is required to download PTFs.

With SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval, you can make service requests for maintenance on demand or as scheduled
jobs that enable a more automated approach to downloading maintenance. To create a service order request online from
secure Broadcom download servers, see Use the Create Service Order Online Interface. This option is more streamlined
than using the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes.

Business Value:

SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval can reduce hours of maintenance time to just minutes, making your system
programmers more productive and allowing them to focus on higher value tasks. SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval:
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• Eliminates time-consuming fix searches and the need to select maintenance manually from the Broadcom Support
portal

• Automates delivery of Broadcom maintenance directly to your mainframe
• Fulfills orders based on the status of your SMP/E environments
• Enables scheduling of maintenance downloads
• Facilitates an easier installation of Recommended and Preventive service

More information:

Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval

Implement a Proactive Preventive Maintenance Strategy

Use CARS to implement a proactive preventive maintenance strategy. CARS is patterned after the IBM preventive
maintenance model, Recommended Service Upgrade (RSU). With CARS, you can install preventive maintenance for
most Broadcom z/OS based products consistently on a schedule that you select (monthly, quarterly, annually). You
can follow the same schedule that you use to apply IBM maintenance, or you can implement a schedule for Broadcom
products only.

Business Value:

Keeping your products current with maintenance helps your team remain productive and minimizes errors while safely
protecting your systems. If you do not install preventive maintenance regularly, you risk encountering known problems for
which we have published and tested fixes. Early notification about the potential need to apply a required fix helps avoid
unscheduled downtime and assists you in proactively maintaining your software.

More information:

Recommended Service for z/OS

Sign up for Product Update Notifications

Sign up for product update notifications for all Broadcom products so that you receive notification of potential problems for
your products as soon as possible. Subscribe to critical alerts and other product notifications like security advisories within
the Broadcom Support portal. Sign in and select Notification Settings under your user name and profile. Select the alerts
that you want. Your preferences are automatically saved.

Business Value:

Early notification about the potential need to apply a required fix helps avoid unscheduled downtime and assists you in
proactively maintaining your software.

Apply IBM Maintenance

Apply IBM maintenance for z/OSMF, SMP/E, and other components and products that are used during the software
installation process using the following FIXCAT:
IBM.DrivingSystem-RequiredService

Obtain the latest IBM HOLDDATA and run the SMP/E REPORT MISSINGFIX command to determine whether any
required PTFs are missing:
SET BDY(GLOBAL),

REPORT MISSINGFIX ZONES(ZOS24)

  FIXCATA(IBM.DrivingSystem-RequiredService).

Business Value:

Missing APARs can affect the operation or performance of your product.
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Review z/OSMF Training Videos

The following training is offered to help you and your team learn z/OSMF basics. We recommend that all members of your
installation team review these videos before they use z/OSMF:

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To migrate
existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.

• Review IBM's z/OSMF Tutorials
• ServerPac Installation with z/OSMF: Tutorial 1 - Gain Access
• z/OSMF Management Facility
• z/OSMF Training - Introduction, Process, and Impact to Existing Customers 200

Business Value:

You and your team receive training so you can work efficiently in the IBM z/OSMF interface.

Hardware Requirements
All hardware and software requirements for your system must be met before installing, upgrading, or maintaining the
Datacom product line for the z/OS environment.
Hardware requirements are as follows:

• An IBM mainframe that fully supports the z/OS 2.2 or later operating system.
• If System Managed Storage (SMS) is being used, you are required not to mix device types in a storage class used for

Datacom.

Software Requirements
Software requirements

cdatvsamt141

The following software is required when installing Datacom VSAM Transparency:

• IBM-supported release of z/OS (see z/OS Compatibility Matrix)
NOTE
From Mainframe Compatibilities, you can select the type of compatibility information you are interested in
viewing. For example, Db2, z/OS, CICS.

• IBM SMP/E in a version and release that IBM supports.
• Datacom/DB Version 15.0 or higher with all current maintenance applied.
• IPC at Version 15.0 or higher with all current maintenance applied.
• Datacom CICS Services Vision 15.0 or higher with all current maintenance applied.
• Any version of IBM CICS Transaction Server (CTS) that IBM supports.
• Installation of Datacom requires installation of certain Common Components and Services for z/OS components with

all current maintenance applied. Component CAIRIM is required for LMP support. All Broadcom Broadcom products
require LMP.

Library Requirements

The Datacom VSAM Transparency Custom Library (CUSLIB) must be APF authorized. For more information, see Step
1Post-Installation in Installation Steps.
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DASD Requirements

Disk space requirements depend on your mix or components. The following table indicates the estimated blocks of DASD
space required. The column heading VOLUME refers to the VOLSER given in the Installation Worksheet. The column
heading TRKS refers to the estimated number of tracks that are used with 3390 type DASD.

SMP/E CSI and Data Sets

Description Volume TRKS

SMPCSI.CSI - -

SMPCSI.CSI.DATA -   45

SMPCSI.CSI.INDEX -   75

SMPLTS -   10

SMPSCDS -   60

SMPMTS -   10

SMPPTS -   30

SMPSTS -   10

SMPLOG -   75

SMPLOGA -   75

SAMPJCL -   30

SMPHOLD -   15

Total - 435

Target Libraries

Description Volume TRKS

PRODHLQ.CABGLOAD -   30

PRODHLQ.CABGMAC -   10

PRODHLQ.CABGXML -   10

PRODHLQ.CABGLPA -   10

PRODHLQ.CABGSAMP -   60

Total - 120

Custom User Libraries

Description Volume TRKS

CUSLIB DASD02 60

CUSMAC DASD02 15

INSTJCL DASD02 15

Total - 90
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Distribution Libraries

Description Volume TRKS

PRODHLQ.AABGMOD0 -   30

PRODHLQ.AABGMAC -   10

PRODHLQ.AABGSAMP -   60

PRODHLQ.AABGXML -   10

Total - 110

Common Components and Services Requirements
Brief description of Common Components and Services components used with Datacom VSAM Transparency

Common Components and Services is a group of system services that protect your investment in software by helping you
manage your data center more efficiently. Each of the Common Components and Services offers individual benefits.

The following Common Components and Services are used with Datacom VSAM Transparency:

• CAIENF
• LMP
• CAIRIM

NOTE
If other Key defintion for "ca" not found in the DITA map. mainframe products are installed at your site, some of
these services are already installed.

CAIENF

The CAI Event Notification Facility (CAIENF) is an operating system interface service that offers a simple and flexible
approach for Broadcom products to obtain data from z/OS. By centralizing operating system interfaces within CAIENF,
many features which were formerly available within a single product can be shared across the entire product line. CAIENF
features include:

• Dynamic installation and reconfiguration
• True recovery from system or individual power outages
• High performance asynchronous processing
• Single interface between Broadcom products and operating system data
• Built-in diagnostic aids
• Ease of customization
• Exploitation of relational database technology

LMP

The License Management Program (LMP) tracks licensed software in a standardized and automated way.  LMP uses
common real-time enforcement software to validate the user configuration. LMP reports on activities related to the license,
usage, and financials of your Broadcom products.

Your product is licensed with an LMP key. You acquire the LMP key with one of the following methods:

• From your product media
• With Pax ESD
• From Key defintion for "support" not found in the DITA map.
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NOTE
For more information about LMP keys, see the Common Components and Services for z/OS documentation.

The routines are integrated into the Broadcom MVS dynamic Service code, S910 (CAIRIM). LMP features include:

• Common key data set which can be shared among many CPUs
• "Check digits" used to detect errors in transcribing key information
• Execution keys that you can enter without affecting any Broadcom product already running
• No special maintenance requirements

CAIRIM

The CAI Resource Initialization Manager (CAIRIM) is the common driver for a collection of dynamic initialization routines.
These routines eliminate the need for user SVCs, SMF exits, subsystems, and other installation requirements that are
commonly encountered when installing system software. These routines are grouped under the Broadcom dynamic
Service code, S910. CAIRIM features include:

• Obtaining SMF data
• Verifying proper software installation
• Installing MVS interfaces
• Automatic startup of Broadcom and other vendor products
• Proper timing and order of initialization

Using LMP

Datacom VSAM Transparency requires LMP to initialize correctly. LMP also provides a standardized and automated
approach to the tracking of licensed software.

NOTE
The DATACOM startup option specifies the licensed Broadcom products that execute with this Multi-User
Facility (MUF). These features are verified to be licensed for execution by LMP.

Examine the LMP Key Certificate that you received with your product installation package. That certificate contains the
following field information:

Key Certificate

Product Name

The trademarked or registered name of the Broadcom Broadcom product that is licensed for the designated site and
CPUs.

Supplement

The reference number of your license for the particular product, in the format nnnnnn - nnn. This format differs slightly
inside and outside North America, and in some cases may not be provided at all.

Expiration Date

The date (month dd, yyyy, as in May 17, 2012) your license for this product expires.

Technical Contact

The name of the technical contact at your site who is responsible for the installation and maintenance of the designated
product. This is the person to whom Broadcom addresses all LMP correspondence to this person.

MIS Director
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The name of the Director of MIS, or the person who performs that function at the site. If the title but not the name of the
person is indicated on the Certificate, please supply the actual name when correcting and verifying the Certificate.

CPU Location

The address of the building where the CPU is installed.

Execution Key

A required encrypted code by LMP for product initialization. During installation, it is referred to as the LMP Code.

Product Code

A two-character code that corresponds to this particular product.

CPU ID

The code that identifies the specific CPU for which installation of this product is valid.

LMP is provided as an integral part of CAIRIM. After CAIRIM has been installed or maintained at Service level B2 or later,
LMP support is available for all Datacom products.

Defining Keys

Proper initialization of any Broadcom Broadcom product requires the addition of the LMP execution key, provided on the
Key Certificate, to the CAIRIM parameters. To define a LMP execution key to the CAIRIM parameters, modify member
KEYS in the OPTLIB data set. This is the parameter structure of member KEYS.

PROD(pp) DATE(ddmmmyy) CPU(ttt-mmmm/ssssss) LMPCODE(kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk)

(pp)

(Required) The two-character product code. For any given LMP product, this code agrees with the product code already in
use by the CAIRIM initialization parameters for earlier genlevels of the product.

(ddmmmyy)

The LMP licensing agreement expiration date.

(tttt-mmmm)

The CPU type and model (for example, 3090–600) on which the LMP product will run. If the CPU type, model, or both
require less than four characters, blank spaces are inserted for the unused characters.

(ssssss)

The serial number of the CPU on which the LMP product runs.

(kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk)

The execution key needed to run the LMP product. This LMP execution key is provided on the Key Certificate shipped
with each LMP product.

IPC component VPE

The Virtual Processing Environment (VPE) is an interproduct service that Broadcom products use when running under
Roscoe IE, TSO, or CICS. VPE contains monitor-specific code and allows your Broadcom products to run independent of
the environment. VPE features include:
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• Making environment inquiries
• Making terminal inquiries
• Reading and writing directly from and to sequential files
• Performing uppercase and lowercase translation
• Issuing messages to both terminal and console
• Checking runaway tasks
• Dumping application-specific storage before giving control to the operating system

Install Products Using z/OSMF
Learn how to install product software using z/OSMF.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include acquiring, installing, maintaining, and configuring mainframe
products on your systems. z/OSMF lets you perform these tasks for Broadcom mainframe products and mainframe
products from other vendors. z/OSMF lets you manage software on your z/OS systems through a browser at any time,
from any location. By streamlining some traditional tasks and automating others, z/OSMF can simplify some areas of
system management and also reduce the level of expertise that is required for managing system activities. Experienced
users can view, define, and update policies that affect system behavior, monitor system performance, and manage z/OS
software.

As products and vendors adopt z/OSMF services, you can install and maintain all your mainframe products in a common
way according to industry best practices. After configuration is complete, you can execute the product and easily provision
new software instances for use on other systems throughout your environment.

Use the following topics to guide you through the installation process using z/OSMF:

Address z/OSMF Requirements
Provides information about z/OSMF general configuration and security requirements.

Acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance
Provides the steps to acquire the product software from Broadcom Support and register the portable software
instance in z/OSMF.

Install Product Software Using z/OSMF Deployments
Provides the steps to install (deploy) the portable software instance to an LPAR using z/OSMF Deployments. This
step creates the SMP/E environment and runs the RECEIVE, APPLY, and ACCEPT steps to prepare the software
instance for SMP/E operations. This step also:

• Customizes the data set names that are defined to SMP/E.
• Mounts required USS files if necessary.
• Performs workflow execution to customize the deployed runtime environment for use on a specific z/OS

system.

Import Product Information into z/OSMF
Provides the steps to import the Broadcom product information file so that z/OSMF has access to the latest
product release information. For a list of products using z/OSMF, see Mainframe Products using z/OSMF in the
Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation.

TIP
See our installation best practices article for a list of comprehensive z/OSMF video training from IBM.

When these tasks are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance. You can also configure software
instances using z/OSMF workflows.

Address z/OSMF Requirements
Prepare for installation using z/OSMF by addressing the requirements in this topic.
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Before you install your Broadcom mainframe products using IBM z/OSMF, address the installation and security
requirements in the following table:

NOTE
Your systems programmers and security administrators can complete these tasks in parallel.

Task Description Role

Apply required maintenance
for Common Components
and Services (CCS) Version
15.0 (SO12499)

The CCS PTF installs load module stubs for select IBM products into your
installed CCS library hlq.CAW0CALL. If you are prompted during installation
for the data set name of a load library for an IBM product that is not installed,
specify your installed hlq.CAW0CALL data set name.

Systems Programmer

Configure z/OSMF The IBM z/OS Management Facility Configuration Guide is your primary
source of information about how to configure z/OSMF. You can open the IBM
documentation in a separate browser tab for reference during installation of your
products using z/OSMF Deployments. To prevent configuration errors and to
enable z/OSMF Software Update for maintenance, apply all z/OSMF related
maintenance before you begin the installation process.

Systems Programmer,
Security Administrator,
Domain Administrator

Configure z/OSMF security
for ACF2, Top Secret, or
IBM RACF

Configure security in your ESM to authorize users and resources. To prevent
SSL handshake failures when importing product information into z/OSMF, make
sure that you have added the Digicert Intermediate CA certificate to the z/OSMF
keyring. For information, see Import Product Information into z/OSMF.

Security Administrator

Confirm installer privileges Confirm that the installer has read, create, update, and execute privileges
in z/OS. Write access is also required to the UNIX System Services (USS)
directories that are used for the installation process. To deploy a product
that has USS components, the installer's user ID must have access to
the appropriate resource profiles in the UNIXPRIV class, access to the
BPX.SUPERUSER resource profile in the FACILITY class, or UID(0). For
UNIXPRIV, read access is required to SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHOWN,
SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHGRP, and SUPERUSER.FILESYS.MOUNT.

Security Administrator

Address USS requirements • Create a USS directory to receive the z/OSMF pax file and to perform the
unpack steps.

• Confirm that you have write authority to the USS directories that are used for
the z/OSMF pax installation process.

• Confirm that you have available USS file space.
To download and unpack the pax file, you need free space that is approximately
3.5 times the pax file size in the file system that contains the pax directories. For
example, to download and unpack a 14-MB pax file, you need approximately 49
MB of free space in the file system hosting your pax directory. If you do not have
sufficient free space, error messages like EZA1490I Error writing to data set or
EZA2606W File I/O error 133 can occur.

Systems Programmer,
Security Administrator

Configure SMP/E Internet
Service Retrieval

Lets you receive and download maintenance on a regular cadence or build
custom maintenance packages (order PTFs, APARs, critical, recommended, all,
or just HOLDDATA). This step is our recommended best practice when installing
maintenance and is required to use z/OSMF Software Update. For configuration
details, see the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation.

Systems Programmer,
Security Administrator

After these requirements have been addressed, you are ready to acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance or
Configure a Software Instance using z/OSMF Workflows.
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Acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance
Learn how to acquire a z/OSMF portable software instance.

As a systems programmer, you can acquire a z/OSMF portable software instance (PSWI) for your product from Broadcom
Support and then add the portable software instance to z/OSMF. The product SMP/E environments are pre-built at
Broadcom, backed up, and made available for download as a PSWI.

The PSWI includes the SMP/E CSI data sets, all associated SMP/E-managed target and distribution libraries, non-SMP/E-
managed data sets, and metadata that is required to describe the PSWI.

The following diagram illustrates the acquisition process:

1. Review the installation best practices and address all requirements.
2. Complete one of the following tasks to Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance:

– Download the PSWI to the z/OSMF host from the Broadcom download server.
Before you use this option, complete the one-time security configuration tasks to use the RECEIVE
FROMNETWORK (RFN) process through GIMGTPKG and SMP/E. See Prepare for Secure Internet Delivery.

– Download the PSWI to your laptop and FTP it to a USS directory on the mainframe or download it to z/OS.
3. Register the portable software instance in z/OSMF.

Prepare for Secure Internet Delivery

Perform the following one-time security configuration steps to instruct the SMP/E RECEIVE command and the
GIMGTPKG service routine to download the PSWI using HTTPS. GIMGTPKG performs the SMP/E RECEIVE
FROMNETWORK TRANSFERONLY command functions. SMP/E supports secure and encrypted download operations
using HTTPS (HTTP over SSL, Secure Sockets Layer). The default z/OS Java truststore manages the certificates.

NOTE
If your site has already configured the server certificate to acquire solutions and process maintenance requests
through https://downloads.broadcom.com, skip this task. Go to order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance.

1. Download the certificate:
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/cadocs/0/certs/digi-inter-new/digicert_intermediate_2031.crt

Record the location on your workstation where the certificate now resides.
2. Upload the certificate as text data to your z/OS system in RECFM=VB and LRECL=84 format. If you use FTP, use the

following commands to avoid truncation:
ASCII

QUOTE SITE WRAP LRECL=84 RECFM=VB

PUT your_PC_file_name 'your.zos.dataset.name'

quit

The certificate now resides on z/OS.
3. Add the certificate to the External Security Manager (ESM) database:
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– For ACF2, specify:
SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT CERTAUTH yourcertname DSN(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) -

  LABEL(yourlabelname) USAGE(CERTAUTH) TRUST

– For Top Secret, specify:
TSS ADD(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(yourcertname) LABLCERT(yourlabelname)-

DCDSN(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) TRUST

– For IBM RACF, specify:
RACDCERT CERTAUTH ADD(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) + 

WITHLABEL(‘yourlabelname’) TRUST

The ESM database now includes the certificate.
4. Grant UPDATE access to the IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) to the user ID submitting the FTP JCL:

– For ACF2, specify:
SET RESOURCE(FAC)

RECKEY IRR ADD( DIGICERT.LISTRING UID(userid) SERVICE(UPDATE) ALLOW)

– For Top Secret, specify:
TSS PER(userid) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) ACC(UPDATE)

– For IBM RACF, specify:
PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING CLASS(FACILITY) ID(userid) ACCESS(UPDATE)

The user that submits the FTP JCL can use a virtual CERTAUTH keyring to authenticate the FTP server. The
certificate does not need to be added to the keyring of the FTP user.

The one-time security configuration is complete. You are now ready to Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance.

Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance

You can order the z/OSMF portable software instance from the Broadcom Support and download the PSWI using GIMZIP
to z/OSMF or download the PSWI to a local z/OSMF host as a single pax file. You can download directly to the mainframe
or you can download to your workstation and then transfer the pax file to the mainframe. A file transfer utility, such as FTP,
is required to transfer data to the mainframe.

Use the following procedure to create a service order from the Broadcom Support site for a product-specific PSWI:

1. Go to Broadcom Support and select Software, Mainframe Software, and My Downloads.
2. Log in using your Broadcom Support username and password.

The My Downloads page appears.
3. Select a product from the list or enter the product name in the Search field.

The product page appears with two tabs under the product name: Products and Solutions.
4. Under Products, select the product that you want to download.

A list by release, service pack, and language appears.
5. Use the hypertext link to select a release.

The Primary Downloads page appears. This page shows the product-specific software packages that you can select
to download.
If an Additional Downloads page is available, this page shows more software packages that are related to your
product selection that you can download. These products may already be installed.

6. Review the packages that appear under Primary Downloads and Additional Downloads and complete the following
steps:
a. View the file information for the product that you want by selecting the right arrow key (>) or by selecting Expand

All.
b. Select the checkbox under Download for the PSWI (productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z) and other files that you

want to include in the product download.
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c. Select one of the following download methods:
• If your product is RFN-enabled, a GIMZIP download option is available. Select GIMZIP to acquire the product

package from the Broadcom download server directly to your z/OSMF host system using z/OSMF Software
Management. Go to Step 7.

• Select HTTPS Download or Secure FTP Download to download the files from the Broadcom download server.
Secure FTP Download is the preferred method. Go to Step 8.
To select a download method from the Download Manager, select Download Selected. This option lets you
download multiple files at one time.

For download tips, see Product Download Help. For sample JCL and security requirements, see Download Methods
and Locations.

7. If you selected GIMZIP, the GIMZIP text changes to Order is Placed. An email is sent to the order creator.
Complete the following steps to generate the required SERVER XML to download the PSWI from the FTP download
server to your mainframe using the GIMGTPKG service routine. GIMGTPKG transports the GIMZIP packages from a
remote FTP server to a local host.
a. Use the link in the email to access the order details (site ID, order number, and product release) on the Download

History page in the Download Manager on Broadcom Support.
b. Select GIMZIP to access the service order details (SERVER XML) in a text file. For example:

<SERVER 

   host=”ftpserver.broadcom.com”

   user=”joesmith”

   pw=”password”

 > 

 <PACKAGE

    file=”/order/product/GIMPAF.XML”

    hash=”01234567890123456078901234567890”

    id=”BROADCOM”

 > 

 </PACKAGE> 

</SERVER>

The SERVER XML contains the required information for the download server to receive the network package.
c. Copy the SERVER XML to your clipboard and change the id tag to name the subdirectory in the SMPNTS

directory. Use this copy to register the PSWI in z/OSMF using the Add From Download Server option.
Go to Register the Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF.

8. If you selected Secure FTP in Step 6, the Secure FTP Download Instructions pop-up appears.
a. Copy the host URL (downloads.broadcom.com) and paste it into a browser.
b. Log in using one of the following options:

• Broadcom Support Portal username and password
• Secure Access Token

To use this option, select Generate Access Credentials, specify your email address and password, and select
Generate. Before you close the window, copy and save the generated FTP credential details (username and
password) into a text file.

c. Copy the path for the zip file located in Order Location. This file identifies the order to be downloaded. For
example, /12345678.zip.

d. Use the following sample JCL with an added JOB card to download the z/OSMF pax file using FTP:
 //GETPAX   EXEC PGM=FTP,REGION=0K

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

 //OUTPUT   DD SYSOUT=*

 //INPUT    DD *

 downloads.broadcom.com

 supportportalemail or generatedUsername 

 supportportalpassword or generatedPassword
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 Binary

 get orderlocation + ‘yourUSSpaxDirectory’ (rep

 quit

 /*

 //*

e. Execute JCL to unpack the installation file and restore the individual pax files. Sample JCL follows:
//USSBATCH EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH

//STDOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD SYSOUT=*

//STDPARM  DD *

//* Be sure that there are no line numbers on the input lines.

sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/;

pax –rvf productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z

/*

//*

Customize the sample JCL as follows:

• Add a JOB statement.
• Update the USS directory (yourUSSpaxdirectory) with the path name where you want to copy the pax file.
• Update productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z with the name of the pax file that you want to copy to the mainframe.
• Submit the customized JCL.

USSBATCH can take several minutes to execute. A return code of zero is expected. Any other return code
indicates a problem.
You can also use OMVS to unpax the z/OSMF pax file. For example:
$ cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory

$ pax -rvf productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z

After successful execution, the individual pax files are restored and ready for use. You are now ready to register
the PSWI in z/OSMF using the Add From z/OSMF System option.

Go to Register Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF.

Register Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF

After you acquire and download the PSWI to a local z/OSMF host system, log in to z/OSMF to register the product
software and define the PSWI to z/OSMF as shown in the following procedure. When you complete these steps, the PSWI
is registered in z/OSMF and ready for installation (deployment).

1. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface and select your user ID in the top or bottom right-hand corner to switch between
the Desktop Interface and Classic Interface.

2. Complete one of the following steps to display the Software Management page:
a. In the Desktop Interface, select Software Management.
b. In the Classic Interface, select Software, Software Management.

3. Select Portable Software Instances to define your PSWI to z/OSMF.
4. Select Add from the Actions menu and select From Download Server (GIMZIP download) or From z/OSMF System

(HTTPS or Secure FTP download) as applicable.
For detailed steps, see Tutorial 2 - Add a PSWI from IBM.
Use the default CLIENT XML or if needed, specify the CLIENT XML attributes that you use in other SMP/E jobs to
download software products or PTFs from the Broadcom download servers. For example:
<CLIENT  downloadmethod="https"

         downloadkeyring="javatruststore"

         javahome="/usr/lpp/java/J8.0"

         >
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</CLIENT>

NOTE
For more information about specifying the CLIENT XML tag, see Content of CLIENT data set in the IBM
documentation.

downloadmethod
Specifies the network protocol for downloading the files from a remote server. HTTPS is the only supported
option. When you specify https, certificates are required to perform the SSL handshake with the HTTPS server to
encrypt the network activity. The location of the certificates is defined using the downloadkeyring attribute.

downloadkeyring
Identifies the location of the certificates that are required to perform SSL operations with the HTTPS server
where the files to be downloaded reside. Specify the name for an external security manager (ESM) keyring or the
keyword javatruststore.
The name of the keyring can specify a real or a virtual keyring.
To indicate that all CA certificates that are defined in the ESM can be used to perform SSL operations, specify
“*AUTH*/*” for the CERTAUTH virtual keyring userid/keyring value.

javahome
Specifies the location of the Java runtime to be used by SMP/E.

The PSWI exists on your z/OS system and is defined to z/OSMF. The product software is ready for installation. Go to
Install Product Software using z/OSMF Deployments.

Install Product Software Using z/OSMF Deployments
Learn how to install product software using z/OSMF Deployments.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing product software in your z/OS environment. After
the portable software instance or software instance is registered in z/OSMF, you can use z/OSMF Deployments to
install the product software and create the product data sets (global, CSI, target libraries, and distribution libraries) for
the new software instance. The deployment jobs create a copy of the source product data sets to create the product
target runtime environment. Creating a copy of the SMP/E target data sets keeps the SMP/E environment clean and it
also isolates the product runtime environment for maintenance activities. You can also perform z/OSMF workflows to
customize the SMP/E data sets, mount UNIX System Services (USS) files if necessary, and configure the new software
instance on the target system.

To install Broadcom mainframe products using z/OSMF and make the product software available for use on a system
by users and other programs, define a new deployment. This step defines the SMP/E environment name and the prefix
of the CSI data set in z/OSMF. You also specify data set allocation parameters for all SMP/E data sets, target libraries,
and distribution libraries. To define a new deployment, complete the deployment checklist (specify the USS path, DSN,
VOLSERs), and submit the deployment jobs through the z/OSMF user interface. When the deployment is complete, you
have a source and target copy of the software.

NOTE
For more information about these tasks, see Deploying software in the IBM documentation.

Subsequent maintenance activities for the product update the SMP/E environment without affecting your active product
runtime environments. You decide when to redeploy the maintenance-updated SMP/E target data sets to each of the
product runtime environments.

Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify the installation requirements in Prepare for
Installation.

NOTE
The installer requires read, create, update, and execute privileges in z/OS. Write access is also required to the
USS directories that are used for the installation process. To deploy a product that has USS components, the
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installer's user ID must have access to the appropriate resource profiles in the UNIXPRIV class, access to the
BPX.SUPERUSER resource profile in the FACILITY class, or UID(0). For UNIXPRIV, read access is required to
SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHOWN, SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHGRP, and SUPERUSER.FILESYS.MOUNT.

1. Display the Deployments table in z/OSMF (Software Management, Deployments).
2. Define a new deployment by selecting New from the Actions menu.

The deployment checklist displays. You can also modify, view, copy, cancel, or remove existing deployments.
3. Complete the deployment checklist items as described in Defining new deployments in the IBM documentation.

As you complete the deployment checklist, be sure to make the following selections:
a. Specify the properties for this deployment (name, description, and optional category).
b. Select the software to deploy.

For this step, select the Portable Software Instance button and select your package.
c. Select the objective for this deployment to indicate where and how you want to install the selected portable

software instance.
For this step, indicate that you want to create a software instance and specify the global zone CSI and the system
where the target software instance will reside.

d. Check for missing SYSMODs and view missing SYSMOD reports.
For this step, deselect the following report options:
• Requisite SYSMODs and Fix Categories reports
• Regressed SYSMODs and HOLDDATA Delta reports

e. Configure this deployment to define the target software instance.
• For DLIBs, specify Yes to copy the distribution zones and libraries that are associated with the source software.

You can customize the names and the storage class or volumes of the new data sets.
• For Model, indicate The source software to use as a model. z/OSMF uses the data sets, volumes, mount

points, catalogs, and SMP/E zones that are associated with the model to specify default values for the target
software instance.

• For SMP/E Zones, the DLIB and TLIB names do not typically need to be changed.
• For Data sets, change the target data set name prefix to the one that you want to use for your deployment.

Specify a volume or storage class to identify where to create the target data sets.
• For Catalogs, no action is required assuming that your target data set prefix is defined in a user catalog.
• For Volumes and Storage Classes, no action is required. A summary is presented of the target data sets to be

created and how much space is required.
• For Mount Points, review the mount points for the UNIX file system data sets that are included in the target

software instance. When specifying a new target mount point, retain the static path extension in the path name
to prevent failures in the configuration workflow. For example, targetpathname/staticpathextension.

NOTE
If your product does not include USS directories, ignore this instruction.

f. Define the job settings to generate JCL to install the software and view the deployment summary. For this step,
update the JOB statement as needed.

NOTE
If the target system for the deployment is in a JES Multi-Access Spool (MAS) and the mount point is only
accessible from the target system, add a System Affinity (SYSAFF) to the job card to ensure execution
on the system where the zFS resides.

g. Submit the deployment jobs in sequential order, wait for each job to complete, and then select Refresh to register
job completion in z/OSMF.
A return code of zero is expected.
When all deployment jobs have executed successfully, you have unzipped and renamed the product data sets, and
updated the CSI data sets. The product data sets have also been successfully copied and the properties for the
target software instance have been specified.

h. Execute the workflows for the software being deployed. Most products have at least one of the following workflows:
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Post SMP/E Workflow
Updates the CSI with site-specific external data sets, relinks load modules, and optionally mounts USS
directories.

NOTE
If prompted for the data set name of a load library for an IBM product that is not installed, specify your
installed Common Components and Services for z/OS CCS_hlq.CAW0CALL data set name.

Configuration Workflows
Configures a new software instance or an existing software instance. For example, an upgrade workflow updates
an existing software instance for your product to a new product release.

NOTE
For a list of products with workflows to complete post-install configuration, see Mainframe Products using
z/OSMF for Software Management in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation.

i. Specify a name and description for the new target software instance.

The deployment process is complete. The new software instance is defined to z/OSMF. You are now ready to Import
Product Information into z/OSMF before you install product maintenance.

Import Product Information into z/OSMF
Learn how to import a product information file into z/OSMF.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining a current repository of acquired product packages
that are ready for installation in your mainframe environment. z/OSMF lets you view a consolidated list of the products and
maintenance packages that are included in each software instance or portable software instance.

You can import product information for the  Broadcom mainframe products that you have installed on z/OS into z/
OSMF. After you retrieve the product information, use z/OSMF Software Management to obtain a list of products that
are contained in your software instances. This information helps you to determine which products are nearing or have
reached end of service (EOS) or end of life (EOL) support. This information is useful when planning future installations
and upgrades. You can also use this information to identify software instances that will be affected by changes to a
product.

The product information file for Broadcom mainframe products is stored on the following FTP directory:

https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/WebInterface/phpdocs/0/MSPSaccount/COMPAT/BroadcomProdInfo.txt

You can load the contents of the Broadcom product information file into z/OSMF from:

• The Broadcom FTP directory directly
• Your local workstation
• A z/OS data set or UNIX file

After you load the file, retrieve the product information in z/OSMF from the Products view in the Software Management
task.

If you create software instances or portable software instances in z/OSMF, import the product information file again so that
you have current information to display for your installed products.

Broadcom recommends that you repeat the load procedure on a regular schedule or at least monthly to ensure that
you have current Broadcom product information available in z/OSMF. This process ensures that you have access to all
product packages as they become available.

Enable Secure Downloads

To prevent SSL handshake failures when importing product information into z/OSMF, confirm that you added the Digicert
root certificate to the z/OSMF keyring.
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Use the following procedure to enable secure downloads:

NOTE
This procedure assumes that you have configured z/OSMF security for ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM RACF to
authorize users and resources.

1. Download the Digicert root certificate:
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/cadocs/0/zosmf/digi-root.crt

Record the location on your workstation where the certificate now resides.
2. Upload the certificate as text data to your z/OS system in RECFM=VB and LRECL=84 format. If you use FTP, use the

following FTP commands to avoid truncation:
ASCII

QUOTE SITE WRAP LRECL=84 RECFM=VB

PUT your_PC_file_name 'your.zos.dataset.name'

quit

The certificate now resides on z/OS.
3. Add the certificate to the existing z/OSMF IZUSVR keyring.

For ACF2, specify SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT CERTAUTH.yourcertname DSN('your.zos.dataset.name') -

  LABEL(yourlabeldescription)

CONNECT CERTDATA(CERTAUTH.yourDigicertCAcertname) KEYRING(IZUSVR.keyr01)

 RINGNAME(IZUKeyring.IZUDFLT) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

For Top Secret, specify TSS ADD(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(yourDigicertCAcertname) LABLCERT(yourlabelname) - 

DCDSN('your.zos.dataset.name') TRUST

            

TSS ADD(IZUSVR) KEYRING(zosmfringname) RINGDATA(CERTAUTH,yourDigicertCAcertname) -

USAGE(CERTAUTH)

For IBM RACF, specify RACDCERT CERTAUTH ADD('your.zos.dataset.name') WITHLABEL('yourlabelname') TRUST

RACDCERT ID(IZUSVR) CONNECT(CERTAUTH LABEL('your_digicertCA_label') +

RING(keyringname) USAGE(CERTAUTH))

The certificate is now connected. To verify, review the messages for each command.

You can now load the contents of the product information file into z/OSMF.

Load the Product Information File into z/OSMF

Use the following procedure to load the contents of the product information file into z/OSMF:

1. Select the following link to download the product information file from the Broadcom FTP directory to your workstation
or to a z/OS data set or UNIX file on the mainframe:
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/WebInterface/phpdocs/0/MSPSaccount/COMPAT/BroadcomProdInfo.txt

NOTE
To load the product information file into z/OSMF directly, go to Step 2.

Complete either of the following steps:

• Use your Web Browser or an FTP client to download to your local workstation. Upload the file with binary in the
FTP JCL so that the file is not converted to the EBCDIC character set.

• Use FTP to download the file directly to a z/OS data set or UNIX file on the mainframe. Sample JCL follows that
you can customize and execute:
//FTPSTEP   EXEC PGM=FTP,PARM=’(EXIT=08’

//SYSTCPD   DD DSN=your_TCPIP_data_set_name,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*
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//OUTPUT    DD SYSOUT=*

//INPUT     DD *

ftp.broadcom.com 21

anonymous email_address

cd /pub/MSPSaccount/JSON/

dir

asc

locsite LR=80 REC=FB BLOCKSI=0

locsite PRI=20 SEC=10 CY

get BroadcomProdInfo.txt ‘zos_data_set’ (REPLACE

Customize the sample JCL as follows:

1. Add a JOB statement per your site standards to the beginning of the JCL.
2. Specify the TCP/IP stack (your_TCPIP_data_set_name) for an external network.
3. Specify your valid email address (email_address).
4. Specify the z/OS data set name (zos_data_set) where you want to save the product information file. If the

specified data set does not exist, it is created during the download process.
5. Submit for execution.

A return code of zero is expected. Any other return code indicates a problem.

The product information file is now available to load into z/OSMF.
2. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface and go to the Software Management dashboard.
3. Select Products.

The Products table list displays.
4. Select Retrieve End of Service information from the Actions menu or select the Retrieve End of Service

information button if available. The Select Product Information File page displays.
5. Complete one of the following steps:

– To load the file into z/OSMF directly from the Broadcom FTP directory:
a. Select the option to Select files that reside on or can be accessed by primary system and select Add from

the Actions drop-down menu under Product Information Files.
The Add Product Information File page displays.

b. Copy the Broadcom product information file URL, paste it into the URL field, specify a description, and select
OK.
The product information file table is updated with the new URL.

c. Select the new URL and select Retrieve.
The contents of the file are loaded into z/OSMF.

– To load the file from your local workstation, select the option to Select a file that resides on your local
workstation, enter your file name, a description, and select Retrieve. The contents of the file are loaded into z/
OSMF.

– To load the file from a z/OS data set or UNIX file that the z/OSMF host can access:
a. Select the option to Select files that reside on or can be accessed by primary system and select Add from

the Actions drop-down menu under Product Information Files.
The Add Product Information File page displays.

b. Select Primary z/OSMF system, specify the z/OS data set name in the Data set or UNIX file field, specify a
description, and select OK.
The product information file table is updated with the new URL.

c. Select the new URL and select Retrieve.
The contents of the file are loaded into z/OSMF.

Use the Software Management dashboard in z/OSMF to view your product information.
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Install Using SMP/E JCL
As a System Programmer, your responsibilities include installing products on your mainframe system. With this option,
you acquire a product pax file and the latest product updates from Broadcom Support and then install, maintain,
deploy, and configure the products on your systems. Batch jobs are provided to create the SMP/E environment. A basic
understanding of UNIX System Services (USS) is required. 

You perform the following tasks to install a product with a pax file:

Figure 1: How to Install a Product Using a Pax File

UNIX System Services Environment

You need a UNIX System Services (USS) directory and a file system with adequate space to perform the following tasks:

• Receive product pax files from Broadcom Support.
• Perform utility functions to unpack the pax file into MVS data sets that you can use to complete the product installation.

We recommend that you allocate and mount a file system that is dedicated to Pax ESD. The amount of space that you
need for the file system depends on the following variables:
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• The size of the pax files that you intend to download.
• Whether you plan to keep the pax files after unpacking them. We do not recommend this practice.

We recommend that you use one directory for downloading and unpacking pax files. Reusing the same directory
minimizes USS setup. Complete the USS setup only one time. You reuse the same directory for subsequent downloads.
Alternatively, you can create a directory for each pax download.

WARNING
Downloading pax files for the SMP/E installation as part of the Pax ESD process requires write authority to the
UNIX System Services (USS) directories that are used for the Pax ESD process. In the file system that contains
the Pax ESD directories, you also need free space approximately 3.5 times the pax file size to download the pax
file and unpack its contents. For example, to download and unpack a 14 MB pax file, you need approximately
49 MB of free space in the file system hosting your Pax ESD directory.

Allocate and Mount a File System
The product installation process requires a UNIX System Services (USS) directory to receive the pax file and to perform
the unpack steps. We recommend that you allocate and mount a file system that is dedicated to the product acquisition.
We also recommend that you create a directory in this file system where the pax file will be located. This directory
(yourUSSpaxdirectory) is used later in the installation process when acquiring and unpacking the product pax file.

NOTE
To issue the USS mount command for the file system, read access is required to the SAF resource name
SUPERUSER.FILESYS.USERMOUNT in the UNIXPRIV class.

1. Allocate the zFS by customizing the following sample JCL to your site requirements:
//DEFINE   EXEC PGM=IDCAMS

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//AMSDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

  DEFINE CLUSTER ( +

  NAME(YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME) +

  STORAGECLASS(class) +

  LINEAR +

  CYL(primary secondary) +

  SHAREOPTIONS(3 3) +

  )

/*

//FORMAT   EXEC PGM=IOEAGFMT,REGION=0M,

// PARM=('-aggregate YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME -compat')

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDOUT   DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD   SYSOUT=*

//CEEDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//*

– Add a JOB card.
– Issue the NUM ON command followed by UNNUM to edit the JCL with number off (no sequence numbers in columns

73 through 80).
– Issue the CAPS OFF command. However, where needed, use uppercase and lowercase values. For example,

YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME must be uppercase and aggregate and compat must be lowercase.
– Ensure the zFS data set name that you use conforms to your data set naming conventions for USS file systems.
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If the allocation of the file system data set fails, it is because of environmental settings now allowing for the
allocation.

– Ensure that the SYSIN DD is indented at least one space.
When these edits are complete, the zFS is allocated.

2. Create a mount point for the file system. This example shows how to create your USS pax directory named
yourdirectory/PAX in the existing /u/maint directory. From the TSO OMVS shell, enter the following commands:
cd /u/maint/

mkdir yourdirectory

cd yourdirectory

mkdir PAX

Further references to this mount point appear as yourUSSpaxdirectory. You can reuse the same directory for all
product acquisitions to minimize USS setup. Alternatively, you can create a directory for each pax download.

The mount point is created.
3. Mount the file system by customizing the following sample:

//MOUNT    EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01,REGION=0M          

//SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*                        

//SYSTSOUT DD SYSOUT=*                        

//SYSTSIN  DD *

MOUNT FILESYSTEM('your_zFS_data_set_name') +

MOUNTPOINT('yourUSSpaxdirectory') +

TYPE(ZFS) MODE(RDWR) +

PARM('AGGRGROW')

/*

The file system is mounted.
4. (Optional) Set security permissions for the directory. You can permit write access to anyone in the same group as the

person who created the directory. For example, to allow write access to the USS pax directory for other users in your
USS group, enter the following command from the TSO OMVS shell or the Telnet or SSH client of choice at your site:

NOTE
USS commands are case-sensitive.

chmod -R 770 /yourUSSpaxdirectory/

Write access is granted. Other users can access the USS pax directory and its files.
5. Verify that the file system is mounted. To do so, enter the following commands from the Telnet or SSH client:

cd {yourUSSpaxdirectory}

df -k .

The file system is mounted. The output shows the mount point and the mount data set. Resolve errors before
continuing.

Acquire the Product Pax Files
To begin the product installation procedure, copy the product pax file into the USS directory that you set up.

NOTE
To optimize downloads from Broadcom Support, configure the downloads.broadcom.com URL for HTTPS
and Secure FTP in your network security software, firewalls, or both. Sites that regulate access through an IP
address are required to allow network access to 141.202.253.110.

This procedure explains how to transfer a product pax file from Broadcom Support online to the mainframe.

1. Confirm that you have addressed the following UNIX System Services (USS) requirements:
– Write authority to the USS directories that are used for the pax installation process.
– Available USS file space.
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NOTE
In the file system that contains the pax directories, you also need free space approximately 3.5 times the
pax file size to download the pax file and unpack its contents. For example, to download and unpack a 14-
MB pax file, you need approximately 49 MB of free space in the file system hosting your pax directory.

If you do not have sufficient free space, error messages similar to the following appear:
EZA1490I Error writing to data set

EZA2606W File I/O error 133

2. Go to Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com, and select Software, Mainframe Software, and My
Downloads.

3. Log in using your Broadcom Support username and password.
The My Downloads page appears.

4. Select a product from the list or enter the product name in the Search field.
The product page appears with two tabs under the product name: Products and Solutions.

5. Under Products, select the product that you want to download.
A list by release, service pack, and language appears.

6. Click the hypertext link to select a release.
The Primary Downloads page appears. This page shows the available product-specific software packages that you
can select to download.
If an Additional Downloads page is available, this page shows additional software packages that are related to your
product selection that you can download. These products may already be installed.

7. Review the packages that appear under Primary Downloads and Additional Downloads and complete the following
steps:
a. Select the SMP/E JCL Package (classic pax) and other files that you want to include in the product download.

If more than one package is available, you can only select one.
b. Select Download Selected, HTTPS Download, or Secure FTP Download. Secure FTP Download is the

preferred method. For download tips, see Product Download Help. For sample JCL and security requirements, see
Download Methods and Locations.

The product package is downloaded.

You are now ready to extract the contents of the product package into a product directory that you create.

Create a Product Directory from the Pax File
After you acquire and download the product package (pax file), you are ready to create a product directory in which to
extract the contents of the package. You can do so using the pax command or the ESDUNPAX sample JCL.

Use the pax Command

To use the pax command to create a product directory, enter:
cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/

pax -rvf pax-filename

These commands set the current working directory in your USS directory to the directory containing the pax file and
then performs the following actions:

• Extracts the files and directories that are packaged within the pax file.
• Creates a USS directory in the same directory structure where the pax file resides.
• Automatically generates a product and level-specific directory name.

The product directory is created. You are now ready to copy the sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.
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Use the ESDUNPAX Sample JCL

To use the ESDUNPAX sample JCL to create a product directory, review the following JCL sample and edit it as shown in
the procedure that follows:
//ESDUNPAX JOB (ACCOUNTNO),'UNPAX PAX FILE',

// MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//*********************************************************************

//* This sample job can be used to invoke the pax command to create   *

//* the product-specific installation directory.                      *

//*                                                                   *

//* This job must be customized as follows:                           *

//* 1. Supply a valid JOB statement.                                  *

//* 2. Replace "yourUSSpaxdirectory" with the name of the USS         *

//*    directory used on your system for Pax ESD downloads.           *

//* 3. Replace "paxfile.pax.Z" with the name of the pax file.         *

//* NOTE: If you continue the PARM= statement on a second line,       *

//*       start entering characters in column 16 and make sure        *

//*       the 'X' continuation character is in column 72.     *

//*********************************************************************

//UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

// PARM='sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/; pax -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//*UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

//* PARM='sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/; pax                              X

//*             -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//STDOUT DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR DD SYSOUT=*

Edit the sample JCL as described in the following steps:

1. Replace ACCOUNTNO with a valid JOB statement.
2. Replace yourUSSpaxdirectory with the name of the USS directory that you use for product downloads.

The job points to your specific directory.
3. Replace paxfile.pax.Z with the name of the pax file.

The job points to your specific pax file.
4. Submit the job.

The job creates the product directory.

NOTE
If the PARM= statement exceeds 71 characters, comment out the first UNPAXDIR. Then uncomment and
use the second form of UNPAXDIR instead. This sample job uses an X in column 72 to continue the PARM=
parameters to a second line.

The product directory is created. You are now ready to copy the sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

Copy Sample Installation JCL to a z/OS Data Set
Learn how to copy the sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

After you create a product directory for the extracted contents of the pax file, use the following UNZIPJCL job procedure to
copy the sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

1. Locate and read the product readme (or installation notes) file in the product-specific directory that the pax command
or ESDUNPAX sample JCL created. This file contains the product-specific details that you require to complete the
installation procedure.
You have identified the product-specific installation details.

2. Edit the UNZIPJCL sample job in the product-specific directory using ISPF EDIT or TSO ISHELL:
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– Change the SMPDIR DD PATH to the product-specific directory created by the pax command.
Your view is of the product-specific directory.

– If the z/OS Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ICSF) is not active, perform the following steps:
a. Change the SMPJHOME DD PATH to your Java runtime directory. This directory varies from system to system.
b. Perform one of the following steps:

• Change the SMPCPATH DD PATH to your SMP/E Java application classes directory, typically /usr/lpp/
smp/classes/.

• Change HASH=YES to HASH=NO on the GIMUNZIP parameter.
One of the following outcomes occurs: ICSF is active or you are using Java.

– Change yourHLQ to the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for the z/OS SAMPJCL data set. You should use a unique HLQ
for each expanded pax file to identify the package uniquely.
The UNZIPJCL job is edited.

3. Submit the UNZIPJCL job.
The UNZIPJCL job completes with a zero return code. Messages GIM69158I and GIM48101I in the output and
IKJ56228I in the JES log are acceptable. The SAMPJCL data set is created with the HLQ that you specified in the
UNZIP job. Use the members in this data set to perform the product installation.

Prepare the SMP/E Environment for a Pax Installation
The members in the following procedure are used to prepare the product data sets, initialize the SMP/E zones, and create
the DDDEFs for your product. These steps include:

• Allocating product and SMP/E data sets, and product USS data sets and directories
• Creating and customizing the SMP/E CSI
• (Optional) Customizing the SMP/E CSI for USS

For information about the members, see the JCL comments.

1. Customize the macro  as follows with your site-specific information:
a. Replace the rightmost parameters for each ISREDIT CHANGE command.
b. Set the PRODHLQ to the same value specified for yourHLQ within the JCL that is used to unzip the pax file.
c. (Optional) Set the NULLFILE HLQ if applicable and use it for the IMS, HSSR, and CICS DDDEF specifications

when valid system libraries do not exist in your environment. This setting does not apply to every product.
d. Save your changes and then copy the macro to your SYSPROC location.
The macro is ready to customize the yourHLQ.SAMPJCL members.
When you edit an installation member, type  on the command line, and press Enter to replace the defaults with your
specifications.

NOTE
The following steps include instructions to execute the  macro each time you open a new SAMPJCL
member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the  member, and
submit the  member.

2. Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session and execute the  macro from the command line.
is customized.

3. Submit .
This job produces the following results:
– Creates the target and distribution data sets for your product.
– Creates unique SMPLTS, SMPMTS, SMPSCDS, and SMPSTS data sets for this target zone.

4. Complete the following steps if your product requires a zFS file system or if you want to install a feature of the product
that requires a zFS file system:
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WARNING
If the following members do not exist in SAMPJCL, ignore this step. This step does not apply to your product.
Go to Step 5.

a. Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session and execute the  macro from the command line.
is customized.

b. Submit .
This job allocates your zFS data sets.

c. Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session and execute the  macro from the command line.
is customized.

d. Submit .
This job creates all directories and mounts the file system.

5. Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session and execute the  macro from the command line.
is customized.

6. Submit .
This job produces the following results:
– Defines the CSI data set.
– Allocates the SMPPTS and SMPLOG data sets.
– Initializes the global, target, and distribution zones.
– The DDDEF entries for your product are created.
– The DDDEFs for the required SMP/E data sets are created.

7. Complete the following steps to add the DDDEFs that are required for the zFS file system to your SMP/E environment:
WARNING
If the following member does not exist in SAMPJCL, ignore this step. This step does not apply to your
product. Go to Run the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation.

a. Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session and execute the  macro from the command line.
is customized.

b. Submit .
This job customizes the CSI by adding the DDDEFs associated with the directory.

You are now ready run the installation jobs that are used to receive, apply, and accept SMP/E base functions. Go to Run
the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation.

Run the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation
The members in the following procedure are used to receive, apply, and accept SMP/E base functions. Submit and run
these SAMPJCL members in sequence. Do not proceed with any job until the previous job has completed successfully.

NOTE
The following steps include instructions to execute the  macro each time that you open a new SAMPJCL
member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the  member, and
submit the  member.

1. Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session, and execute the  macro from the command line.
is customized.

NOTE
To include optional components, uncomment the applicable FMID in the customized job.

2. Submit  to receive SMP/E base functions.
Your product is received and now resides in the global zone.

3. Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session, and execute the  macro from the command line.
is customized.
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4. Submit  to apply SMP/E base functions with the CHECK option.
a. Note any unresolved errors.
b. Verify that resolving PTFs are applied before implementing products in production.
c. After successful completion, rerun APPLY with the CHECK option removed.
Your product is applied and now resides in the target libraries.

5. Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session, and execute the  macro from the command line.
is customized.

6. Submit  to accept SMP/E base functions with the CHECK option. After successful completion, rerun ACCEPT with the
CHECK option removed.
Your product is accepted and now resides in the distribution libraries.

You can now clean up the USS directory (optional) or apply preventive maintenance as described in Maintain Products
using SMP/E JCL.

Clean Up the USS Directory
This procedure is optional. If you decide to perform this procedure, do so after you complete the installation process and
when you do not need the installation files. When this procedure is done, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

To free file system disk space for subsequent downloads after downloading and processing the pax files for your
Broadcom mainframe product, remove files from your USS directory and delete unnecessary z/OS data sets. You can
delete the following items:

• Pax file
• Product-specific directory that the pax command created and all the files in it
• SMP/E RELFILEs, SMPMCS, and HOLDDATA MVS data sets. These data sets have the HLQ that you assigned in the

UNZIPJCL job.

NOTE
Retain non-SMP/E installation data sets such as yourHLQ.INSTALL.NOTES for future reference.

1. Navigate to your Pax ESD USS directory.
Your view is of the applicable USS directory.

2. Delete the pax file by entering the following command:
rm paxfile

paxfile Specifies the name of the product pax file that you downloaded.

The pax file is deleted.
3. Delete the product-specific directory by entering the following command:

rm -r product-specific-directory

product-specific-
directory

Specifies the product-specific directory that you created previously using the pax command or sample
JCL.

The product-specific directory is deleted.

NOTE
You can also use TSO ISHELL to navigate to the pax file and product-specific directory, and delete them using
the D line command.

When you are done with this step, you are ready to install maintenance.

Install Products Using CSM
Review the following high-level process for installing product software using CSM.
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As a systems programmer, you can acquire, install, and deploy your mainframe product software on z/OS systems using
CSM. CSM simplifies and unifies the management of your Broadcom mainframe products on z/OS systems. You can use
CSM to manage your product software in a common way according to industry best practices. You can also obtain and
apply corrective and recommended maintenance easier. A web-based interface lets you install and maintain your products
faster and with less chance of error.

WARNING
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their
strategic business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We will
be discontinuing technical support for CSM. In accordance with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and
parameters of Broadcom’s support program, which is documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance
Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written notification of End of Life for CSM. This notification means
that CSM will no longer function as of June 30, 2023. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement.

If you do not have CSM installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For
installation and usage details, see the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at
techdocs.broadcom.com.

WARNING
To install a product using CSM, you must modify the SYSPRINT size. The default allocation of 30 cylinders is
insufficient to complete the installation. Increase the allocation parameters of the SYSPRINT data set to at least
120 cylinders.

Use the following topics to guide you through the product installation process using CSM:

• Acquire Your Products Using CSM
• Install Your Products Using CSM

NOTE
Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify that the installation requirements
in Prepare for Installation have been met.

When these steps are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

Acquire Your Product Using CSM
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining an up-to-date repository of acquired product
packages that are ready for installation in your mainframe environment. CSM provides a product list that lets you display
the list of licensed product installation and maintenance packages and to download these packages. Also, you can update
the product list to add external product packages that you acquired outside of CSM so that they are ready for installation
using CSM.

The following diagram shows the product acquisition process:
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1. Configure CSM.
2. Download the product package from Broadcom Support or add an external product package:

– Download from Broadcom Support:
a. Update the product list.
b. Download product packages.

– Add external product package:
a. Add external product installation packages.
b. Add external product maintenance packages.

After you complete this process, the product packages are ready for installation with CSM.

Configure CSM

Before you start acquiring product packages, configure a Broadcom Support Online account, a CSM account, and the
required download settings. If you have previously configured these settings, update the product list.

1. Start your Web browser, and enter the CSM access URL, which you can get from your system administrator.

NOTE
If the Notice and Consent Banner appears, read and confirm the provided information.

2. Enter your z/OS login user name and password, and log in.
The initial page appears. You are prompted to perform configuration.

3. Configure the following settings:
– Proxies that CSM uses to communicate with Broadcom Support Online.

If proxies are not used, the following port numbers are used: HTTPS Port Number 443 and FTP Port Number 21.
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WARNING
If your site uses proxies, review your proxy credentials on the User Settings, Software Acquisition
page.

– The USS path to the temporary directory for downloaded software packages
If you do not specify the directory, default settings are used that you can change later.

NOTE
These settings are also available on the System Settings, Software Acquisition page.

Select Next.
You are prompted to define your Broadcom Support account.

4. Select New.
You are prompted for the credentials to use on Broadcom Support.

5. Specify the credentials, select OK, and then Next.
You are prompted to review your user settings. These settings are available on the User Settings page.

6. Change the settings or keep the defaults, and then select Finish.
A dialog opens, which shows the progress of the configuration task.

7. Select the Settings tab, and review other settings, as needed.
You have configured CSM to acquire products.

Update the Product List

The product list displays a list of downloadable licensed product packages. To see the current list of available product
packages for download, update the Available Products tree.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. (Optional) Update the product list only with packages that belong to specific site IDs.

a. Select the Edit button in the Filter section and associate one or more site IDs to a filter in the Edit Filter window.
b. Select the filter in the Filter section.
c. Right-click the Products link at the top of the product tree and select Update Product List.

4. Select the Update Product List link in the Actions section on the left side.
Updating of the product list with all products for all site IDs starts.

NOTE
If you updated the product list only for a selected filter, skip this step.

5. Confirm the update.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details. Select Close to close the
task output browser.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

The product list is updated.

Download Product Packages

You can download product installation and maintenance packages from the updated product catalog so they are ready for
installation.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
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3. Select the product name on the Available Products tree.
The product releases are listed in the Releases table on the right.

4. Download product packages by selecting one of the following options:
– To download product packages for all product releases, right-click the product name in the list, and select Update

Product.
– To download packages only for specific releases, select one or more releases in the Releases table on the right

and select the Update Product Releases link.
5. View the downloaded packages using either of the following options:

– To display the downloaded maintenance packages, select the product release icon

in the product list.
– To display the downloaded base installation package, select the product gen level icon

below the product release in the product list.

The product packages are downloaded and ready for installation.

Add External Product Installation Packages

Sometimes you have product installation packages that you downloaded outside of CSM. For example, you do not
have an HTTP or an FTP access in your mainframe environment, or the required packages are not available from the
Broadcom Support website. You can use CSM to install these external packages according to your organization policy. If
you are using this installation option, first add the external packages to the CSM software catalog.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the Add Product link in the Actions section.
4. Specify the name, release, and gen level of the product, and select OK.

The product is added to the product list.
5. Select the gen level of the product that you want to download on the product tree.

The Base Install Packages section appears on the right.
6. Select the Add External Package button.
7. Specify one of the following package types and package details, and select OK.
UNIX File

Adds an installation package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.
FTP File

Adds a product package that is not published on Broadcom Support. For example, a beta version of a product.
Specify the FTP host, FTP port, FTP path, package name, and the user name and password to access the FTP
location.

8. Refresh the page to see the added product package.
The product installation package is now listed in the product list and is available for installation with CSM.

Add External Product Maintenance Packages

Sometimes you have maintenance packages, for example, unpublished maintenance or a program temporary fix (PTF),
that you downloaded outside of CSM. You can use CSM to install these external maintenance packages per your
organization policy. For this installation option, first add the packages to the CSM software catalog.

Usually, the maintenance is placed as a single package. However, some Broadcom products have older aggregated
maintenance packages that were released before December 31, 2013. An aggregated package is a file that comprises
several single maintenance packages (nested packages). When you add an aggregated package, CSM inserts all the
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nested packages and the aggregated package itself. In the list of maintenance packages, the aggregated package is
marked with the CUMULATIVE type.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the product release for which the maintenance applies.

The maintenance packages for the release are listed.
4. Select the Add External Maintenance button.

You are prompted to specify the package.
5. Specify one of the following package types and package details:
Data Set

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a z/OS data set with a logical record length of 80 and with a record
format of fixed blocks.

UNIX File
Adds a maintenance package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.

FTP File
Adds a maintenance package that is not published on Broadcom Support. This option is intended for downloading
a PTF to validate it. Specify the FTP host, FTP port, FTP path, maintenance package name, and the user name
and password to access the FTP location.

Solution
Adds a published solution from Broadcom Support.

6. Refresh the page to see the added maintenance package.
The product maintenance package is now listed in the product catalog and is available for installation with CSM.

You completed the acquisition process. The product packages are ready for installation with CSM.

Install Your Product Using CSM
This topic describes how to install your Broadcom mainframe products using CSM.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing products in your z/OS environment using CSM. This step
of the installation process creates or updates the SMP/E environment (global, target, and distribution zones).

The following diagram shows the major steps to install your product using CSM.
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1. (Optional) Configure base installation settings.
2. (Optional) Configure a working set of SMP/E environments.
3. Initiate product installation and review product information.
4. Select an installation type.
5. Review installation prerequisites if any are presented.
6. Take one of the following steps to select an SMP/E environment:

– Create an SMP/E environment:
a. Set up the global zone.
b. Create a target zone.
c. Create a distribution zone.

– Use an existing SMP/E environment from your working set:
a. Update the global zone.
b. Set up the target zone: Either create a target zone or use an existing target zone.
c. Set up the distribution zone: Either create a distribution zone or use an existing distribution zone.

NOTE
If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. Use new target and distribution zones for this installation.
Doing so means that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.
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7. Review the installation summary and start the installation.

Configure Base Installation Settings

You can configure base installation settings on the System Settings, Software Installation page.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Installation link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the SIS Base Install - File System section, select the file system type that is used when installing a product that
allocates file systems. If you select Product Specific File System, the file system that is used for installing a product
is defined according to the product metadata. Otherwise, the product metadata is overwritten.

3. In the Execute Checks During Base Installation section, configure the following settings by selecting or clearing
corresponding checkboxes:

Execute Apply Check During Base Installation
Verifies that all requirements for the Apply step are satisfied before the Apply step executes. If the Apply Check
step fails, installation stops and all the previous steps are undone.

Suspend Base Installation After Apply Check
Suspends the base installation process after Apply Check is completed and generates pending installation actions
for the SMP/E environment where the product is being installed. This check box is enabled if you enable the
Execute Apply Check During Base Installation checkbox.

Execute Accept Check During Base Installation
Verifies that all requirements for the Accept step are satisfied before the Accept step executes. If the Accept
Check step fails, installation stops and all the previous steps are undone.

Suspend Base Installation After Accept Check
Suspends the base installation process after Accept Check is completed and generates pending installation
actions for the SMP/E environment where the product is being installed. This check box is enabled if you enable
the Execute Accept Check During Base Installation checkbox.

4. Select Apply.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status later on
the Tasks tab.

The base installation settings are configured.

NOTE
If you configure the base installation settings to execute checks during base installation, CSM creates a pending
installation for the SMP/E environment. For more information about the pending installation, see the CSM online
help.

Configure a Working Set of SMP/E Environments

If you plan to install a product in an existing SMP/E environment, add this SMP/E environment to your working set. A
working set is a selected group of SMP/E environments with which you want to work. Although you can have only one
working set, you can have as many SMP/E environments in it as you need.

CSM does not have a default working set.

If you do not have the SMP/E environment in your working set, you can only create a new SMP/E environment during
product installation. In this case, exit the installation wizard, configure your working set and then restart the wizard.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environments that you want to include in a working set.
An information text area under the list of SMP/E environments displays the number of environments you selected.
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2. Select Use as Working Set.
3. Select OK.

The working set is configured.
The new working set replaces a previously defined working set.

You can display only those SMP/E environments that are in your working set by selecting Show Working Set Only.

Initiate Product Installation

You can install a downloaded product from the Products tab. The process starts a wizard that guides you through the
installation. At the end of the wizard, a task dynamically invokes the SMP/E and other utilities that are required to install
the product.

1. Select the Products tab.
2. Perform one of the following steps:

– If the package was acquired using CSM:
From the product list on the left side, select the required product gen level (the innermost level in the product list
under the release level of a product; for example, SP0 or 0110). Locate the product package that you want to install,
select Actions to the right of the package, and select Install.

– If the package was acquired outside of CSM:
In the Actions section in the left pane, select the Install External Package link. Enter the location of the package.
Select OK.

The Introduction step of the wizard appears where you can Review Product Information.

Review Product Information

Review the information about the product that you are installing.

1. On the Introduction step, review the information about the installation.
If the product license agreement appears, review it. If you agree, accept it. If you do not accept the license agreement,
you cannot proceed with the installation.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to select the type of installation.
An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

Select an Installation Type

When you install a product, you select an installation type. There can be one or more installation types, according to the
product.

When you select the custom installation type, you are prompted to select the features that you want to install. If your
selected features require installation of other features, the installation wizard includes the required features to the
installation process. If your selected features are mutually exclusive, the installation wizard excludes any features
conflicting with the features you selected last from the installation process. For example, you select feature 1 and select
feature 2 that is mutually exclusive with feature 1. The wizard automatically excludes feature 1.

1. On the Features step, select the type of installation, and select Next.
2. (Optional) If you select the custom installation type, select the features to install, and select Next.

A summary of the features to install appears, with prerequisites.
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Review Installation Prerequisites

Some products require an installation of other products first.

Review the summary of installation prerequisites to verify that all prerequisites are satisfied on the Prerequisites step.

• If no prerequisites exist, select Next.
You are prompted to select an SMP/E environment for the installation.

• If all prerequisites exist and are satisfied, you are prompted to locate the installed prerequisites.
Install the product to the same SMP/E environment and the target zone where the product prerequisites are installed.
a. From the SMP/E environment drop-down list, select an SMP/E environment with the installed prerequisites. This

drop-down list represents all CSM-managed SMP/E environments where the prerequisites are installed.
A list of target zones for the selected SMP/E environment where the prerequisites are installed is populated.

b. From the target zone drop-down list, select a target zone within the selected SMP/E environment where the
prerequisites are installed.

c. Select Next.
You are prompted to confirm the selected SMP/E environment for the installation.

• If prerequisites are not satisfied, perform one of the following actions:
– Select Cancel to exit the wizard. Install the prerequisites or migrate an SMP/E environment to CSM where the

prerequisites are installed. Restart the installation.
– Open CSM in another browser window and install the prerequisites, or migrate an SMP/E environment to CSM

where the prerequisites are installed. When done, select Refresh on the Prerequisites step of the wizard. Then,
select the SMP/E environment and a target zone where the prerequisites are installed. Select Next to continue the
product installation.
You are prompted to confirm the selected SMP/E environment for the installation.

Select an SMP/E Environment

You select the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product in. You can create an SMP/E environment, or
you can select an existing SMP/E environment from your working set. You can configure your working set from the SMP/E
Environments tab.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears. You are
prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. You can wait until the notification message disappears
and the SMP/E environment becomes available or can select Cancel to select another SMP/E environment.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 1, take one of the following steps:
– Select Create a New SMP/E Environment to create an SMP/E environment.
– Select an existing SMP/E environment from your working set.

• If no existing SMP/E environment appears, exit the wizard, configure your working set, and restart the wizard.
• If your product has the installed prerequisites, the SMP/E environment with the installed prerequisites that

you selected at the Prerequisites step of the wizard is preselected for you. You cannot select another SMP/E
environment. You cannot create a SMP/E environment.

NOTE
When you install a product in an existing SMP/E environment where HOLDDATA is received, the
product installation may fail.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to complete one of the following tasks:
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• Create an SMP/E environment
• Review parameters of an existing SMP/E environment.

Create an SMP/E Environment

You can create an SMP/E environment while you are installing a product. During the process, you are asked to specify the
following information:

• The SMP/E environment name and the prefix of the CSI data set in CSM
• Data set allocation parameters

You can specify data set allocation parameters collectively for all SMP/E data sets, target libraries, and distribution
libraries that are allocated during product installation. You allocate data sets using one of the following methods:

• Allocate data sets using SMS parameters.
• Allocate cataloged data sets using UNIT and optionally VOLSER.
• Allocate uncataloged data sets using UNIT and VOLSER.

If you allocate uncataloged data sets, specify a VOLSER. Based on the value that you enter, CSM performs the following
validations to ensure integrity of the installation:

• The value of VOLSER must specify a mounted volume.
• You must have ALTER permissions for the data sets with the entered high-level qualifier (HLQ) on the volume that

VOLSER defines.
• To test allocation, CSM temporarily allocates one of the uncataloged data sets that are allocated during the installation.

a. The data set is allocated with one track for both primary and secondary space.
b. CSM verifies that the data set has been allocated on the specified volume.
c. The data set is deleted.
If the data set allocation fails or the data set cannot be found on the specified volume, you cannot proceed with the
product installation wizard.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 2, review and specify the following parameters as applicable:
SMP/E Environment Name

Defines the SMP/E environment name.
Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the CSI VSAM data set.
Catalog

Defines the name of the SMP/E CSI catalog.
Cross-Region

Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all SMP/E data sets that are allocated during installation. Product
packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ). The low-level qualifiers cannot be changed.

DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating SMP/E data sets.
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SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specifies if this SMP/E environment is using SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or
data set parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog).

An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

2. Select Next.
Work DDDEF allocation parameters and a list of the data sets to be created for the SMP/E environment appear.

Review Parameters of an Existing SMP/E Environment

When you use an existing SMP/E environment to install your product, you review the SMP/E environment parameters.
If applicable, you also specify parameters for any new data sets to be allocated while installing a product. During the
process, you are asked to review allocation parameters for new data sets, which you can customize for each data set. The
existing data sets remain intact.

The Software Installation Service (SIS) determines which data sets exist and which must be allocated for the installation
using an existing SMP/E environment. If the SIS determines that new data sets must be allocated, you are prompted to
specify the data set allocation parameters. The data set allocation parameters are prepopulated with the values from the
existing data set that was found first.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 2, review the current SMP/E environment parameters and allocation
parameters for data sets that must be added to the SMP/E environment. Update the information as applicable.

2. Select Next.
Work DDDEF allocation parameters and a list of the data sets to be created for the SMP/E environment, if any,
appear.

Set Up SMP/E Environment Parameters

When creating an SMP/E environment for your product installation, you specify SMP/E environment parameters.
When using an existing SMP/E environment for installing your product, you review and, if necessary, update its SMP/E
environment parameters.

You can assign different prefixes to each newly allocated data set during the installation process.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 3, specify whether to use SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management
Class, Data Class) or Unit parameters for allocating work DDDEFs for the SMP/E environment. Complete the
appropriate fields.
The allocation parameters that you specify for work DDDEFs are applied only to new work DDDEFs that are created
during the installation. The existing work DDDEFs, if any, remain intact.

NOTE
The settings for allocating work DDDEFs are globally defined on the System Settings, Software
Installation tab. You must have the appropriate access rights to be able to modify these settings.

2. Review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to change the high-level qualifier of the data set
name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

3. (Optional) If any additional parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

4. Select Next.
You are prompted to select a target zone to use.
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Select a Target Zone

You select a target zone in the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product. You create a target zone or
select an existing target zone in the SMP/E environment (if you use an existing SMP/E environment).

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 1, perform one of the following actions:
– Select Create a New Target Zone to create a target zone.
– Select an existing target zone in the SMP/E environment.

This option is available only if you selected to use an existing SMP/E environment.

WARNING

• If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. Use new target and distribution zones for this installation
so that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.

• If your product has the installed prerequisites, the target zone of the SMP/E environment with the installed
prerequisites that you selected at the Prerequisites step of the wizard is preselected for you. You cannot
select another target zone. You cannot create a target zone.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to create a target zone or use an existing target zone.

Create a Target Zone

You can create a target zone in a new or an existing SMP/E environment where you install your product. The target zone
parameters are prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can change data set
allocation parameters.

You can specify a different SMP/E environment data set to be used for a new target zone.

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 2, review and specify the target zone SMP/E parameters as applicable.
Target Zone Name

Defines the name for the target zone.
Create New CSI Data Set

Specifies that a new CSI data set will be created for the target zone.
Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the target zone data set. This field is only enabled when you have selected the
Create New CSI Data Set check box.

Catalog
Defines the name of the SMP/E target zone catalog. This field is only enabled when you have selected the Create
New CSI Data Set check box.

Cross-Region
Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all target zone data sets that are allocated during installation. Product
packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) and they cannot be changed.

DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating target zone data sets.
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SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specifies if this target zone uses SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or data set
parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog).

An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

2. Select Next.
A list of the data sets to be created for the target zone appears.

Use an Existing Target Zone

When using an existing target zone for installing your product, you review and, if necessary, update its parameters.

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 2, review the current target zone parameters and allocation parameters for data
sets that must be added. Update as applicable.

NOTE
You cannot change the current SMP/E environment parameters.

2. Select Next.
If there are any data sets to be created for the target zone, a list of data sets appears. If the list is empty, no new data
sets are going to be allocated.

Set Up Target Zone Parameters

When creating a target zone in the SMP/E environment for your product installation, specify target zone parameters.

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 3, review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to change the
high-level qualifier of the data set name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

2. (Optional) If more parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

3. Select Next.
You are prompted to confirm the distribution zone.

Confirm a Distribution Zone

You must confirm a distribution zone of the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product. Depending on
whether you created a target zone or you selected an existing target zone, create a distribution zone or select an existing
distribution zone in the SMP/E environment.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 1, review the selected option for the distribution zone.
– If you are using an existing target zone, the related distribution zone is automatically selected. You cannot select

other distribution zones or cannot create one.

NOTE
If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. Use new target and distribution zones for this installation
so that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.

– If you are creating a target zone, you can create a distribution zone or you can select an existing distribution zone.

NOTE
Using an existing distribution zone with a new target zone relates the existing distribution zone to the
new target zone. This action breaks the relationship from the previous target zone that was related to
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this distribution zone. You cannot accept maintenance packages from the previous target zone to this
distribution zone using CSM.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to set up the distribution zone.

Create a Distribution Zone

You can create a distribution zone that is related to the newly created target zone. The distribution zone parameters are
prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can change data set allocation parameters.

You can specify a different SMP/E environment data set to be used for the new distribution zone.

You can also specify the same SMP/E environment data set as the one that you specified for the target zone. In that case,
the target and distribution zones share the SMP/E environment data set. The SMP/E environment data set is allocated
using the parameters that you have defined when specifying the target zone.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 2, review and specify the following parameters as applicable:
Distribution Zone Name

Defines the name for the distribution zone.
Create New CSI Data Set

Specifies that a new CSI data set is created for the distribution zone.
Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the distribution zone data set. This field is only enabled when you have selected
the Create New CSI Data Set check box.

Catalog
Defines the name of the SMP/E distribution zone catalog. This field is only enabled when you have selected the
Create New CSI Data Set check box.

Cross-Region
Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all distribution zone data sets that are allocated during installation.
Product packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) that cannot be changed.

DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating distribution zone data sets.

SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specify if this distribution zone is to use SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or
data set parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog). Complete the applicable fields.

An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

2. Select Next.
A list of the data sets to be created for the distribution zone appears.
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Use an Existing Distribution Zone

You can use an existing distribution zone that is related to the existing target zone you selected, or with a new target zone.
The distribution zone parameters are prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can
change data set allocation parameters.

NOTE
Using an existing distribution zone with a new target zone relates the existing distribution zone to the new target
zone. This action breaks the relationship from the previous target zone that was related to this distribution zone.
You cannot accept maintenance packages from the previous target zone to this distribution zone using CSM.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 2, review the current distribution zone parameters and allocation parameters
for data sets that you want to add. Update as applicable.

NOTE
You cannot change the current SMP/E environment parameters.

2. Select Next.
If there are any data sets to be created for the distribution zone, a list of data sets appears. If the list is empty, no new
data sets are going to be allocated.

Set Up Distribution Zone Parameters

When creating a distribution zone in the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product, specify distribution
zone parameters.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 3, review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to
change the high-level qualifier of the data set name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

2. (Optional) If any additional parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

3. Select Next.
You see a summary of the installation task.

Start the Installation

After you complete setting up the SMP/E environment and its zones, you are ready to start the installation.

To start the installation, review the summary on the Summary step, and select Install.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, Select Show Results on the Progress tab
to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status later on the
Tasks tab.

You completed the product installation. You can now start maintaining the installed products.

Install Maintenance
After you have successfully installed any Broadcom mainframe product software, check for important product
maintenance that may have been released after the product installation package was prepared. The product releases are
built and maintained using standardized SMP/E packaging and installation procedures. These procedures include error
and FIXCAT HOLDDATA, new product features, and product interoperability validation. PTFs that pass interoperability test
criteria are released monthly and designated as CARS.

You can install the following types of maintenance:
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• Corrective maintenance that fixes an issue.
• Preventive maintenance to avoid problems that others have reported or to provide a compatibility fix for hardware and

software.
• FIXCAT maintenance to support a particular hardware device, software release, or new product function.

WARNING
You can initiate a maintenance installation activity at any time using z/OSMF Software Update, SMP/E JCL, or
CSM. However, before you do so, we recommend that you obtain the current SMP/E HOLDDATA.

See Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance for a list of solutions that have been published within the last year. From
this page, you can search solutions for all Broadcom mainframe products by product name, date, or keyword. You can
also search for new product features or by a CARS level (CARSID). You can also find HIPER or PE PTFs and security
or integrity PTFs. Once you have your list, you can download in Excel or CSV format. To download PTFs automatically
without having to search regularly on the portal, use SMP/E Receive Order. To create a service order request online from
Broadcom Support, Use the Create Service Order Online Interface.

For a comprehensive collection of articles that are dedicated to all mainframe maintenance concepts and procedures, see
Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures.

Maintain Products Using z/OSMF Software Update
As a systems programmer, you are responsible for keeping your systems current with product maintenance to ensure
optimal system usage. To do so, use IBM z/OSMF Software Update. Software Update provides an easy to follow wizard
that guides systems programmers of all levels through the maintenance process. z/OSMF Software Update offers a
modern approach to software maintenance and provides the following features:

Corrective Service Installs a software update to fix an issue.
Preventive Service Installs vendor-recommended software updates.

FIXCAT Installs software updates (Fix Categories) that provide a new function to a system.

NOTE
We are not adding new features to CSM. We recommend that you use z/OSMF Software Update to apply
maintenance to z/OS software.

Prerequisites

Ensure that you meet the following software requirements before you use Software Update:

• Configure z/OSMF as described in the IBM documentation and address the z/OSMF security requirements for ACF2,
Top Secret, or IBM RACF as applicable.

• Apply all z/OSMF Software Update-related maintenance from IBM.
• Register your SMP/E environments (CSIs) in z/OSMF Software Management. For more information, see Software

Management task in the IBM documentation.
TIP
A migration tool is provided to help you register existing CSM and non-CSM CSIs as new software instances
in z/OSMF. For more information about the migration tool, see Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF.

• Download and receive maintenance, HOLDDATA, and CARS maintenance for your products. As a best practice, we
recommend that you do so on a daily or weekly basis and that you automate this process using SMP/E Receive Order
(see Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval). You can also perform these tasks manually from Broadcom Support
or Use the Create Service Order Online Interface.

NOTE
You can only apply maintenance for SYSMODs that are already received in the GLOBAL zone of the CSI.
IMPORTANT
The ASSIGN statements for CARS maintenance are not cumulative. To install the latest CARS maintenance,
download all YEARLY ASSIGN files, and then download the monthly ASSIGN files as needed.
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Use Software Update

Log in to your instance of z/OSMF and click the Software Update icon on the desktop. If the Software Update icon does
not appear on the desktop, open the App Center in the bottom-left corner.

You can now maintain software instances, using the z/OSMF Software Update functionality. For more information about
how to use Software Update, see Software Update in the IBM documentation.

Maintain Products Using SMP/E JCL
Learn how to install product maintenance (receive, apply, accept) using SMP/E JCL.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining products and maintenance packages in your
mainframe environment. You can download, receive, apply, and accept maintenance. After you complete the maintenance
process, the product is ready to deploy.

Download and Receive Maintenance

PTF Maintenance and HOLDDATA are available from Broadcom Support. To download and receive maintenance for
ongoing preventive maintenance and in non-installation use cases according to your maintenance strategy, use one of the
following options to create a PTF maintenance package:
Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval

Eliminates the manual steps that are required to download PTFs and HOLDDATA from Broadcom Support. The
orders are fulfilled based on the status of your SMP/E environments. All PTFs and their requisites are downloaded
automatically and received to your system. With SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval, you can make service requests
for maintenance on demand or as scheduled jobs that enable a more automated approach to downloading
maintenance.
We recommend that you use SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to download and receive maintenance.

Use the Service Order Online Interface
Creates a service order request online from secure Broadcom download servers. This option is more streamlined
than using the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes. However, it
cannot be automated.
Based on your order criteria, all PTFs and their requisites are downloaded automatically and received to your
system.

Build the PTF package from Broadcom Support
Lets you download maintenance manually from Broadcom Support. With this option, you manually
select PTFs and build a package for all applicable PTFs and requisites. You then use the CAUNZIP utility
to unpackage and receive the files. The CAUNZIP utility processes ZIP packages directly on z/OS without
the need for an intermediate platform, such as a Microsoft Windows workstation. The utility resides in
yourCCSHLQ.CAW0JCL(CAUNZIP).
To use this download option, you must be running Common Components and Services Version 15.0. Review the
CAUNZIP requirements.

To build the PTF package from Broadcom Support, select the PTFs manually and then use the CAUNZIP utility to
unpackage and receive the files as described in the following procedure:

NOTE
If you used SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval or the Service Order online interface to download and receive
maintenance, ignore the steps in the following procedure. Go to Apply and Accept Maintenance.

1. Go to Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com, and select Software, Mainframe Software, and My
Downloads.

2. Log in using your Broadcom Support username and password.
The My Downloads - Mainframe Software page appears.
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3. Select a product from the list or search by product name and then select a product from the list.
The product page appears with two tabs under the product name: Products and Solutions.

4. Select the Solutions tab and select the product that you want.
A list of releases appears.

5. Use the hypertext link to select the release that you want.
A list of published solutions appears with the most recently published solutions shown first.

6. Select the checkbox next to the solutions that you want to download.
NOTE
To filter the list, search by solution number, CARS level, or description. You can also select an operating
system or component. For download solution search tips, see Solution Download Help.

7. Select a download method:
– Select Download Selected to go to the Download Manager. Use this option to create a complete solution

package that includes all requisite solutions back to an optional date. From the Download Manager, you can select
your download method (HTTPS or Secure FTP).

– Select HTTPS Download to start downloading immediately. Check your browser for the download progress.
– Select Secure FTP Download to download securely from downloads.broadcom.com. This option is the fastest and

most efficient download method.
For assistance, see Solution Download Help. For HTTPS and Secure FTP information, and sample JCL, see
Download Methods and Locations.
The solution package is downloaded.

8. Run the CAUNZIP utility by completing the following steps.
CAUNZIP unzips the package of published solutions and creates an SMPNTS file structure that the SMP/E RECEIVE
FROMNTS command can process. After execution completes, the ZIPRPT data set contains the summary report. The
summary report:
– Summarizes the content of the product order ZIP file.
– Details the content of each data set and the z/OS UNIX files produced.
– Provides a sample job to receive the PTFs in your order.

9. Review the sample job that is provided in the CAUNZIP output ZIPRPT file and then complete the following steps:
a. Cut and paste the JCL into a data set.
b. Specify your SMP/E CSI on the SMPCSI DD statement.
c. Submit the job to receive the PTFs in your order.

10. Verify that you have the values from the base installation in the  macro, which you customized in the installation steps.
11. Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session and execute the  macro from the command line.

NOTE
Update  SAMPJCL to download the HOLDDATA file.

is customized.
12. Submit .

The job downloads the external HOLDDATA file.

The maintenance packages are received to the SMP/E environment global zone. After maintenance has been
downloaded for a product, you can apply and optionally accept the maintenance for products that are installed in the SMP/
E environment. Go to Apply and Accept Maintenance.

Apply and Accept Maintenance

After downloading and receiving your maintenance package, use this procedure to apply and optionally accept corrective
maintenance.

WARNING
Before you apply maintenance, ensure that any required file systems are mounted and that you have specified
the correct path to the DDDEFs that are contained in the file systems. The path must be the mount point of the
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zFS file system, plus the directory /CA. For example, if the zFS file system is mounted at /cai/abc, the DDDEF
path must be /cai/abc/CA.

1. Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session and execute the  macro from the command line.
is customized.

2. Submit .
The PTFs are applied.

3. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session and execute the  macro from the command line.
is customized.

4. (Optional) Submit .
The PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job now. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

Corrective maintenance is complete. You can now optionally apply CARS maintenance.

Apply CARS Maintenance

Use this procedure to apply CARS maintenance as a part of managing preventive maintenance.

NOTE
For information about CARS maintenance, see CARS in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures
documentation.

1. Download the ASSIGN statements from https://ftp.broadcom.com/secureuser/downloads/pub/ASSIGNS/.
IMPORTANT
The ASSIGN files are not cumulative. To install the latest CARS level, download all YEARLY ASSIGN
statements, and then download the monthly ASSIGN files as needed.

a. Determine whether to download the yearly or monthly ASSIGN statements in the following files: YEARyyyy.txt or
CARyymm.txt.

b. Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session, update  SAMPJCL to download your ASSIGN statements from
Broadcom Support, and execute the  macro from the command line.
is customized.

2. Submit .
The job downloads the ASSIGN statements.

3. Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session, manually add the data set that contains the ASSIGN statements to
the SMPPTFIN DD, and execute the  macro from the command line.
is customized.

4. Submit .
The job receives the external HOLDDATA file and ASSIGN statements.

5. Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session and execute the  macro from the command line.
is customized.

6. Submit .
The CARS PTFs are applied.

7. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session and execute the  macro from the command line.
is customized.

8. (Optional) Submit .
The CARS PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job now. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.
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Maintain Products Using CSM
Use the procedures in this topic to receive, apply, and accept maintenance for your products using CSM.

CSM provides a product list that lets you display the list of licensed product maintenance packages and to download these
packages. You can also manage external maintenance packages that were acquired outside of CSM so that they can be
applied using  CSM.

WARNING
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their
strategic business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We will
be discontinuing technical support for CSM. In accordance with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and
parameters of Broadcom’s support program, which is documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance
Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written notification of End of Life for CSM. This notification means
that CSM will no longer function as of June 30, 2023. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement.If you
do not have CSM installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For installation
and usage details, see the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at
techdocs.broadcom.com.

NOTE
During your initial product installation, apply all product maintenance. Otherwise, you may have to repeat the
deployment and configuration processes.

The following diagram shows the maintenance process using CSM:
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Use the following procedure to maintain products using CSM:

1. (Optional) Configure automatic HOLDDATA download.
2. (Optional) Configure CSM to reject unneeded maintenance.
3. Download product maintenance packages.

– (Optional) Configure CSM to perform automatic maintenance updates.
4. (Optional) Manage maintenance downloaded outside of CSM. As part of this management, you can also view the

aggregated package details.
5. Receive maintenance.
6. (Optional) Reject maintenance.
7. Apply maintenance.

a. Consider whether you require a product USERMOD.
b. Review and process any unresolved HOLDDATA.
c. Apply CARS maintenance.
d. (Optional) Apply FIXCAT maintenance.

8. (Optional) Restore maintenance.
9. Accept maintenance.

– (Optional) Accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode.
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After you complete this process, the maintenance packages for your products are accepted.

You have deployed and configured a product across your enterprise. Now you are applying maintenance to this product.
Create a deployment and a configuration for this product to get this maintenance to your target systems.

Configure Automatic HOLDDATA Download

You can configure CSM to download automatically the available HOLDDATA that it uses for each maintenance installation.
You then have current information about what maintenance packages are marked as PE (PTF in Error).

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Catalog link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the HOLDDATA Settings section, select the Enable Automatic Updates checkbox.
3. Set up values for the following fields, and select Apply:
Owner of Update Task

Specifies the TSO user ID under which the update task is run.
Recurrence

Specifies how often the task recurs.
Update Software Catalog Every number of Days

or Update Software Catalog On day of week Every number of Weeks
Specifies the frequency of downloading HOLDDATA to your software catalog, in days or weeks, depending on the
value the Recurrence field.
Example: Imagine you set the recurrence for a specific number of days and you set the time that precedes the
current time. Then the first update occurs in the specified number of days at the specified time. For example, on
Monday at 10.30 am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to 07.00. The first update then occurs on the third
day, Thursday, at 7.00 am. When you set the time past the current time, the first update occurs on the same day
at the time set. For example, on Monday at 10.30 am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to 11.00. The first
update then occurs on that Monday at 11.00 am.

System Time
Specifies the system time when an automatic update occurs. The system time reflects your CSM application
server time zone. The TZ parameter within Tomcat startup libraries defines the time zone. If the TZ parameter is
not defined, the CSM application server time zone defaults to GMT - Greenwich Mean Time.
Local time is calculated based on the system time that you set.

NOTE
To download available HOLDDATA to the software catalog immediately, select Update Immediately.

The automatic HOLDDATA download is configured.

Configure CSM to Reject Unneeded Maintenance from the SMP/E Environment

During the regular, FIXCAT, or CARS maintenance wizard execution, CSM may receive maintenance. Some maintenance
packages may not be directly associated with the maintenance that you want to apply.

You can configure CSM to reject the maintenance that was received but not applied during the wizard execution.

• If you exit the wizard before the maintenance installation started, CSM rejects the maintenance that has been received
during the wizard execution. The SMP/E environment is restored to the state that it had before you started the wizard.

• If you navigated through the wizard steps, started the maintenance installation task, and the task completed
successfully, CSM rejects the received but not applied maintenance that is not directly associated with the
maintenance that you have applied.
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This process ensures that your SMP/E environments do not contain unneeded received maintenance.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Installation link under System Settings on the left side.
2. In the Maintenance Installation section, select the Reject Received Maintenance checkbox.
3. Select Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

CSM is configured to reject unneeded maintenance.

Download Product Maintenance Packages

You can download maintenance packages for installed products through the Products tab. You can download:

• All maintenance packages for a product
• Only maintenance packages that have been released from the time the product release was updated last

NOTE
The information for HIPERs and new maintenance on the Software Status tab is based on the current
information in your software catalog. Update the product list on a daily or weekly basis to keep it current.

WARNING

You can also download maintenance using the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval. This option uses the IBM
SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to download Broadcom mainframe product maintenance over the Internet,
by securely submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA to a remote Broadcom server. This service eliminates
the manual steps that are required to download maintenance from Broadcom Support. The orders are fulfilled
based on the status of your SMP/E environments. Based on your order criteria, all PTFs and their requisites are
downloaded automatically and received to your system.

To use this download option, complete the procedures to configure the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval as
described in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation. After you set up this service, you
can use CSM to apply and accept your maintenance.

1. Verify that your CSM login user name is associated with a registered user of Broadcom Support on the Software
Acquisition Settings page.
CSM uses the credentials to access Broadcom Support.

2. Select the name of the product for which you want to download maintenance in the product list on the left side.
Maintenance information about the product appears in the Releases section on the right side.

3. For the product release for which you want to download maintenance, select the Actions drop-down list to the right of
the release. Complete one of the following steps:
a. Select Update Product Release to download all maintenance packages for the product release.
b. Select Get Latest Maintenance to download only maintenance packages that have been released from the time

the product release was updated last.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are downloaded.
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Configure CSM to Perform Automatic Maintenance Updates

You can configure CSM to perform automatic maintenance updates (downloading and receiving maintenance) for
products that are installed in an SMP/E environment.

Manage Maintenance Downloaded Outside of CSM

Sometimes you acquire maintenance packages, such as unpublished maintenance, PTF, APARs, and USERMODs,
outside of CSM. For example, you are validating a test PTF released for a product. You can add information about these
maintenance packages to CSM from the Products tab.

Adding these maintenance packages to CSM provides you with a complete view of all the maintenance for a product
release. After a package is migrated, you can use CSM to apply the maintenance.

Usually, the maintenance is placed as a single package. However, some Broadcom mainframe products still have older
aggregated maintenance packages that were released before December 31, 2013. An aggregated package is a file that
comprises several single maintenance packages (nested packages). When you add an aggregated package, CSM inserts
all the nested packages and the aggregated package itself. In the list of maintenance packages, the aggregated package
is marked with the CUMULATIVE type.

When you insert an aggregated package, CSM assigns a fix number to it. The fix number is unique and contains eight
characters. The first two characters are AM (for Aggregated Maintenance) and a unique six-digit number follows. The
number value increases by 1 with each added aggregated package.

If the aggregated maintenance package has the same fix number as one of its nested packages, only the nested package
is added. The aggregated package itself is not available in the list of maintenance packages.

1. Select the Products tab, and select the product release for which the maintenance applies.
2. Select the Add External Maintenance button.
3. Specify one of the following package types and package details:
Data Set

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a z/OS data set with an LRECL of 80 and RECFM of FB.
UNIX File

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.
FTP File

Adds a maintenance package that is not published on Broadcom Support. This option is intended for downloading
a PTF to validate it.

FTP Host Specifies the FTP server where the maintenance package is located. Select a server from the list, or
provide your FTP server host.

FTP Port Specifies the FTP port number for the FTP server.
FTP Path Defines the FTP path where the maintenance package is located. Start the path with a forward slash

(/). Enter only a forward slash to specify the root directory.
Example: /outgoing/

Maintenance Name Defines the maintenance package name.
Example: RO01111.bin

User Name Defines a valid user name to access the FTP location.
Password Defines a valid password to access the FTP location.

Solution
Adds a published solution on Broadcom Support.

NOTE
To add several data sets or UNIX file packages from the same location, use masking.

4. Select OK.
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A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance package with the related information is saved in the CSM database. To see the added package, refresh
the page.

View Aggregated Package Details

You can view which nested packages are included in the aggregated package. The information includes the fix number,
package type, and package description.

NOTE
Aggregated maintenance packages were discontinued December 31, 2013. However, some Broadcom
mainframe products have aggregated maintenance packages that were released before this date.

1. Select the Products tab, and select the product release that has the aggregated package whose details you want to
view.

2. Select the Fix # link for the aggregated package.
The Maintenance Package Details dialog opens.

3. Select the Nested Packages tab.
A list of nested packages that the aggregated package contains appears.

Receive Maintenance

After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can receive the maintenance to the global zone of an SMP/E
environment where the related products are installed. Once received, maintenance packages can be applied.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment where you want to receive maintenance
packages.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to receive, and select the Receive link.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the receiving, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the receive list selections as required, and select Next.
6. Review the summary, and select Receive.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are received to the SMP/E environment global zone.

Reject Maintenance

You can reject a received maintenance package. Information about the maintenance package is removed from the SMP/E
environment global zone.
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While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to reject maintenance.
2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria

defined.
3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to reject, and select the Reject link. You can filter out only received

packages.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the rejection, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the rejected list selections as required, and select Next.
6. Review the summary, and select Reject.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are rejected. Information about the maintenance packages is removed from the SMP/E
environment global zone.

Apply Maintenance

After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can apply the maintenance to products that are installed in an
SMP/E environment.

WARNING
Before you apply maintenance, ensure that required file systems are mounted and that you have specified the
correct path to the DDDEFs that are contained in the file systems. The path must be the mount point of the zFS
file system, plus the directory /CA. For example, if the zFS file system is mounted at /broadcom/abc, the DDDEF
path must be /broadcom/abc/CA.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the SMP/E environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any
action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes,
the lock releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment whose products you want to apply
maintenance to.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to apply, and select the Apply link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
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5. From the Summary step, review the summary, and select Check and Apply.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You have completed acquiring and applying maintenance. You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs)
from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

USERMODs

A product USERMOD can be provided as a published maintenance package downloaded during the Update Product
process. When CSM downloads a package including a ++USERMOD statement, it is loaded under the product with a
USERMOD type. You can install these packages using CSM but cannot accept them because they are not intended to be
permanent.

You can create a USERMOD manually, or we can provide an unpublished maintenance package as a USERMOD. In this
case, the USERMOD file, which contains the ++USERMOD statement and the body of the USERMOD, must be managed
as an externally downloaded package.

Unresolved HOLDDATA Processing

When you apply maintenance, review and process any unresolved HOLDDATA for the applied maintenance and its
prerequisites. The maintenance wizard displays all unresolved HOLDDATA and lets you review the HOLDDATA and
details about the HELD maintenance. You can then bypass the HOLDDATA or exclude the HELD maintenance. CSM
determines unresolved HOLDDATA by running SMP/E APPLY GROUP/GROUPEXTEND CHECK.

In the maintenance wizard, you can perform the following actions:

• Select HOLDDATA (HOLDDATA TYPE, REASON, or maintenance) to bypass it.
• Leave HOLDDATA unselected to exclude it. If you do not select a HOLDDATA entry checkbox, CSM excludes the

HELD maintenance from the processing.

If you exclude at least one HELD maintenance package, CSM runs an appropriate SMP/E APPLY GROUP/
GROUPEXTEND CHECK command to verify the processing. CSM verifies whether other maintenance requires the
excluded maintenance. If so, CSM also excludes it from processing.

If the SMP/E APPLY GROUP/GROUPEXTEND CHECK command discovers further unresolved HOLDDATA, you are
notified about all unresolved HOLDDATA again. Select what HOLDDATA to bypass and what HELD maintenance to
exclude.

This iterative process repeats until all HOLDDATA is resolved or bypassed. You can then proceed to the next step.

A list of maintenance packages that are excluded during the processing of unresolved HOLDDATA is displayed in the
Summary step.

Apply CARS Maintenance

CSM lets you track and apply CARS maintenance for your products.

CARS is a set of maintenance packages that are installed and tested regularly on the Broadcom Mainframe Software
Division development, test, and production systems. Install CARS maintenance to keep your products current. Broadcom
releases CARS maintenance regularly. The release date determines the CARS maintenance level.
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To learn about new CARS maintenance that is available, download the files that are listed for published CARS
maintenance. You can configure CSM to download these files automatically, or add CARS files manually. You can filter
this maintenance in the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance section based on information that is in the files. You can
also select the packages that are applicable within a CARS level.

You can apply particular CARS maintenance packages. You can update all products in an SMP/E environment.

A CARS file can list a maintenance package that the HOLDDATA marked as PE (PTF in Error). The CARS file can also
reflect a corrective maintenance package for this PE that is not listed in this CARS file. This situation can occur if a
maintenance package is found in error after the CARS file is published. The CARS processing continues as expected, and
the maintenance package that is marked as PE is not applied. However, the CARS level for the product is not updated to
the current level until you apply the corrective maintenance package to the SMP/E environment.

Configure Automatic CARS File Download

You can configure CSM to download available CARS files automatically. After download, the files are stored in a USS
directory under the software catalog.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Catalog link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the CARS Setting section, select the Enable Automatic Updates checkbox.
3. Set up field values and select Apply.

NOTE
To download available CARS files to the software catalog immediately, select Update Immediately.

The automatic CARS file download is configured.

Add a CARS File

If you cannot automatically download available CARS files, add them to the software catalog manually. Use the Add
CARS File link. The files that were added manually are stored in the same USS directory as other files.

1. Download the CARS file using FTP from the Broadcom file server directly to your USS directory.
a. Connect to the FTP site at the following location:

https://ftp.broadcom.com/secureuser/downloads

b. Log in to ftp.broadcom.com as follows:
user name: anonymous
password: your-email-address

c. Change to the following directory:
/pub/ASSIGNS

d. Change your download mode to ASCII.
e. Download the CARS file. These files appear in the format:

CARyymm.TXT

2. In the CSM web-based interface, select the Products tab, and select the Add CARS File link in the Actions section on
the left side.

3. Specify the USS path to the CARS file you want to add, and select OK.
Information about the CARS file is saved in the CSM Software Catalog USS database.

Apply CARS Maintenance to an SMP/E Environment

You can upgrade products that are installed in an SMP/E environment to a specific CARS level. During processing, CSM
verifies that maintenance packages that are associated with the selected CARS level can be applied to the products, and
then applies the packages.
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As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab.
2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment whose products you want to upgrade the CARS level for.

Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Upgrade CARS Level.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

3. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
4. From the Summary step, review the summary and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the CARS maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs) from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

Apply FIXCAT Maintenance

CSM lets you select and apply maintenance for your products according to FIXCAT.

FIXCAT (fix category) associates a maintenance package to one or more categories of PTFs (for example, installation,
function, z/OS version, or communication).

FIXCAT data is provided in the same file as error HOLDDATA. Error HOLDDATA contains FIXCAT HOLDDATA statements
that assign a maintenance package to a category. Select a category, and CSM determines and applies associated
maintenance packages to the selected products installed in an SMP/E environment.

Masking Maintenance Categories

When you select maintenance categories in the wizard, you can use masking.

Use an asterisk (*), or a percent sign (%), or both to specify naming masks. An asterisk substitutes for any number of
symbols. A percent sign substitutes for one symbol.

For example:
System.z/OS.*

Selects all the categories whose names start with System.z/OS.
System.z/OS.%%

Selects all the categories under System.z/OS whose last segment consists of two symbols.

Apply Maintenance by FIXCAT Category

You can select and apply maintenance for your products based on FIXCAT using CSM.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.
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While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab.
2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment whose products you want to apply FIXCAT

maintenance. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Update Using Fix
Categories.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

3. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
4. From the Summary step, review the summary, and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the FIXCAT maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs) from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

Restore Maintenance

You can restore (back out) an applied maintenance package (but not an accepted maintenance package).

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to restore
maintenance.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to restore, and select the Restore link. You can filter out only applied
packages.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the restoring, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the list selections as required. Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the maintenance

is restored from. You can only perform maintenance actions on zones you select here. Select OK to confirm the
selection and return to the wizard, and select Next.

6. Review the prerequisites if they exist, and select Next. CSM restores these prerequisites as part of the maintenance
restoring process.

7. Review the summary, and select Restore.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.
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The maintenance packages are restored.

Accept Maintenance

After maintenance has been applied, you can accept the maintenance for products that are installed in an SMP/E
environment. You cannot accept USERMODs.

Use this procedure to accept the maintenance in GROUP mode.

WARNING
Before you start, update the HOLDDATA in your software catalog. To do so, select Update HOLDDATA in the
Actions section on the Software Catalog page. You can also set up the automatic HOLDDATA download as
described previously in this article.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment whose products you want to accept
maintenance.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to accept, and select the Accept link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the maintenance, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the accept list selections as required. Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the

maintenance is accepted. You can only perform maintenance actions on zones you select here. Select OK to confirm
the selection and return to the wizard, and select Next.

6. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance, and select Next.
7. Perform one of the following actions to address prerequisites:

– If no prerequisites exist, select Next. A list of HOLDDATA appears.
– If prerequisites exist and are available, review them, and Select Next. A list of HOLDDATA appears. The

prerequisites are accepted as part of the process.
– If a prerequisite is not available, the wizard cannot continue. Select Cancel to exit the wizard. Acquire the

prerequisite and restart the process.
8. Review HOLDDATA entries, if they exist. Select Export Table to open all HOLDDATA information for all selected

maintenance in a separate browser window. Selecting Export Table is similar to running the LIST SYSMODS
HOLDDATA command within your SMP/E environment.

9. Select Next.
SMP/E work DDDEFs of SMPWRKx and SYSUTx, with their allocation parameters, are listed.

10. Review the work DDDEF allocation parameters, and edit them, if necessary, to verify that sufficient space is allocated
for them during the maintenance acceptance:

NOTE
Changes in the allocation parameters apply to the current maintenance processing only.

1. Select Override for a DDDEF to edit its allocation parameters.
A pop-up window opens.

2. Make the necessary changes, and select OK to confirm.
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The pop-up window closes, and the DDDEF entry is selected in the list indicating that the allocation parameters
have been overridden.

You can also:

• Update allocation parameters for the DDDEFs automatically by select Resolve Overrides.
CSM provides values for all DDDEFs based on the total size of the selected maintenance packages being
accepted. All DDDEF entries are selected in the list indicating that the allocation parameters have been overridden.

NOTE
To edit the allocation parameters for a DDDEF after automatically updating them with the Resolve
Overrides button, select Override. Make the necessary changes. Select OK to confirm and return to the
wizard.

• Cancel a parameter update for any DDDEF by clearing its checkbox.
11. (Optional) Select View SMP/E Work DDDEFs to review SMP/E work DDDEF and their allocation parameters for the

selected SMP/E environment zones. Select Close to return to the wizard.

NOTE
Sometimes, the allocation parameters differ from the allocation parameters that you obtained using the
Resolve Overrides button.

Select Next.
12. Review the summary, and select Accept.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are accepted.

Accept Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode

CSM lets you invoke the SMP/E utility with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled for accepting maintenance.

When you accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode, the following installation modes are available:
Accept Check

Checks if the maintenance can be accepted to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.
Accept

Accepts the maintenance to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.
Accept Check and Accept

Checks if the maintenance can be accepted to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode. Then
accepts it if possible.

For the GROUPEXTEND option, CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or HOLDDATA
prerequisites that must be bypassed when accepting the maintenance. Accept check mode lets you check if any
prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output.

How Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode Works

Accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode in the following sequence:

1. Apply all maintenance packages that you want to include by the GROUPEXTEND option.
2. Run the maintenance in Accept check mode.

– If the task fails, review SMPOUT in the task output. Review if there are missing (not applied) maintenance
packages or HOLDDATA that must be resolved or bypassed.

– If the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in the task output. Review what maintenance packages were found and
accepted.
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3. Run the maintenance in Accept mode. Specify the maintenance packages that you want to exclude and HOLDDATA
that you want to bypass, if any exist.
The followings options are available for bypassing HOLDDATA:
– HOLDSYSTEM
– HOLDCLASS
– HOLDERROR
– HOLDUSER

You can run the maintenance in Accept mode in the same CSM session after Accept check mode is completed. The
values that you entered for Accept check mode are then prepopulated on the wizard dialogs.

Accept Maintenance with the GROUPEXTEND Option Enabled

You can accept maintenance (except USERMODs) with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment holding the maintenance packages that you
want to accept in GROUPEXTEND mode.

2. Select Maintenance.
Maintenance packages available for the products are listed. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that
you have maintenance view criteria defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to accept in GROUPEXTEND mode, and select the Accept
GROUPEXTEND link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment that is being used by another user, a notification message appears. You
are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification message
disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another SMP/E
environment.

4. Review the information about the maintenance, and select Next.
The packages that you want to accept are listed.

NOTE
Select a link in the Status column for a maintenance package, if available, to review a list of zones. The
zones indicate where the maintenance package is received, applied, or accepted. Select Close to return to
the wizard.

5. Review the packages, and select Next.

WARNING
For the GROUPEXTEND option, CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or
HOLDDATA prerequisites that must be bypassed when accepting the maintenance. Accept check mode lets
you review if any prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output. Run the maintenance
in Accept check mode first.

6. Read the information that is displayed on this tab, and select Next.
The installation options appear.

7. Specify installation options as follows, and select Next:
a. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance.
b. Review the GROUPEXTEND options and select the ones that you want to apply to the maintenance:

NOAPARS
Excludes APARs that resolve error reason ID.
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NOUSERMODS
Exclude USERMODs that resolve error reason ID.

c. (Optional) Enter maintenance packages that you want to exclude in the Excluded SYSMODs field. You can enter
several packages, separate them by a comma.

The Bypass HOLDDATA step of the wizard appears.
8. (Optional) Enter the BYPASS options for the HOLDDATA that you want to bypass during the maintenance installation.

You can enter several BYPASS options, separate them by a comma.
9. Select Next.
10. Review the summary, and select Accept GROUPEXTEND.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE

• If you run the maintenance installation in Accept check mode and the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in
the task output. Review what maintenance packages were found and accepted.

• If you run the maintenance installation in Accept check mode and the task fails, review SMPOUT in the
task output. Review if there are missing (not accepted) maintenance packages or HOLDDATA that must
be resolved or bypassed.

You completed maintaining products with CSM.

HOLDDATA
When you apply maintenance, you typically encounter SMP/E HOLDDATA. We use HOLDDATA to notify your SMP/E
system of SYSMODs that have errors or special conditions. We support system and external HOLDDATA.

System HOLDDATA

System HOLDDATA indicates data that is an in-stream part of the SYSMOD, informing you of special conditions. The
following reasons are used with SYSTEM HOLDDATA for your product.

ACTION Indicates that you must perform special processing before or after you apply this SYSMOD.
AO Affects automated operations. It changes the message identifier or the displacement of a field inside the

message.
DB2BIND Indicates that DBRMs have changed and packages must be rebound.
DDDEF Indicates that data sets and DDDEFs are being added or modified.
DELETE Deletes the SYSMOD load module. You cannot reverse this type of SYSMOD with the SMP/E RESTORE

command.
DEP Indicates a dependency for this SYSMOD that you must externally verify.
DOC Indicates a documentation change with this SYSMOD.

DOWNLD Indicates that some or all the elements that this SYSMOD delivers are to be downloaded to a workstation.
DYNACT Describes the steps to dynamically activate this fix without performing an IPL.

EC Indicates that this SYSMOD requires a hardware engineering change. An EC hold SYSMOD usually does
not affect the product unless the EC is present on the hardware device.

ENH Introduces a small programming enhancement. The hold contains the instructions to implement the
enhancement. If no action is required to implement the enhancement, give a summary of the enhancement.

EXIT Indicates that changes delivered by this SYSMOD require reassembly of user exits.
EXRF Indicates that the SYSMOD must be installed in both the Active and Alternate Extended Recovery Facility

Systems.
IPL Indicates that an IPL is required for this SYSMOD to take effect. This option is used only when there is no

alternative for dynamic activation.
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MSGSKEL Indicates that the SYSMOD contains internationalized message versions that must be run through the
message compiler for each language.

MULTSYS Apply this SYSMOD to multiple systems for pre-conditioning, coexistence, or exploitation.
RESTART Indicates that after applying this SYSMOD, the site must perform a special restart as opposed to a routine

restart.
SQLBIND Indicates that a bind is required for a database system other than Db2.

External HOLDDATA

External HOLDDATA is not part of the PTF. The HOLDDATA resides in a separate file and contains both error and FIXCAT
HOLDDATA. The error HOLDDATA is used for SYSMODs that have been distributed and later are discovered to cause
problems. The FIXCAT HOLDDATA helps identify maintenance that is required to support a particular hardware device,
software, or function.

Download the external HOLDDATA from Broadcom Support to a DASD file, and allocate the file to the SMPHOLD
DD statement. To take care of the external HOLDDATA, receive it into your SMP/E environment. SMP/E receives the
HOLDDATA from Broadcom-supplied jobs.

You can find JCL to download the external HOLDDATA in your SAMPJCL member. Open xxx60RCH or xxx1HOLD in
an edit session and execute the xxxSEDIT macro on the command line (xxx is the high-level identifier for your product).
Then, submit the JCL.

Error HOLDDATA

If a SYSMOD has unresolved error HOLDDATA, SMP/E does not install it unless you add a bypass to your APPLY
command. You can bypass error HOLDDATA in situations that are not applicable to you. Error HOLDDATA that is not
applicable to you can include a problem that happens only with a hardware device that you do not have or in a product
feature that you do not use.

When Broadcom publishes a SYSMOD that resolves the error HOLDDATA, the resolving SYSMOD supersedes the error
HOLDDATA. This action lets you apply the original SYSMOD with the fixing SYSMOD.

The only manual task is running a REPORT ERRSYSMODS. This report identifies the following:

• Any held SYSMODs already applied to your system
• Any resolving SYSMODs that are in RECEIVE status

SMP/E identifies the SYSMOD to apply to correct the situation.

FIXCAT HOLDDATA

Broadcom provides FIXCAT HOLDDATA to help identify maintenance that is required to support a particular hardware
device, software, or function. Fix categories are supplied as SMP/E FIXCAT HOLDDATA statements. Each FIXCAT
HOLDDATA statement associates an APAR and its related fixing PTF to one or more fix categories.

Complete Configuration Tasks
After your product installation and maintenance tasks are complete, you must deploy and configure your product for
execution.

The deployment is a simple copy of the product SMP/E target data sets, which can then be configured for use on systems
across your enterprise. The deployed objects include target libraries that are defined to SMP/E (also known as the
deployment libraries). Creating a copy of the product SMP/E target data sets keeps the SMP/E environment clean and
isolates the product SMP/E environment from the runtime foundation that is used in the day-to-day operation of the
product. Subsequent maintenance activities update the SMP/E environment without affecting the active product runtime
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environments. For maintenance to take effect, you must deploy the updated data sets and libraries to your runtime
environments.

The configuration process tailors the product runtime environment for use on a specific z/OS system.

You can configure and deploy your product using CSM, manually, or using z/OSMF workflows.

TIP
Insert some guidance about using a different config method than you used to install.

Based on your configuration and deploy method, use the appropriate articles to configure and deploy your product.

Deploy Products Using CSM
Deployments create an automated process for deploying multiple products to one or more systems in the same manner
and the same time. In a one-to-one manual scenario, you complete same tasks for every product and every system one
by one. One or more products to one or more systems immediately increase the scalability of this effort. This best practice
reduces errors that typically result from manual efforts despite best intentions.

CSM ensures that you are adhering to your company system and naming standards every time you deploy a product.

You can use your company system and naming standards when performing the following tasks:

• Creating systems
• Adding products
• Creating methodologies

Create an inventory matrix of all your systems and Broadcom products that are on each system. This best practice details
the systems that must have products deployed to them.

Business Value:

CSM lets you easily deploy Broadcom products. This best practice gives your company dynamic abilities for designing,
creating, and maintaining systems.

This best practice also provides the manager responsible for systems the flexibility to design, create, deploy, and maintain
systems.

More Information:

For deployment steps, see the online help.

Configure Products Using CSM
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include configuring products using CSM. A configuration is a CSM object
that you create to tailor your installed software or CSM deployed software. Configuration makes your software usable in
your environment. A configuration contains the profiles, variables, and resources specific to your environment.

The following diagram shows the configuration process:
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1. Determine the source of your configuration based on your site environment:
– If you configure a product from an SMP/E environment, you can only configure it on a staging system.
– If you configure a product from a configurable CSM deployment, you can configure it on a staging system or a

nonstaging system.
2. Create a configuration. If you are targeting a staging system, see Configure to a Staging System.
3. Build the configuration.
4. (Optional) Validate the configuration and view the step and action details.

NOTE
Validation is optional, but recommended before implementation.

• If validation fails, edit the configuration and repeat the process from step 3.
• If validation is successful, implement the configuration.

5. (Staging systems only) Activate the configuration.
The product configuration process completes.

If any implementation failures occur, follow these guidelines to address them.

NOTE
Perform any manual configuration steps outside of CSM now if needed.
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Create a Configuration

You can create a configuration for a product that is installed in an SMP/E environment, or a product from an existing
configurable CSM deployment.

The configuration wizard consists of several steps that let you set up your configuration as you prepare to implement
it. When you go through the wizard, you define a set of properties for your configuration. For example, you define the
product that you want to configure and the system you are targeting for the configuration. Optionally, you can select to
import product configuration settings and variable values from a previous configuration for the selected product.

Each product configuration includes various settings, such as:

• The functions and options for the product
• Settings and preferences that are associated with the specified target system
• Resources for the product

NOTE
To avoid a conflict of resources between two or more configurations of a product, SCS manages the
resources that are associated with previously defined configurations. To resolve conflicting (not unique)
resources in your configuration, perform one of the following actions:

• Change the appropriate target setting to create a unique resource name.
• Delete the older configuration containing the existing resource name and release the conflicting resource.

If you import values from another configuration, you can optionally delete the configuration that you are importing the
values from to avoid conflicts.

1. From the Configurations tab, select Create Configuration from the Actions section.
The configuration wizard opens to step 1.

NOTE
You can also start the configuration wizard from the following locations:

• The SMP/E Environments tab - for a product in an SMP/E environment.
• The Deployments tab - for a product from an existing configurable CSM deployment. Starting the

configuration wizard from the Deployments tab opens it to step 2.
2. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
3. From the Review and Build step, review the configuration summary.

You are ready to build the configuration. If you do not want to build configuration now, save the configuration and close
the wizard. You can build it later.

Configure to a Staging System

Configuring a product that targets a staging system implies the DASD resources that are created as part of a product
implementation are local to the CSM driving system. The CSM driving system is the system where the CSM is running.

Configurations that you create for a staging system are implemented in the following phases:

1. CSM creates and customizes the product run-time data sets on the CSM driving system.
When a configuration targets a staging system, the configuration wizard provides a set of catalog preference variables
as part of the target settings. You can determine whether the customized run-time data sets that are created in the first
phase should be cataloged in the catalog that is associated with the CSM driving system. This setting is default.
If you decide not to catalog the data sets to the CSM driving system catalog, you can optionally specify the name of
a user catalog where the customized run-time data sets are to be cataloged. If you do not provide the user catalog
name, the data sets are uncataloged.

NOTE
The support for creating uncataloged run-time data sets assumes that the following statements are true:
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• The volume that is specified for the run-time data sets is not SMS-managed.
• The rules that are established at your site allow the run-time data sets to be created as uncataloged data

sets.

When an optional user catalog name is specified, you can specify optional alternate, or indirect, system residence
volumes (SYSRES). By default, no SYSRES preference is specified.
– If no SYSRES preference is specified, the user catalog entries are created with the actual volume serial numbers of

the run-time data sets.
– If a SYSRES preference is specified, the user catalog entries are created with an indirect reference to a system

residence volume (or its logical extensions). Specifying a SYSRES preference lets you change the volume serial
numbers of the system residence volume (or its logical extensions) later without having to recatalog the run-time
data sets on those volumes.

2. You make the data sets accessible and activate the configuration.
Systems that do not share DASD with the CSM driving system do not have access to the run-time data sets. For
those systems, move the run-time data sets to DASD that is accessible to the remote system. For moving the data
sets, use a method that is appropriate for your site and environment. CSM does not endorse a specific technique
or support transmitting the customized run-time data sets that are created when configuring a product to a staging
system.

After making the data sets accessible, activate the configuration.

Build the Configuration

You can build a previously saved configuration, or you can rebuild your configuration (for example, if there is a problem
with the build).

You can only build configurations with a status of Under Construction (8) (resume the configuration first), or Build failed.

Perform one of the following actions:

• If you are on the Review and Build step of the wizard, select Build.
• If your configuration is saved in a step before the Review and Build step, resume the configuration from the

Configurations tab. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps. From the Review and
Build step, select Build.

• If your configuration is in Build failed status, select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and
select Build.
Optionally, you can edit the configuration before you build it again. Navigate to the Review and Build step of the
wizard, and select Build.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress tab
to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status
later on the Tasks tab.

The configuration is built.

Built configurations are ready to be optionally validated or implemented. Before you start implementing a configuration,
you can still edit the configuration.

You can build your configuration again later (for example, if there is a problem with the build).
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Validate the Configuration

Before you implement a configuration, you can validate it. Validation verifies access to resources that are going to be used
when you implement the configuration.

NOTE
Although validation is optional, we recommend that you validate the configuration before implementation.

You can only validate configurations with a status of Build completed, Validated, Validation error, Implementation stopped,
or Implementation error.

While validation of a configuration is in progress, do not use the configuration data sets that are outside of CSM. Doing so,
helps avoid data set contention between the CSM validate processing and data sets being accessed outside of CSM.

1. Select the Configurations tab and locate the configuration that you want to validate.
2. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and select Validate.

The validation dialog opens. This dialog contains status information and a table of numbered configuration steps.
The validation process is started and continues until it has successfully completed or fails. The steps in this dialog
automatically update as operation data changes.

3. Review the operation steps. You can perform the following actions:
– Select the link of a step name to display information about the actions that are associated with this step.
– Select the icon in the Text column to see details about the processing that is associated with this step. If this step

is manual, you can use this information to perform the step manually. Select Show Details to open a detailed
summary for all steps in the configuration.

– For the steps with prerequisites, hold the mouse over the icon in the Prereq column to review prerequisites details.
When the validation is completed, a message appears confirming that the validation succeeded or failed.
After the validation finishes and before you start implementing, you can still edit the configuration.

After a validation has finished successfully for a configuration on a staging system, review the activation instructions,
if any. Select Activation Instructions from the validation dialog. Doing so opens the required steps that you will have to
complete after you implement the configuration to activate this configuration.

Edit the Configuration

You can edit configurations that you have previously created and built. You can edit a configuration if the build fails, or
when validation fails because of an errant value. You can only edit:

• Configurations in a status of Build complete, Build failed, Validated, or Validation error.
• A configuration that has not started implementing yet. After a configuration has started implementing, you cannot edit

it.
• One configuration at a time.

1. Select the Configurations tab and locate the configuration that you want to edit.
NOTE
Select the Status column to sort by status and identify all configurations that you can edit.

2. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and select Edit.
3. Change data on this step as needed, and navigate and make edits to the remaining steps in the wizard.

Implement the Configuration

When you start the implementation, CSM evaluates the defined steps and determines what steps to execute. The
selected steps are presented as a list. Release them so that they can be eligible to execute after their prerequisite steps
have successfully completed.
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NOTE
Validation and implementation of a configuration may require exclusive access to data sets that the configuration
specifies. Using data sets outside of CSM, such as ISPF edit and browse data sets, can introduce data set
contention. Data set contention can result in validation and implementation errors. Therefore, while validation or
implementation of a configuration is in progress, do not use the configuration data sets that are outside of CSM.

Implementation completes the configuration process for configurations on a nonstaging system. For configurations on
staging systems, you may be required to perform extra steps to activate your configuration.

Implementation executes on the target system, applying the variables, resources, and operations that are defined in the
configuration.

You can only implement configurations with a status of Build completed, Validated, Validation error, Implementation
stopped, or Implementation error.

1. Select the Configurations tab and locate the configuration that you want to implement.
2. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and select Implement.

The Implementation dialog opens. This dialog contains status information, and a table of numbered operation steps.
3. Review the operation steps. You can perform the following actions:

– Select the link of a step name to display information about the actions that are associated with this step.
– Select the icon in the Text column to see details about the processing that is associated with this step. If this step is

manual, you can use this information to perform the step manually.
– For the steps that have prerequisites, hold the mouse over the icon in the Prereq column to see details about the

prerequisites.
4. (Optional) Select one or more steps and perform the following actions using the action links:
Set Automatic

Changes the mode of the selected manual steps so that CSM automatically performs them when they are
released and all prerequisites are satisfied.
You cannot change the mode of external steps. CSM cannot perform them automatically.

Set Manual
Changes the mode of the selected automatic steps so that they become manual steps that you must perform
outside of CSM.

Release
Releases the selected steps. The steps become eligible for execution when all prerequisite steps are complete.

Bypass
Skips the selected steps. These steps are not released when you select Release All. If the bypassed steps are
prerequisites for other steps, the prerequisites are considered satisfied. The dependent steps are executed when
they are released.

5. For manual or external steps, select the Actions drop-down list to the right of a step, and select Confirm.
The step is confirmed as completed successfully. Any prerequisites that other steps within the implementation define
are satisfied.

6. Perform one of the following actions:
– Select Release All to release all steps at once and execute them. However, if there are incomplete prerequisite

steps, the steps do not execute. Perform and confirm manual and external steps.
– Select Release Next to release and execute the next step in sequence. However, if there are incomplete

prerequisite steps, the step do not execute. Select Release Next for each subsequent step, and confirm manual
and external steps.

The implementation process is started and continues until it has successfully completed, is stopped manually, or fails.
The steps in this dialog automatically update as operation data changes.
You can select Stop to stop the implementation process. Non-executing steps are not started. You can start another
run of the implementation from the Configurations tab by selecting the configuration and selecting Implement.
When the implementation is completed, a message appears confirming that the implementation succeeded or failed.
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7. (For successful configurations on staging systems) Select Activation Instructions to open the required steps that you
must complete next to activate this configuration.

NOTE
If the configuration fails, address implementation failures.

View Step and Action Details

The validation and implementation dialogs contain links that let you drill down for more information about steps and
actions that are associated with each step. On the Validate Configuration or Implement Configuration dialog, select
the link for the step you want to view details. Another dialog that contains details about this action opens.

Activate the Configuration

Activation of a configuration may be required when you configure a product on a staging system.

Configuring a product on a staging system can help:

• Create a customized set of run-time data sets that you then move to a target system for the final activation
• Create a fully implemented version of the product and test it locally

Activating the configuration makes your configuration fully functional on the target system.

You perform the following high-level process to activate the configuration:

1. (In CSM) Configure a product on a staging system.
2. (In CSM) Obtain the activation instructions that are available after the configuration is successfully built, validated,

or implemented on a staging system. The activation instructions include extra steps that you have to perform on the
configuration outside of CSM. For example, update data set members, or APF-authorize data sets.

3. (Outside of CSM) Perform one of the following actions:
– If you activate a configuration on a staging system, follow the activation instructions on the staging system. Doing

so activates the configuration and completes the configuration process.
– If you activate a configuration on a remote system, deploy the configuration to the remote location. To do so, select

and use a method that is appropriate for your site and environment. Follow the activation instructions on the remote
system to activate the configuration and complete the configuration process.

4. Select the Configurations tab and locate the configuration that you want to activate.
5. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and select Activation Instructions.

A dialog that shows activation instructions opens. This dialog contains information about steps that you have to
perform to activate the configuration.

6. Review the steps.
7. (Optional) Select Export to print the activation instructions, or export them to a TXT file or a ZIP file.
8. Close the dialog.
9. Perform the steps that are described in the activation instructions.

Your configuration is activated and fully functional.

Address Implementation Failures

Complete the following steps to address implementation failures.

1. Determine the cause of the failure. Drill down into the step and action details, and analyze the details.
2. If the error is related to a problem in your environment, make the necessary changes to your environment to correct

the issue. Implement this configuration again.
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3. If the error is related to the configuration settings in CSM, create a new configuration and import values from the failed
configuration:
a. When in step 3 (Import Values), select Import from Previous and Delete. Doing so imports the values from the

failed configuration, and deletes the failed configuration. This action prevents duplicate resource problems.
b. Modify the values in the new configuration as you need.
c. Complete the remaining wizard steps.

4. Build the configuration.
5. Validate the configuration to discover and clean up any data sets that may have been created as part of the failed

implementation attempt.
6. Implement the configuration.
7. (Optional: Staging systems only) Activate the configuration.

Configure Products Using z/OSMF Workflows
After you install <productname> on a mainframe system, you can use z/OSMF workflows to configure the product
software instance. z/OSMF workflows help automate the deployment and configuration of a product instance. z/OSMF
helps system programmers with minimum mainframe experience perform these tasks. Using z/OSMF workflows
significantly reduces the time that is required to perform these tasks.

To configure your product using z/OSMF workflows, complete the following tasks:

Address z/OSMF Prerequisites

Ensure that your site has configured z/OSMF as described in the IBM documentation and addressed the z/OSMF security
requirements for ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM RACF as applicable. Apply all z/OSMF related product maintenance to ensure
that the workflows are available for use.

Register the Workflow

To make the product workflows available for execution, you must first register them in z/OSMF as described in the
following procedure. This task is typically performed by an experienced systems programmer.

1. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface and select Use Desktop Interface.
2. Select the Workflows tile.
3. Select Create Workflow from the Actions menu.

The Create Workflow panel appears.
4. Specify the following information:

– Enter the complete USS path to the workflow you want to register in the Workflow Definition File field.
The workflow is located in the SMP/E target library hlq.CpppXML(workflow-name) <replace ppp with the product
identifier>.

– (Optional) Enter the complete USS path to the workflow properties file in the Workflow Variable Input File
field. Use this file to customize product instances and automate workflow execution, saving time and effort when
deploying multiple standardized product instances. Values from this file override the default values for the workflow
variables.
The sample properties file is located in the same directory with the workflow definition file. Create a copy of this file,
and then modify as described in the file. Set the field to the path where the new customized file is located.

– Select the System where the workflow runs.
5. Select Next.
6. Specify a unique Workflow name.
7. Select or enter an Owner user ID, and select Assign all steps to owner user ID.
8. Select Finish.
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The workflow is registered in z/OSMF. The workflow is available for execution to deploy and configure your product.

Execute the Workflow

The following procedure describes how to execute the steps in the workflow to create a configured instance for your
product.

WARNING
Before you execute the workflow steps, you must provide a valid JOB statement that includes your
ACCOUNTINFO and MSGCLASS information. Do not use the default MSGCLASS value. For more information
about customizing the JOB statement for z/OSMF workflows, see the IBM documentation.

1. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface and select Use Desktop Interface.
2. Select the Workflows tile.
3. Select your product workflow that you registered from the workflow list.

The required steps for execution are listed.
4. Execute the steps in order.

TIP

For general information about how to execute z/OSMF workflow steps, refer to the IBM documentation.
5. Perform the following steps to execute each step individually:

a. Double-click the title of the step.
b. Select the Perform tab.
c. Review the step contents and update the input values as required.
d. Select Next.
e. Repeat step c and step d to complete all items until the option Finish is available.
f. Select Finish.

After you execute each step, the step is marked as Complete.

The workflow is executed and your product is configured.

Next Step

After you complete configuration of your product with z/OSMF workflows, start and verify the instance. For more
information <Link to Start Your Product page>.

Configure a Software Instance Using z/OSMF Workflows
Learn how to complete configuration tasks using z/OSMF workflows. WARNING: Do not reuse this topic. If your product
provides z/OSMF workflows for configuration and your product can be installed using z/OSMF Deployments, use this topic
to describe configuration of the software instance using z/OSMF Workflows. Create a topic in your ditamap, copy/paste
this content, and modify as needed. In Register z/OSMF Workflows, you can include one or both procedures with product-
specific info.

As a systems programmer, security administrator, or someone responsible for managing the configuration of your z/OS
systems, you can use z/OSMF workflows to configure a product software instance with less effort, time, and mainframe
expertise. The workflows guide you through the configuration process and help automate configuration of a product
instance. This approach significantly reduces the time that is required to perform configuration tasks.

During installation of your product using z/OSMF Deployments, you can execute z/OSMF configuration workflows
to configure the product software instance. Alternatively, you can execute the product configuration workflows after
installation from the Workflows page or software instance in z/OSMF Software Management as shown in the following
procedures. You can also use these procedures to configure a software instance that is installed using native SMP/E or
CSM or to re-execute a workflow that was initially executed during installation using z/OSMF Deployments.
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To configure a software instance using z/OSMF workflows:

• Address prerequisites
• Register z/OSMF workflows
• Execute z/OSMF workflows

When these tasks are completed, the product or component is ready for use on the system where the software instance
was configured.

Address Prerequisites

Before you begin this process:

• Ensure that your site has configured z/OSMF as described in the IBM documentation and addressed the z/OSMF
security requirements for ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM RACF as applicable. Appropriate permissions are required to
register and execute workflows and add software instances in z/OSMF.

• If you installed using CSM or native SMP/E JCL, register your SMP/E environment (CSI) as a software instance in z/
OSMF. To do so, see Adding software instances in the IBM documentation.

• Apply all z/OSMF related product maintenance to ensure that all defined workflows are available for use. Workflows
are provided as part of a portable software instance or through PTF maintenance.

Register z/OSMF Workflows

Before you can execute a workflow that you acquired through PTF maintenance, register it in z/OSMF. Experienced
system programmers typically perform this task.

NOTE
If you have already downloaded and installed a portable software instance using z/OSMF Deployments, the
workflows are included and already registered. Skip this task.

To register the workflows, gather the fully qualified name of the workflow definition file (.xml) and optional workflow
variable input file (.properties). These files typically reside in the SMP/E target zFS file system that was mounted during
installation. You can use these files to customize product software instances and to automate workflow execution, saving
time and effort when deploying multiple standardized product software instances.

Use either of the following procedures to add a new workflow instance in z/OSMF:

• Register Workflows from a Software Instance
• Register Workflows from the Workflows Task

NOTE
For more information about registering the workflows, see Create a workflow in the IBM documentation.

Register Workflows from a Software Instance

Use the following procedure to register workflows from an existing software instance in z/OSMF.

1. Log in to z/OSMF and go to Software, Software Management, and select Software Instances.
2. Right-click your software instance from the list and select Modify from the Actions menu.
3. Select the Workflows tab, and select Add from the Actions menu.
4. Specify the following values:
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– Specify the sequence in which the workflow should be performed.
– Specify the workflow name and description.
– Indicate whether the workflow steps must be performed on the host system or whether they can be performed on

another system in the same sysplex.
– Specify the location of the workflow definition file. The workflow is located in the SMP/E target library and includes

your three-character product identifier in the workflow name. Include the SMP/E element type and name for your
product or the location of the partitioned data set member, sequential data set, or UNIX file.

5. Select OK.
The workflow is available for execution. Go to Execute z/OSMF Workflows.

Register Workflows from the Workflows Task

Use the following procedure to register workflows from the Workflows task in z/OSMF.

1. Select Workflows in z/OSMF.
2. Select Create Workflow from the Actions menu.

The Create Workflow panel appears.
3. Specify the following values:

– Specify the path to the following files:
• Workflow Definition File

The workflow is located in the SMP/E target library, hlq.CpppXML(workflow-name).
• (Optional) Workflow Variable Input File

NOTE
Specify a value for this field only when you have predefined the values by editing the .properties file
manually. Editing the .properties file lets you customize the product configurations and establish the
operational settings that are processed when the product starts. For example, the data set name prefix
to be used for the final configured run-time libraries and the serial number (VOLSER) of the volume on
which the data sets are to be allocated.

– Select the system where the workflow resides. This system is where the workflow steps are performed.
4. Select Next.
5. Complete the following fields:

– Specify a unique name for the workflow.
– Select or enter an Owner user ID for the workflow, and select Assign all steps to owner user ID.

6. Select Finish.
The workflow is available for execution. Go to Execute z/OSMF Workflows.

Execute z/OSMF Workflows

The following procedure describes how to execute the workflow steps to complete the configuration of your product
software instance. z/OSMF presents the workflow customization steps in sequence and guides you through the required
steps and changes. When you complete all workflows, the product is ready for use.

You can execute z/OSMF workflows from an existing software instance or from the Workflows task.

NOTE
Before you execute the workflow steps, provide a valid JOB statement that includes your ACCOUNTINFO and
MSGCLASS information. To prevent errors, do not use the default MSGCLASS value. For more information
about customizing the JOB statement for z/OSMF workflows, see the IBM documentation.

1. Complete either of the following steps:
– Select the software instance that you want to configure from the Software Instances page in z/OSMF (Software

Management, Software Instances). Right-click the software instance, and select Perform Workflows from the
Actions menu.
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The registered workflows for the software instance display.
– Select Workflows to display the existing workflows for your installation. Sort the workflows by product using the

Configure Columns action to display product information (name, ID, and version).
The available workflow instances display.

2. Select the workflow that you want to execute.
The required execution steps display.

3. Execute the steps in order. Select Refresh until the job completes. A return code of zero (0) is expected.
For general information about how to execute z/OSMF workflow steps, refer to the IBM documentation.

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 for each required workflow.

When all workflows are executed, the software instance is configured and you are ready to start using the product or
component.

Post-Installation
This section describes the minimum post-installation tasks that are needed before Datacom VSAM Transparency can be
started, verified, and used in your environment. This section contains the following topics:

Post-Installation Procedures

Complete the following items before beginning this post-installation process:

• Read the README  file for the product located at the beginning of the Installation section.
• If you are upgrading from the previous version, read the Release Notes.
• See the Installation Worksheets. These procedure parameters are required for all Datacom VSAM Transparency

product installations. Verify that each parameter has a valid value.
• Using the Installation Worksheet as a guide, customize the macro $DCBGEDT with your site-specific information

and then copy the macro to your SYSPROC location. Replace the rightmost parameters for each ISREDIT CHANGE
command. Each time that you edit an installation member, type $DCBGEDT on the command line and press Enter
to replace the defaults with your specifications. The $DCBGEDT macro is used to edit the BGCUS00 member in
CABGSAMP and all installation JCL members in INSTJCL.

Prepare for Post-Installation

This section provides step-by-step instructions for completing the installation and verification of your Datacom VSAM
Transparency Version 14.0 in the z/OS environment. The post-installation procedure only supports new installations of
Datacom VSAM Transparency Version 14.0. If you are currently running a prior version of the product, there are notes
during the post-installation as to steps you can skip. Additional topics and JCL members are available to assist you in
migrating your Version 14.0 installation to replace your previous version after your initial testing is complete.

Review the README file located at the beginning of the Installation section before beginning the post-installation process.
This file contains information about various important topics, including product concerns, new features, and installation
or maintenance issues that is not available elsewhere. The README file is also available from Broadcom Support. For
more information about how to access the README file, see To Access the README File in the Prerequisite section. To
confirm if additional tasks are required after the install, upgrade, or maintenance, see Checking the README File.

Sample JCL Data Sets

The following sample JCL data sets are required for post-installation:

• CABGSAMP target library contains the JCL required to allocate and populate the INSTJCL library where the post-
installation jobs reside.

• INSTJCL contains the JCL to complete the post-installation and verification process.
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After the SMP/E installation, copy the necessary post-installation jobs from CABGSAMP to the new INSTJCL library. Do
not save member BGCUS00 in CABGSAMP since this is an SMP/E controlled data set. Use the provided BGCUS00 job
to allocate the INSTJCL library and copy the required members to it.

Note: Review the JCL for any DD statements that may need to be added or removed to reflect the environment at your
site properly before you submit each step.

APF Authorized Library

To install the Datacom VSAM Transparency 14.0 Subsystem, the CUSLIB data set must be APF authorized. If you have
SYSVIEW installed, use the BGADDAPF member from the INSTJCL library to authorize the data set temporarily with an
IPL. This temporary authorization only lasts until the next IPL. Therefore, after the next IPL, either add the data set to the
APF Authorized List or execute the BGADDAPF member again.

You must know the disk volume on which the CUSLIB is to reside before SYSVIEW can be used to authorize the library.
For that reason, the BGADDAPF is included after the execution of the BGCUS01 member that allocates the library. Once
you know the disk volume, the member can be executed at any time before executing BGRIM01.

INSTJCL Member Names

The INSTJCL member names can be easily identified during any installation.

The following members are grouped by the first five characters:

BGCIC
indicates a job to modify the CICS CSD entries to support Datacom VSAM Transparency under CICS. This job
may not be required if you have a previous version installed.

BGCUS
indicates a customization job to allocate and populate additional libraries.

BGIVP
indicates a job to execute a sample job for installation verification.

BGNEW
indicates a job for new installations only. This process only supports new installations of the Version 14.0 product.
Steps that may not be required if you have a previous version installed are noted.

BGRIM
indicates a job for installing the Datacom VSAM Transparency Subsystem.

BGTRN
indicates a job used in transitioning a production environment from a prior version of Datacom VSAM
Transparency to the new version.

The following two jobs can undo a migration of Version 14.0 to replace the previous version, if necessary.

BGFBK
indicates a job for returning to the previous version after completing the upgrade installation and migration
process.

BGFFW
indicates a job for falling forward back from a previous version to Version 14.0 at some future date.

The remainder of each name indicates the number of the step.

Member BGAPFADD is provided to allow SYSVIEW, if installed, to be used to APF authorize the custom load library
(CUSLIB).

Complete each installation step before you begin the next step.
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SMP/E Configuration

When upgrading from the previous release, consider that SMP/E not only supersedes all SYSMODs for the previous
release but also deletes them when installing the current release. You can install the current release into a new CSI or
target library, or you can copy the target library to another data set. This allows the previous version of the product to be
available as needed.

Use Common Components and Services Utility CAIRIM

During the Post-Installation process, Datacom VSAM Transparency uses the Common Components and Services utility
called CAIRIM to install and modify the Datacom VSAM Transparency Subsystem. Use of the CAIRIM utility allows
implementation and modification of the subsystem without requiring an IPL. Changes that are made using CAIRIM
are only in effect until the operating system is IPLed. When the operating system is IPLed, the changes can be made
permanent or you can make executing the CAIRIM utility a standard part of the IPL process. For more information, see
Incorporating the Subsystem Installation into the CAS9 Procedure.

Install a New Subsystem

If you are installing Datacom VSAM Transparency in your environment for the first time, the name you select for the
subsystem can be used for your initial testing. An option is provided where you can keep the same name for production or
installing a second subsystem for production.

If a previous version of Datacom VSAM Transparency is already installed, install Datacom VSAM Transparency Version
14.0 as a different subsystem name used only for testing. When you are ready to make it generally available for
production, complete the procedure described in Transitioning from Prior Releases.

The modules that make up the subsystem and the module that performs the installation (DVCR4PR) must reside in an
APF authorized library. After executing BGCUS00, member BGRIM01 in the INSTJCL library contains JCL to perform
the copy of these modules into the authorized library. Additionally, module DVVSIPR must be copied into the authorized
library and renamed using an assigned suffix to the subsystem. This module must reside in the authorized library as both
DVVSIPR and DVVSIxx where "xx" is the subsystem suffix.

After the modules are copied into the authorized library, the CAIRIM utility can be executed. The following example is a
sample of the input parameters used to perform the installation of a subsystem named "CAVT" into the Datacom VSAM
Transparency Custom Library using a suffix of "VT".

PRODUCT(CA DATACOM VSAM/T) VERSION(BG14) INIT(DVCR4PR)              -

 PARM(DVSSN=CAVT,SFX=VT)                                             -

 LOADLIB(CAI.CHLQ.CUSLIB)

NOTE
The dashes are continuation indicators and must be in column 71.

The Subsystem Suffix (SFX=) ties a set of load modules to the Subsystem Name. It is possible to change the set of
modules used for the subsystem by using the CAIRIM Subsystem DELETE function and adding the subsystem with a
different suffix. A suffix value cannot be reused between IPLs. For example, if you are running subsystem CAVT with a
suffix of "22" and then use the CAIRIM DELETE and add to use the CAVT with a suffix of "14", you cannot use the suffix
"22" if you want to return to the original code. You have to use a different suffix such as "2A". Attempting to reuse "22"
results in errors from CAIRIM. On the next IPL, the suffix reverts to the one used in the CAIRIM execution after IPL or
the one used in the IEFSSNxx member in SYS1.PARMLIB. This process is used in the "fallback" (INSTJCL member
BGFBK01) and "fall forward" (INSTJCL member BGFFW01) procedures.

DBLIB/STEPLIB Considerations

With Datacom VSAM Transparency Version 14.0 INSTJCL member BGRIM01, all of the required modules for the
subsystem reside in the named CUSLIB library as specified in the CAIRIM PARMLIB data set LOADLIB parameter. None
should reside in any library in the STEPLIB/JOBLIB concatenation. A DBLIB DD statement is no longer required as it was
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in earlier releases. If the DVVSSPR module exists in a JOBLIB/STEPLIB library, it is loaded erroneously into the MVS
Private Area. If this occurs, you will get error messages indicating the subsystem is not operational. For more information,
see Step 1 - Install the Subsystem.

The modules in the Datacom VSAM Transparency custom library (CUSLIB) must remain with their original "PR" suffix
except the renamed DVVSIPR module which is present with both the PR and the subsystem suffixes. Do not rename any
other modules. The DVCR4PR program implements the new suffix value specified in the SFX= parameter when these
modules are loaded.

DVVSSPR Must Reside in LPA (MLPA)

For the Datacom VSAM Transparency Subsystem to function successfully, the DVVSSPR module must be loaded into the
Link Pack Area (LPA) or Modified Link Pack Area (MLPA). The DVCR4PR program establishes this condition as part of
the CAIRIM execution.

Subsystem Messages on System Log

Always check the System Log to verify that installation of the Datacom VSAM Transparency 14.0 Subsystem successfully
completed. If the installation completed successfully, you should see the following message:

DVS0001I 'ssnm' DVVSIPR SUCCESSFULLY INITIALIZED (SUFFIX=xx)

The ssnm is the new subsystem name and xx is the suffix supplied in the CAIRIM SYSIN parameters.
Otherwise, you should find other DVSnnnnE messages describing an error condition. These error conditions can be
present even though the CAIRIM execution itself might generate messages that indicate the installation was successful.

Subsystem Name Can Be Unusable

If the installation of a Datacom VSAM Transparency Subsystem proves to be unsuccessful, it is possible the subsystem
name may have already been defined to z/OS before the failure occurred. In this case, you are not able to correct
the error conditions by executing CAIRIM again with the same subsystem name. Such an attempt to reinstall gets an
indication that a subsystem already exists with this name. If this happens, then install again after correcting the error using
a different subsystem name and suffix.

Incorporate the Subsystem Installation into the CAS9 Procedure

INSTJCL member provides an installation step that invokes CAIRIM to dynamically install the Datacom VSAM
Transparency 14.0 Subsystem. You can also incorporate the subsystem installation into your existing CAS9 Procedure for
other Broadcom products. To accomplish this task, take into account the following considerations.

• As part of the CAIRIM process, six modules are copied from the target library (CABGLOAD) to the Datacom VSAM
Transparency Custom Library (CUSLIB). The name of the library into which these modules are copied is provided as
part of the SYSIN parameter input to the CAIRIM execution. A two-character suffix such as 14 replaces the PR in the
DVVSIPR module creating a new name. This same suffix is part of the SYSIN parameters and is used to suffix the
other modules as they are loaded into the LPA. You should not rename these modules when copied to the new library.
The rename is accomplished programmatically when they are loaded. If you rename them, the CAIRIM execution fails.

• The installation job provided to execute CAIRIM and activate the subsystem (INSTJCL member BGRIM01) includes
two steps to copy and, in one case, rename several modules to the CUSLIB or other APF authorized library. When
SMP/E maintenance is applied, rerun these copies to assure that any of the modules affected are now in use by the
subsystem.

See member BGRIM01 in the INSTJCL data set for copy JCL and control statements as well as the CAIRIM JCL and
parameters.
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Installation Sequence

Execute sample jobs in sequential order as outlined in this section. Review, edit, execute, and complete each installation
step before proceeding to the next step.

To execute sample jobs:

1. Complete the SMP/E installation.
Perform the SMP/E jobs as outlined in the following topics:
– Installing Your Product Using CSM
– Installing Your Product from Pax-Enhanced ESD

2. Verify that all current maintenance for this version of Datacom VSAM Transparency has been applied using SMP/E.
3. Allocate and populate the INSTJCL library.

Execute members BGCUS00 from the target CABGSAMP library. Do not save this member in CABGSAMP. This PDS
is under SMP/E control. Be sure to cancel and not save your changes when submitting this member to run.
Note: From this point, all jobs run from the target INSTJCL library.

4. Allocate the Custom libraries.
Execute member BGCUS01.

5. APF authorize the CUSLIB.
If you have SYSVIEW installed, execute BGAPFADD to add the CUSLIB to the APF Authorized List temporarily. The
authorization only lasts until the next IPL. The library must have been added permanently to the list of this step must
be rerun after the IPL.
If you do not have SYSVIEW installed, use the process that you normally use to temporarily or permanently APF
authorize the CUSLIB. Do this before the next step.

6. Install the Datacom VSAM Transparency 14.0 Subsystem.
Execute member BGRIM01.

7. Install the Sample VTMODEL data set.
Execute member BGNEW01. If you have a previous version of Datacom VSAM Transparency installed and the
VTMODEL data set from that installation is still available, this step is not required.

8. Modify the CICS CSD.
If you are running Datacom VSAM Transparency under CICS, execute BGCIC01.

9. Verify the installation.
Execute member BGIVP01. When this job has executed successfully, the Datacom VSAM Transparency Version 14.0
product installation is complete.

Customization Steps

Complete the jobs in this section after performing the SMP/E installation steps. You can run these jobs multiple times for
as many MUFs as needed.
The following table lists the steps that are explained in this section:

Step Description Purpose
0 Retrieve BGCUS00 from CABGSAMP, perform changes as directed, or use

the $DCBGEDT macro to change. Submit the JCL.
Do not save this job in CABGSAMP!

Allocate the INSTJCL library and
copy the sample JCL from the target
library (CABGSAMP) into it.

1 Retrieve BGCUS01 from INSTJCL, perform changes as directed, or use the
$DCBGEDT macro to change. Submit the JCL.

Allocate the Datacom VSAM
Transparency product custom
libraries.

2 Retrieve BGAPFADD from INSTJCL if you have SYSVIEW installed,
perform changes as directed, or use the $DCBGEDT macro to change.
Submit the JCL.
If SYSVIEW is not installed, assure that the CUSLIB allocated by BGCUS01
is APF authorized before continuing.

APF authorize the CUSLIB before
installing the Datacom VSAM
Transparency subsystem.
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Step 0. Copy the JCL from Target to INSTJCL Library

This step creates the INSTJCL library and copies the installation JCL from the target library to the INSTJCL library. After
this step is complete, you can perform any mass edits to the JCL using the $DCBGEDT macro.

Follow these steps:

1. Retrieve member BGCUS00 from your CABGSAMP library.
2. Make the required global changes (see the instruction block or use the $DCBGEDT macro).

Important!  Do not save your edited BGCUS00 member in the CABGSAMP library so that you can use the original
member to start over.

3. Submit the JCL to complete this step.
4. Review the output for successful completion which is indicated with a condition code of 00. If you receive any other

code, correct your changes and resubmit the JCL.
The JCL was copied successfully.

Step 1. Prepare Product Custom Libraries

This step prepares the Datacom VSAM Transparency custom libraries.

Follow these steps:

1. Retrieve member BGCUS01 from your INSTJCL library.
2. Make the required global changes (see the instruction block or use the $DCBGEDT macro).
3. Submit the JCL to complete this step.

Custom libraries are allocated.
4. Review the output for successful completion which is indicated with a condition code of 00. If you receive any other

code, correct your changes and resubmit the JCL.
Custom libraries are now allocated.

Step 2. APF Authorize the Custom Load Library

This step APF authorizes the CUSLIB allocated and loaded in the previous step. The BGAPFADD uses the SYSVIEW
product to authorize the library temporarily. If SYSVIEW is not installed, follow your site standards for APF authorization.

Follow these steps:

1. Retrieve member BGAPFADD from your INSTJCL library.
2. Make the required global changes (see the instruction block or use the $DCBGEDT macro).
3. Submit the JCL to complete this step.
4. Review the output for successful completion which is indicated with a condition code of 00. If you receive any other

code, correct your changes and resubmit the JCL.

The Custom Load Library is now authorized and you can continue the final post-installation steps.
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Post-Installation Steps

The following table is a comprehensive list of all possible steps for installing Datacom VSAM Transparency. For this phase
of the installation, run the INSTJCL library members whose names are listed in the table in the order shown.

Step Description Purpose
1 Retrieve BGRIM01 from INSTJCL, perform changes as directed, or change

using the $DCBGEDT macro. Submit the JCL.
Execute the Common Components
and Services program CAIRIM to
implement the Datacom VSAM
Transparency Subsystem. See Using
Common Components and Services
Utility CAIRIM.

2 Retrieve BGNEW01 from INSTJCL if you are installing Datacom VSAM
Transparency for the first time. Perform changes as directed, or use the
$DCBGEDT macro to change. Submit the JCL.
If you are already running a previous version of Datacom VSAM
Transparency, this data set should exist and can continue to be used. If the
data set is no longer available, you can execute this step to redefine it.

Define and load the VTMODEL data
set.

3 Retrieve BGCIC01 from INSTJCL if you are going to execute Datacom
VSAM Transparency under CICS. Perform changes as directed, or change
using the $DCBGEDT macro. Submit the JCL.
Note: If you already have a previous version of Datacom VSAM
Transparency installed, the CSD entries are unchanged from that version.
You can continue to use them for Version 14.0.

Define Datacom VSAM
Transparency 14.0 to CICS

Step 1 - Install the Subsystem (BGRIM01)

This step uses the Common Components and Services program CAIRIM to install the Datacom VSAM Transparency
Subsystem. For more information about using CAIRIM, see Using Common Components and Services Utility CAIRIM.

Follow these steps:

1. Retrieve member BGRIM01 from the INSTJCL library.
2. Make the required global changes (see the instruction block or use the $DCBGEDT macro).
3. Submit the JCL to execute CAIRIM to install the product subsystem. Expect a return code of 00.
4. Review the output and the System Log for messages to assure successful completion. For more information, see

Subsystem Messages on System Log.

Step 2. Define and Load VTMODEL Data Set (BGNEW01)

This step defines and loads the Datacom VSAM Transparency VTMODEL data set. Execute this step only if you are
installing Datacom VSAM Transparency for the first time.

If you are running an earlier version of Datacom VSAM Transparency, this data set should already be defined and can
continue to be used. If the data set is no longer available, you can execute this step to install it again. To execute your test
programs using Datacom VSAM Transparency 14.0, modify the SUBSYS= parameter on the appropriate DD statements
in your JCL used for testing to the subsystem name added by BGRIM01.

Follow these steps:

1. Retrieve member BGNEW01 from the INSTJCL library.
2. Make the required global changes (see the instruction block or use the $DCBGEDT macro).
3. Submit the sample JCL to define and load the VTMODEL VSAM data set for sample use. Expect a return code of 00.
4. Review the output for successful completion.
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Step 3. Define Profile, Transactions, Programs to CICS/TS CSD (BGCIC01)

This step defines the Datacom VSAM Transparency profile, transactions, and programs to the CICS/TS CSD.

If you have a previous version of Datacom VSAM Transparency installed in your CICS/TS, then you can continue to use
those entries as there have been no modifications for this version.

Follow these steps:

1. Retrieve member BGCIC01 from the INSTJCL library.
2. Make the required global changes (see the instruction block or use the $DCBGEDT macro).
3. Submit the JCL to define the product profile, transactions, and programs to the CICS CSD. Expect a return code of 00.
4. Review the output for successful completion.

Additional Considerations

The product installation is now complete. Review the following items before beginning to use the product.

• If you are upgrading from Release 2.1 or 2.2 of Datacom VSAM Transparency, review Transitioning from Prior
Releases.

• Before using Datacom VSAM Transparency in the online (CICS) environment, add the Datacom VSAM Transparency
load library to the CICS startup JCL.
– Remember to add the GROUP-name assigned to Datacom VSAM Transparency to the CICS GROUP-list definition.
– Review the section on using Datacom VSAM Transparency with CICS in the User Guide.

• If you are installing Datacom VSAM Transparency for the first time, modify the Datacom/DB MUF Startup Option
"DATACOM" to include the code for the Datacom VSAM Transparency product. For more information, see the
Datacom/DB Database and System Administration Guide.

Check the README File

Review the README file to confirm if any additional tasks are required after the installation, upgrade, or maintenance
procedure. For more information, see Access the README File.

Demonstrate Successful Installation

Demonstrate successful installation of Datacom VSAM Transparency Version 14.0 in batch by editing and submitting
INSTJCL member BGIVP01.

See the section about sample programs and online displays in Using. Follow the provided instructions to demonstrate
your installation.

CICS Modifications

Include a DD statement for the Datacom VSAM Transparency custom load library (CUSLIB) and the target load library
(CABGLOAD) in the DFHRPL concatenation of the CICS startup JCL.
Review Installing and related Product Information Packets (PIBs), if any, for any other possible CICS requirements.

CICS Verification

After you have completed the steps to install Datacom VSAM Transparency and set up the CICS environment per the
Datacom VSAM Transparency User Guide, issue the CICS transaction DVAM. The resulting screens of data from the
Human Resource database demonstrate a successful installation.
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Fallback to a Prior Version

If it is necessary to fallback to a previous version, delete the Datacom VSAM Transparency 14.0 Subsystem using the
CAIRIM DELETE function and reinstall the prior release subsystem using the CAIRIM job from that release (BGINS07, in
most cases).

Note: If the prior release Subsystem has been active since the last IPL, it cannot be reused. You must use a different
suffix.

Use the INSTJCL member BGFBK01 for this process. This member uses the Common Components and Services
program CAIRIM. The method that is used is simply a reversal of the one documented in Transitioning from Prior
Releases.

Follow these steps:

1. Retrieve member BGFBK01 from the INSTJCL library.
2. Make the required global changes (see the instruction block or use the $DCBGEDT macro).
3. Submit the JCL to execute CAIRIM to switch the product subsystems. Expect a return code of 00.
4. Review the output and the System Log for messages to assure successful completion. For more information, see

Subsystem Messages on System Log (see page ).
5. Using the CAIRIM job from the prior release (probably BGINS07), reinstall the prior version. If there has not been an

IPL since the prior version was installed, you need to use a different Subsystem Suffix Value (SFX=)

Additional Considerations

If you are running Datacom VSAM Transparency under CICS, replace the Version 14.0 libraries with the libraries from the
previous version in the DFHRPL concatenation. You do not need to modify the CSD entries.

Return to Version 14.0 After Fallback

After the problem has been resolved and you are ready to re-implement Datacom VSAM Transparency, reverse the
fallback process. Use INSTJCL member BGFFW01 to achieve this reversal. This member uses the Common Components
and Services program CAIRIM. The method that is used is simply a reversal of that documented in Fallback to a Prior
Version.

Follow these steps:

1. Retrieve member BGFFW01 from the INSTJCL library.
2. Make the required global changes (see the instruction block or use the $DCBGEDT macro). If there has not been an

IPL of the operating system since the last install of the subsystem, you need to use a different Subsystem Suffix Value
(SFX=).

3. Submit the JCL to execute CAIRIM to switch the product subsystems. Expect a return code of 00.
4. Review the output and the System Log for messages to assure successful completion. For more information, see

Subsystem Messages on System Log.

Transition from Prior Releases

This section provides information about transitioning your test and production systems from Release 2.2 to Version 14.0.

Recommendations

After verifying successful installation of Datacom VSAM Transparency, review the following guidelines for implementing
Datacom VSAM Transparency Version 14.0.
To ease the transition in upgrading from Release 2.2 to Version 14.0, your VSAM Interface Tables (VITs) and Multiple
Datacom/DB Tables (MDTs) from Release 2.2 continue to operate with Version 14.0. We recommend that your VITs and
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MDTs be reassembled using the Version 14.0 macros as soon as it is convenient for you to do so. Future maintenance to
the VITs or MDTs may require they be at the 14.0 level.

Implementation of Datacom VSAM Transparency Version 14.0 in the batch environment requires the installation of the
Version 14.0 Subsystem modules. One of the installation steps (BGRIM01) installs the Subsystem using the CAIRIM
facilities. We recommend that the initial installation use a different Subsystem Name from the subsystem to be used in
production.

If you are installing Datacom VSAM Transparency for the first time, use the BGRIM01 member to install the production
subsystem. In this case, you have to manually edit the member used for the production Subsystem Name and Suffix.
If you have a prior version of Datacom VSAM Transparency in your production environment, when you are ready to
implement the new Version 14.0 in production, use INSTJCL member BGTRN01. As with the other INSTJCL members,
this member can be edited individually or using $DCBGEDT. It uses the CAIRIM DELETE function to replace the prior
subsystem modules with the Version 14.0 modules.

Follow these steps:

1. Retrieve member BGTRN01 from the INSTJCL library.
2. Make the required global changes (see the instruction block or use the $DCBGEDT macro).
3. Submit the JCL to execute CAIRIM to switch the product subsystems. Expect a return code of 00l.
4. Review the output and the System Log for messages to verify sucessful completion. For more information, see

Subsystem Messages on System Log.

Important! In addition to the subsystem, any batch JCL and CICS JCL must provide access to the correct version. This
can be done by modifying the JOBLIB or STEPLIB concatenation in your batch jobs or the DFHRPL concatenation in your
CICS regions. We recommend the use of data set aliases to make these changes easier.

Installation Worksheet
This pre-installation worksheet is designed to simplify modifying the JCL supplied at installation. The parameters that are
identified on this worksheet are required for installation job procedures. Values have been supplied for your convenience.

You can reproduce the worksheet, or you can print the CABGSAMP member @BGWKSHT.

Install JCL Procedure Parameters

Parameter Description

1 What is the job information for JOBCARD one? Default: 'JOBCARD1'

2 What is the job information for JOBCARD two? Default: 'JOBCARD2'

3 What is the job information for JOBCARD three? Default: 'JOBCARD3'

4 What is the job information for JOBCARD four? Default: 'JOBCARD4'

5 What is the data set name for the INSTJCL library? Default: 'CAI.HLQ.INSTJCL'

6 What high-level qualifier is used to prefix the new Datacom VSAM Transparency Version 14.0 data sets that are not
libraries? Default: 'CAI.VHLQ'

7 Not used.

8 What high-level qualifier is used to prefix the SMP/E target library data sets for Datacom VSAM Transparency Version
14.0? Default: 'CAI.THLQ'

9 What high-level qualifier is used to prefix the SMP/E user custom libraries (CUSLIB, CUSMAC, and so on)? Default:
'CAI.CHLQ'

10 What DASD volume serial name is used for the Custom Libraries for Datacom VSAM Transparency Version 14.0? If
you are using SMS DASD, this value may not be available until after you execute JCL member BGCUS01.
Default: 'CVTAPF'
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11 What is the high-level qualifier for the target libraries for Datacom/DB? Default: 'CAI.DHLQ'

12 What is the high-level qualifier for the user custom libraries (CUSLIB, CUSMAC, and so on) for Datacom/DB? Default:
'CAI.UHLQ'

13 What DASD volume serial name is used for VSAM space for the SMP/E CSI and VTMODEL Cluster for Datacom
VSAM Transparency Version 14.0? Default: 'VSAMPK'

14 What DASD volume serial name is used for the Datacom VSAM Transparency Version 14.0 target libraries? Default:
'VOL=SER=DASD01'

15 What DASD type is the BGVOL1 volume (for example, 'SYSDA', '3390')? Default: 'BGUNIT1=3390'

16 What DASD type is used for temporary data sets (for example, 'SYSDA', '3390')?
Default: 'TUNIT1=SYSDA'

17 Not used.

18 Not used.

19 Not used.

20 Not used.

21 What is the data set name of the CICS load library? Default: 'CICS.SDFHLOAD'

22 Not used.

23 What is the name of the CICS CSD? Default: 'CICS.DFHCSD'

24 What is the SUBSYSTEM name that the Datacom VSAM Transparency Version 14.0 will use in initial testing? Default:
'VTTS'

25 What is the two character SUBSYSTEM suffix for the Datacom VSAM Transparency Version 14.0 environment?
Default: '##''

26 What is the data set name of the target load library for the Common Components and Services programs? Default:
'CAI.CACCS.CAW0LOAD'

27 What is the data set name of the COBOL compiler library for the compilation of the Datacom VSAM Transparency
Version 14.0 sample programs? Default: 'IGY.SIGYCOMP'

28 What is the data set name of the COBOL load library for the link-edit of the Datacom VSAM Transparency Version 14.0
sample programs? Default: 'CEE.SCEELKED'

29 What is the name of the Linkage Editor module? Default: 'IEWL'

30 What is the name of the Assembler module? Default: 'ASMA90'

31 What is the name of the utility program for copying PDS data sets? Default: 'IEBCOPY'

32 If you are running a prior version of Datacom VSAM Transparency, what is the four character Subsystem Name you
are using in your production environment. If you are installing Datacom VSAM Transparency, what is the four character
Subsystem Name you will use in your production environment? Default: 'CAVT'
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Reference
Brief overview of reference information

The following sections contain reference information for use when performing action on Datacom VSAM/T. This reference
information includes:

• Terminology, symbols, and concepts used in syntax diagrams
• Accessing sample members
• Guidelines to assist you in preparing your JCL

Reading Syntax Diagrams
Syntax diagrams are used to illustrate the format of statements and some basic language elements. Read syntax
diagrams from left to right and top to bottom.

Syntax diagrams are used to illustrate the format of statements and some basic language elements. Read syntax
diagrams from left to right and top to bottom.The following terminology, symbols, and concepts are used in syntax
diagrams:

• Keywords appear in uppercase letters, for example, COMMAND or PARM. These words must be entered exactly as
shown.

• Variables appear in italicized lowercase letters, for example, variable.
• Required keywords and variables appear on a main line.
• Optional keywords and variables appear below a main line.
• Default keywords and variables appear above a main line.
• Double arrowheads pointing to the right indicate the beginning of a statement.
• Double arrowheads pointing to each other indicate the end of a statement.
• Single arrowheads pointing to the right indicate a portion of a statement, or that the statement continues in another

diagram.
• Punctuation marks or arithmetic symbols that are shown with a keyword or variable must be entered as part of the

statement or command. Punctuation marks and arithmetic symbols can include the following:

, comma > greater than symbol
. period <- less than symbol
( open parenthesis = equal sign
) close parenthesis ¬ not sign
+ addition - subtraction
* multiplication / division

Statement Without Parameters
The following is a diagram of a statement without parameters:

►►─ COMMAND ───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄ 

 

For this statement, you must write the following:

COMMAND 
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Statement with Required Parameters
Required parameters appear on the same horizontal line, the main path of the diagram, as the command or statement.
The parameters must be separated by one or more blanks.The following is a diagram of a statement with required
parameters:

►►─ COMMAND ─ PARM1 ─ PARM2 ───────────────────────────────────►◄ 

 

You must write the following:

COMMAND PARM1 PARM2 

 

Delimiters Around Parameters
Delimiters, such as parentheses, around parameters or clauses must be included.The following is a diagram of a
statement with delimiters around parameters:

►►─ COMMAND ─ (PARM1) ─ PARM2='variable' ───────────────────────►◄ 

 

If the word variable is a valid entry, you must write the following:

COMMAND (PARM1) PARM2='variable' 

 

Choice of Required Parameters
When you see a vertical list of parameters as shown in the following example, you must choose one of the parameters.
This indicates that one entry is required, and only one of the displayed parameters is allowed in the statement.The
following is a diagram of a statement with a choice of required parameters:

►►─ COMMAND ─┬─ PARM1 ─┬───────────────────────────────────────►◄ 

             ├─ PARM2 ─┤ 

             └─ PARM3 ─┘ 

 

You can choose one of the parameters from the vertical list, such as in the following examples:

COMMAND PARM1 

COMMAND PARM2 

COMMAND PARM3 

 

Default Value for a Required Parameter
When a required parameter in a syntax diagram has a default value, the default value appears above the main line, and
it indicates the value for the parameter if the command is not specified. If you specify the command, you must code the
parameter and specify one of the displayed values.The following is a diagram of a statement with a default value for a
required parameter:

►►─ COMMAND ─ PARM1= ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬─ PARM2 ──────────────────────►◄ 

                      └─ NO ────┘ 

 

If you specify the command, you must write one of the following:
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COMMAND PARM1=NO PARM2 

COMMAND PARM1=YES PARM2 

 

Optional Parameter
A single optional parameter appears below the horizontal line that marks the main path.The following is a diagram of a
statement with an optional parameter:

►►─ COMMAND ─┬─────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►◄ 

             └─ PARAMETER ─┘ 

 

You can choose (or not) to use the optional parameter, as shown in the following examples:

COMMAND 

COMMAND PARAMETER 

 

Choice of Optional Parameters
If you have a choice of more than one optional parameter, the parameters appear in a vertical list below the main path.The
following is a diagram of a statement with a choice of optional parameters:

►►─ COMMAND ─┬─────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►◄ 

             ├─ PARM1 ─┤ 

             └─ PARM2 ─┘ 

 

You can choose any of the parameters from the vertical list, or you can write the statement without an optional parameter,
such as in the following examples:

COMMAND 

COMMAND PARM1 

COMMAND PARM2 

 

Repeatable Variable Parameter
In some statements, you can specify a single parameter more than once. A repeat symbol indicates that you can specify
multiple parameters.The following is a diagram of a statement with a repeatable variable parameter:

             ┌────────────┐ 

►►─ COMMAND ─▼─ variable ─┴─────────────────────────────────────►◄ 

 

In the preceding diagram, the word variable is in lowercase italics, indicating that it is a value you supply, but it is also on
the main path, which means that you are required to specify at least one entry. The repeat symbol indicates that you can
specify a parameter more than once. Assume that you have three values named VALUEX, VALUEY, and VALUEZ for the
variable. The following are some of the statements you might write:

COMMAND VALUEX 
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COMMAND VALUEX VALUEY 

COMMAND VALUEX VALUEX VALUEZ 

 

Separator with Repeatable Variable and Delimiter
If the repeat symbol contains punctuation such as a comma, you must separate multiple parameters with the punctuation.
The following diagram includes the repeat symbol, a comma, and parentheses:The following is a diagram of a statement
with a separator with a repeatable variable and a delimiter:

                 ┌─ , ────────┐ 

►►─ COMMAND ─ ( ─▼─ variable ─┴─ ) ────────────────────────────►◄ 

 

In the preceding diagram, the word variable is in lowercase italics, indicating that it is a value you supply. It is also on the
main path, which means that you must specify at least one entry. The repeat symbol indicates that you can specify more
than one variable and that you must separate the entries with commas. The parentheses indicate that the group of entries
must be enclosed within parentheses. Assume that you have three values named VALUEA, VALUEB, and VALUEC for
the variable.The following are some of the statements you can write:

COMMAND (VALUEC) 

COMMAND (VALUEB,VALUEC) 

COMMAND (VALUEB,VALUEA) 

COMMAND (VALUEA,VALUEB,VALUEC) 

 

Optional Repeatable Parameters
The following diagram shows a list of parameters with the repeat symbol for optional repeatable parameters:

             ┌─────────────┐ ┌─────────────┐ ┌─────────────┐ 

►►─ COMMAND ─▼─┬─────────┬─┴─▼─┬─────────┬─┴─▼─┬─────────┬─┴────────►◄ 

               └─ PARM1 ─┘     └─ PARM2 ─┘     └─ PARM3 ─┘ 

 

The following are some of the statements you can write:

COMMAND PARM1 

COMMAND PARM1 PARM2 PARM3 

COMMAND PARM1 PARM1 PARM3 

 

Default Value for a Parameter
The placement of YES in the following diagram indicates that it is the default value for the parameter. If you do not include
the parameter when you write the statement, the result is the same as if you had actually specified the parameter with the
default value.The following is a diagram of a statement with a default value for an optional parameter:

►►─ COMMAND ─┬──────────────────────┬─ PARM2 ──────────────────────►◄ 
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             └─ PARM1= ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬─┘ 

                        └─ NO ────┘ 

 

For this command, COMMAND PARM2 is the equivalent of COMMAND PARM1=YES PARM2.

Variables Representing Several Parameters
In some syntax diagrams, a set of several parameters is represented by a single reference.The following is a diagram of a
statement with variables representing several parameters:

►►─ COMMAND ─┬─────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►◄ 

             ├─ PARM1 ─────────────┤ 

             └─┤ parameter-block ├─┘ 

 

Expansion of parameter-block

├──┬─────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────┤ 

   ├─ PARM2 ─────────────┤ 

   └─ PARM3 ─┬─────────┬─┘ 

             ├─ PARM4 ─┤ 

             └─ PARM5 ─┘ 

 

The parameter-block can be displayed in a separate syntax diagram.Choices you can make from this syntax diagram
therefore include, but are not limited to, the following:

COMMAND PARM1 

COMMAND PARM3 

COMMAND PARM3 PARM4 

 

NOTE
Before you can specify PARM4 or PARM5 in this command, you must specify PARM3.

How to Obtain the Sample Members
The sample members are usage examples of different products and functions for the Datacom/DB product family.

To access the sample members

1. Log in at Broadcom Support, Broadcom Support.
2. Go to Use and Disclosure of Sample Members. 
3. Click ACCEPT to accept the terms and conditions of this agreement as presented.

This brings you to the "Sample Programs, JCL, data, Procedures,..." list of categories and links to the samples.

Listing Libraries for Datacom Products
Guidelines to assist you in preparing your JCL are provided. The sample code provided in this document is intended
for use as a reference aid only and no warranty of any kind is made as to completeness or correctness for your specific
installation.

Guidelines to assist you in preparing your JCL are provided. The sample code provided in this document is intended
for use as a reference aid only and no warranty of any kind is made as to completeness or correctness for your specific
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installation.Samples for JCL and programs are provided in the install library (in z/OS, the default name for this library is
CABDMAC). In z/VSE, sample PROCs are provided that allow you to make use of parameter substitution. You can copy
and modify these samples for your specific requirements.Any JOB statements should be coded to your site standards and
specifications. All data set names and library names should be specified with the correct names for the installation at your
site. In many examples, a REGION= or SIZE= parameter is displayed in an EXEC statement. The value displayed should
be adequate in most instances, but you can adjust the value to your specific needs.The libraries listed for searching must
include the following in the order shown:

1. User libraries (hlq.CUSLIB) you may have defined for specially assembled and linked tables, such as DBMSTLST,
DBSIDPR, DDSRTLM, DQSYSTBL, or User Requirements Tables

2. Key defintion for "dat" not found in the DITA map. base libraries (hlq.CABDLOAD): Key defintion for "ddb" not found in
the DITA map., Key defintion for "ddd" not found in the DITA map., Key defintion for "dqd" not found in the DITA map.,
SQL

3. IPC libraries (hlq.CAVQLOAD)
4. Common Components and Services for z/OS base libraries (hlq.CAW0LOAD)
5. Libraries for additional products, such as Key defintion for "dat" not found in the DITA map. CICS Services, Key

defintion for "dat" not found in the DITA map. VSAM Transparency, Key defintion for "idcm" not found in the DITA map.,
and so on

Key defintion for "dqd" not found in the DITA map. users also need the following libraries and data sets for the following
specific functions:

• The z/OS data set DQOUT or the z/VSE data set DQOUTD is used only if the DQBATCH execution uses the EXPORT
function.

• In z/OS, running deferred queries with separate JCL members in batch requires, in addition to the SYSIN statement
DEFER, the inclusion of a DD statement for the internal reader used by VPE. This DD statement should be:

//IRDR DD    SYSOUT=(A,INTRDR)

Sample Report Headers
Describes the fields and shows a sample report header

The report headers for the sample reports are shown here. Report headers have the following format:

Base:

The ID of the database (base) in use when the report was built.

NOTE
Base does not appear in the header if it is not appropriate for the report that was generated or not known at the
time the report is produced.

CXXNAME:

The name of the directory.

Date:

The date when the report was executed is shown in the format mm/dd/ccyy:
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mm  - month
dd   -    day
cc   -    century
yy   -    year

Page:

The n is the page number of the report.

Time:

The time when the report was assembled is shown in the format  hh.mm.ss:

hh -  hour
mm -  minutes
ss -  seconds

Version:

The version of Datacom/DB being executed when the report was executed is shown in the format nn.n, for example,
Version: 14.0.

JCL Example Notation
Explains the JCL notation

The following JCL notation is used with Datacom VSAM Transparency (VSAM/T):

• UPPERCASE - Identifies commands, keywords, and keyword values which must be coded exactly as shown.
• symbols - Symbols, such as commas, equal signs, and slashes, must be coded exactly as shown.

Do not type the following when they appear in the JCL examples. They are provided to clarify the JCL syntax.

• lowercase - Identifies a value or values that you must supply.
• . . . - Indicates the omission of one or more keywords or parameters that you must code according to the specific

installation at your site.
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Using
This section is distributed with Datacom VSAM Transparency Version 14.0 for programmers familiar with VSAM.

Datacom VSAM Transparency is designed to aid you in converting from the VSAM environment to the relational Datacom/
DB environment. Previously coded VSAM applications can continue to operate efficiently under Datacom VSAM
Transparency without being changed while new systems and applications are developed for Datacom/DB.

Conversion of VSAM files to Datacom/DB tables can be accomplished over time without interrupting normal processing
since applications using Datacom VSAM Transparency can access data from both native VSAM files and converted
Datacom/DB tables concurrently. Datacom VSAM Transparency supports processing by batch applications and online
applications concurrently or independently.

Features and Components
This section provides brief descriptions of the Datacom VSAM Transparency  (VSAM/T) features that are available making
it easy to use by promoting data integrity and enhanced performance. The following topics are discussed:

VSAM Program Support

Any VSAM file that is a Key-Sequenced Data Set (KSDS) can be converted to Datacom/DB tables, regardless of whether
the records are fixed-length or variable-length. After a VSAM file is converted to one or more Datacom/DB tables, VSAM
application programs that process the file at the VSAM cluster level can successfully execute without modification,
assuming they are written in the Assembler, COBOL, PL/I, or RPG II language.

Fallback and Fall Forward Processes

If it is necessary to fall back to Datacom VSAM Transparency 2.2 from Version 14.0, you can replace the Datacom VSAM
Transparency 14.0 Subsystem with the previous release. Once the problem has been resolved and you are ready to re-
implement or fall forward to Datacom VSAM Transparency 14.0, you can reverse the fallback process.

For more information and the steps that are used to implement the fallback and fall forward processes, see the Post-
Installation topic in the Installing section.

Advantages of Conversion

Converting data to Datacom/DB offers the following advantages:

• Concurrent batch and online access
• Automatic backout and recovery
• Change Data Capture
• Encryption (fixed length files)
• Data Sharing (MUFPLEX)
• Data access using Ideal and Dataquery, which can access not only converted data, but any additional elements
• Central repository of data definitions and field descriptions
• Datacom/DBAccounting Facility
• Datacom/DB security kernel
• SQL accessibility (fixed-length tables)
• Other benefits of relational technology such as set-at-a-time commands

Therefore, it is advantageous to convert as many VSAM files as is practical.
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Promotes Ease-of-Use

Datacom VSAM Transparency features which promote ease-of-use include the following:

• Increased accessibility to converted tables. Once a VSAM file has been converted to one or more Datacom/DB tables,
you can continue to execute your existing VSAM applications in the Datacom/DB environment without modification or
relink. You can also access its data using Ideal programs, make on demand queries using Dataquery, and use SQL
commands (fixed-length tables).

• Mixed-mode processing, that provides the following:
• Support for programs which issue VSAM requests to converted tables and Datacom/DB commands to other Datacom/

DB tables.
• Support for programs which issue VSAM requests to both converted tables and unconverted files.
• Support for programs which issue VSAM requests and Datacom/DB commands to the same converted table.
• Simple means of invoking Transparency processing. In batch, simply modify the DD or statement. For online, issue the

command DVMT ACT=ddname.
• Online DVMT commands for product activation, deactivation, or status inquiry.

Enhances Performance

Datacom VSAM Transparency features which enhance performance include the following:

• Blocked GETIT processing
• For a VSAM file converted to multiple Datacom/DB tables, where WF2=YES is specified in the VIT definition, WF2

processing is available as described in Request WF2 Support.
• For a VSAM file converted to a single Datacom/DB table, where GETIT=YES is specified in the VIT definition, support

for multiple concurrent GETIT access is offered up to the maximum number of files indicated by the GETITMX=
parameter. For more information, see Request Blocked GETIT Support.

• Concurrent access and update to data by CICS and batch applications.
• Increases maximum file size beyond the 4-GB limit of VSAM.

Accommodates Native VSAM Structures or Processes

Native VSAM structures and processes that are supported by Datacom VSAM Transparency include the following:

• All VSAM Key-Sequenced Data Set (KSDS) files, regardless of the format of records composing the files, for example:
• Files composed of fixed-length records (no restrictions)
• Files composed of variable-length records, where support extends to the following:

VSAM programs accessing converted files through Datacom VSAM Transparency.

Ideal programs accessing converted files defined with the Datacom/DB VSAM Variable Record Compression Routine
(DBVVRPR) as the user compression exit.

Dataqueryon demand queries to converted files, provided that the fields being queried against are present in every record
selected. However, Dataquerydoes not support updating of variable-length records.

• Files composed of multiple record types, where data is converted to different tables based on record type. The
VSAM application program views the data as though it were accessing a single VSAM file. For more information,
see Example: MDB-Related Tables, Building Batch Multiple Datacom/DB Tables and Implementing Online Multiple
Datacom/DB Table Support.

Note: All VSAM files converted to Datacom/DB tables in the recommended way can be accessed using native Datacom/
DB, Ideal, and Dataquerywith the exception of those files composed of records which vary in length depending on the
data.
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• Multiple string support
• Support for multiple ACBs or COBOL SELECT statements pointing to the same DDNAME within a single job.
• Alternate path access
• Supported VSAM access types for each processing mode are designated in the following table by S. U indicates not

supported. N/A indicates not applicable. Sequential, Skip Sequential, and Direct are the VSAM processing modes.)

VSAM Access Types Sequential Skip Sequential Direct
Keyed S S S
Addressed S N/A U

Control Interval S* N/A U

Note: *** Support for Sequential mode for Control Interval is limited to read-only. This means any request to add, delete,
or update a Control Interval is not supported.

• POINT specifying an RBA of zero as a search argument to position at the first record or Control Interval for forward
processing is supported for Addressed and Control Interval access, respectively, in all processing modes.

• Backward processing, meaning read backward and write backward, is supported for Keyed and Addressed access
except when processing with WF2. Although blocked GETIT access is supported with backward processing, it is not
recommended.

• The following precursors to backward processing are supported:
• POINT with option LRD to position at the last record
• GET with options DIR, LRD to position at the last record
• The following VSAM standard exits:
• EODAD (end of data set)
• LERAD (logical errors)
• SYNAD (physical errors)
• Support for the reset operation on a reusable file if MACRF=RST is specified in the ACB and REUSE=YES is coded

in the corresponding batch VSAM Interface Table. Datacom VSAM Transparency does not enforce the native VSAM
restriction of limiting this feature to base clusters only.

• Datacom VSAM Transparency returns VSAM feedback codes to your application, as expected. If a given Datacom/
DB return code cannot be translated into a corresponding VSAM feedback code, the Transparency returns a
special feedback code of hexadecimal FC in the RPL. If COBOL, this is translated into a file status code of 90. The
Transparency treats this like a logical error, meaning activates the LERAD exit routine, if it exists and is active, or
returns error code 8 to register 15.

• Support for online and batch programs written in any commonly used language including Assembler, COBOL, PL/I,
and RPG II.

• Full support for CICS application programs and for online application software packages that access Key-Sequenced
Data Sets (KSDS).

Promotes Data Integrity

The following features promote data integrity:

• Automatic transaction backout to the last CLOSE for batch or to the last sync point for online, whenever an abend
occurs.

Note: To activate transaction backout online, code TXNUNDO=YES in the online URT. To activate it during batch
processing, code TXNUNDO=YES in the DBVUSTR macro of the VSAM Interface Table. Other prerequisites follow:
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• Verify that the logging feature is implemented in Datacom/DB (for information about implementing logging, see
Datacom/DB Database and System Administration in the Datacom Core documentation.

• In Datacom Datadictionary, for the tables to back out specify LOGGING=YES and RECOVERY=YES in the definition
for the tables. For more information, see Datacom Datadictionary Batch Facilities.

• Transaction backout and termination of the application, if the application issues a CLOSE immediately after issuing a
request which failed with a file error other than EOF or no record found. To activate this feature, code TRBOFE=YES in
the DBVUSTR macro of the VSAM Interface Table.

• Deferred close processing. To extend transaction backout processing to the entire task when issuing multiple OPEN/
CLOSE requests to multiple tables, add CLOSE=DEFER to the SUBSYS= parameter of the DD statement.

• Support for CICS SYNCPOINT processing and CICS SYNCPOINT ROLLBACK requests.
• Automatic load-time validation of Datacom VSAM Transparency module release level synchronization.
• Datacom VSAM Transparency provides integrity of the file with respect to correct record lengths and uniqueness of

alternate keys. This is applicable as long as the path which ends closest to the record end and all unique paths related
to the base cluster are defined in the accessed VIT.

Limits Access

Accessibility to data can be limited through the following features:

• Online, control of access to data is provided by the following Datacom CICS Services functions:
• DBOC ENABLE
• DBOC OPEN
• DBOC DISABLE
• DBOC CLOSE
• The Datacom/DB element security code, as defined in the DBVUFIL and DBVXFIL macros, controls batch and online

access to data.

Facilitates Troubleshooting

A batch internal trace table is generated when you accept the default SUPTRC=NO in the DBVUSTR macro. It is for the
exclusive use of Broadcom Support.

Datacom VSAM Transparency Components

The Datacom VSAM Transparency consists of the following components:

• Installation Verification Programs:
– Batch (DVSC1PR, DVSC2PR, DVSC3PR)
– Online (DVVAMPR)

• Tables:
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– Batch VSAM Interface Tables (VITs)
– Online VSAM Interface Table (DVVXTPR)
– Batch Multiple Datacom/DB Tables (MDTs)
– Online Multiple Datacom/DB Table (DVMDTPR)
– Request Interceptor/Processor Programs:
– z/OS VSAM Transparency Subsystem
– Batch Request Processor
– Online Request Interceptor/Processor
– Online DVMT Transaction Processor
– Batch Utilities:
– Conversion Aid Utility (DVVMGPR)
– Reporting Utility (DVVTPPR)

A description of each component follows.

Installation Verification Programs

The Datacom VSAM Transparency Installation Verification Programs provide a means of verifying installation of both the
batch and online components of Datacom VSAM Transparency.

Batch
- The COBOL batch test programs are written to access the VSAM files CUSTMR and CUSTMR1 which have
been converted to the Datacom/DB table, CUS, and are defined in the sample VSAM Interface Table, DVVUTPR.

Online
- The CICS DVAM transaction invokes DVVAMPR, the program for testing Datacom VSAM Transparency
with CICS. This program processes online requests to access the VSAM files CUSTMR and CUSTMR1. The
conversion specifications are defined in the sample Online VSAM Interface Table, DVVXTPR.

VSAM Interface Table (VIT)

For applications to run through the Transparency, the VSAM Interface Table referenced in the JCL must be available. This
control table provides the following information for files listed by their DDname in the JCL:

• Source VSAM file information including DDname, maximum record length, offset and length of key, whether alternate
path or base cluster and, if path, the base cluster reference.

• Information on the Datacom/DB table to which the file was converted including DBID, key name, whether converted to
one or multiple tables. If converted to one table, the table name, element list, and element security code. If converted
to multiple tables, the name of the Multiple Datacom/DB Table containing the names, element lists, and so on, for the
converted tables.

• For batch, processing specifications such as eligibility for blocked GETIT processing, control interval specifications if
required, and whether a file is reusable.

Multiple Datacom/DB Table (MDT)

The Multiple Datacom/DB Table supplements the information provided in the VSAM Interface Table for each VSAM file
converted to multiple Datacom/DB tables. During conversion, the Conversion Aid Utility uses the criteria that you supply
for splitting the file into multiple tables based on the content of specified fields. During application program execution, the
Transparency uses the criteria that you supply to determine the table in which the requested record resides. Installation of
Datacom VSAM Transparency does not include a sample MDT.
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Conversion Aid Utility

The Conversion Aid Utility reads record-by-record sequentially from the VSAM file or backup. For each record, it identifies
the destination table based on MDT criteria, then writes the record with the required control information to an intermediate
data set. The Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY) reads this intermediate data set when loading VSAM data into multiple
Datacom/DB tables.
Note: Use of this utility is optional when converting fixed-length files and unnecessary when converting variable-length
files.

Request Interceptors

Request interception is handled differently in batch processing versus online processing. Descriptions follow:

Batch -
When a job step begins executing, the operating system determines whether the name of a Datacom VSAM
Transparency Subsystem is specified in the JCL for the file to open. If so, the operating system invokes the
specified subsystem for the OPEN/CLOSE processing of that file. Upon receiving control, the subsystem program
allocates the necessary resources and ensures that all subsequent action requests are routed directly to the
Transparency Request Processor for syntax checking and request processing. During CLOSE processing, the
subsystem again provides an interface between the Request Processor and the application program.

Online -
The Online Request Interceptor uses a CICS File Control Global User Exit (GLUE) to intercept all online requests
to CICS File Control, passes non-Transparency requests to File Control and Transparency requests to the
Request Processor.

Request Processors

When the batch or online Request Processor receives a VSAM action request, it performs the following actions:

• Verifies the syntactical accuracy of the request.
• Returns the appropriate feedback code if an error is encountered.
• Translates the request into the Datacom/DB commands that efficiently process the converted file in the manner

requested.

The Request Processor then passes the translated request to the Datacom/DB Interface (DBINFPR) which passes it
to the Multi-User Facility (MUF). During translation, the Request Processor accesses the VSAM Interface Table (VIT)
and, if required, the Multiple Datacom/DB Table. After processing the request, the MUF passes the data, if required, and
the Datacom/DB return code back to the Request Processor using the Datacom/DB Interface (DBINFPR). The Request
Processor translates the Datacom/DB return code to the equivalent VSAM feedback code and returns it to the requesting
program.

DVMT Transaction Processor

When you issue a valid command with the DVMT transaction, the DVMT Transaction Processor processes your
command, if possible, and produces messages as to the results. Otherwise, the processor returns messages reporting
why the command could not be processed successfully.

Reporting Utility

The Datacom VSAM Transparency Reporting Utility enables you to produce the following batch reports:

• VSAM Interface Table (VIT) Report
• Multiple Datacom/DB Table (MDT) Report
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Summary of Location of Details

The location of details for Datacom VSAM Transparency components is summarized in the following table:

Component Location of Details
Installation Verification Programs Verifying Successful Installation
Batch VSAM Interface Tables Building Batch VSAM Interface Tables
Online VSAM Interface Table Building the Online VSAM Interface Table
Batch Multiple Datacom/DB Tables Building Batch Multiple Datacom/DB Tables
Online Multiple Datacom/DB Table Implementing Online Multiple Datacom/DB Table Support
Conversion Aid Utility Converting a VSAM File to Multiple DatacomDB Tables
Reporting Utility Using CICS
Online DVMT Transaction Processor Testing Online Processing of a Newly Converted File Displaying

Status and Options Using CICS
Transparency processing programs How the Datacom VSAM Transparency Works

Restrictions and Considerations
In this section, Datacom VSAM Transparency restrictions are given in the following order:

Unsupported Functions

Datacom VSAM Transparency ignores the following features when invoked by user programs:

• VSAM password processing
• Unsupported exits:

– JRNAD (journaling exit)
– UPAD (user exit)

• Datacom VSAM Transparency does not report the following SHOWCB and TESTCB accurately:

• TYPE=T option of the CLOSE request

Program Restrictions

Programs that cannot be executed under Datacom VSAM Transparency include the ones that use one or more of the
following functions:
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Batch and Online

• VSAM Catalog operations.
• Separate processing at the Index level or Data Component level.
• Processing of an alternate index as a separate data set, that is, the ACB specification MACRF=AIX.

Online Only

• Indirect access.
• Issuing the CICS commands, CEMT OPEN, or CLOSE to an active Datacom VSAM Transparency file. This restriction

applies to any invocation of CEMT OPEN or CLOSE, not just the invocation from an application program.

NOTE
Issuing CEMT OPEN to an active Datacom VSAM Transparency file causes the file to be marked closed in
CICS.

• Issuing command level EXEC CICS SET OPEN or EXEC CICS SET CLOSE always returns INVALID REQUEST.
• Issuing command level EXEC CICS SET OPEN or EXEC CICS SET CLOSE with an EMPTY option with the intent to

RESET the reusable file.

Batch Only

• VSAM requests initiated from the IBM ISAM interface facility, IBM SAM interface to VSAM, or other similar interfaces.
• Checkpointing.
• Local shared resources (MACRF=LSR in ACB) or Global shared resources (MACRF=GSR in ACB).
• Unsupported access type/processing mode combinations as designated in the following table by U. S indicates

supported combinations. N/A indicates not applicable. Sequential, Skip Sequential, and Direct are the VSAM
processing modes.

VSAM Access Types Sequential Skip Sequential Direct
Keyed S S S
Addressed S N/A U
Control Interval U * N/A U

NOTE
*** Any request to add, delete, or update a Control Interval is unsupported. Only read requests are supported.

• Restrictions to GETIT processing in update mode:
• If GETIT for update is active on a file, the file cannot be opened for update using another ACB.
• If a file is open for update in non-GETIT mode, the file can be opened for update using another ACB but it is not

granted the GETIT resource.
• Backward processing is not supported with WF2 access.
• Failure to issue a CLOSE request by the end of a job. If the program does not explicitly issue a CLOSE for the

Datacom VSAM Transparency file by the end of a job, the job ends abnormally. If a transaction backout is requested,
Datacom/DB backs out updates to the converted table.

• Multiple z/OS subtasks accessing Datacom VSAM Transparency files concurrently from the same address space:
Datacom VSAM Transparency requests may be issued from a single z/OS subtask, but not concurrently from more
than one.

• TCLOSE request.
• Write buffer commands.
• Accessing Datacom VSAM Transparency using the IDCAMS utility.
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Batch Operating Restrictions

Here are batch operating restrictions to consider:

• Batch applications must name the same batch VSAM Interface Table (VIT) for all Datacom VSAM Transparency files
within a jobstep.

• COBOL applications using OPEN OUTPUT must code REUSE=YES in the batch VIT.

VSAM File Restrictions

Restrictions on VSAM files to convert are as follows:

• To be eligible for conversion, the VSAM file must be a Key-Sequenced Data Set (KSDS), that is, Datacom VSAM
Transparency does not support the following VSAM data set types:

• Relative Record Data Set (RRDS)
• Entry-Sequenced Data Set (ESDS)
• Segmented records in CICS
• To be eligible for conversion, the record length of the VSAM file cannot exceed 32767 bytes.

Online URT Restrictions

MDB-related tables are tables that are converted from the same source VSAM file. The following restrictions apply to the
definition of MDB-related tables in online URTs.

• Splitting the definitions of MDB-related tables between two or more URTs is not supported. When a VSAM file is
converted to multiple Datacom/DB tables, all of the related tables must be defined to the same URT.

• Using a higher numbered URT for defining MDB-related tables than for defining unrelated tables from the same
database is not supported. If you define unrelated tables in different URTs than you define MDB-related tables from the
same database, define the unrelated tables in higher-numbered URTs than the URT used for defining the MDB-related
tables.

NOTE
To avoid the impact of these restrictions, define all tables residing in the same DBID to the same URT.

SQL Restrictions

If you use the SQL option of Datacom/DB consider the following SQL-related restrictions pertaining to the use of the
Datacom VSAM Transparency product:

• SQL views are not supported for the transparency's perception of Datacom/DB tables. However, you can create
SQL views that are used by nontransparency applications against any fixed-length tables otherwise used by the
transparency.

• Datacom/DB tables that are defined as variable-length tables (those with user compression exit DBVVRPR) are not
accessible using SQL.

• All elements necessary to construct a single VSAM record image must come from the same Datacom/DB table. No
table joins are permitted to formulate the VSAM record image.

Using SQL statements to define Datacom/DB tables that are designed to be included in an MDB structure is not fully
supported. Using SQL commands to define tables results in nonshared keys. To meet requirements for MDB keys, use
Datacom Datadictionary to alter the key name (DATACOM-NAME) and key-ID (DATACOM-ID) generated by an SQL
definition.

• SQL null fields are not supported within the elements that are used to construct the VSAM record image.
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DADS Plus Considerations

If you are using DADS Plus, remove any Datacom VSAM Transparency files under the control of DADS Plus from the
DADS Plus control list. Do not attempt to place Datacom VSAM Transparency files under the control of DADS Plus.

NOTE
Encryption can only be used for fixed length files.

Sample Programs and Online Displays
If you are upgrading from Release 2.2 of Datacom VSAM Transparency, complete the upgrade requirements as described
in Upgrading from Prior Releases.

This section contains the following topics:

Provided Sample Components

To facilitate installation verification in batch mode, we provide the following sample components for your use as guides to
your future development:

• A sample batch VSAM Interface Table named DVVUTPR which maps the VSAM base cluster, CUSTMR, and its path,
CUSTMR1 to the Datacom/DB table, CUS.

• A Datacom/DB table, CUS, to which a VSAM file composed of the base cluster, CUSTMR, and its path, CUSTMR1,
has been converted.

• The following COBOL programs:
• DVSC1PR - Reads CUSTMR1. Produces a report titled Customer Year-to-Date Sales Report.
• DVSC2PR - Updates CUSTMR. Produces a report titled Additions to Customer File Report.
• DVSC3PR - Updates CUSTMR Produces a report titled Deletions from Customer File Report.
• Modified JCL to invoke Transparency processing for CUSTMR and CUSTMR1.

To facilitate installation verification online, we provide the following online sample components:

• A sample Online VSAM Interface Table (DVVXTPR), which maps the VSAM base cluster, CUSTMR, and its path,
CUSTMR1 to the Datacom/DB table, CUS.

• The DVVAMPR program, which produces screen displays in response to three commands issued with the DVAM
transaction.

Location of Details

For background information on the source VSAM files and VSAM Interface Table definitions, see the following:

• The DBVUFIL macros are provided in the sample batch VIT
• The DBVXFIL macros definition requirements and recommendations
• Three sample COBOL programs are provided in the CABGSAMP library as members DVSC1PR, DVSC2PR, and

DVSC3PR

Running the Batch Mode Sample

The Batch Mode Sample consists of three COBOL programs:

• DVSC1PR
• DVSC2PR
• DVSC3PR

Member BGIVP01 in the INSTJCL library contains JCL to compile, link-edit and execute these programs. The member is
made up of two inline procedures and the steps that execute these procedures to complete the sample. The procedure
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named COMPLK executes the COBOL compiler and the linkage-editor/binder and the procedure named DVSAMPL
executes the programs and produces the reports.

The BGIVP01 job executes the following steps:

• STEP1A - Compile and link Sample Program DVSC1PR using the COMPLK procedure
• STEP1B - Compile and link Sample Program DVSC2PR using the COMPLK procedure
• STEP1C - Compile and link Sample Program DVSC3PR using the COMPLK procedure
• STEP1D - Executes the DVSAMPL procedure composed of the following steps:

1. SC1PR EXEC PGM=DVSC1PRReads all records of CUSTMR through its path, CUSTMR1
2. SC2PR EXEC PGM=DVSC2PR   Adds two new records to CUSTMR 
3. SC1PR2 EXEC PGM=DVSC1PR  Rereads all records of CUSTMR through its path, CUSTMR1 to confirm records

were added 
4. SC3PR EXEC PGM=DVSC3PR  Deletes records added in job step 2 
5. SC1PR3 EXEC PGM=DVSC1PR  Rereads all records of CUSTMR through its path, CUSTMR1 to confirm records

were deleted

Sample Reports

Verify subsystem installations by comparing the reports that are generated at your site with the following partial sample
reports:

Results of Job Steps SC1PR and SC1PR3: CUSTMR File Ordered by CUSTMR1 Key
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Results of Job Step SC1PR2: Two Records to be Added to CUSTMR File

Results of Job Step 3: CUSTMR File with Two Added Records

Results of Job Step 4: Two Records Deleted from CUSTMR File
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Running the Online Sample

The topics in this section provide the commands, messages, and reports used to execute the online samples.

Prerequisites to Running Online Samples

Verify that prerequisites have been met as follows:

1. Determine the current status of Online Datacom VSAM Transparency by issuing the following command:

     DVMT INQ=STATUS

The following messages should appear:

DVMT INQ=STATUS

 

 DVX0003I ONLINE VSAM TRANSPARENCY IS ACTIVATED

 DVX0018I TRANSACTION COMPLETED

2. If you receive a message that Online Datacom VSAM Transparency is DEACTIVATED or UNAVAILABLE, issue the
following command. Otherwise, begin the online sample procedure.

     DVMT ACT=$CAVT

The following messages should appear:

DVMT ACT=$CAVT

 

 DVX0005I "CUSTMR1 " FILE IS NOW ACTIVATED

 DVX0005I "CUSTMR " FILE IS NOW ACTIVATED

 DVX0001I ONLINE VSAM TRANSPARENCY IS NOW ACTIVATED

 DVX0018I TRANSACTION COMPLETED

3. If you receive an error message, see Messages. Otherwise, begin the online sample procedure.

Online Sample Procedure

Use the CICS DVAM transaction with the following commands:

DVAM RPT -
Produces an online report of four records ordered by name beginning with FOXBORRO PETRO-CHEMICAL from
the Datacom/DB sample table, CUS.
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DVAM ADD -
Adds two records to CUS and displays the added records.

DVAM DEL -
Deletes the two added records from CUS and displays the deleted records.

Issue the commands as follows and compare your results with the sample screens:

1. Issue DVAM RPT. The following screen showing CUS status at installation appears:

2. Issue DVAM ADD. The following screen appears. It displays the two records added to CUS.
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Sample Screen Display of DVAM ADD Function

Issue DVAM RPT. The following screen appears. It shows CUS status after adding two records.
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Sample Screen Display of DVAM RPT Function

Issue DVAM DEL. The following screen appears. It shows the two records that were deleted from CUS.
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Sample Screen Display of DVAM DEL Function

Issue DVAM RPT. The ensuing screen is identical to the one you accessed after completing step 1.

Meet Datacom Datadictionary Requirements for Conversion
This section familiarizes you with conversion options, the variables that determine the appropriate options for any given
file, the costs and benefits of alternatives, when present, and any associated requirements or restrictions. You meet
Datacom Datadictionary requirements for conversion by completing the following tasks:

1. Analyze source file to determine definition requirements of destination table. Guidelines appear in Determining
Definition Requirements of Destination Table.

2. Define destination tables to Datacom Datadictionary, as described in Defining Datacom/DB Tables for Data to be
Converted.

3. Put the definitions into effect (see Preparing Datacom Datadictionary Definitions for Conversion).

This section contains the following topics:
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Planning Conversion

Planning conversion from a VSAM to a Datacom/DB environment generally begins with the following tasks:

• Identify files which are eligible for conversion by eliminating those that violate restrictions listed in VSAM File
Restrictions.

• For each eligible file, examine the application programs which access it to ensure that there are no violations of
Program Restrictions.

• Identify the files which are to be converted first. Assign highest priority to those with the greatest need for logging and
recovery or those for which Ideal programs, native Datacom/DB programs or ad hoc queries through Dataqueryare to
be written first.

One of the decisions you make during planning is whether to convert a given file to a single table or to multiple tables.
Generally, you make this decision based on whether the file is composed of one record type or multiple record types.

In most cases, you convert each file composed of one record type to a separate single table and each file composed of
multiple record types to multiple tables based on record type. However, special considerations may lead you to select
different alternatives.

If you have duplicate data in different files, you can convert all the data, without the redundancy, to the same table if the
files share the same prime key data and are composed of only fixed-length records. If a file with multiple record types
does not meet the requirement of having a record type indicator within the prime key, you can convert the data to a single
table and, if requirements are met, define each of the record types fully through the Datacom Datadictionary REDEFINES
attribute.

Determining Definition Requirements of Destination Table

Use the following procedure as an aid to determining definition requirements of the Datacom/DB table to receive
converted data.

Determine Selected Attributes of Given File

• Identify the record format of the source VSAM file. To make this identification, examine the x and y values for the
attribute RECORDSIZE (x, y) in the VSAM base cluster definition, where x denotes the average record length and y
denotes the maximum record length.
– If x = y, the VSAM record format is fixed.
– If x < y, the VSAM record format may be variable.

• Determine whether the VSAM file is composed of one record type or multiple record types, and if multiple, whether the
prime key contains a record type indicator. To make this determination, examine the COBOL copybook or Assembler
DSECT for the records in the file. Possibilities follow:
– One record type
– Multiple record types with record type indicator in prime key
– Multiple record types with no record type indicator in prime key

• If the VSAM file has a fixed record format and is composed of a single record type, determine whether there is another
VSAM file with the same prime key values. If applicable, possibilities follow:
– Yes, such a file exists
– No

Determine Conversion Option

Determine available conversion option(s) from the following table based on the results of the previous analysis.

Conversion options include the following:
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• Single table with fixed-length records (source is one file)
• Single table with variable-length records and one record type
• Single table with data merged from multiple files
• MDB-related tables (fixed and variable)
• Single table with multiple record types redefined (fixed and variable)

In the table, the following equivalencies apply:

F
- Fixed-length

1
- One

Y
- Yes

N/A
- Not applicable

V
- Variable-length

M
- Multiple

N
- No

R
- Recommended

Mapping Characteristics of VSAM File to Conversion Options

VSAM Record
Format

#Record Types Record Type
Indicator in
Prime Key

Another File
with Same Prime
Key Values

Destination
Datacom/DB
Table

Datacom/DB
Record Format

Recommended
Option

F 1 N/A N single F
F 1 N/A Y single w/ merged

data
single (separate)

F
F

R

F M Y N/A MDB-related
single w/
redefines

F
F

R

F M N N/A single w/
redefines

F

V 1 N/A N single V
V 1 N/A Y single (separate) V
V M Y N/A MDB-related

single w/
redefines

F/V*
V

R

V M N N/A single w/
redefines

V
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NOTE
* Table specific. If the table contains a repeating field or if the lengths of its records are program-calculated, it is
variable; otherwise, it is fixed.

If the mapping between the source file and destination table yields two options, weigh costs and benefits listed on the
following table in light of your performance requirements, program logic and potential use of Ideal.

Conversion Options: Costs vs. Benefits

Option Cost Benefit
Converting files sharing prime key data to a
single table where common data is merged,
rather than to separate tables. *

Requires that you write a program to
produce the load file; application program
logic may require modifications.

Eliminates data redundancy and saves disk
storage. (DASD).

Converting files containing identical prime
key data to separate tables, rather than
to the same table where common data is
merged.

Creates data redundancy, uses more disk
storage.

Employs a format acceptable to DBUTLTY
for loading accommodates files with
variable-length records.

Converting a file with multiple record types
to a single table, rather than to related MDB
tables.

Defining a table, with redefines,
complicates access to data through Ideal;
violates relational precepts; record updates
and additions can only be done through use
of the Datacom VSAM Transparency.

Can increase speed of sequential
processing and accommodates files
missing a record type indicator in prime key.

Converting file with multiple record types to
related MDB tables based on record type,
rather than to a single table. **

Can decrease speed with which VSAM
applications process in sequential mode.

Enhances data normalization simplifies
access to data through Dataqueryand Ideal;
permits SQL access.

Notes:

• * Option is valid only if tables to be combined are composed of only fixed-length records.
• ** Option is valid only if prime key contains a record type indicator.

Considerations for Selected Option

If the file contains variable-length records, note the following restrictions:

• If the file contains a repeating field, and the repeating field is not the last field in the record, the data following the
repeating field will not be accessible to Dataqueryor Ideal, except when the maximum number of repetitions are used.

• File is not eligible for merging with another for conversion to one table.
• If the file is variable because it contains a repeating group or its length is program-calculated based on its data, its

records cannot be extended with new fields for access by Ideal.
• File is not accessible through SQL.

– Records cannot be updated or added by native Datacom/DB applications.

Of the following sections, review the one that applies to the destination table for the file you are examining. Note the
appropriate references to definition requirements, depending on your table's record format.

• Example: Single Table with One Record Type
• Example: Single Table with Merged Data
• Example: MDB-Related Tables
• Example: Single Table with Redefined Fields
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Example: Single Table with One Record Type

In general, you will convert a VSAM file composed of one record type to a single Datacom/DB table. Definition
requirements vary by record format.

Consider the VSAM file used to verify successful installation. It is a fixed-length file with one record type made up of one
base cluster, CUSTMR, and one path, CUSTMR1. It has the characteristics associated with the first conversion option. If
the destination table is fixed-length, you can define multiple Datacom/DB elements which correspond to the portions of the
records that your programs expect to process. Also, you can extend the records by adding new fields for access by new
Ideal or Dataqueryapplications.

Definition Requirements for Fixed-Length Table

When creating Datacom Datadictionary definitions for a single table composed of fixed-length records of one type, adhere
to the Datacom VSAM Transparency Requirements Applicable to all Converted Tables.

Definition Requirements for Variable-Length Table

When defining a single table composed of variable-length records of one type, adhere to the Datacom VSAM
Transparency table requirements outlined in the following topics:

• Requirements Applicable to All Converted Tables
• Additional Requirements for Tables with Variable-Length Records

Example: Single Table with Merged Data

If you are currently storing the same data in VSAM files which have the same prime key, consider writing a program that
combines these files and merges the common portions which include the prime key, then convert the data to a single
Datacom/DB table. This solution eliminates redundant data and with it the likelihood of synchronization problems, while
allowing existing applications to access the data as if stored in separate files. Candidates for this option must contain only
fixed-length records so that you can define a separate element list corresponding to each source VSAM file.

Consider two VSAM files, PRSINFO and INSINFO, which contain personal information and insurance information,
respectively, for each employee. Each of the files use the employee's Social Security Number as the prime key. Each
contains only fixed-length records. Each is composed of a single record type.
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In this example, the prime key data is merged, while the unique portions of PRSINFO and INSINFO are loaded
contiguously in the destination table, PRS. The three Datacom/DB Elements defined in the destination table correspond to
the merged data (EMPID), the unique portion of PERSINFO (PRSNL), and the unique portion of INSINFO (INSRN). The
maximum record size of the resulting Datacom/DB table is the maximum record length of PRSINFO plus the length of the
unique portion of INSINFO.

Definition Requirements

When defining a single table composed of data from multiple files, follow the requirements applicable to all converted
tables.

Application Program Changes

Applications updating merged files will require programming changes with respect to record add and delete processing.

Example: MDB-Related Tables

If the file contains multiple record types and the record type indicator is present within the prime key, convert the file to
multiple MDB-related tables based on record type.

Plan for Multiple Record Type Support

The following are requirements for MDB-related tables:

• Criteria for splitting the file by record type into multiple Datacom/DB tables must be defined to a Multiple Datacom/DB
Table (MDT). For more information, see the following topics:
– Building Batch Multiple Datacom/DB Tables
– Implementing Online Multiple Datacom/DB Table Support

• Conversion procedure must include the extra step of executing the Conversion Aid Utility to produce a suitable load
file.

Consider a VSAM file called BILLING composed of three types of records: one containing customer information, a second
containing order information, and a third containing information on payments to the accounts. In this multiple record type
file, the first and third types contain fixed-length records; the second type contains variable-length records. BILLING's
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prime key, which is located at the beginning of the file, is composed of a 4-byte ID followed by a 2-byte record type
indicator.

The recommended option is to convert such a file to MDB-related tables. In this example, two of the resulting tables would
have fixed lengths. In relational database design methodology, fixed-length records are more desirable than variable-
length records.

Definition Requirements for Fixed-Length Table

When defining an MDB-related table composed of fixed-length records, adhere to the Datacom VSAM Transparency
requirements outlined for tables in the following topics:

• Requirements Applicable to All Converted Tables
• Additional Requirements for MDB-Related Tables
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Definition Requirements for Variable-Length Table

When defining an MDB-related table composed of variable-length records, adhere to the Datacom VSAM Transparency
requirements outlined for tables in the following topics:

• Requirements Applicable to All Converted Tables
• Additional Requirements for MDB-Related Tables

Example: Single Table with Redefined Fields

Consider a VSAM file similar to BILLING described in the previous example with the exception that the prime key is
composed of only the 4-byte ID. The 2-byte record type indicator is not part of the prime key.

The only conversion option available is to convert the file to a single Datacom/DB table containing records of three
different record types.

Definition Requirements for Fixed-Length Table

When defining a single table with multiple record types where all record types are the same length and all are fixed-length,
adhere to the Datacom VSAM Transparency requirements outlined in Requirements Applicable to All Converted Tables.
Additionally, after defining the fields of one type of record, use the FIELD attribute, REDEFINES, to define the unique
portions of the other record types.

Definition Requirements for Variable-Length Table

When defining a single table with multiple record types where the record types are different lengths, adhere to the
Datacom VSAM Transparency requirements outlined for tables in the following topics:

• Requirements Applicable to All Converted Tables
• Additional Requirements for Tables with Variable-Length Records
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Defining Datacom/DB Tables for Data to Be Converted

To define the Datacom/DB tables to which the VSAM data is to be converted, create the Datacom/DB DATABASE
structure as described in the Datacom Datadictionary documentation. As you define each substructure of the Datacom/DB
model, refer to one or more of the following tables, depending on the conversion option selected and record format. If you
plan to use CA Dataquery, consider defining text, alternate headings and edit patterns when applicable.

Requirements for Defining All Tables to be Converted

Structure Requirements, Restrictions, Recommendations
DATABASE No Datacom VSAM Transparency restrictions.
AREA Convert each reusable table to its own separate AREA.
TABLE Define TABLE attributes for all tables as follows:

DATACOM-NAME
No Datacom VSAM Transparency restrictions.
LOGGING
(Required) For tables accessed online, accept the default YES.
(Optional) For tables accessed in batch, accept the default YES under the following conditions:
• If accessed with deferred close (CLOSE=DEFER)
• If accessed with transaction backout (TXNUNDO=YES)

RECOVERY
Same recommendations as for LOGGING.
CHNG-MASTER-KEY
(Required) Accept default, NO.
DUPE-MASTER-KEY
(Required) Accept default, NO.

FIELD Define FIELD attributes for all tables as follows:
NULL-INDICATOR
(Required) Accept default, NO.

KEY Since a VSAM key is identified only by starting position and length, you must define each existing
key to Datacom Datadictionary as a single field or multiple contiguous fields. You can define new
noncontiguous keys to a converted table for use through Ideal applications or CA Dataquery.
Define KEY attributes for all tables as follows:
MASTER-KEY
(Required) Define the base cluster prime key as the Datacom/DB Master Key.
NATIVE-KEY
YES can be specified for the prime key or any alternate key.
Select as the Native Key the key which is accessed most heavily for sequential processing.
Performance enhancements with blocked GETIT or WF2 processing are greatest when
sequentially processing a file through the key defined here as the Native Key.
INCLUDE-NIL-KEY
(Required) Specify YES only if UNIQUE is specified as Yes.
UNIQUE
Specify YES for any alternate key defined in VSAM with the UNIQUEKEY attribute.(Define such a
key in the VIT with AIXDUP=NO.)

ELEMENT No Datacom VSAM Transparency restrictions.

Additional Requirements for MDB-Related Tables

Structure Requirements and Recommendations
DATABASE MDB-related tables must be defined to the same DATABASE. There may be Datacom/DB

tables in the database which are not converted tables, provided the keys do not use the same
DATACOM-NAME or DATACOM-ID as the MDB-related tables.
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AREA Defining all tables in the same AREA makes conversion easier and speeds access. Defining
separate AREAs for different tables is advisable if backup requirements vary dramatically among
tables. If MDB-related tables are reusable, define them together in an AREA which contains no
other tables.

KEY Any common key must be defined with the same DATACOM-NAME and DATACOM-ID (KEY-ID),
but tables need not share the same Native Key.
Note: Value specified for DATACOM-ID must not exceed 999.

ELEMENT The number of elements permitted in Element List is limited to 20.

Additional Requirements for Defining Table with Variable-Length Records

Structure Requirements, Restrictions, Recommendations
TABLE Define the following additional TABLE attributes:

COMPRESSION
(Required) Accept the default, NO.
COMPRESS-EXIT
(Required) Specify DBVVRPR.
If DBVVRPR compression is specified, updates can only be performed by using Datacom VSAM
Transparency applications. Native Datacom/DB maintenance commands cannot be issued
outside the transparency. Also note that tables with DBVVRPR compression are not eligible for
SQL processing.

FIELD Use the following FIELD attribute(s), as appropriate:
REPEAT
If length is variable due to a repeating group, define a field containing the repeating group with
this attribute. Specify the maximum number of occurrences as provided in record format.
LEVEL and REDEFINES
If length is variable due to multiple record types each having a different length and you convert
the file to a single table,
• Define entire record as LEVEL 1 (maximum record length).
• Define common portion as LEVEL 2. (If common portion is a compound field, define simple or

sub-compound field with LEVEL 3 and above as needed.)
• Define unique portion of longest record type as LEVEL 2.(If compound, define with LEVEL 3

and above as needed.)
• Define unique portion of another record type as LEVEL 2, using REDEFINES with a P.(If

compound, define with LEVEL 3 and above as needed.)
• Repeat the preceding step for the unique portion of each additional record type, using

REDEFINES with an S.
FILLER
If length is variable due to its being program-calculated based on data, define the variable
portion of record with this attribute.

ELEMENT Define the following ELEMENT attributes as shown or use an alternative method for defining one
element which spans the entire record.
FIRST-FIELD
$FIRST
LAST-FIELD
$LAST

Preparing Datacom Datadictionary Definitions for Conversion

After creating the Datacom/DB DATABASE structures for the destination tables to receive converted data, complete the
following procedure:

1. Set the default values, verify the DATABASE structure, and copy the entire DATABASE structure to production (PROD)
status.
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2. Catalog the DATABASE structure in PROD status to the Datacom/DB Directory (CXX).
3. Run a Directory (CXX) Report to use as a reference when defining DBVUFIL and DBVXFIL macros for the Batch and

Online VSAM Interface Tables and when defining the DBMDTHDR macros for the associated Multiple Datacom/DB
Table, if applicable. For details about running this report, see the Reporting Facility topic.

Prepare Transparency Tables for Batch Processing
Complete the following tasks to prepare for batch processing through Datacom VSAM Transparency:

1. Build, assemble, and link one or more VSAM Interface Tables (VITs). A VIT is composed of information you provide
on each VSAM file to convert to Datacom/DB and placed under Transparency control. VITs describe the base clusters
and paths of VSAM files accessed by batch programs using the Transparency.

2. If you define any VSAM file as two or more Datacom/DB tables, follow the procedures in Build Batch Multiple
Datacom/DB Tables.

This section provides detailed descriptions of parameters you need to code, and suggests strategies for determining their
values. It describes how and when the Transparency uses information from the VIT and the MDT. Considerations for
determining the number and scope of VITs and MDTs to code for your site are also discussed. The examples are based
on the scenarios introduced in the previous section.

This section contains the following topics:

Location of Related Details

If you are upgrading from Release 2.2, your existing VITs and MDTs continue to function with Version 14.0. We
recommend assembling all your VITs and MDTs using Version 14.0 macros as soon as time permits.

Verify your definitions after preparing these tables by producing a report for each one as described in Producing and
Evaluating Reports. Examples are provided in the following topics:

• VIT Report Example
• Sample Multiple Datacom/DB Table Report

Build Batch VSAM Interface Tables

Consider the subsequent use of the files to define when planning the organization of a VSAM Interface Table. Define the
high volume files before the ones less heavily accessed.

When planning how to group file definitions, consider the following:

• When a program using files placed under Transparency control begins executing, the Transparency loads the specified
VIT into core. If the VIT contains definitions for files unrelated to those needed by the current program, it uses more
storage than necessary. To avoid this, consider defining multiple VITs. Define one per group of application programs
that use many of the same files. Combining all files used in batch processing into one VIT may ease maintenance of
the Transparency environment.

• All DDnames for converted VSAM files which appear in a single job step of the JCL must be defined in the same
VSAM Interface Table. Therefore, the minimum number of DBVUFIL definitions which a single VIT used by a single
program must contain is based on the number of different VSAM files that are accessed by that program. For each file
accessed, the VIT must contain a DBVUFIL macro for the base cluster, the last path within the record, all unique paths,
and all accessed paths.

• Define a single VSAM file used by different programs in only one VIT and only once in that VIT unless the programs
use different DDnames to refer to the file. In this case, do the following for each program using an alternate name for
the file: duplicate the DBVUFIL macros for the base cluster and all of its defined paths and replace the VSAMNM= and
BDDNAME= values with the required DDname. Keep the duplicate definitions in the same VIT for easy maintenance or
place them in different VITs to save core storage.
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An alternative solution to duplicating macros is available using DDname override in the JCL. You can modify the DD
statement of your JCL as shown in the following example, where DDname is the name used by the program to reference
the file and vsamnm is the DDname name coded in the VIT:

//DDname DD SUBSYS=(CAVT,'VUTNM=vutnm','DDNAME=vsamnm')

• Any two VSAM files can be defined in the same VIT unless referenced by the same DDname by the programs which
access them. In such a case, define the files using the same VSAMNM= in different VSAM Interface Tables. As an
alternative, you can modify the DD statement to override the DDname with the one unique to the named VIT.

How It Works

Datacom VSAM Transparency uses the information you provide in the Batch VSAM Interface Tables (VITs) as follows:

1. During assembly of the DBVUFIL macros, an Element List is generated for each table from your specifications for
element name and security code.

2. When you execute a batch job where the VIT name (vutnm) and VSAM file (vsamnm) are specified in the JCL as
follows, the Transparency uses your specifications to access the required VIT and locate the correct VSAM file
information.

//vsamnm DD SUBSYS=(CAVT,'VUTNM=vutnm')

// DLBL vsamnm,'$CAIVT.vutnm',,VSAM 

3. At the interception of the first VSAM action request, the Transparency uses your VIT specifications to tailor
dynamically built URTs.

4. During command translation, the Transparency uses your specifications of Table name, Key name, and DBID to build
the Request Area which it sends with the Element List to Datacom/DB.

5. During command processing, the Transparency uses your specifications of the VSAM file structure and attributes to
emulate the VSAM processing options you specify.

VIT Macro Descriptions

Every VSAM Interface Table begins with one DBVUSTR macro followed by multiple DBVUFIL macros and ends with one
DBVUEND. These macros have the following functions:

DBVUSTR -
The VIT start macro, which begins the table generation, enables you to specify information applicable to all
programs which are to use current VIT.

DBVUFIL -
The VIT file generation macro enables you to map the DDname of a source VSAM file to its converted Datacom/
DB table(s), describe various attributes of both the file and its table(s), and specify processing options.

DBVUEND -
The VIT end macro, which completes the table generation, enables you to specify default values for GETIT and
WF2 resources.

Requirements for Coding VIT Macros

Use the following guidelines when coding a VSAM Interface Table (VIT):

1. Begin with a DBVUSTR macro
2. For each VSAM file accessed by any application program listing this VIT in its JCL, code one DBVUFIL macro for the

following:
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– The base cluster
– The path which ends closest to the record end (the one having the maximum value of offset plus length). For

example, consider a VSAM file with only two paths, where the paths were defined with the following attributes. (The
path which ends closest to the record end is the one which ends at offset 55.)

KEYS (40 15)— ends at offset 55
KEYS (50 2)— ends at offset 52
– Each additional unique path, if any. A unique path is one in which the native DEFINE ALTERNATEINDEX definition

contains the specification UNIQUEKEY.
– Each additional path accessed by programs using the current VIT, if any.

3. To optimize performance, order the DBVUFIL macros by usage, beginning with the definitions of files which are
processed most heavily (those that are processed with the most action requests). However, there are no order
requirements for defining a base cluster and its paths, for example, it is not required that you define a base cluster
before defining any of its paths.

4. End with a DBVUEND macro

NOTE
Also adhere to syntax rules for coding any macro, for example:

• Begin macro definitions in column 10, where a non-blank character in column 72 signals continuation of statement.
• Begin continuation statements in column 16.
• Place an asterisk in column 1 preceding comments.

Example Batch VIT

The following example illustrates the three types of macros which compose any batch VSAM Interface Table (VIT). This
example batch VIT definition begins with a DBVUSTR macro, includes five DBVUFIL macros, and ends with a DBVUEND
macro.

 TITLE 'VSAM TRANSPARENCY BATCH VSAM INTERFACE TABLE DVVUTPR'

 PRINT NOGEN

*

      DBVUSTR VUTNM=DVVUTPR,TXNUNDO=YES,                     X

        SUPTRC=NO,MNOTE0=YES

*

      DBVUFIL VSAMNM=CUSTMR,BASE=YES,VRECDLN=153,            X

        RKP=0,RKLEN=5,                                       X

        MDB=NO,DBFILE=CUS,ELIST=FULL,                        X

        DBID=10,RKNAME=IDNO,                                 X

        GETIT=YES,GBMAXR=255,GETBLK=4096,SEQBUF=6,           X

        TRBOFE=NO,STRNO=ACB,CISIZE=4096,REUSE=NO

*

      DBVUFIL VSAMNM=CUSTMR1,BASE=NO,BDDNAME=CUSTMR,         X

        AIXDUP=YES,RKP=5,RKLEN=30,                           X

        RKNAME=NAME,                                         X

        GETIT=NO,                                            X   

        STRNO=ACB,REUSE=NO

*

      DBVUFIL VSAMNM=PRSINFO,BASE=YES,VRECDLN=105,           X

        RKP=0,RKLEN=9,                                       X

        MDB=NO,DBFILE=PRS,ELIST=(EMPID,PRSNL),ESC=40,        X

        DBID=400,RKNAME=SSN,                                 X

        GETIT=NO,                                            X
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        TRBOFE=NO,STRNO=ACB,CISIZE=0,REUSE=NO

*

      DBVUFIL VSAMNM=INSINFO,BASE=YES,VRECDLN=55,            X

        RKP=0,RKLEN=9,                                       X

        MDB=NO,DBFILE=PRS,ELIST=(EMPID,INSRN),ESC=(40,28),   X

        DBID=400,RKNAME=SSN,                                 X

        GETIT=NO,                                            X

        TRBOFE=NO,STRNO=ACB,CISIZE=0,REUSE=NO

*  

      DBVUFIL VSAMNM=BILLING,BASE=YES,VRECDLN=563,           X

        RKP=0,RKLEN=6,                                       X

        MDB=YES,MDTNM=MDBBLA,                                X

        DBID=400,RKNAME=BLAKY,                               X

        WF2=NO,                                              X

        TRBOFE=NO,STRNO=1,CISIZE=0,REUSE=NO

*

      DBVUEND GBMAXR=255,GETBLK=4096,GETITMX=2

*

      END

Sample Batch VIT Definition Description

The sample batch VIT definitions in Example Batch VIT contain five DBVUFIL macros:

DBVUFIL VSAMNM=CUSTMR,BASE=YES,VRECDLN=153,
The first two macros map the VSAM base cluster, CUSTMR, and its path, CUSTMR1, to the Datacom/DB table,
CUS in database 10. This table can be accessed using the Transparency by two keys: IDNO and NAME, but only
when accessed using IDNO will it be considered for GETIT processing.

DBVUFIL VSAMNM=PRSINFO,BASE=YES,VRECDLN=105,
The second two DBVUFIL macros map two VSAM files, PRSINFO and INSINFO to a single Datacom/DB table,
PRS, in database 400. The prime key definitions are identical, but the Element Lists differ.

DBVUFIL VSAMNM=BILLING,BASE=YES,VRECDLN=563,
The fifth DBVUFIL macro identifies the VSAM file, BILLING, as a base cluster without associated paths, where the
mapping criteria to MDB-related tables is in the Multiple Datacom/DB Table, MDBBLA. See the example and the
explanation in Sample Batch MDT Definition Description.

Note: See VIT Report Example for the associated VIT Report example.

Code the DBVUSTR Macro

The DBVUSTR macro indicates the name of the batch VSAM Interface Table being defined, whether programs using this
table access the MUF or if not, the name of the Master List to be used, whether transaction backout is to be performed for
programs which terminate abnormally, whether internal tracing is to be suppressed, and whether to generate macro notes
with a value of 0 (zero) during macro assembly.

DBVUSTR Macro Syntax

►►─ DBVUSTR VUTNM=loadlib-member ─────────────────────────────────►

 ►─ ,TXNUNDO= ─┬─ YES ─┬──┬────────────┬─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬───────────────►

               └─ NO ──┘  └─ ,SUPTRC= ─┘ └─ YES ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►◄
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   └─ ,MNOTE0= ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬─┘

                └─ NO ────┘

 

JCL

After building a new VSAM Interface Table as described in Build Batch VSAM Interface Tables or modifying an existing
one, prepare for its use by completing the following steps:

1. Assemble and link the VIT using the following JCL as a model. (The JOB and SYSLIB statements are for example
only. Code these statements according to site standards.)

//jobname  JOB 'xxxxxxx',CLASS=0,REGION=1000K,MSGCLASS=T

//*------------------------------------------------------------------*

//*            ASSEMBLE/LINK BATCH VSAM INTERFACE TABLE              *

//*------------------------------------------------------------------*

//ASM     EXEC PGM=ASMA90,PARM='NODECK,LOAD'

//SYSLIB    DD DSN=SYS1.MACLIB,DISP=SHR

//          DD DSN=DATACOM.CAIMAC,DISP=SHR

//          DD DSN=DATACOM.DDBVT.CAIMAC,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT1    DD DSN=&.&SYSUT1.,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(8800,(1200,100))

//SYSUT2    DD DSN=&.&SYSUT2.,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(8800,(1200,50))

//SYSUT3    DD DSN=&.&SYSUT3.,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(8800,(1200,50))

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSPUNCH  DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSGO     DD DSN=&.&OBJSET.,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(80,(200,50)),

//             DISP=(MOD,PASS)

//SYSIN DD *

    .

    .

    .

    .

    .

    .

//*

//LKED  EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARM='XREF,LET,LIST,NCAL,REUS',COND=(8,LT,ASM)

//SYSLIN    DD DSN=&.&OBJSET.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//          DD DDNAME=SYSIN

//SYSUT1    DD DSN=&.&SYSUT1.,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(1024,(50,20))

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSLMOD   DD DSN=DATACOM.DBVT.CUSLIB,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN     DD *

 MODE RMODE(24)

 NAME DVVUTPR(R)

/*

//                  

          

Middle of Example
Insert batch VIT definitions here. See the sample batch VIT definitions in Example Batch VIT.
LKED EXEC PGM=IEWL... - Each VSAM Interface Table must specify the REUS attribute. It must not be linked with
the RENT attribute.
SYSLMOD - Each VSAM Interface Table may be linked to any JOBLIB/STEPLIB library. (Libraries in that
concatenation need not be APF-authorized.)
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MODE RMODE(24) - Each VSAM Interface Table must specify RMODE(24).
NAME DVVUTPR(R) - Each VSAM Interface Table must be link-edited with a unique name. (DVVUTPR is the CA
sample VIT.) If two VSAM Interface Tables have the same names, and one resides in LINKLIST library and the other in
a JOBLIB/STEPLIB library, the table in the JOBLIB/STEPLIB library is selected.

2. Verify the accuracy of the VIT by checking the assembly listing for error messages or MNOTES and making any
needed corrections. Then produce a VIT report as described in Producing and Evaluating Reports and, if any error
messages are generated, correct the corresponding errors.

3. If the VIT being assembled and linked defines any new or changed MDB file, complete the steps described in Building
Batch Multiple Datacom/DB Tables and Assemble and Link each Multiple Datacom/DB Table.

4. To invoke use of the VIT you just assembled and linked, modify the JCL you normally use as shown in the following
example. For the general case, see Invoking Transparency Processing for Converted Files.

//DDname DD SUBSYS=(CAVT,'VUTNM=DVVUTPR')

DBVUSTR Parameter Descriptions

The following is an alphabetical list of all DBVUSTR parameters with their descriptions, valid entries, and default values if
any.

MNOTE0=

(Optional) Indicates whether MNOTEs with a code of 0 (information only) are to be produced during macro assembly.

• Accept the default, MNOTE0=YES, to allow generation of MNOTEs of 0.
• Specify MNOTE0=NO to suppress generation of MNOTEs of 0.

Valid Entries:

YES, NO

Default Value:

YES

SUPTRC=

(Optional) Indicates whether the generation of a limited internal trace table is to be suppressed.

• (Recommended.) Accept SUPTRC=NO to generate the trace table needed by Broadcom Support when called on to
solve any batch problems you may encounter.

• Specify SUPTRC=YES to suppress the trace.

Valid Entries:

YES, NO

Default Value:

NO

TXNUNDO=

(Required) Indicates whether Datacom/DB transaction backout is to be performed for abending programs using this VSAM
Interface Table. This option is ignored if the logging feature is not implemented in the MUF.

• Specify TXNUNDO=YES if the converted table is to use Datacom/DB for backing out (reversing) updates prior to the
abend.

• Specify TXNUNDO=NO if transaction backout is not required.

Valid Entries:
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YES, NO

Default Value:

(No default)

UIBINFO=

(Optional) Allows for a user-defined value to be included in the User Information Block (UIB). The UIB for a Datacom
VSAM Transparency file is constructed as follows:

• Bytes 1—8: program name
• Bytes 9—23: UIBINFO value
• Bytes 24—32: reserved

VUTNM=

(Required) Identifies this VSAM Interface Table.

Valid Entries:

A valid Load Library member name.

Default Value:

(No default)

Code the DBVUFIL Macro

Each DBVUFIL macro describes a single VSAM file base cluster or path. A given base cluster or path may be defined
multiple times with different DDnames. Its parameters can be categorized into three groups: those which describe
characteristics of the VSAM file or specify processing options which the Transparency can emulate, those which describe
the Datacom/DB table to which it was converted, and those which specify how Datacom/DB or the Transparency is to
process the converted file.

Values Derived from VSAM Definitions

Parameters which describe characteristics of the native VSAM file or specify VSAM processing options emulated by the
Transparency follow:

• VSAMNM=, BASE=, BDDNAME=, VRECDLN=: DDname for a native VSAM file; whether it is a base cluster or a path;
if path, name of its associated base cluster; its maximum record length.

• AIXDUP=, RKP=, RKLEN=: key characteristics— if path, whether key is nonunique; for base cluster or path, the
starting position and length of its key.

• CISIZE=0, REUSE=NO: whether to invoke control interval processing; if file is reusable, whether to permit resetting.

Examine the native VSAM definitions for the source file to derive values for these VIT parameters. The marked lines of the
following VSAM base cluster and alternate index definitions were used to derive values for the DBVUFIL parameters in
Example Batch VIT. See the following example for an explanation of this mapping:

  DEFINE CLUSTER -

              (NAME(DATACOM.VSAMT.CUS.KSDS.TEST) -

              INDEXED KEYS (5 0) -

              TRK (2) -

              UNIQUE -

              RECORDSIZE (153 153) -

              FREESPACE (10 10)    -

              FILE(TSVSAM) -

              NOREUSE -
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              CONTROLINTERVALSIZE (4096))

    DEFINE ALTERNATEINDEX -

              (NAME(DATACOM.VSAMT.CUS.AIX.TEST) -

              RELATE(DATACOM.VSAMT.CUS.KSDS.TEST) -

              KEYS (30 5) -

              TRK (2) -

              NONUNIQUEKEY -

              RECORDSIZE (40 65) -

              FREESPACE (10 10)    -

              FILE(TSVSAM) -

              SHR(3,3) -

              CONTROLINTERVALSIZE (4096))

Define VSAM File Attributes to a VSAM Interface Table

Attributes as Defined in VSAM Derived Values for VIT
DEFINE CLUSTER BASE=YES
INDEXED KEYS (5 0) RKLEN=5,RKP=0
RECORDSIZE (153 153) VRECDLN=153
NOREUSE *** REUSE=NO ****
CONTROLINTERVALSIZE (4096) CISIZE=4096
DEFINE ALTERNATEINDEX BASE=NO
KEYS (30 5) RKLEN=30,RKP=5 *****
NONUNIQUEKEY ****** AIXDUP=YES

Notes:

• * REUSE is defined as REUSE=YES in the VIT.
• ** Code REUSE=YES in the VIT when batch COBOL programs open the file as OUTPUT and the Datacom/DB table

has been null loaded. Use this VIT specification even when the VSAM definition is for NOREUSE.

• *** RKLEN= and RKP= should correspond to the applications view of the VSAM data. If you use a VSAM compression
mechanism that causes the IDCAMS RECORDSIZE and KEYS parameters to be different than the record image
presented to the application programs, you should base the VIT parameters RKLEN= and RKP= on the length and
position within the record presented to the application.

• **** UNIQUEKEY is defined as AIXDUP=NO in the VIT.

Values Derived from Datacom Datadictionary Definitions

Parameters that describe conversion specifications for the native VSAM file follow:

• MDB=, MDTNM=, DBFILE=, ELIST=, ESC=40: whether converted to more than one Datacom/DB table; if so, MDT
name; if not, the Datacom/DB table name, element list and element security code.

• DBID=, RKNAME=: ID of the Datacom/DB database containing the converted tables; Datacom/DB key name of single
table (if MDB=NO) or shared by multiple tables (if MDB=YES).

Examine a CXX Report for the destination table to derive values for parameters with which you specify how you defined
Datacom/DB names to Datacom Datadictionary for the tables to be converted. The data on the marked lines of the
following report were used to derive values for DBVUFIL parameters in Example Batch VIT.
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CXX Report for Single Table Converted From Single VSAM File
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Sample CXX Report with Annotated Values Applicable to VIT Parameters

Define Datacom/DB Table Attributes to a VSAM Interface Table

Attribute defined in DD Derived values for VIT
BASE (Database ID) DBID=10
TABLE NAME DBFILE=CUS
Master Key name (prime key) RKNAME=IDNO
LENGTH (of Master Key) RKLEN=5
START (starting position of Master Key) RKP=0
KEY NAME (path) RKNAME=NAME
KEY LENGTH (path) RKLEN=30
Relative key position (path) RKP=5
ELEMENTS NAME(s) ELIST=FULL

Values Specifying Processing Options

The following parameters are related to blocked GETIT processing:

• GETIT=NO, WF2=NO: optional parameters for read-ahead buffering where GETIT=YES is valid if MDB=NO;
WF2=YES is valid if MDB=YES

• GBMAXR=0, GETBLK=0, SEQBUF=2: optional parameters for read-ahead buffering which are valid only if either
GETIT=YES or WF2=YES.

Examine all VSAM application programs accessing the corresponding file to determine whether sequential forward
processing is used. If not, specify GETIT=NO and WF2=NO. If so, see Optimizing Sequential Processing for
considerations.

Optional parameters which specify how or whether the Transparency is to perform specified types of processing follow.
(Parameters are listed with default values, where the first requests no processing and the second uses a previously
specified value.)
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• TRBOFE=NO: parameter for backing out transactions during CLOSE processing if the last issued VSAM action
request resulted in a file error other than EOF (or record not found). (Applicable to RPG II users.)

• STRNO=ACB: indicates the maximum number of concurrently active strings to use. For considerations, see Saving
Record Positions During Sequential Access.

DBVUFIL Syntax

When coding DBVUFIL parameters, first determine the values for BASE=, MDB=, GETIT=, and WF2=. The applicability of
restrictions for other parameters depend upon the values assigned to these parameters.

Where base cluster parameters are inherited by paths, those parameters need not be explicitly coded in a path definition.
Parameters which are used relate to the path itself and can have different values from the corresponding parameters for
the base cluster. The only relationship that must be maintained is that in a path definition, the value for BDDNAME= must
match the associated base cluster's value for VSAMNM=.

Following is a syntax diagram for the DBVUFIL macro. Following the diagram is an alphabetical list of all DBVUFIL
parameters with their descriptions, valid entries, and default values, if any.

DBVUFIL Macro Syntax

►►─ DBVUFIL VSAMNM=DDname ─────────────────────────────────────────────► 

 ►─ ,BASE= ─┬─ YES ─┤ base cluster parameters  ─├─┬ ,RKLEN=key-length ─►

            └─ NO ──┤ alternate path parameters ├─┘

 ►─ ,RKNAME=key-name ─ ,RKP=key-starting-position ─────────────────────►

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────►

   └─ ,REUSE= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,STRNO= ─┬─ ACB ◄ ───────┬─┘

               └─ YES ──┘               └─ max-strings ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,TRBOFE= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                └─ YES ──┘              

        

Expansion of base cluster parameters

├── ,VRECDLN=max-rec-length ─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──►

                             └─ ,CSIZE= ─┬─ 0 ◄ ───────────────────┬─┘

                                         └─ control-interval-size ─┘

 ►─ ,DBID=dbid ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───┤

                └─ ,MDB= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┤ MDB=NO-related parameters ─├─┬─┘

                          └─ YES ──┤ MDB=YES-related parameters ├─┘

      

Expansion of alternate path parameters

├──┬───────────────────────┬─ ,BDDNAME=DDname ──────────────────────────┤

   └─ ,AIXDUP= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                └─ YES ──┘          
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Expansion of MDB=YES parameters

 ├── ,MDTNM=loadlib-member ────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────┤

   └─ ,WF2= ─┬─ NO ◄ ──────────────────────────────────┬─┘

             └─ YES ─┤ GETIT=YES/WF2=YES parameters ├ ─┘   

      

Note: Specify multiple element names by enclosing them in parentheses and separating them with commas.

Valid Parameters for a Base Cluster

DBVUFIL VSAMNM=,BASE=YES,VRECDLN=,

         RKP=,RKLEN=,

         MDB=NO,MDTNM=,

         DBFILE=,ELIST=,ELn=,ESC=40,ESCn=,

         DBID=,RKNAME=,

         GETIT=NO,WF2=NO,GBMAXR=,GETBLK=,SEQBUF=2,

         TRBOFE=NO,

         STRNO=ACB,CISIZE=0,REUSE=NO

Valid Parameters for an Alternate Cluster

DBVUFIL VSAMNM=,BASE=NO,BDDNAME=,

         AIXDUP=NO,RKP=,RKLEN=,

         RKNAME=,

         GETIT=NO,WF2=NO,GBMAXR=,GETBLK=,SEQBUF=2,

         STRNO=ACB,REUSE=NO

NOTE
Where base cluster parameters are inherited by paths, those parameters need not be explicitly coded in a
path definition. Parameters which are used relate to the path itself, and can have different values from the
corresponding parameters for the base cluster. Only the following relationship must be maintained:

In a Path definition, the value for BDDNAME= must match the associated base cluster value for VSAMNM=.

DBVUFIL Parameter Descriptions

AIXDUP=

Optional; valid only if BASE=NO.) AIXDUP=YES indicates the Transparency is to check for duplicate key values when
reading; AIXDUP=NO indicates the Transparency is to enforce uniqueness when writing.

• Specify AIXDUP=YES if this alternate path file can contain multiple records with the same key value.
• Accept the default AIXDUP=NO if duplicate keys are not allow

NOTE
When a base cluster is updated directly or through any path, unique or not, all paths associated with that base
cluster defined with AIXDUP=NO are checked for duplicates. If encountered, the request to update is rejected.

Valid Entries:

YES, NO

Default Value:
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NO

BASE=

(Required) Indicates whether the file identified by the VSAMNM= parameter is a base cluster.

• Specify BASE=YES if file is a base cluster
• Specify BASE=NO if file is an alternate path

Valid Entries:

YES, NO

Default Value:

(No default)

BDDNAME=

(Required only if BASE=NO.) Identifies the base cluster associated with this alternate path. Specify the VSAMNM= for the
base cluster as coded in a DBVUFIL macro in this VIT.

Valid Entries:

A valid DDname of up to 8 bytes

Default Value:

(No default)

CISIZE=

(Optional; valid only if BASE=YES.) Indicates whether control interval access support is required, and if so, specifies the
size of the control interval. For details about processing, see Returning Records in Control Interval Format.

NOTE
We recommend specifying GETIT=YES (if MDB=NO) or WF2=YES (if MDB=YES) if using control interval
access.

Valid Entries:

0 for no support or control interval size in bytes, where value must be a multiple of 512 bytes between 512 and 8192 or a
multiple of 2048 between 8192 (8K) and 32768 (32K)

Default Value:

0 (no support)

DBFILE=

(Required only if BASE=YES and MDB=NO.) Identifies the Datacom/DB table to which the current VSAM file is to be
converted.

Note: Tables having the same name but different DBIDs can be defined to the same VSAM Interface Table.

Valid Entries:

Three-character Datacom/DB table name

Default Value:

(No default)

DBID=
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(Required only if BASE=YES.) Identifies the Datacom/DB database in which the table(s) are to reside, that is, the table
identified by DBFILE= in this macro or the tables identified by DBF01=/DBF61= in the DBMDTHDR macro of the related
Multiple Datacom/DB Table.

Valid Entries:

21-5000 (Reserve DBIDs 1-20 and others for Broadcom products)

Default Value:

(No default)

ELIST=

(Required only if BASE=YES and MDB=NO.) Specifies in terms of Datacom/DB elements the data required by the
application, where the order specified corresponds to the order required by the application.

• If the source VSAM file contains variable-length records, list one element spanning the entire data record.
• If the VSAM file contains only fixed-length records, list up to the first twenty elements. (Use the ELn= parameters in

this macro to list any additional elements.)

Valid Enries:

One or more 1- to 5-character Datacom/DB element names, where multiple elements are separated by commas and the
entire list is enclosed within parentheses. Do not code parentheses if there is only one element in the list.

Default Value:

(No default)

ELn=

(Optional) Permits continuation of element list specifications, where initial values were specified with ELIST= above and
subsequent values can be specified with EL2=, EL3=, EL4=, EL5=, EL6=, EL7=, EL8=, EL9=, EL10=, EL11=, EL12=,
and EL13=. Up to 255 elements can be specified with the ELIST= and ELn= parameters. Datacom VSAM Transparency
processes the continuation parameters beginning with EL2= in numerical order. The order required by the application
should be reflected by the order processed by the Transparency. Any gap in the n suffix is ignored. The following
examples are interpreted alike:

ELIST=aaaaa,EL3=(bbbbb,ccccc),EL2=ddddd,EL5=eeeee

ELIST=aaaaa,EL2=ddddd,EL3=(bbbbb,ccccc),EL5=eeeee

Valid Entries:

One or more 1- to 5-character Datacom/DB element names per parameter, where multiple elements are separated by
commas and the entire list is enclosed within parentheses. Do not code parentheses if there is only one element in the list.

Default Value:

(No default)

ESC=

(Optional; valid only if BASE=YES and MDB=NO.) Identifies the Datacom/DB element security code(s) associated with
the element(s) specified by the ELIST= parameter as follows:

• If only one element was listed, specify its security code, for example,

ELIST=ORDEL,ELS=28

• If multiple elements sharing the same security code were listed, specify that security code. In the following example,
the security code, hexadecimal 28, applies to all three elements:
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ELIST=(ORDE1,ORDE2,ORDE3),ESC=28

• If multiple elements with different security codes were listed, specify those security codes in the order which
corresponds to the related elements. If the final elements in the series share the same security code, it is only
necessary to specify the shared code once. The following examples have the same meaning

ELIST=(ORDE1,ORDE2,ORDE3),ESC=(28,4C,4C)
ELIST=(ORDE1,ORDE2,ORDE3),ESC=(28,4C)

Valid Entries:

A hexadecimal value or a list of values separated by commas and enclosed within parentheses

Default Value:

40 (hexadecimal 40)

ESCn=

(Optional) Identifies the Datacom/DB element security code(s) associated with the element(s) specified by the ELn=
parameter, where the suffixed number matches, for example, ESC2= values are associated with EL2= values, ESC3
values are associated with EL3= values, and so on. The same rules which apply to ESC= above apply to these 12
parameters.

Valid Entries:

A hexadecimal value or a list of values separated by commas and enclosed within parentheses

Default Value:

40 (hexadecimal 40)

GBMAXR=

(Optional; valid only if GETIT=YES or WF2=YES.) Provides a means of limiting the number of records which can be
transferred in a block of size GETBLK from the MUF to the program address space. The Transparency uses this value
as a maximum only if the blocked GETIT buffer can accommodate that number. If it cannot, the Transparency fills the
blocked GETIT buffer with as many records as its size will allow. During update processing, the records in the blocked
GETIT buffer are held in primary exclusive control by Datacom/DB.

Ensure that the sum of the GBMAXR= values for tables which may be updated concurrently can be accommodated by the
value specified for EXCTLNO in the Datacom/DB MUF startup options.

Valid Entries:

2 to 255 or 0, the default value. an entry of 255 means no limit

Default Value:

0 (zero), which means the value of GBMAXR= in the DBVUEND macro

Note: If you specify GBMAXR=0 in DBVUEND, you must provide a nondefault value here to enable GETIT or WF2
processing.

GETBLK=

(Optional; valid only if GETIT=YES or WF2=YES.) Specifies the size in bytes of the blocked GETIT buffer.

Valid Entries:

Either 0 (the default value) or 4096—61440 inclusive (but not greater than the value specified for size in the TASKS MUF
startup option)

Default Value:

0 (zero), which means the value of GETBLK= in the DBVUEND macro.
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Note: If you specify GETBLK=0 in DBVUEND, you must provide a nondefault value here to enable GETIT or WF2
processing.

GETIT=

(Optional; valid only if MDB=NO.) Indicates whether to invoke blocked GETIT processing for this file, where multiple
records at a time are transferred from the Datacom/DB sequential buffer(s) to the blocked GETIT buffer in the program's
address space. Greater benefits from blocked GETIT support can be expected when processing on the table's Native Key
than when processing on a non-Native Key.

• If the file is to be accessed sequentially, specifying GETIT=YES makes this table eligible for blocked GETIT support if
prerequisites described in Conditions for Allocating GETIT Resources when GETIT=YES are met.

• Accept the default, GETIT=NO if programs using this VIT definition do not employ sequential processing or if this is a
path definition where AIXDUP=YES.

Valid Entries:

YES, NO

Default Value:

NO

MDB=

(Optional; valid only if BASE=YES.) Indicates whether this VSAM file is converted to more than one Datacom/DB table.

• Specify MDB=YES if the VSAM file described by this macro is converted to multiple tables.
• Accept the default, MDB=NO, if this VSAM file is converted to a single table.

Valid Entries:

YES, NO

Default Value:

NO

MDTNM=

(Required only if BASE=YES and MDB=YES.) Identifies the MDT (Multiple Datacom/DB Table) which provides the criteria
for splitting the VSAM file into two or more Datacom/DB tables.

Note: Code this value again in the DBMDTSTR macro.

Valid Entries:

A valid Load Library member name

Default Value:

(No default)

REUSE=

(Optional) Indicates whether this VSAM file is reusable.

• Specify REUSE=YES to request that the data in this file be deleted when the file is opened for output. (The ACB
parameter MACRF= must specify RST and OUT.)

• Accept the default, REUSE=NO, if file is not reusable.

For more information, see Resetting Reusable Files.

Valid Entries:

YES, NO
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Default Value:

NO

RKLEN=

(Required) Indicates the length in bytes of the VSAM key for this base cluster or path.

Valid Entries:

From 1 to the difference between the values specified for VRECDLN= and RKP=

Default Value:

(No default)

RKNAME=

(Required) Identifies the key as defined to Datacom Datadictionary.

Valid Entries:

1- to 5-character DATACOM-NAME for key

Default Value:

(No default)

RKP=

(Required) Indicates the starting position of the key within the VSAM record relative to zero.

Valid Entries:

From 0 (zero) to the difference between the values specified for VRECDLN= and RKLEN=

Default Value:

(No default)

SEQBUF=

(Optional; valid only if GETIT=YES or WF2=YES.) Indicates the number of data buffers that can be used for single block
or multiple block read-ahead sequential processing of this table when the GETIT or WF2 resources are allocated. If you
specify a value of n (see Valid Entries for n below), memory for n additional buffers will be obtained in Datacom/DB for use
by this task for processing sequential read-aheads.

Valid Entries:

Even number between 2 and 128

Default Value:

2

STRNO=

(Optional) Indicates the maximum number of strings which can be concurrently active. This value determines the
maximum number of record positions within the file which the Transparency will maintain simultaneously. For more
information, see Saving Record Positions During Sequential Access.

• Accept the default, STRNO=ACB, to use the maximum string number specified in the related ACB or 1 (its default) if
unspecified.

• If WF2=YES, specify STRNO=1. If you code any other numeric value, normal MDB logic will override WF2 processing.
(STRNO=ACB is an acceptable alternative if 1 is the maximum string number indicated in the ACB.)

• If WF2=NO and your requirements for the maximum number of strings differs from that specified in the ACB, code the
required number.
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Valid Entries:

ACB or a value between 1 and 255, inclusive

Default Value:

ACB

TRBOFE=

(Optional; valid only if TXNUNDO=YES in DBVUSTR.) Indicates whether to perform transaction backout when a CLOSE
request is preceded immediately by a request which resulted in a file error.

• Accept the default TRBOFE=NO to allow normal CLOSE processing whether or not a file error occurs.
• Specify TRBOFE=YES to invoke the Transparency to examine the fate of the request just prior to each CLOSE and,

if the processing of that request resulted in a file error other than EOF (or no record found), to back out all updates on
all currently open files, produce a message describing the file error, and terminate processing. Specifying this option
enables you to restart a job after correcting the cause of a file error with the status of the file data unchanged. (When
this option is specified in conjunction with CLOSE=DEFER in z/OS, the Transparency examines the fate of the request
just prior to each CLOSE it defers and processes just as it does when CLOSEs are not deferred.)

NOTE
RPG II users who request RPG II formatted dumps be issued at abends should specify TRBOFE=YES.

Valid Entries:

YES, NO

Default Value:

NO

VRECDLN=

(Required; valid only if BASE=YES.) Indicates the maximum record length. Derive from the VSAM cluster definition the
RECORDSIZE (x y) attribute y value.

Valid Entries:

1-32768

Default Value:

(No default)

VSAMNM=

(Required) Identifies the DDname for this base cluster or path. This name must be unique within this VIT. It corresponds to
the DDname vsamnm in the JCL:

//vsamnm DD SUBSYS=(CAVT,'VUTNM=vutnm'

Valid Entries:

Any valid DDname

Default Value:

(No default)

WF2=
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(Optional; valid only if MDB=YES.) Indicates whether read-ahead buffering is requested. Specify WF2=NO if sequential
backward processing is used or if STRNO > 1. When WF2=YES is specified, blocked GETIT resources are allocated only
when all prerequisite conditions documented in Requesting WF2 Support have been met.

Valid Entries:

YES, NO

Default Value:

NO

Code the DBVUEND Macro

The DBVUEND macro ends the VSAM Interface Table generation. The parameters GBMAXR= and GETBLK= provide
defaults when not specified for an eligible file in a preceding DBVUFIL macro. The GETITMX= parameter indicates the
maximum number of files to run concurrently in GETIT mode. For details, see Optimizing Sequential Processing.

DBVUEND Macro Syntax 

►►─ DBVUEND GBMAXR= ─┬─ 255 ◄ ───────┬─ ,GETBLK= ─┬─ 4096 ◄ ──────┬───►

                     └─ max-records ─┘            └─ buffer-size ─┘

 ►─ ,GETITMX= ─┬─ 1 ◄ ───────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄

               └─ max-files ─┘

Example

DBVUEND GBMAXR=255,GETBLK=4096,GETITMX=1

DBVUEND Parameter Descriptions

The following alphabetical list shows DBVUEND parameters with their descriptions, valid entries, and default values:

GBMAXR=

(Optional) Specifies the maximum number of records to allow in the blocked GETIT buffer when blocked GETIT support is
invoked. This value applies to any file defined in a previous DBVUFIL macro with GETIT=YES or WF2=YES, but for which
either no GBMAXR= was coded or GBMAXR=0.

Note: If the converted table is to be updated with a program using this specification, this value should not exceed the
value specified for EXCTLNO in the Datacom/DB MUF startup options.

Valid Entries:

2 to 255 or 0 (zero), where 0 nullifies use of this parameter as a global default value and 255 means unlimited

Default Value:

255

GETBLK=

(Optional) Specifies the buffer size to be used for blocked GETIT access. This value applies to any file defined in
a previous DBVUFIL macro with GETIT=YES or WF2=YES, but for which either no GETBLK= value was coded or
GETBLK=0.

Valid Entries:
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4096 to 29696 inclusive, or 0 (zero), where 0 nullifies use of this parameter as a global default value

Default Value:

4096

GETITMX=

(Optional; valid only if GETIT=YES.) Specifies the maximum number of files allowed to run concurrently in GETIT mode
for a program doing read-only processing.

Valid Entries:

1 to 255

Default Value:

1

Assemble and Link each VSAM Interface Table

This section provides sample JCL for assembling and linking batch VSAM Interface Tables.

Build Batch Multiple Datacom/DB Tables

Any VSAM file you have defined to Datacom Datadictionary as two or more Datacom/DB tables, you must also define to
a Multiple Datacom/DB Table (MDT). In the MDT, you list the tables, specify the element list and element security code for
each, and provide selection criteria for determining the table in which any given record is located.

Plan Scope for Each Batch MDT

A single MDT can be referenced by multiple VITs; multiple MDTs can be referenced within a single batch VIT. There are
no restrictions on the number of MDTs loaded with a VIT during the execution of a job step. Consider the following when
determining whether to define the conversion specifications for each VSAM file converted to multiple Datacom/DB tables
to a separate MDT, to define all MDB-related tables in a single MDT, or to group several MDB-related table definitions
together.

• If an MDT is very large, that is, if the file is split into many tables and the criteria for the division is complex, we
recommend dedicating a single MDT to that file's definition. Defining each MDB file in a separate MDT reduces core
requirements during the execution of programs which use an MDT definition.

• If a single MDB file is accessed by different names by different programs and you have duplicated the related definition
in the VIT, duplicate the MDT definition also under the alternate DDNAME= and, for easy maintenance, store the
duplicated definition in the same MDT.

VIT to MDT Relationship

When you build a VSAM Interface Table (VIT), what you code in any DBVUFIL macro for a base cluster depends on
whether the specified VSAM file is being converted to one Datacom/DB table or to many Datacom/DB tables. For
example:

• If the file is being converted to a single table, code the following:

DBVUFIL VSAMNM=vsamnm,BASE=YES,MDB=NO,

DBFILE=tblnm,ELIST=elmnt-lst,ESC=40,..

• If the file is being converted to multiple tables, code the following:

DBVUFIL VSAMNM=vsamnm,BASE=YES,MDB=YES,
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MDTNM=mdt-name,...

You do not code the Datacom/DB table name, element list, or security code in the VIT if MDB=YES because you code that
information in the Multiple Datacom/DB Table (MDT) you identify with the MDTNM= parameter. However, you code the
DBID and key name in the VIT since all tables into which a VSAM file is split must share a common key (same key name
and key ID) and reside in the same database.

MDT Macro Descriptions

A multiple Datacom/DB Table definition is composed of the following macros:

DBMDTSTR
- (MDT start macro) Identifies the name of the current Multiple Datacom/DB Table (MDT).

DBMDTHDR
- (MDT header macro) For a given VSAM file defined in a VIT which references the current MDT, identifies the
MDB-related tables with their corresponding element lists and security codes.

DBMDTDTL
- (MDT detail macro) Specifies mapping criteria for a Datacom/DB table listed in the header. Mapping criteria can
be defined by a single comparison test or by multiple comparisons joined by the logical operators AND or OR. The
comparison determines whether data stored at the specified location in the VSAM record matches the specified
data value or falls within its range. Any given record is mapped to the table defined by criteria its evaluated data
satisfies.

DBMDTEND
- (MDT end macro) Indicates the end of the MDT definitions.

Requirements for Coding MDT Macros

Use the following guidelines when coding a Multiple Datacom/DB Table (MDT).

Follow these steps:

1. Begin with a DBMDTSTR macro.
2. Define one DBMDTHDR macro for each base cluster defined in any VIT with MDB=YES and MDTNM= referencing the

current MDT.
3. To optimize performance, order the DBMDTHDR macros by usage. Start with the definitions of files, which are

processed most heavily, meaning the ones that have the most action requests.
4. Follow each DBMDTHDR macro with all the DBMDTDTL macros related to it, beginning with the one you select as the

default.
5. The order in which the tables are listed in the DBMDTHDR macro does not determine the order of the corresponding

DBMDTDTL macros that follow.
6. List all DBMDTDTL macros for a given table contiguously.
7. See Code the DBMDTDTL Macro for additional rules for DBMDTDTL macros that define criteria for a given table.
8. End with a DBMDTEND macro.

Adhere to the following syntax rules for coding any macro:

• Begin macro definitions in column 10, where a nonblank character in column 72 signals continuation of statement.
• Begin continuation statements in column 16.
• Place an asterisk  in column 1 preceding comments.

Example MDT

The Multiple Table JCL Example is for the Multiple Datacom/DB Table (MDT) referenced from the DBVUFIL macro for
VSAMNM=BILLING in the sample batch VIT definitions in Example Batch VIT. The name, MDBBLA, is specified in
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the DBMDTSTR start macro. Two DBMDTHDR header macros identify the two MDB files to be defined: BILLING and
PARTMST. Each of the header macros is followed by a series of DBMDTDTL detail macros which specify mapping
criteria. A DBMDTEND macro completes the MDT definition.

Criteria for mapping BILLING records to one of three tables is based on the data in the fifth and sixth positions of the 6-
byte prime key. Our example assumes that the fifth and sixth positions contain either the special characters $$ (two dollar
signs) or an alphabetic character followed by a numeric character. The idea is to map records as shown on the following
illustration, where a blank position indicates that it is not tested. If our assumptions for what can appear at relative key
positions 4-5 are true, any given record will match the criteria for one and only one table.

Criteria for mapping any PARTMST records to one of four tables is based on the data in differing positions of the 10-byte
prime key. The idea is to map records as shown in the following illustration.
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This criteria is different from that designed for BILLING in that a given record may meet none of the stated criteria or may
meet multiple criteria. This example can be used to demonstrate that records meeting no criteria will be mapped to the
table defined first, while records meeting multiple criteria will be mapped to the first table with acceptable criteria. Consider
the following records, where only the prime key data is shown, with respective destination tables:

Record Destination Table Record Destination Table
0010PAAC(000C) ... PMD 0219PU_K(119C) ... PMP
0119PU_J(019C) ... PMJ 0316PACA(116C) ... PMJ
0217PXAC(217C) ... PMD *** 0552PACA(352C) ... PMR ****
0217PXAK(217C) ... PMP X772DAAC(772C) ... PMR

Notes:

• *** This record meets criteria for both PMD and PMP (its destination is PMD because PMD is defined before PMP in
the Multiple Datacom/DB Table).

• **** This record meets none of the stated criteria (its destination is PMR because PMR is defined first in the Multiple
Datacom/DB Table).

Multiple Table Example

The following example shows the macro calls for the assembly of an MDT:

       TITLE 'VSAM TRANSPARENCY BATCH MULTIPLE CA-DATACOM/DB TABLE'

       PRINT NOGEN

*

       DBMDTSTR MDTNM=MDBBLA

*

       DBMDTHDR DDNAME=BILLING,DBF01=(BLC,BLO,BLP),                  X

             EL1=BLCEL,EL2=BLOEL,EL3=BLPEL

*

       DBMDTDTL DBFILE=BLC,RPK=5,RPKLEN=1,FTYPE=C,FROMVAL=0
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*

       DBMDTDTL DBFILE=BLO,RPK=5,RPKLEN=1,FTYPE=C,FROMVAL=1,TOVAL=9, X

             AND=YES

       DBMDTDTL DBFILE=BLO,RPK=4,RPKLEN=1,FTYPE=C,FROMVAL=A,TOVAL=L, X

             OR=YES

       DBMDTDTL DBFILE=BLO,RPK=4,RPKLEN=1,FTYPE=C,FROMVAL=N,TOVAL=Z

*

       DBMDTDTL DBFILE=BLP,RPK=4,RPKLEN=2,FTYPE=C,FROMVAL='$$'

*

       DBMDTDTL DBFILE=BLP,RPK=4,RPKLEN=1,FTYPE=C,FROMVAL=M,         X

             AND=YES

       DBMDTDTL DBFILE=BLP,RPK=5,RPKLEN=1,FTYPE=C,FROMVAL=1,TOVAL=9

*

*

       DBMDTHDR DDNAME=PARTMST,DBF01=(PMR,PMD,PMP,PMJ),              X

             EL2=(PMDEK,PMDE1,PMDE3),ESC2=(40,28,92),                X

             EL1=PMREL,                                              X

             EL3=PMPEL,                                              X

             EL4=(PMJEK,PMJE5),ESC4=40

*

       DBMDTDTL DBFILE=PMR,RPK=0,RPKLEN=1,FTYPE=C,FROMVAL=X

*

       DBMDTDTL DBFILE=PMD,RPK=0,RPKLEN=4,FTYPE=C,                   X

             FROMVAL=0000,TOVAL=9999,                                X

             AND=YES

       DBMDTDTL DBFILE=PMD,RPK=7,RPKLEN=1,FTYPE=C,FROMVAL=C

*

       DBMDTDTL DBFILE=PMP,RPK=5,RPKLEN=3,FTYPE=C,FROMVAL='U K'

*

       DBMDTDTL DBFILE=PMP,RPK=5,RPKLEN=1,FTYPE=C,FROMVAL=X,         X

             AND=YES

       DBMDTDTL DBFILE=PMP,RPK=8,RPKLEN=2,FTYPE=P,PKSIGN=C,          X

             FROMVAL=200,TOVAL=299

*v       DBMDTDTL DBFILE=PMJ,RPK=0,RPKLEN=4,FTYPE=C,                 X

             FROMVAL=0000,TOVAL=9999,                                X

             AND=YES

       DBMDTDTL DBFILE=PMJ,RPK=7,RPKLEN=1,FTYPE=C,FROMVAL=J,         X

             OR=YES

       DBMDTDTL DBFILE=PMJ,RPK=8,RPKLEN=2,FTYPE=P,PKSIGN=C,          X

             FROMVAL=100,TOVAL=199

*

       DBMDTEND

*

       END

Sample Batch MDT Definition Description

The example defines the following criteria for splitting each of two different VSAM files into multiple Datacom/DB tables:

DBMDTHDR DDNAME=BILLING...

Records composing the VSAM file identified in the ACB by the DDname BILLING are to be mapped to Datacom/DB tables
BLC, BLO, and BLP, based on data values in the fifth and sixth position of the file's prime key. The detail entries provide
the following distribution criteria for each table:
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BLC
The sixth key position contains a zero (0). (Since this table is specified first, it is the default table. Therefore,
specifying the contents of the fifth position as any alphabetic character (A through Z) would be redundant, given
the other criteria.)

BLO
The fifth key position contains an alphabetic character between A and L, inclusive and the sixth key position
contains a numeric value between 1 and 9, inclusive,
or
The fifth key position contains an alphabetic character between N and Z, inclusive and the sixth key position
contains a numeric value between 1 and 9, inclusive.

BLP
The fifth key position contains an M and the sixth key position contains a numeric value between 1 and 9,
inclusive,
or
The fifth and sixth key positions contain $$.

DBMDTHDR DDNAME=PARTMST...

Split the second VSAM file, PARTMST, into four Datacom/DB tables: PMR, PMD, PMP, and PMJ. The criteria for mapping
the records from this file is based on values within its 10-byte prime key. Distribution of records follows for each table:

PMR
The first position contains an X.

PMD
The first four positions contain numeric data, that is, 0000 through 9999, and the eighth position contains a C.

PMP
The sixth position contains a U, the seventh position is blank, the eighth position contains a K,
or
The sixth position contains an X and the ninth and tenth positions contain positive packed data within the range of
200 to 299.

PMJ
The first four positions contain numeric data, that is, 0000 through 9999, and the eighth position contains a J.
or
The first four positions contain numeric data, that is, 0000 through 9999, and the ninth and tenth positions contain
positive packed data within the range of 100 to 199.

NOTE
For the associated MDT Report example, see Sample Multiple Datacom/DB Table Report.

How It Works

Datacom VSAM Transparency uses the information you provide in the Batch Multiple Datacom/DB Tables (MDT) as
follows:

• During conversion of a VSAM file defined to an MDT, the Conversion Aid Utility uses the criteria you specify in the
relevant MDT header macro (DBMDTHDR) and the MDT detail macros which follow to create the backup file for
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loading VSAM data into the designated Datacom/DB tables. For more information, see Converting a VSAM File to
Multiple Datacom/DB Tables.

• During job step processing, the Transparency determines whether any MDTs are needed by examining VIT
specifications. If so, identifies each MDTs to load by the name you specify in the MDT start macro (DBMDTSTR).

• During assembly of the DBMDTHDR macro, an Element List is generated from your ELn= and ESCn= specifications.
(Once built, it is used whenever the Transparency sends call parameters to Datacom/DB.)

• During execution of a program which accesses a VSAM file which has been converted to multiple Datacom/DB tables,
the Transparency uses your MDT specifications of the converted table structure to build the Request Area which it
sends with the Element List to Datacom/DB.

Code the DBMDTSTR Macro

The DBMDTSTR macro initiates generation of a Multiple Datacom/DB Table. This macro is used only once for each MDT
table and is defined first.

DBMDTSTR Macro Syntax

►►─ DBMDTSTR MDTNM=multiple-table-id,-system ─────────────────────►◄

A description of the DBMDTSTR parameters follows:

MDTNM=

(Required) Identifies this Multiple Datacom/DB Table (MDT).

Valid Entries:

For batch, must match the entry for MDTNM= in the associated batch VSAM Interface Table.

For online, must be DVMDTPR

Default Value:

(No default)

Code the DBMDTHDR Macro

The DBMDTHDR macro is the header macro for the Multiple Datacom/DB Table (MDT). Here you list all the Datacom/
DB tables to which the specified VSAM file is to be converted. You also provide the element list and security codes for
each of the Datacom/DB tables. You can derive the table names and element list from the Directory (CXX) Report for the
associated database. The maximum number of tables into which a single VSAM file may be split is 116.

DBMDTHDR Macro Syntax 

                                       ┌─ , ──────────┐

►►─ DBMDTHDR DDNAME=ddname,DBF01= ─ ( ─▼─ table-name ─┴─ ) ──────────►

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,DBF61= ─ ( ─▼─ table-name ─┴─ ) ─┘

                 ┌─ , ────────────┐

 ►─ ,ELn= ─┬─ ( ─▼─ element-name ─┴─ ) ─┬────────────────────────────►

           └─ single-element-name ──────┘

                  ┌─ , ──────────────┐
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 ►─ ,ESCn= ─┬─ ( ─▼─┬─ x'40' ◄ ────┬─┴─ ) ─┬─────────────────────────►◄

            │       └─ hex-values ─┘       │

            └─┬─ x'40' ◄ ──────────┬───────┘

              └─ single-hex-value ─┘

NOTE
DBF61= is valid only if 60 values are defined for DBF01=.

DBMDTHDR DDNAME=,DBF01=,DBF61=,ELn=,ESCn=40

NOTE
DDNAME= here corresponds to the VSAMNM= parameter in the related VSAM Interface Table.

DBMDTHDR Parameter Descriptions

The following alphabetical list shows all of the DBMDTHDR parameters with their descriptions, valid entries, and default
values if any:

DBF01=

(Required) Identifies the Datacom/DB tables that comprise the Multiple Datacom/DB Table definitions for the related
DDname where the table listed first is the table to receive any records in the VSAM file which do not meet any of the
criteria for splitting the file. Up to 60 table names may be listed with this parameter. If this VSAM file is to be split into more
than 60 tables, list the rest beginning with the sixty-first with the DBF61= parameter.

Valid Entries:

A list of up to 60 valid three-character Datacom/DB table names, separated by commas and enclosed within parentheses,
for example:

DBF01=(DB1,DB2,DB3,...,D60)

Default Value:

(No default)

DBF61=

(Valid only if 60 values are defined for DBF01=.) Identifies the remainder of the Datacom/DB tables that comprise the
Multiple Datacom/DB Table definition.

Valid Entries:

A parenthetical list of valid three-character Datacom/DB table names separated by commas, for example,
DBF61=(D61,D62,...,D96). The maximum number of table names in the list is 56.

Default Value:

(No default)

DDNAME=

(Required) Specifies the DDname of the VSAM base cluster as specified by the VSAMNM= parameter in the VSAM
Interface Table referencing this MDT.

Valid Entries:

A valid DDNAME of up to 8 bytes

Default Value:

(No default)
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ELn=/ESCn=

(Required) Specifies the element list and security code(s) for the nth. Datacom/DB table defined in DBF01 and DBF61,
collectively. An element list is composed of 1-20 element names. When specifying multiple element names or codes,
separate members of the list with commas and enclose the list within parentheses.

• Use EL1= to specify the element list for the first Datacom/DB table specified in DBF01=; use ESC1= to specify the
security code for this table.

• Use EL60= to specify the element list for the 60th Datacom/DB table specified in DBF01=; use ESC60= to specify the
security code for this table.

• Use EL61= to specify the element list for the first Datacom/DB table specified in DBF61; use ESC61= to specify the
security code for this table.

Valid Entries:

A combination of 1-20 element names and corresponding security codes for each ELn, where n can be from 1 to 116.
It is the value of n rather than its position which is mapped to the corresponding DBF01= and DBF61= values. For
example, the following entries would be mapped to DB2 and DB1.

EL2=(EL02A,EL02B),ESC2=(40,A0),

EL1=(EL01A,EL01B,EL01C),ESC1=A0,...

Default Value:

ELn - (No default)

ESCn - 40 (hexadecimal 40)

Code the DBMDTDTL Macro

Each DBMDTHDR (MDT header) macro is associated with multiple DBMDTDTL (MDT detail) macros. In the header
macro, you listed all the Datacom/DB tables into which the current VSAM file is to be split. Now you define a DBMDTDTL
macro for each table named by the DBF01= and DBF61= parameters, in the order listed, beginning with the first. Here
you specify the criteria for determining the table destination of any VSAM file record based on the values it contains in
designated key field locations. The key of reference is the VSAM prime key, that is, the base cluster key defined in the
related DBVUFIL macro with parameters RKP= and RKLEN= for offset and length. When all detail macros for a particular
header are considered together, they provide a means of mapping any record of the VSAM file to the correct table.

It may take one or more DBMDTDTL macros to define the selection criteria for a given table. It takes only one macro if
the data to be evaluated resides in a single location and can be expressed as a single value or a range. It takes multiple
macros to define the criteria if the data to be evaluated resides at multiple locations or if it must be expressed as multiple
or alternative discrete values or ranges. Each detail macro identifies the record location of data to be evaluated and the
value or range of values with which the data value is to be compared. If more than one comparison is needed to establish
mapping criteria for the table, specify AND=YES or OR=YES. This is equivalent to using the logical operators AND or OR
to specify the relationship between the current macro and the following macro.

When you finish coding all the DBMDTDTL macros for this Multiple Datacom/DB Table, verify that none of the value
ranges overlap and that all possible values for the identified key fields are accounted for. If a record fails to satisfy any of
the mapping criteria, it is assigned to the first Datacom/DB table specified in the DBMDTHDR macro's DBF01= parameter.
If a record satisfies more than one table's mapping criteria, it is assigned to the first table defined with criteria it meets.

DBMDTDTL Macro Syntax 

►►─ DBMDTDTL DBFILE=table-name,RPK=start-position,RPKLEN=length ──────►

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ ,FROMVAL=value ────►
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   └─ ,FTYPE= ─┬─ C ◄ ────────────────────────┬─┘

               ├─ B ──────────────────────────┤

               ├─ P ─┬──────────────────────┬─┤

               │     └─ ,PKSIGN= ─┬─ F ◄ ─┬─┘ │

               │                  ├─ C ───┤   │

               │                  └─ D ───┘   │

               └─ X ──────────────────────────┘

 ►─ ,TOVAL=value ─┬────────────────────┬─┬───────────────────┬────────►◄

                  └─ ,AND= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,OR= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                            └─ YES ──┘            └─ YES ──┘     

        

DBMDTDTL Parameter Descriptions

The following alphabetical list shows all of the DBMDTDTL parameters with their descriptions, valid entries, and default
values if any:

AND=

(Optional) Indicates whether the criteria specified in the current macro is part of a compound expression to be connected
with the logical operator AND to criteria specified in the following macro.

• Specify AND=YES if the following DBMDTDTL macro contains additional criteria to be applied to the selection of data
for this table.

• Otherwise, accept the default AND=NO.

Valid Entries:

YES, NO

Default Value:

NO

DBFILE=

(Required) Identifies one of the Datacom/DB tables listed by the DBF01= or DBF61= parameter of the related
DBMDTHDR macro.

Valid Entries:

A valid three-character Datacom/DB table name

Default Value:

(No default)

FROMVAL= and TOVAL=

(Required) Indicates the value or the beginning of the range of values with which data values are to be compared, where
comparisons are used as criteria for mapping records to the current table. (If range, specify end of range with TOVAL=; if
single value, TOVAL= is optional.)

Valid Entries:

Specified value must match the data type indicated by the corresponding FTYPE=. Valid entries, by data type, follow:
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• – If binary (FTYPE=B), valid ranges depend on the value you assign to RPKLEN= as follows:

RPKLEN= Valid Entries
1 0 to 127
2 0 to 32767
3 0 to 8388607
4 0 to 2147483647

• – If character (FTYPE=C), character string of up to 32 characters, but not longer than the associated RPKLEN=
value. If the string includes blanks or special characters, the string must be enclosed by single quotation marks.
Otherwise, quotation marks are optional.

– If packed decimal (FTYPE=P), a signed value of up to 31 digits, but not longer than the RPKLEN= value.
– If hexadecimal (FTYPE=X), up to 64 hexadecimal digits, but not longer than the RPKLEN= value. (For example,

F9C1.)

Default Value:

(No default)

FTYPE=

(Optional) Indicates the data type of the key field to be evaluated, where the location of that field is indicated by the
associated RPK= and RPKLEN= values.

• Specify FTYPE=B for binary (4 bytes or less)
• Specify FTYPE=C for character
• Specify FTYPE=P for packed decimal
• Specify FTYPE=X for hexadecimal

Valid Entries:

B, C, P, X

Default Value:

C

OR=

(Optional) Indicates whether the criteria specified in the current macro is part of a complex expression to be connected
with the logical operator OR to criteria specified in the following macro.

• Specify OR=YES if the following DBMDTDTL macro contains alternative criteria to be applied to the selection of data
for this table. Otherwise, accept the default OR=NO.

Note: If multiple DBMDTDTL macros define the criteria for selecting records for a given table, ensure that the related
macros conform to the following rules. The example used to illustrate each rule assumes that each criteria is expressed in
a separate, but related macro.

1. Comparisons connected by OR are evaluated before comparisons connected by AND. The expression:
comparison1 AND comparison2 OR comparison3
is interpreted as
comparison1 AND (comparison2 OR comparison3)

2. All macros specifying AND=YES must precede those specifying OR=YES. The following expression is invalid:
comparison1 AND comparison2 OR comparison1 AND comparison3

3. Related macros containing neither AND=YES nor OR=YES are evaluated as alternative conditions, that is, like
OR=YES but without the restriction expressed in rule 2 above. The following expression:
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  comparison1 AND comparison2 comparison1 AND comparison3

  is evaluated as
(comparison1 AND comparison2) OR (comparison1 AND comparison3)

Valid Entries:

YES, NO

Default Value:

NO

PKSIGN=

(Optional; valid only if FTYPE=P) Indicates the sign code for packed decimal values.

• – Specify PKSIGN=C for positive only
– Specify PKSIGN=D for negative only
– Specify PKSIGN=F for unsigned

Valid Entries:

C, D, F

Default Value:

F

RPK=

Required) Indicates the starting position within the prime key of the comparison field. The comparison field is the field
containing data to be compared with the value(s) specified by FROMVAL= and TOVAL= to determine whether they match.
The results of this comparison with any related comparison determines whether the evaluated record is mapped to this
table. Enter the offset of the comparison field within the prime key relative to zero.

For example, if the prime key location is specified in the VIT as RKP=10 with RKPLEN=8, and the 2-byte comparison field
is located as shown in the following figure, you would specify RPK=3 (not 13) and RPKLEN=2.

Valid Entries:

0 to (RKLEN= minus RPKLEN=), where RKLEN= is length of the prime key for this file.

Default Value:

(No default)

RPKLEN=

(Required) Indicates the length in bytes of the comparison field, the field containing the data to be evaluated.

Valid Entries:

If FTYPE=B, 1 to 4, but not greater than (RKLEN= minus RPK=), where RKLEN= is length of the prime key for this file.
Otherwise, 1 to (RKLEN= minus RPK=).

Default Value:
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(No default)

Code the DBMDTEND Macro

The DBMDTEND macro ends the Multiple Datacom/DB Table definition. It has no parameters.

DBMDTEND Macro Syntax

►►─ DBMDTEND ─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Assemble and Link Each Multiple Datacom/DB Table

Use the following JCL as a model for assembling and linking a Multiple Datacom/DB Table (MDT).

JCL

The JOB, SYSLIB and SYSLMOD statements are for example only. Code these statements according to site standards.

//jobname  JOB 'xxxxxxx',CLASS=0,REGION=1000K,MSGCLASS=T

//*------------------------------------------------------------------*

//*           ASSEMBLE/LINK BATCH MULTIPLE DATABASE TABLE            *

//*------------------------------------------------------------------*

//*

//ASM     EXEC PGM=ASMA90,PARM='NODECK,LOAD'

//SYSLIB    DD DSN=SYS1.MACLIB,DISP=SHR

//          DD DSN=DATACOM.CAIMAC,DISP=SHR

//          DD DSN=DATACOM.DBVT.CAIMAC,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT1    DD DSN=&.&SYSUT1.,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(8800,(1200,100))

//SYSUT2    DD DSN=&.&SYSUT2.,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(8800,(1200,50))

//SYSUT3    DD DSN=&.&SYSUT3.,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(8800,(1200,50))

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSPUNCH  DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSGO     DD DSN=&.&OBJSET.,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(80,(200,50)),

//             DISP=(MOD,PASS)

//SYSIN DD *

    .

    .

    .

    .

    .

    .

/*

//*

//LKED  EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARM='XREF,LET,LIST,NCAL,REUS',COND=(8,LT,ASM)

//SYSLIN    DD DSN=&.&OBJSET.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//          DD DDNAME=SYSIN

//SYSUT1    DD DSN=&.&SYSUT1.,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(1024,(50,20))

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSLMOD   DD DSN=SYS1.DATACOM.LOADLIB,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN     DD *

  NAME MDBBLA(R)

/*

//
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Middle of the Example

Insert MDT definitions here. See the example in Multiple Table JCL Example.

LKED EXEC PGM=IEWL

A Multiple Datacom/DB Table must specify the REUS attribute. It must not be linked with the RENT attribute.

SYSLMOD

A Multiple Datacom/DB Table may be linked to any JOBLIB/STEPLIB library. (Libraries in that concatenation need not be
APF-authorized.)

NAME MDBBLA(R)

The name specified for a Multiple Datacom/DB Table to be used in batch must be unique. Only one Online MDT can be
defined and it must be named DVMDTPR.

Prepare Transparency Tables for Online Processing
This section contains the following topics:

Preparation Tasks Involving Online VIT, Online MDT, and URTs

Preparing tables for online processing involves the following tasks:

1. Code the macros for the Online VSAM Interface Table (DVVXTPR) and, if needed, the Online Multiple Datacom/DB
Table (DVMDTPR). Only one VIT and one MDT may be defined for all the definitions of all converted files accessed
under CICS. For more information, see Building the Online VSAM Interface Table.

2. Assemble and Link the Online VIT, and if defined, the Online MDT. For more information, see Assemble and Link each
Multiple Datacom/DB Table.

3. Define URTs for online processing. For more information, see Defining User Requirements Tables for Online VSAM
Applications.

For details about online processing, see Testing Online Processing of a Newly Converted File.

Build the Online VSAM Interface Table

To use Datacom VSAM Transparency online, you must build the Online VSAM Interface Table.

Online VIT Macro Descriptions

There is only one VIT allowed for online processing, and its name must be DVVXTPR. The Online VIT requires one
DBVXSTR, a DBVXFIL per converted VSAM base cluster, additional DBVXFIL macros for certain associated paths, and
one DBVXEND. The function of each of these macros follows:

DBVXSTR
- The Online VIT start macro begins the generation of the Online VSAM Interface Table.

DBVXFIL
- The Online VIT file generation macro defines certain attributes of the specified VSAM file and the Datacom/DB
table to which it is converted. It contains a separate DBVXFIL for each base cluster that Online Datacom VSAM
Transparency will handle and certain associated alternate paths.

DBVXEND
- The Online VIT end macro ends the generation of the Online VSAM Interface Table.
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Example Online VIT

The following example illustrates how to code macros for the Online VSAM Interface Table:  

      TITLE 'VSAM TRANSPARENCY ONLINE VSAM INTERFACE TABLE'

       PRINT NOGEN

*

       DBVXSTR

*

       DBVXFIL VSAMNM=CUSTMR,BASE=YES,VRECDLN=153,                    X

             RKP=0,RKLEN=5,                                           X

             MDB=NO,DBFILE=CUS,ELIST=FULL,ESC=40,                     X

             DBID=10,RKNAME=IDNO

*

       DBVXFIL VSAMNM=CUSTMR1,BASE=NO,BDDNAME=CUSTMR,                 X

             AIXDUP=YES,RKP=5,RKLEN=30,                               X

             RKNAME=NAME

*

       DBVXFIL VSAMNM=BILLING,BASE=YES,VRECDLN=563,                   X

             RKP=0,RKLEN=6,MDB=YES,                                   X

             DBID=400,RKNAME=BLAKY

*

       DBVXFIL VSAMNM=PARTMST,BASE=YES,VRECDLN=428,                   X

             RKP=0,RKLEN=10,MDB=YES,                                  X

             DBID=112,RKNAME=PMKEY

*

       DBVXEND

       END

Sample Online VIT Definition Description

This example is composed of one DBVXSTR macro, four DBVXFIL macros and one DBVXEND macro. The DBVXFIL
macros are provided on the CA-supplied Online VIT. Descriptions of the DBVXFIL macros follow:

DBVXFIL VSAMNM=CUSTMR, and DBVXFIL VSAMNM=CUSTMR1
- Maps the VSAM base cluster, CUSTMR, and its path, CUSTMR1, to the Datacom/DB table, CUS in database
10. To focus on differences in the online and batch VIT definitions of the same base cluster and path, compare
this definition with DBVUFIL macros for CUSTMR and CUSTMR1 in the sample batch VIT definitions in Example
Batch VIT. Further explanation is in Sample Batch VIT Definition Description.

DBVXFIL VSAMNM=BILLING
- Identifies the VSAM file, BILLING, as a base cluster without associated paths, where the mapping criteria to
MDB-related tables is in the Multiple Datacom/DB Table, DVMDTPR. Assume the Online MDT contains, in part,
the same definitions as those displayed in the example in Multiple Table JCL Example. For a description of the
MDB-related tables to which BILLING is mapped, see Sample Batch MDT Definition Description.

DBVXFIL VSAMNM=PARTMST
- Identifies the VSAM file, PARTMST, as a base cluster without associated paths, where the mapping criteria to
MDB-related tables is in the Online Multiple Datacom/DB Table, DVMDTPR. Assume the Online MDT contains,
in part, the same definitions as those displayed for the Batch MDT in the example in the Multiple Table JCL
Example.

Code the DBVXSTR Macro

The DBVXSTR macro appears once at the beginning of the Online VIT.
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DBVXSTR Macro Syntax

►►─ DBVXSTR SYSTEM= ──────────────────────────────────────►◄

Code the DBVXFIL Macro

Definition Requirements and Recommendations

For each VSAM file to be processed through Online Datacom VSAM Transparency, code one DBVXFIL macro for the
base cluster and one DBVXFIL macro for each associated path meeting one or more of the following criteria:

• The last path, that is, the path which ends closest to the end of the record—one having the maximum value of offset
plus length. Consider a VSAM file with only two paths, where the paths were defined with the following attributes.

KEYS (40 15)— ends at offset 55 (last path)
KEYS (50 2)— ends at offset 52

• Each path through which the file is to be accessed by an application to be executed through the Transparency
• Each unique path, that is, one in which the native DEFINE ALTERNATEINDEX definition contains the specification

UNIQUEKEY

There is an order requirement for defining a base cluster and its paths. It is required that you define a base cluster before
defining any of its paths. To optimize performance, define the most frequently used VSAM files first.
If you plan to access the same file through batch and online programs, consider using the following shortcut to defining
such a file to the Online VIT:

1. Copy DBVUFIL macro parameters into the Online VIT.
2. Change all occurrences of DBVUFIL to the corresponding macro name, DBVXFIL.
3. Add CSP=YES if support is required for IBM's Cross System Product.

Datacom VSAM Transparency Online ignores any batch parameters that are present but do not apply to online access.

Overview of DBVXFIL Parameters

Each DBVXFIL macro describes a separate VSAM file base cluster or path. Its parameters can be categorized into three
groups: those which describe characteristics of the VSAM file, those which describe the Datacom/DB table to which it was
converted, and one which requests a processing option.

• Parameters which describe characteristics of the native VSAM file follow:
– VSAMNM=, BASE=: DDname for a native VSAM file; whether it is a base cluster or a path
– AIXDUP=, BDDNAME=: If file is a path (BASE=NO), whether it contains duplicate keys; name of the associated

base cluster
– VRECDLN=, RKP=, RKLEN=: Maximum record length relative position and length of the key for the current base

cluster or path
• Parameters which describe the Datacom/DB table to which VSAM file is converted follow. (If the VSAM file is

converted to multiple tables, most table-related parameters are coded in the Online MDT.)
– MDB=NO: whether converted to more than one table
– DBFILE=, DBID=, ELIST=, ELn=, ESC=40, ESCn=40, RKNAME=: Datacom/DB table name, database ID, element

list, element security codes, and key name as defined to Datacom Datadictionary
• The parameter which describes a processing option is CSP= which indicates whether support for IBM's Cross System

Product (CSP) is required.
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NOTE
Where base cluster parameters are inherited by paths, those parameters should not be explicitly coded in a
path definition. The eight which are valid relate to the path and can have different values than the corresponding
parameter for the base cluster. Only the following relationship must be maintained:

In a Path definition, the value for: must match associated base cluster's value for:
BDDNAME= VSAMNM=

DBVXFIL Syntax 

►►─ DBVXFIL VSAMNM=ddname ──────────────────────────────────────►

►─ ,BASE= ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┤ base cluster parameters ├ ─┬─────────────►

           └─ NO ─┤ alternate path parameters ├ ──┘

►─ ,RKLEN=key-length ─ ,RKNAME=key-name ─ ──────────────────────► 

►─ ,RKP=key-starting-position ──────────────────────────────────►◄      

        

Expansion of base cluster parameters

├──┬───────────────────────┬─ ,BDDNAME=ddname ─────────────────┤

   └─ ,AIXDUP= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                └─ YES ──┘         

        

NOTE
You can specify multiple element names by enclosing them in parentheses and separating them with commas,
up to a maximum of 20 names (see the ELIST= description. If more are needed, use the ELn= parameters. See
the following.)

Expansion of MDB=NO-related parameters

├── ,DBID=dbid,DBFILE=table-name ─ ┤ element list ├ ─────────────►

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────┤

   └─ ,GETIT= ─┬─ NO ◄ ──────────────────────────────────┬─┘

               └─ YES ─┤ GETIT=YES/WF2=YES parameters ├ ─┘

Expansion of element list

├── ,ELIST= ─┬─ single-element-name ─┬──────────────────────────►

             └─ (name-1...,name-n) ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────┤

   └─ ,ESC= ─┬─┬─ x'40' ◄ ──────────┬───────┬─┘

             │ └─ single-hex-value ─┘       │

             │     ┌─ , ──────────────┐     │

             └─ ( ─▼─┬─ x'40' ◄ ────┬─┴─ ) ─┘

                     └─ hex-values ─┘

Expansion of ELn values

├──┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────┤

   └─ ,ELn= ─┬─ single-element-name ──────┬─┘
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             └─ ( ─ name-1...,name-n ─ ) ─┘

Expansion of ESCn values

├── ,ESCn= ─┬─┬─ x'40' ◄ ──────────┬───────┬──────────────────────┤

            │ └─ single-hex-value ─┘       │

            │     ┌─ , ──────────────┐     │

            └─ ( ─▼─┬─ x'40' ◄ ────┬─┴─ ) ─┘

                    └─ hex-values ─┘

DBVXFIL Parameter Descriptions

The following alphabetical list shows the DBVXFIL parameters with their descriptions, valid entries, and default values if
any:

AIXDUP=

(Optional; valid only if BASE=NO.) AIXDUP=YES indicates the Transparency is to check for duplicate key values when
reading; AIXDUP=NO indicates the Transparency is to enforce uniqueness when writing.

• Specify AIXDUP=YES if this alternate path file can contain multiple records with the same key value, that is, not
unique.

• Accept the default AIXDUP=NO if duplicate keys are not allowed, that is, defined as UNIQUEKEY in native VSAM.

NOTE
When a base cluster is updated directly or through any path, unique or not, all paths associated with that base
cluster defined with AIXDUP=NO are checked for duplicates. If encountered, the request to update is rejected.

Valid Entries:

YES, NO

Default Value:

NO

BASE=

(Required) Indicates whether the file identified by the VSAMNM= parameter is a base cluster.

• Specify BASE=YES if file is a base cluster
• Specify BASE=NO if file is an alternate path

NOTE
If you specify BASE=NO in the DBVXFIL macro, the corresponding base cluster must be defined before it in the
online VIT (DVVXTPR).

See the example in Example Online VIT, where VSAMNM=CUSTMR1,BASE=NO,BDDNAME=CUSTMR is specified in
the second listed DBVXFIL macro after VSAMNM=CUSTMR has been defined in the first listed DBVXFIL macro.

Valid Entries:

YES, NO

Default Value:

YES

BDDNAME=

(Required and valid only if BASE=NO.) Identifies the base cluster associated with this alternate path, that is, the
VSAMNM= value of the associated base cluster.
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NOTE
As discussed in the description of BASE=NO above, the VSAMNM= value of the associated base cluster must
appear before the specification of BDDNAME= in the online VIT. For more information, see Example Online VIT.

Valid Entries:

A valid DDname of up to 8 bytes

Default Value:

(No default)

CSP=

(Optional) Indicates whether support is required for IBM's Cross System Product (CSP), or for access by Ideal.

Valid Entries:

YES, NO

Default Value:

NO

DBFILE=

(Required only if BASE=YES and MDB=NO.) Identifies the Datacom/DB table to which the current VSAM file is to be
converted. (If it is to be converted to multiple tables, you define them in DVMDTPR with DBF01=.)

NOTE
The Online VIT can contain definitions of tables having the same name but different DBIDs.

Valid Entries:

Three-character Datacom/DB table name

Default Value:

(No default)

DBID=

(Required only if BASE=YES.) Identifies the Datacom/DB database in which the table(s) are to reside, that is, the table
identified by DBFILE= in this macro or the tables identified by DBF01=/DBF61= in the DBMDTHDR macro of the Online
Multiple Datacom/DB Table (DVMDTPR)

Valid Entries:

21-5000 (Reserve DBIDs 1-20 and others for Broadcom products)

Default Value:

(No default)

ELIST=

(Required only if BASE=YES and MDB=NO.) Specifies in terms of Datacom/DB elements the data required by the
application, where the order specified corresponds to the order required by the application.

• If the source VSAM file contains variable-length records, list one element spanning the entire data record.
• If the VSAM file contains only fixed-length records, list up to the first twenty elements. (Use the ELn= parameters in

this macro to list any additional elements.)

Valid Entries:

One or more 1- to 5-character Datacom/DB element names, where multiple elements are separated by commas and the
entire list is enclosed within parentheses. Do not code parentheses if there is only one element in the list.
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Default Value:

(No default)

ELn=

(Optional) Permits continuation of element list specifications, where initial values were specified with ELIST= above and
subsequent values can be specified with EL2=, EL3=, EL4=, EL5=, EL6=, EL7=, EL8=, EL9=, EL10=, EL11=, EL12=,
and EL13=. Up to 255 elements can be specified with the ELIST= and ELn= parameters. Datacom VSAM Transparency
processes the continuation parameters beginning with EL2= in numerical order. The order required by the application
should be reflected by the order processed by the Transparency. Any gap in the n suffix is ignored. The following
examples are interpreted alike:

ELIST=aaaaa,EL3=(bbbbb,ccccc),EL2=ddddd,EL5=eeeee
ELIST=aaaaa,EL2=ddddd,EL3=(bbbbb,ccccc),EL5=eeeee

Valid Entries:

One or more 1- to 5-character Datacom/DB element names per parameter, where multiple elements are separated by
commas and the entire list is enclosed within parentheses. Do not code parentheses if there is only one element in the list.

Default Value:

(No default)

ESC=

(Optional; valid only if BASE=YES and MDB=NO.) Identifies the Datacom/DB element security code(s) associated with
the element(s) specified by the ELIST= parameter as follows:

• If only one element was listed, specify its security code, for example,

ELIST=ORDEL,ESC=28

• If multiple elements sharing the same security code were listed, specify that security code. In the following example,
the security code, hexadecimal 28, applies to all three elements:

ELIST=(ORDE1,ORDE2,ORDE3),ESC=28

• If multiple elements with different security codes were listed, specify those security codes in the order which
corresponds to the related elements. If the final elements in the series share the same security code, it is only
necessary to specify the shared code once. The following examples have the same meaning:

ELIST=(ORDE1,ORDE2,ORDE3),ESC=(28,4C,4C)
ELIST=(ORDE1,ORDE2,ORDE3),ESC=(28,4C)

Valid Entries:

A hexadecimal value or a list of values separated by commas and enclosed within parentheses

Default Value:

40 (hexadecimal 40)

ESCn=

(Optional) Identifies the Datacom/DB element security code(s) associated with the element(s) specified by the ELn=
parameter, where the suffixed number matches, for example, ESC2= values are associated with EL2= values, ESC3
values are associated with EL3= values, and so on. The same rules which apply to ESC= apply to these 12 parameters.

Valid Entries:

A hexadecimal value or a list of values separated by commas and enclosed within parentheses

Default Value:
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40 (hexadecimal 40)

MDB=

(Optional; valid only if BASE=YES.) Indicates whether this VSAM file is converted to more than one Datacom/DB table.

• Specify MDB=YES if the VSAM file described by this macro is converted to multiple tables. If MDB=YES is specified
here, specify the conversion details in the Online Multiple Datacom/DB Table (DVMDTPR).

• Accept the default, MDB=NO, if this VSAM file is converted to a single table.

Valid Entries:

YES, NO

Default Value:

NO

RKLEN=

(Required) Indicates the length in bytes of the VSAM key for this base cluster or path.

Valid Entries:

1 to difference between values specified for VRECDLN= and RKP=.

Default Value:

(No default)

RKNAME=

(Required) Identifies the key as defined to Datacom Datadictionary.

Valid Entries:

5-character DATACOM-NAME

Default Value:

(No default)

RKP=

(Required) Indicates the starting position of the key within the VSAM record relative to zero (0).

Valid Entries:

0 to difference between values specified for VRECDLN= and RKLEN=

Default Value:

(No default)

VRECDLN=

(Required; valid only if BASE=YES.) Indicates the maximum record length of the source VSAM file.

Valid Entries:

1-32767

Default Value:

(No default)

VSAMNM=

(Required) Specifies the VSAM DDname for this base cluster or path as entered in the CICS File Definition.
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Valid Entries:

A valid DDNAME of up to 8 bytes

Default Value:

(No default)

Code the DBVXEND Macro

The DBVXEND macro ends the table generation. It has no parameters.

DBVXEND Macro Syntax

►►─ DBVXEND ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Assemble and Link the Online VSAM Interface Table

After coding the Online VSAM Interface Table, assemble and link it to produce a load module called DVVXTPR. Use the
following JCL examples as a model to assemble and link your Online VSAM Interface Table.

JCL

The JOB, SYSLIB and SYSLMOD statements are for example only. Code these statements according to site standards: 

 //jobname  JOB 'xxxxxxx',CLASS=0,REGION=1000K,MSGCLASS=T

  //*------------------------------------------------------------------*

  //*           ASSEMBLE/LINK ONLINE VSAM INTERFACE TABLE              *

  //*------------------------------------------------------------------*

  //ASM     EXEC PGM=ASMA90,PARM='NODECK,LOAD'

  //SYSLIB    DD DSN=SYS1.MACLIB,DISP=SHR

  //          DD DSN=DATACOM.CAIMAC,DISP=SHR

  //          DD DSN=DATACOM.DBVT.CAIMAC,DISP=SHR

  //SYSUT1    DD DSN=&.&SYSUT1.,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(8800,(1200,100))

  //SYSUT2    DD DSN=&.&SYSUT2.,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(8800,(1200,50))

  //SYSUT3    DD DSN=&.&SYSUT3.,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(8800,(1200,50))

  //SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*

  //SYSPUNCH  DD SYSOUT=*

  //SYSGO     DD DSN=&.&OBJSET.,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(80,(200,50)),

  //             DISP=(MOD,PASS)

  //SYSIN     DD *

      .     Note: Insert online VIT definitions here

      .

      .

      .

      .

      .

      .

  /*

  //*

  //LKED  EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARM='XREF,LET,LIST,NCAL,REUS',COND=(8,LT,ASM)

  //SYSLIN    DD DSN=&.&OBJSET.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

  //          DD DDNAME=SYSIN

  //SYSUT1    DD DSN=&.&SYSUT1.,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(1024,(50,20))

  //SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*
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  //SYSLMOD   DD DSN=YOUR.CICS.LOADLIB,DISP=SHR

  //SYSIN     DD *

    NAME DVVXTPR(R)

  /*

  //

NAME DVVXTPR(R)
The Online VIT name is required to be DVVXTPR.

Implement Online Multiple Datacom/DB Table Support

Only one multiple Datacom/DB Table (MDT) may exist for use with Online Datacom VSAM Transparency. Use the
following procedure to implement MDT support:

1. Ensure MDB=YES is specified in the appropriate DBVXFIL macros in the Online VSAM Interface Table (DVVXTPR).
2. Build the Online Multiple Datacom/DB Table according to directions in Building Batch Multiple Datacom/DB Tables,

with the following additional requirement:
– In the DBMDTSTR macro, code MDTNM=DVMDTPR

3. Assemble and link the Online MDT according to directions in Assemble and Link each Multiple Datacom/DB Table.

Define User Requirements Tables for Online VSAM Applications

Every online VSAM application running through Datacom VSAM Transparency requires a URT defined in the CICS region.
Each application may have its own URT or several applications may share one. Requirements for naming URTs used for
processing Datacom VSAM Transparency tables are no different from requirements for naming any URT.

Procedure for Preparing URTs

Your responsibilities include the following:

1. Define the URTs required by your applications.
2. Assemble and link each URT separately.
3. Catalog URT nnnn into the CICS load library, specifying the 8-byte module name as DBURTnnn or DBURnnnn, is

nnnn is greater than 999. DBURT is the default value for DBCVTPR's PREFIX= parameter. You provide the name for a
given URT in the JCL used for cataloging.

NOTE
To determine what URT numbers are available, display those that have been assigned by issuing the following
command: DBOC INQ=????

1. Define each new URT in the CICS Processing Program Table (PPT).
2. If necessary, increase the MAXURTS= value in DBCVTPR to accommodate the current number of URTs.

Required Parameter Specifications

Defining TXNUNDO=YES in DBURSTR ensures the availability of the Dynamic Transaction Backout function Datacom/
DB provides for data integrity.

We recommend specifying SYNONYM=YES in the DBURTBL macros listing converted tables processed by applications
executing through Datacom VSAM Transparency. (SYNONYM=NO is the default.) SYNONYM=YES indicates that the
specified table name may be used for a different table in another database. This specification determines how User
Requirements Table selection is accomplished.

NOTE
For more information about building User Requirements Tables, see the Datacom/DB Database and System
Administration topic under Administrating in the Datacom Core product.
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How a URT is Selected for Processing a Request

The contents of the Request Area built by Datacom VSAM Transparency varies depending on whether the table to be
acted on is one derived from a file which was split into multiple tables upon conversion. If it is not, the Request Area
contains both the table name and the DBID. If it is, the Request Area may contain only the DBID in which the MDB-related
table resides.
When Datacom CICS Services receives a request from Datacom VSAM Transparency, it performs the following process
before accessing Datacom/DB:

1. Examines the Request Area to determine the name of the Datacom/DB table to be accessed, if present, and the DBID
in which the table resides.

2. Searches available User Requirements Tables (URTs) in ascending order by number and selects the first one it
encounters which is eligible for processing the request. The following criteria determine eligibility:

• – If the Request Area contains only a DBID, the User Requirements Table must list a matching DBID.
– If the Request Area contains both a table name and a DBID, eligibility is based on how SYNONYM= is coded in the

User Requirements Table:
• If SYNONYM=NO, URT must list a matching table name.
• If SYNONYM=YES, URT must list a matching table name and DBID.

Define MDB-Related Tables to URTs

All tables converted from the same MDB file must be listed in the same User Requirements Table (URT). This is a
requirement. We recommend that you create one URT per database (DBID). If you do not do this and you have unrelated
tables residing in the same DBID with MDB-related tables, use one of the following strategies to ensure that Datacom
CICS Services selects the correct URT when processing MDB-related tables.

• List all MDB-related tables from a given database (DBID) in a lower numbered User Requirements Table than the
URT used for listing any unrelated table(s). For example, if you list MDB-related tables in DBURT021, use URTs in the
range from DBURT022—DBUR9999 for listing unrelated tables.

• List all MDB-related tables from a given database (DBID) in each URT which lists an unrelated table from the same
DBID.

NOTE
If you convert more than one MDB file to a single database (DBID), list the MDB-related tables converted from
each file in the same User Requirements Table.

Example User Requirements Tables

The following User Requirements Tables (URTs) reference all the converted tables defined in the example Online VIT and
the Online MDT. For more information, see the examples in Multiple Table JCL Example. Since these tables are defined
to three different databases, we created three User Requirements Tables, one per database. In the User Requirements
Table named DBURT002, we list the single Datacom/DB table A01 in the same User Requirements Table with the MDB-
related tables converted from the VSAM file BILLING. Because we reference all the tables residing in each database to
the same User Requirements Table, there is no concern about User Requirements Table numbers. Had we defined A01
and the MDB-related tables for BILLING in separate User Requirements Tables, A01 would have been defined in the
higher numbered URT.

URT    TITLE 'CICS/DB ONLINE USER REQUIREMENTS TABLE DBURT001'

    DBURSTR,PRTY=7,TXNUNDO=YES

    DBURTBL    TBLNAM=CUS,DBID=010,UPDATE=YES,SYNONYM=YES,

    DBUREND    USRINFO=ADRCICS

END

URT    TITLE 'CICS/DB ONLINE USER REQUIREMENTS TABLE DBURT002'
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    DBURSTR    PRTY=7,TXNUNDO=YES

    DBURTBL    TBLNAM=BLC,DBID=400,UPDATE=YES,SYNONYM=YES

    DBURTBL    TBLNAM=BLO,DBID=400,UPDATE=YES,SYNONYM=YES

    DBURTBL    TBLNAM=BLP,DBID=400,UPDATE=YES,SYNONYM=YES

    DBURTBL    TBLNAM=A01,DBID=400,UPDATE=YES,SYNONYM=YES

    DBUREND    USRINFO=ADRCICS

END

URT    TITLE 'CICS/DB ONLINE USER REQUIREMENTS TABLE DBURT003'

    DBURSTR    PRTY=7,TXNUNDO=YES

    DBURTBL    TBLNAM=PMR,DBID=112,UPDATE=YES,SYNONYM=YES

    DBURTBL    TBLNAM=PMD,DBID=112,UPDATE=YES,SYNONYM=YES

    DBURTBL    TBLNAM=PMP,DBID=112,UPDATE=YES,SYNONYM=YES

    DBURTBL    TBLNAM=PMJ,DBID=112,UPDATE=YES,SYNONYM=YES

    DBUREND    USRINFO=ADRCICS

END

Convert VSAM Files to Datacom/DB Tables
Prepare Datacom Datadictionary Definitions for Conversion, and then proceed as follows depending on the conversion
option:

• To convert a single VSAM file to a single Datacom/DB table, see one of the following sections for more information:
– Convert a Fixed-Length VSAM File to One Datacom/DB Table
– Convert a Variable-Length VSAM File to One Datacom/DB Table

• To convert multiple VSAM files to a single Datacom/DB table, see Merge VSAM Files and Converting to One Datacom/
DB Table.

• To convert a VSAM file with multiple record types to multiple MDB-related tables, see Convert a VSAM File to Multiple
Datacom/DB Tables.

NOTE
Actual conversion requires execution of Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY). For information on DBUTLTY, see
the DBUTLTY Reference in the Datacom Core space under Reference.

This section contains the following topics:

Convert a Fixed-Length VSAM File to One Datacom/DB Table

To convert a single VSAM file composed of fixed-length records to a single Datacom/DB table, proceed as follows. This
procedure applies to both files composed of a single record type and files composed of multiple record types, where all
record types have the same length.

Conversion Procedure with Sequential Backup or VSAM File

Follow these steps:

1. Initialize the data area by executing the INIT AREA function of DBUTLTY.
2. Code a control statement for DBUTLTY's LOAD AREA function. An z/OS example:

LOAD AREA=CUS,DBID=010,FORMAT=EXTRACT,DDNAME=CUSDATA,TABLE=CUS
3. Convert the data to that area from the sequential backup file (or the source VSAM file if you did not create a backup)

by using the LOAD AREA function of DBUTLTY.
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Convert a Variable-Length VSAM File to One Datacom/DB Table

To convert a single VSAM file with variable-length records to a single Datacom/DB table, proceed as follows.

Conversion Procedure

Follow these steps:

1. Initialize the data area by executing the INIT AREA function of DBUTLTY.
2. Code the control statement for the LOAD AREA function of DBUTLTY.

DBVVRPR is defined as the user compression exit for the specified table. These specifications apply to any table
composed of a single record type which is variable in length as well as any table composed of multiple record types of
different lengths.

NOTE
The FORMAT=VAR parameter is needed only on the initial load of the area; thereafter, the BACKUP AREA
function produces a format acceptable as input to the LOAD AREA function using the FORMAT=BACKUP
option

3. Convert the data to that area directly from the VSAM file via the LOAD AREA function of DBUTLTY.

Merge VSAM Files and Converting to One Datacom/DB Table

To convert multiple VSAM files sharing prime key data to a single Datacom/DB table, complete the following procedure.

Conversion Procedure

Follow these steps:

1. Write a program to produce a sequential file. This program must do the following:
– Read each source VSAM file.
– Merge all common portions of the files.
– Preserve the unique portions of each file.

2. Initialize the data area by executing the INIT AREA function of DBUTLTY.
3. Code a control statement for the LOAD AREA function of DBUTLTY.
4. Convert the data to that area directly from the load file created by your program. Use the LOAD AREA function of

DBUTLTY.

Convert a VSAM File to Multiple Datacom/DB Tables

To convert a VSAM file with multiple record types to multiple MDB-related tables, complete the following procedure:

Conversion Procedure

Follow these steps:

1. Define the MDB-related tables in a Multiple Datacom/DB Table as described in Building Batch Multiple Datacom/DB
Tables.

2. Assemble and Link each Multiple Datacom/DB Table (see page ) (MDT) for the source VSAM file.
3. Code a control statement for the Conversion Aid Utility using the parameters described in Control Statement Format

for MDB File, using the rules described in the following section on rules for coding control statements.
4. Modify the JCL shown in Conversion Aid Utility JCL Examples substituting statements valid when input is a backup file

for statements valid when input is a VSAM file, if applicable.
5. Create a backup file by executing the Conversion Aid Utility with the control statement created in Step 3. Use as a

model the JCL example.
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6. Verify the accuracy of the resulting Conversion Aid Utility Report. For an example, see Sample DVVMGPR Report
(Conversion Aid Utility).

7. Initialize the data area by executing the INIT AREA function of DBUTLTY.
8. Code a control statement for the LOAD AREA function of DBUTLTY, specifying FORMAT=BACKUP.
9. Convert the data to that area from the backup file created in Step 5 by executing the LOAD AREA function of

DBUTLTY. For more information, see DBUTLTY JCL.

Rules for Coding Control Statements

Follow these steps:

1. Enter an asterisk in column 1 to use the statement for comments. 
2. Enter keywords and their values between columns 1 and 71. The Conversion Aid Utility terminates processing if any

data is found outside this range.
3. Code each keyword and its value on the same statement in the form KEYWORD=VALUE. That is, coding a keyword

and its value on separate statements is not permitted.
4. Use commas as delimiters. Blanks are not permitted except following the last parameter value to be specified. A

comma following the last value specified on a statement indicates that another statement follows.
5. Specify each required keyword with its value once and only once. Specify the optional keyword and its value, if the

default is not acceptable.

Control Statement Format for MDB File

To prepare the load file for converting a VSAM file to MDB-related tables, execute the Datacom VSAM Transparency
Conversion Aid Utility with a control statement prepared according to the following format:  

►►─ MDTNM= ─ table-name,DDNAME=ddname,RKP=start-position,DBID=dbid ────►

 ►─ ,VRECDLN=max-rec-length,INRECFM= ─┬─ F ─┬──────────────────────────►

                                      └─ V ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,INFILTYP= ─┬─ VSAM ◄ ─┬─┘

                  └─ BKUP ───┘

Required Keywords

DBID=

Identifies the Datacom/DB database ID in which the converted table(s) will reside. This value should match the Datacom
Datadictionary DATACOM-ID for the DATABASE entity-occurrence.

Valid Entries:

21—5000

Default Value:

(No default)

DDNAME=

Identifies the DDname of the base cluster specified by the DBMDTHDR macro parameter, DDNAME= for the VSAM data
set being converted.

Valid Entries:

Any valid DDname for the data set being converted
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Default Value:

(No default)

INRECFM=

Indicates whether the record format of the data set being converted is fixed or variable. Examine RECORDSIZE (x, y) in
the VSAM base cluster definition. If x=y, the file is fixed-length; if x is less than y, the file may be variable-length.

• If composed of fixed-length records, code INRECFM=F
• If composed of variable-length records, code INRECFM=V

Valid Entries:

F, V

Default Value:

(No default)

MDTNM=

Identifies the name of the Multiple Datacom/DB Table containing conversion criteria for the file being converted. Specify
the same name as the one coded for one of the following parameters:

• If defined for batch processing, see MDTNM= in DBVUFIL Parameter Descriptions.
• If defined for online processing, code MDTNM=DVMDTPR.

Valid Entries:

Load Library member name

Default Value:

(No default)

RKP=

Indicates the starting position of the prime key relative to zero within the VSAM record of the base cluster referenced by
DDNAME=. Use the value coded for one of the following parameters:

• If defined for batch processing, see RKP= in DBVUFIL Parameter Descriptions.
• If defined for online processing, see RKP= in DBVXFIL Parameter Descriptions.

Valid Entries:

0 to 32767, but not exceeding the value for VRECDLN=.

Default Value:

(No default)

VRECDLN=

Indicates maximum record length. We recommend that you use the VRECDLN= value you assigned for this file in the
corresponding VIT or the Datacom Datadictionary specification of MAX-RECORD-SIZE for the corresponding FILE entity-
occurrence. If you do not use one of these values, ensure the length you specify here accommodates the largest record
you are loading.

Valid Entries:

1 to 32768

Default Value:

(No default)
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Optional Keyword

INFILTYP=

Indicates the file type used for input.

• If loading from a VSAM file, accept the default, INFILTYP=VSAM.
• If loading from a backup of a VSAM file, code INFILTYP=BKUP.

Valid Entries:

VSAM, BKUP

Default Value:

VSAM

Conversion Aid Utility JCL Examples

To create the input file to the LOAD function of Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY), execute JCL using the following as a
model. Then execute DBUTLTY with FORMAT=BACKUP.

Example

The JOB and JOBLIB statements are for example only. Code these statements according to site standards.

//jobname  JOB 'xxxxxxx',CLASS=0,REGION=1000K,MSGCLASS=T

//JOBLIB    DD DSN=DATACOM.CAILIB,DISP=SHR

//          DD DSN=DATACOM.DBVT.CSILIB,DISP=SHR

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------*

//*    EXECUTE CONVERSION AID UTILITY TO PREPARE DBUTLTY LOAD FILE    *

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------*

//CAU     EXEC PGM=DVVMGPR 

//SNAPER    DD SYSOUT=*

//PRINTER   DD SYSOUT=*,DCB=(LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=133,RECFM=F)

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP  DD SYSOUT=*

//VSAMFIL   DD DSN=DATACOM.VSAM.BLA.KSDS, 

//             DISP=(OLD)

//MDBFILE   DD DSN=DATACOM.BACKUP.DB400.BLA,

//             DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),

//             UNIT=TAPE,

//             LABEL=(1,SL),

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=571,BLKSIZE=4572) 

//CTLCARD   DD *

MDTNM=MDBBLA,DDNAME=BILLING,RKP=0,DBID=400,VRECDLN=563, 

INFILTYP=VSAM,INRECFM=V

/*

//

CAU EXEC PGM=DVVMGPR

Invokes the Datacom VSAM Transparency Conversion Aid Utility.

VSAMFIL DD DSN=DATACOM.VSAM.BLA.KSDS,

Statement valid if input is a VSAM file.
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Note: Replace this statement with the following if input is a backup of the VSAM file, that is, the result of the REPRO
function of the IDCAMS program.

//BKUPFIL DD DSN=DATACOM.VSAM.BLA.REPRO,DISP=OLD

DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=571,BLKSIZE=4572)

Code the MDBFILE statement's DCB= parameter as follows:

• Code RECFM=VB regardless of whether the record format is variable blocked or fixed blocked.
• Specify a value for LRECL that is 8 greater than the value specified for the maximum record size in the control

statement. (In the sample JCL, LRECL=571 while 563 is specified in the control statement.)
• Specify a value for BLKSIZE that is 4 greater than a multiple of LRECL. (In the sample JCL, BLKSIZE=4572, which is 4

more than eight times the LRECL value of 571.)

MDTNM=MDBBLA,DDNAME=BILLING,RKP=0,DBID=400,VRECDLN=563,INFILTYP=VSAM,INRECFM=V

For an explanation of this control statement format, see Control Statement Format for MDB File.

Sample DVVMGPR Report (Conversion Aid Utility) 

     DVVMGPR  CONVERSION AID UTILITY     VSAM TO MULTIPLE CA-DATACOM/DB TABLES

 DATABASE id= 400

 INPUT      = V,VSAM

 MDT TABLE  = MDBBLA

 DDNAME     = BILLING

 KEY OFFSET = 00000

 MAX. LRECL = 00563

 NBR. VSAM RECORDS READ    = 000000342

 NUMBER OF RECORDS WRITTEN = 000000342

   DB TABLE NAME = BLC, DB TABLE ID = 005, RECORDS WRITTEN = 0000000042

   DB TABLE NAME = BLP, DB TABLE ID = 007, RECORDS WRITTEN = 0000000100

   DB TABLE NAME = BLO, DB TABLE ID = 006, RECORDS WRITTEN = 0000000200

DBUTLTY JCL

The JOB and JOBLIB statements are for example only. Code these statements according to site standards.

z/OS JCL Example

//jobname  JOB 'xxxxxxx',CLASS=0,REGION=1000K,MSGCLASS=T

//JOBLIB    DD DSN=DATACOM.CAILIB,DISP=SHR

/*

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------*

//*                EXECUTE DBUTLTY TO INITIALIZE AREA                 *

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------*

//INIT    EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY

//CXX       DD DSN=DATACOM.CXX,DISP=SHR

//LXX       DD DSN=DATACOM.LXX,DISP=SHR

//IXX400    DD DSN=DATACOM.DB400.IXX,DISP=SHR

//BLA400    DD DSN=DATACOM.DB400.BLA,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN     DD *

   INIT AREA=BLA,DBID=400 

/*

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------*
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//*                   EXECUTE DBUTLTY TO LOAD AREA                    *

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------*

//LOAD    EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY

//CXX       DD DSN=DATACOM.DB80.CXX,DISP=SHR

//LXX       DD DSN=DATACOM.DB80.LXX,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*

//BLADATA   DD DSN=DATACOM.BACKUP.DB400.BLA,DISP=OLD

//SYSIN     DD *

   LOAD AREA=BLA,DBID=400,FORMAT=BACKUP,DDNAME=BLADATA,SORT=1000 

/*

//

INIT AREA=BLA,DBID=400

Control statement initializes data area prior to loading. Use multiple control statements to initialize multiple areas if
converting MDB-related tables to separate areas. Omit this control statement if area already exists and contains data. In
this case, back up the area and concatenate with the output of the Conversion Aid Utility for loading.

LOAD AREA=BLA,DBID=400,FORMAT=BACKUP,DDNAME=BLADATA,SORT=1000

Control statement denotes that the input to the LOAD function of DBUTLTY is a sequential file created by the Conversion
Aid Utility. (Substitute this format with the correct alternative if loading from a different source.) If you defined the MDB-
related tables to separate areas, use multiple LOAD control statements specifying each affected area.

Use Datacom VSAM Transparency
This section addresses the following actions:

• Activating the Transparency
• Making JCL modifications to accomplish the following objectives:

– Invoke Datacom VSAM Transparency processing of a specified converted VSAM file.
– Specify that the deferred close function be employed when processing a given file.
– Override the program-issued DDNAME with the DDNAME defined in the VSAM Interface Table with the VSAMNM=

parameter.
• Dynamic allocation of Datacom VSAM Transparency files
• Defining an additional Datacom VSAM Transparency Subsystem

For more information about how the Datacom VSAM Transparency works with regard to batch processing, see Batch
Processing.

This section contains the following topics:

Prerequisites to Batch Operation

Before attempting to process a given VSAM file through Datacom VSAM Transparency, ensure that the following
prerequisites have been met:

• The file must be defined to Datacom Datadictionary as one or more Datacom/DB tables. For details about creating
definitions, see Defining Datacom/DB Tables for Data to be Converted.

• The file-to-table mapping and processing specifications must be defined in a VSAM Interface Table and, if needed,
a Multiple Datacom/DB Table. For details about creating these tables, see Preparing Transparency Tables for Batch
Processing.

• The data must be converted to a Datacom/DB table. For details about converting data, see Converting VSAM Files to
Datacom/DB Tables.
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Post-Conversion Tasks

After conversion of a VSAM file, we recommend that you perform parallel testing. This testing verifies that your programs
produce the same results processing converted tables through the Transparency as they do processing the corresponding
files in native mode. Processing through the Transparency may sequence duplicate records on alternate index files
differently than processing through native VSAM. This occurs because the Datacom/DB space reclamation process
causes variation in the sequence of duplicate records from one reference to another.

Activate the Transparency

The procedures for installing and activating Datacom VSAM Transparency are documented in the Datacom VSAM
Transparency Installation Guide. To activate the Transparency for the first time, install Datacom VSAM Transparency and
initialize the subsystem (which handles batch processing). The subsystem is initialized in one of the installation steps
through the use of CAIRIM, and is active throughout the life of the current IPL. Subsequently, you can either activate
the subsystem automatically each time you IPL your operating system or you can rerun the CAIRIM installation step to
activate the subsystem after an IPL. For more information, see Installing the Datacom VSAM Transparency Subsystem.

When activated, z/OS links to DVVSIPR, the initialization module for the Datacom VSAM Transparency Subsystem,
which loads DVVSSPR and builds the subsystem communication vector table. This table provides the means of invoking
subsystem modules to handle opens, closes, JCL conversion, and allocation conditions.

Invoke Transparency Processing for Converted Files

JCL Modifications

When processing a VSAM file in native mode, the DD statement for that file is in the following form:

►►─ //ddnameDD DSN=dsname,DISP=SHR ───────────────────────────────►◄

After activating Datacom VSAM Transparency, modify the JCL you normally use to execute your batch programs as
follows to invoke processing through Datacom VSAM Transparency. It is not necessary to recompile or relink batch
programs.

1. Add the SUBSYS= parameter to the native DD statement replacing DSN=aaa,DISP=bbb. The following example
includes the two required subparameters for SUBSYS= and two optional parameters.

►►─ //ddnameDD SUBSYS=(subsys,'VUTNM=vutnm' ─┬──────────────────┬───────►

                                             └─ ,'CLOSE=DEFER' ─┘

 

  ►─┬─────────────────┬─ ) ────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

    └─ ,'DDNAME=bbb' ─┘

ddname

(Required) Name used in the program being executed to refer to the VSAM cluster or path named by DSN=dsname. If
this name is defined by VSAMNM= in the referenced VSAM Interface Table, it is used by the Transparency to identify
the Datacom/DB tables to which the VSAM data set has been converted. In this case, do not code DDNAME= in the
SUBSYS= parameter.

DD

(Required) Indicates this is a data definition statement.

SUBSYS=

(Required) Parameter for identifying the subsystem to be used to process this data set, the VSAM Interface Table in which
the data set is defined, and other optional attributes.
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subsys

(Required) Identifies the subsystem to be used for this data set, where identifier can be any four-character user-defined
subsystem or Broadcom-supplied subsystem, CAVT.

VUTNM=vutnm

(Required) Identifies the VSAM Interface Table by the name specified during assembly and link-edit. The same vutnm
must be specified for all Datacom VSAM Transparency files in a job step.

DSN=dsname

(Optional) This parameter is not required by Datacom VSAM Transparency. We recommend that it be removed.

DISP=

(Optional) The disposition parameter is not required by Datacom VSAM Transparency. We recommend that it be
removed.

CLOSE=DEFER

(Optional) Specifies that all program-issued CLOSE requests for a Transparency file are to be deferred until the end of
the task. (This deferral allows complete transaction backout in the event of an abend. The program receives the expected
successful return codes for the CLOSE, even though they are not actually performed at that time.)

The following sections describe CLOSE processing under normal and abnormal conditions:

• – Abend Processing without CLOSE=DEFER
– Abend Processing with CLOSE=DEFER
– CLOSE Processing

DDNAME=bbb

(Optional) Indicates that bbb is to override the DDNAME specified by ddname at the beginning of the statement. See
Example of DDNAME Substitution. Code this parameter only if VSAMNM=bbb is defined in the specified VSAM Interface
Table for the data set to be processed. (See VSAMNM= about Invoking Transparency Processing for Converted Files.)

2. For each job step that is to use Datacom VSAM Transparency, add a DD statement that names the model VSAM file
defined during installation. This DD statement must be defined as follows:

►►─ //DB$VSAMT DD DSN=aaa.VTMODEL,DISP=SHR ───────────────────────►◄

DB$VSAMT

ddname for the Datacom VSAM Transparency model file.

DD

Identifies statement as a data definition statement.

DSN=aaa.VTMODEL

Identifies the model native VSAM file, where aaa represents the high-level nodes assigned during Datacom VSAM
Transparency installation or upgrade.

DISP=SHR

Disposition is shared.
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Example of Required Modifications

The following statements appear in the INSTJCL member BGIVP01 for installation verification. They show modifications
made to the two DD statements that name the VSAM base cluster and path and the added statement that names the
model VSAM file:

//CUSTMR DD SUBSYS=(CAVT,'VUTNM=DVVUTPR')

//CUSTMR1 DD SUBSYS=(CAVT,'VUTNM=DVVUTPR')

//DB$VSAMT DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.DATACOM.VTMODEL

Example of DDNAME Substitution

The following examples demonstrate how to override the program-issued DDNAME with the DDNAME defined in the VIT.

In the DD statement of the JCL, you identify the VSAM Interface Table which describes the converted VSAM file to
process and the data definition name of the converted VSAM file. Generally, the modified statement is in the following
form, where ddname is the data definition name of the file to process and vutnm is the name of the VSAM Interface Table.

//ddname DD SUBSYS=(CAVT,'VUTNM=vutnm')

The data definition name is defined in the VIT by the parameter, VSAMNM=; it is defined in the JCL at the beginning
of the DD statement or with the SUBSYS= subparameter, DDNAME=. The DDNAME= subparameter of the SUBSYS=
parameter in the JCL, permits you to override the DDNAME which begins the DD statement with the DDNAME as it is
defined by VSAMNM= in the referenced VSAM Interface Table. This feature is useful if you have numerous programs
which reference different files, but which use the same DDNAME for the file, for example, SORTIN. The following
statement shows how to replace the DDNAME which is required when doing native processing (SORTIN) with the
DDNAME defined to the referenced VSAM Interface Table (CUSTMR).

//SORTIN DD SUBSYS=(CAVT,'VUTNM=vutnm','DDNAME=CUSTMR')

It is also useful when you have separate test and production versions of your data, for example, PMASTER and
TMASTER, and your program is set up to process the production version, PMASTER. The JCL prior to modification
follows:

//PMASTER DD SUBSYS=(CAVT,'VUTNM=vutnm')

The following modified JCL allows you to process the test version, TMASTER.

//PMASTER DD SUBSYS=(CAVT,'VUTNM=vutnm','DDNAME=TMASTER')

In this example, the VSAM Interface Table referenced by VUTNM= could include two DBVUFIL macros with the following
specifications:

• VSAMNM=PMASTER,DBFILE=MAS,DBID=100
• VSAMNM=TMASTER,DBFILE=MAS,DBID=200

Here PMASTER and TMASTER would actually reference the same VSAM data set. The names of the converted files
(MAS) are identical, although they are defined to separate databases.

Dynamic Allocation of Datacom VSAM Transparency Files

Datacom VSAM Transparency provides support for dynamic allocation of Datacom VSAM Transparency files. Dynamic
allocation is useful when you want an application program to determine, at execution time, the files required for the
program's successful execution. For example, if different files are required (depending on program input, parameters,
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or other variables) for different executions of the program, the program can invoke SVC 99 to dynamically allocate only
those files required for the current execution. Similarly, a batch TSO program can dynamically allocate the files needed to
complete a particular task.

Dynamic allocation support provided by Datacom VSAM Transparency is as follows:

• SVC 99 Text Keys supported include the following:
– VERB 01 (Allocate):

• Text Key: '0001' DALDDNAM Specify the DDNAME to be allocated.
• Text Key: '005F' DALSSNM Specify the name of Datacom VSAM Transparency Subsystem.
• Text Key: '0060' DALSSPRM Specify the Datacom VSAM Transparency Subsystem parameters VUTNM= and

(optionally) DDNAME=.
• Text Key: '0052' DALPERMA Specify the permanent allocation attribute.

• Any batch job that issues dynamic allocation (SVC 99) requests for Datacom VSAM Transparency files must also
provide a DD statement for the DDNAME DV$DYNBR as follows:

DD Statement: Dynamic Allocation for Batch Jobs

►►─ //DV$DYNBR DD SUBSYS=(aaaa,'DYNAMNBR=nn') ────────────────────►◄

aaaa

Is the name of the Datacom VSAM Transparency Subsystem.

DYNAMNBR=

Denotes the maximum number of dynamic allocation requests allowable for the current job (this is the only
allowableSUBSYS= subparameter for this DD statement).

TSO users who subsequently execute programs requesting dynamic allocation of Datacom VSAM Transparency files
must specify the DV$DYNBR DD statement (as shown above) in the TSO LOGON procedure invoked when they log on
to TSO (the Datacom VSAM Transparency Subsystem, shown as aaaa above, must be activated before LOGON, or the
LOGON attempt will fail). Specify a value for DYNAMNBR= that denotes the maximum number of concurrent Datacom
VSAM Transparency dynamic allocation requests for the current session. If the number of concurrent dynamically-
allocated Datacom VSAM Transparency files reaches this limit, any subsequent dynamic allocation requests for Datacom
VSAM Transparency files will be rejected.

Dynamic Allocation Subroutine (DVV99PR)

A dynamic allocation subroutine is provided by Datacom VSAM Transparency to assist you in implementing dynamic
allocation. Its use is optional (though recommended) for batch users of dynamic allocation.

The DVV99PR subroutine can be called by an application program when it detects the need for a file that is not currently
allocated. The call to DVV99PR must pass a single parameter, structured in the following manner:

DD Statement: Dynamic Allocation Subroutine

►►─ 'DDname,ssnm,VUTNM=vutnm,DDNAME=optddnm' ─────────────────────►◄

ddname

Specifies the DDNAME to be allocated.

ssnm

Specifies the Datacom VSAM Transparency Subsystem name.

vutnm
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Specifies the name of the VIT to be used.

optddnm

Specifies the name of an override DDNAME in the VIT (see the description of DDNAME= in Example of DDNAME
Substitution).

Example

When DVV99PR is invoked by using a TSO CLIST, the format of the call is as follows (in this example, the ddname
referenced in the program is PERKSDS, the Datacom VSAM Transparency Subsystem name is CAVT, and the VIT to be
used is DVVUTPR):

TSOEXEC  CALL  'vsamt.LOADLIB(DVV99PR)' +

               'PERKSDS,CAVT,'VUTNM=DVVUTPR,DDNAME=PERKSDS'

NOTE
The DDNAME= reference above is shown only for syntax reference; it does not actually name a different
DDNAME.

Batch Invocation of DVV99PR

If DVV99PR is invoked from a batch program, the total length of the parameter string must be specified in a 2-byte binary
field at the beginning of the string. The following example shows how DVV99PR might be called from a COBOL program
to dynamically allocate four files that will be required for processing during program execution.

NOTE
The dynamic allocations must be accomplished before issuing OPENs for the files.

 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

      ...

      ...

      ...

  01  DYNALLOC-WORKAREA.

      05  DYNALLOC-LENGTH     PIC 9(2) COMP VALUE 25.

      05  DYNALLOC-DDNAME     PIC X(6)      VALUE SPACE.

      05  FILLER              PIC X         VALUE ','.

      05  DYNALLOC-SUBSYS     PIC X(4)      VALUE 'CAVT'.

      05  FILLER              PIC X         VALUE ','.

      05  DYNALLOC-VUTNM      PIC X(13)     VALUE 'VUTNM=DVVUTPR'.

      ...

      ...

      ...

*

  PROCEDURE DIVISION.

      ...

      ...

      ...

      MOVE 'MASTER' TO DYNALLOC-DDNAME.

      PERFORM Z9000-CALL-DYNALLOC.

      MOVE 'CUSTMR' TO DYNALLOC-DDNAME.

      PERFORM Z9000-CALL-DYNALLOC.

      MOVE 'DETAIL' TO DYNALLOC-DDNAME.

      PERFORM Z9000-CALL-DYNALLOC.

      MOVE 'ORDERS' TO DYNALLOC-DDNAME.
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      PERFORM Z9000-CALL-DYNALLOC.

      ...

      ...

      ...

  Z9000-CALL-DYNALLOC.

      CALL 'DVV99PR' USING DYNALLOC-WORKAREA.

*

Add the Datacom VSAM Transparency Subsystem to IPL

The preferred method of installation of the Datacom VSAM Transparency Subsystem is through the use of CAIRIM
facilities. It is active for the life of the current IPL. If you prefer to make the Subsystem a part of the IPL process, perform
the following steps.

Follow these steps:

1. Create an entry in the IEFSSNxx member in SYS1.PARMLIB for the subsystem as follows:

►►─ aaaa,DVVSInn,SUFFIX=nn ───────────────────────────────────►◄

Example: CAVT,DVVSIVT,SUFFIX=VT
aaaa
Valid four-character identifier for a z/OS subsystem.
DVVSInn
Name of the initialization module for the Datacom VSAM Transparency Subsystem, where the suffix nn matches the
suffix specified with SUFFIX=.
SUFFIX=nn
Specifies the two alphanumeric characters to replace the PR suffix for the five Datacom VSAM Transparency
Subsystem modules composing subsystem aaaa.

2. Copy and rename the following five modules from the Datacom VSAM Transparency loadlib to an APF-authorized
linklist library (renaming them to the suffix used in Step 1).

3. Copy and rename (with the same suffix) module DVVSSPR to a linklisted LPA or MLPA library:

Old Name New Name (example)

DVVSSPR DVVSSVT
4. IPL the system with CLPA.

Define Multiple Subsystems

Creating an additional subsystem may be useful when making the transition from the current production version of
Datacom VSAM Transparency to an upgraded version or a test version with maintenance applied to it.

Types of Subsystem Installations

The following section discusses two ways to install an additional subsystem:

• Use CAIRIM
• Use IEFSSNxx

Use CAIRIM

An additional subsystem can be installed by using the CAIRIM installation step described in the Installation Guide. See the
install job BGRIM01 instructions in the JCL member for the CAIRIM step.
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Run CAIRIM with the control statements:

//RIMEXEC.PARMLIB DD *

PRODUCT(CA DATACOM VSAM/T) VERSION(BG14) INIT(DVCR4PR)   -

PARM(DVSSN=VT14,SFX=14)                              -

 LOADLIB(CAI.CHLQ.CUSLIB)

/*

Note: The dashes are continuation indicators and must be in column 71.

This example implements a subsystem "VT14" using modules with a suffix of "14". Also, the library specified in the
LOADLIB parameter must be APF authorized.

The name of the additional subsystem must be unique. The module suffix must not have been used for a Datacom VSAM

Transparency subsystem previously since the last IPL of the system.

Use IEFSSNxx

Follow the same steps in Adding the Datacom VSAM Transparency Subsystem to IPL. However, use a different
subsystem name and a different module suffix.

WARNING

The subsystem name and suffix must be unique within the system

Verify the New Subsystem

The BGIVP01 member in INSTJCL should be ready to test the new subsystem after making the following changes:

Modify the DD statements for CUSTMR and CUSTMR1 as follows and submit the job:

//CUSTMR DD SUBSYS=(CATS,'VUTNM=DVVUTPR')

//CUSTMR1 DD SUBSYS=(CATS,'VUTNM=DVVUTPR')

The results should be the same as with the initial subsystem. For more information, see Sample Programs and Online
Displays.

Optimize Sequential Processing
This section helps you decide how to code GETIT= or WF2= within any given DBVUFIL macro which describes a
converted file to sequentially process on its Native Key. Know eligibility criteria, constraints, and what difference your
specification makes in terms of how the file is processed.

For details about using multiblock reads for sequential processing and its implications, see the following discussions
in the Datacom/DB Database and System Administration topic located under Administrating in the Datacom Core
documentation:

• Optimizing sequential processing
• Data space management options
• Compression options

This section contains the following topics:
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Request Blocked GETIT Support

Parameters Controlling Required Resources

Records are stored on disk in blocks; the number of records which fit into a block is determined by the maximum
record length, compression, slack, and the area's physical block size, that is, the BLOCK-SIZE parameter of the AREA
occurrence. When MUF retrieves records from disk, it retrieves them in blocks. Whether one block or multiple blocks are
retrieved at one time is determined by the number of buffers available to receive the transferred records. Each sequential
buffer can hold exactly one block of records. Exactly half of the available sequential buffers are filled during each blocked
transfer.

There are two types of buffers used in the MUF region: buffers used for non-GETIT type processing (DATANO), and
sequential buffers used for GETIT type processing. Your specification of SEQBUF= determines the number of sequential
buffers used when processing the current table in GETIT mode.

If blocked GETIT processing is not used or if blocked GETIT is used with SEQBUF=2, only one block of records is
retrieved at a time. If blocked GETIT is used with SEQBUF > 2, multiple blocks are retrieved at a time; the exact
number retrieved is one-half the value you specify for SEQBUF= in the VSAM Interface Table. If many tables are being
concurrently processed in GETIT mode, the SEQBUF= parameter determines the number of sequential buffers available
to each table. The GETITMX= parameter specifies the maximum number of converted files in one job step that can run
concurrently in GETIT mode. Whenever GETIT=YES is specified for a table being opened, GETITMX= is evaluated to
determine whether GETIT resources are available.

GBMAXR= specifies the maximum number of records which can be transferred in a group from the MUF region to the
RWTSA (Read/Write Task Save Area), and from there to the Transparency's GETIT buffer. The size of the Transparency's
GETIT buffer is determined by GETBLK=. The value specified for EXCTLNO in the Datacom/DB MUF startup options
establishes the upper limit for the number of records Datacom/DB can hold simultaneously under primary exclusive
control for all tables being updated within a task. During update processing, the maximum number of records allowed
in the blocked GETIT buffer, which is specified by GBMAXR=, is the maximum number of records Datacom/DB will
hold simultaneously under primary exclusive control for this converted table. During update processing, the value for
GBMAXR= must be accommodated by the limit assigned through EXCTLNO. Consider for example, three tables, AAA,
BBB, and CCC, where AAA and BBB each have one record held under exclusive control when CCC begins update
processing in GETIT mode. If EXCTLNO 10 is specified, GBMAXR= can be no greater than 8 if the update processing is
to be implemented successfully.

The valid values for STRNO=, the parameter for specifying the maximum number of strings, depends on whether the
programs using the current VIT definition are requesting blocked GETIT resources to do read-only processing or to update
the file. A file with STRNO > 1 does not qualify for GETIT access in update mode. A file may use multiple strings with
blocked GETITs if processing for read-only.

Assumptions for Comparison Example

To simplify comparisons between sequential processing with and without GETIT support, let us assume that processing is
done on the Native Key, that records are loaded in Native Key sequence, and that processing is forward. (GETIT support
is not recommended when processing a file backward sequentially.)

Sequential Processing without GETIT Support

When the Transparency handles requests to process a converted file sequentially without GETIT support, the following
single block-at-a-time retrieval and single record-at-a-time data transfer is used.

1. When the Transparency requests the first record from Datacom/DB, the following processing occurs:
a. MUF retrieves the block of records containing the requested record from disk and transfers it to a regular data

buffer.
b. Datacom/DB transfers the requested record to the user work area in the Transparency region/partition.
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2. To retrieve each sequential record, the Transparency makes a separate request through Datacom/DB Interface
(DBINFPR) to MUF. Processing varies as follows depending on whether the requested record is in core:
– If it is, Datacom/DB transfers it to the user work area without a Data I/O, that is, without an Execute Channel

Program (EXCP).
– If it is not, MUF transfers the correct block from disk to a buffer, then transfers the requested record to the user work

area. (If the requested record is not found, the appropriate return code is returned.)
3. The record-at-a-time transfer described in step 2 in Sequential Processing without GETIT Support is repeated until the

last requested record in the current series is processed.

Sequential Processing with GETIT Support

When the Transparency handles requests to process a converted file sequentially with GETIT support, the following
multiple blocks-at-a-time retrieval and multiple records-at-a-time data transfer are used.

1. When the Transparency issues the first blocked GETIT request to Datacom/DB, the following processing occurs:
a. In general, MUF retrieves one block (if SEQBUF=2) or multiple blocks of records (1/2 the SEQBUF= value)

from disk and transfers each block to a separate sequential buffer. This retrieval uses chained I/O techniques to
minimize the number of EXCP calls to the operating system.

b. MUF transfers a group of records beginning with the first requested record in the first sequential buffer to the
RWTSA. The number of records in the group is as many as can fit into the GETIT buffer of the Transparency, of
GETBLK= size, but not more than the number specified by GBMAXR=.
Note: As soon as MUF moves the first record from the first half of the sequential buffers to the RWTSA, it performs
another multiple block I/O transfer. This transfer fills the second half of the sequential buffers. If the move to the
RWTSA transfers records from the second half of the sequential buffers to the RWTSA, MUF retrieves the correct
number of blocks from the disk and overwrites the records in the first half of the sequential buffers. MUF performs
as many additional Data I/Os as are needed to fill the GETIT buffer.

c. Datacom/DB transfers all records from the RWTSA to the Transparency's GETIT buffer in the address space of the
application.

d. Datacom/DB Interface (DBINFPR) transfers the first record from the Transparency's GETIT buffer to the work area
of the user.

2. When the Transparency issues each subsequent GETIT request, the following processing takes place:
a. If the GETIT buffer is not exhausted, DBINFPR moves the next record to the work area of the user.
b. If the last record in the GETIT buffer has already been processed, DBINFPR passes the request to MUF. MUF fills

the RWTSA with the next group of records. If filling the RWTSA requires one or more I/Os to disk, those multiple
block transfers of records are made. When the RWTSA is filled, Datacom/DB transfers its contents to the GETIT
buffer of the Transparency. DBINFPR then moves the requested record to the user work area.

3. Step 2 in Sequential Processing with GETIT Support  is repeated until the last requested record is processed.

Impact of GETITs on Performance

When you compare the difference between sequential processing with and without blocked GETIT support, consider the
following:

• Data I/Os are conserved when the transfer of records from disk to MUF buffers is accomplished multiple blocks at a
time as opposed to one block at a time.

• SVCs or other communication resources are conserved when the transfer of records from MUF buffers to the program
address space is accomplished multiple records at a time as opposed to one record at a time.

Conservation of Data I/Os and conservation of the transfer events which are related to moving records across region or
LPAR boundaries increases operating efficiency.

When you specify blocked GETIT support in the VIT, you are requesting use of the group-at-a-time method for transferring
records to be sequentially processed from the MUF region using an RWTSA to the Transparency-controlled buffer in the
application's address space.
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When you specify SEQBUF > 2 in the VIT, you are requesting that the transfer of records from disk to sequential buffers
be accomplished multiple blocks at a time in the Multi-User address space.

Conditions for Allocating GETIT Resources when GETIT=YES

Specifying GETIT=YES in the VSAM Interface Table does not guarantee that blocked GETIT resources will be allocated;
it simply requests that the Transparency make an evaluation to determine eligibility from its standpoint and, if all
prerequisites are met, that Datacom/DB do the same. If all prerequisites evaluated by both the transparency and
Datacom/DB are met, blocked GETIT resources are allocated.
When the Transparency processes the VSAM OPEN request to a converted file, it evaluates processing options specified
in the file's ACB and in the file's DBVUFIL macro in the VSAM Interface Table. It also examines current utilization of
resources. The Transparency requests blocked GETIT resources from Datacom/DB for processing the tables converted
from the file being opened only under the following conditions:

• Blocked GETIT resources are requested using the GETIT=YES in the DBVUFIL macro.
• If BASE=YES, GETIT=YES is valid only if MDB=NO.
• If BASE=NO, GETIT=YES is valid only if AIXDUP=NO.
• The number of currently active tables using the GETIT resource is smaller than the number specified as GETITMX= in

the DBVUEND macro.
• The file's ACB includes MACRF=SEQ, that is, sequential processing is permitted.
• If the ACB specifies output access, no other ACB is open for output against the same Datacom/DB table and the

maximum string number specified in the DBVUFIL macro is 1, that is, either by STRNO=1 or STRNO=ACB, where the
ACB specification is for one string.

Upon receipt of the Transparency's request for blocked GETIT resources, MUF tries to obtain the resources requested for
blocked GETIT processing.

• Obtain the necessary memory for additional buffers, based on the number you have indicated by specification of the
SEQBUF= parameter.

• Compare the size of the work area allocated for the RWTSA (Read-Write Task Save Area), using the value specified
for size in the TASKS MUF startup option, with the size of the blocked GETIT buffer indicated by GETBLK= in the VIT.
If size is not greater than or equal to GETBLK=, the Datacom/DB OPEN request fails and the program is terminated.

• If the memory for additional buffers is successfully obtained and the buffer space reserved by the value specified for
size in the TASKS MUF startup option is sufficient to meet the requirement indicated by GETBLK=, MUF opens the
URT and begins processing the table in GETIT mode.

Note: If the table is to be updated, as opposed to read-only, all records transferred to the RWTSA are placed under
exclusive control. If the limit specified for EXCTLNO (in the MUF startup options) is exceeded during this process, the
request fails.

GETIT Processing in Update Mode

The Transparency interprets the ACB specification MACRF=OUT as the file being eligible for update processing. If the
ACB specifies MACRF=OUT, a file with STRNO > 1 does not qualify for GETIT access. For restrictions applicable to
GETIT processing in update mode, see Program Restrictions.

When the Transparency is using blocked GETITs to update a table, it rejects any attempt to open that file for update using
a second ACB because a GSETL which would be issued for one of the ACBs would result in the release of exclusive
control for all records of the table, including the ones held under exclusive control for the other ACB.

Request WF2 Support

WF2 support facilitates the sequential processing of high-volume MDB files which are opened for input. WF2 support is
not available for MDB files which are opened for output or for files being read backwards.
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VIT Requirements for WF2 Support

MDB-related tables are defined in the VSAM Interface Table (VIT) through the set of DBVUFIL macros for the base cluster
and associated paths of the source VSAM file. You can request WF2 support for the MDB-related tables when processed
through the base cluster or any path. If processed through a path, the alternate key need not be unique. DBVUFIL
parameter specifications for requesting WF2 support follow:

• WF2=YES (required)
• MDB=YES (required)
• STRNO=1 or STRNO=ACB, if ACB specifies or defaults to a maximum of one string (required)
• Specify a SEQBUF= value to provide additional buffers for read-ahead processing.
• GETBLK= and GBMAXR= with valid values greater than 0 in DBVUFIL or in DBVUEND.

Comparison of Processing with and without WF2 Support

When sequentially processing MDB-related tables without WF2 support, the Transparency uses generic table access, that
is, it issues locate requests to Datacom/DB with only the common key name and DBID rather than with the table name.
Datacom/DB locates the next record based on Index Area (IXX) entries and returns the name of the table in which the
next record resides and the record ID of the key. The Transparency then issues a read request using the returned location
information to access the required record. Thus, after initial positioning, two commands are issued for each record read: a
generic LOCNX command and a REDLE (read located entry) command.

When processing MDB-related tables with WF2 support, the Transparency eliminates locates (LOCxx) before all reads
(GETITs) by keeping track of the lowest value in each table which has not been processed and making comparisons
among these low values to locate the next sequential record. That is, the Transparency determines the next logical record
rather than issuing a command for Datacom/DB to make that determination.

WF2 processing is to multiple tables converted from a single VSAM file what GETIT processing is to a single table
converted from a VSAM file. A large, batch MDB file can be read sequentially according to the defined Native Key
much more quickly with WF2 support than without. Processing efficiency approaches that which can be realized when
sequentially reading a non-MDB file of the same size with GETIT support. WF2 implements read-ahead buffering to
significantly reduce the number of Data I/O operations. WF2 processing can be applied to only one MDB file per program
at a time.

To ensure that tables converted from a particular VSAM file are eligible for read-ahead buffering, code WF2=YES in the
DBVUFIL macro for the batch VSAM Interface Table definition of the VSAM file identified by VSAMNM=. Specify the
number of buffers to use for read-ahead processing with the SEQBUF= parameter and modify GETBLK= and GBMAXR=
accordingly. The SEQBUF= value you specify applies to each MDB table, for example, if you specify SEQBUF=4 for
an MDB file converted to five tables, WF2 will use 20 sequential buffers for the processing of this file. The GETBLK=
and GBMAXR= values you specify apply to each MDB table as well, for example, if you specify GETBLK=29696 and
GBMAXR=120 for this MDB file, WF2 will request DBINFPR to allocate five buffers of 29K bytes each in the user area,
or 145K of buffer space, where the buffers will accommodate a maximum of 120 records each, or a maximum of 600
records. The Transparency's internal WF2 buffer table contains five records, five Request Areas and control information.

WF2 Resource Allocation when WF2=YES

When the Transparency processes the VSAM OPEN request to a converted file, it evaluates processing options specified
in the file's ACB and in the file's DBVUFIL macro in the VSAM Interface Table (VIT). It also examines current utilization
of resources. When read-ahead buffering is requested and all VIT Requirements for WF2 Support have been met, the
Transparency allocates the WF2 resource for processing the tables converted from the file being opened only under the
following conditions:

• The file's ACB contains the following specifications:
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– MACRF=IN is specified (read-only processing is permitted).
– MACRF=OUT is not specified (update processing is not permitted).
– MACRF=SEQ is specified (sequential processing is permitted).
– Neither MACRF=DIR nor MACRF=SKP is specified (neither direct-access nor skip-sequential access is permitted).

• The current resource availability is as follows:
– WF2 processing is not currently active for another file.
– Space for the WF2 buffer table is available.

Emulate Processing that Supports VSAM Features
Datacom VSAM Transparency supports three processing options available in native VSAM, which can be requested
through the following specifications in the VSAM Interface Table:

REUSE=YES -
Requests emulation of Reset processing for the current file, which is invoked in native VSAM by specifying RST
and OUT in the ACB for a file defined as reusable in the catalog. This feature is implemented by issuing requests
to Datacom/DB to delete each record from the file when it is opened for output by a batch application.

CISIZE=4096 -
Requests emulation of control interval processing using control intervals of 4096 bytes each. This feature
supports read-only programs which expect records to be returned in the specified control interval format.

STRNO=ACB -
Requests that the Transparency keep track of up to as many positions within the file as the number coded for
STRNO= in the ACB.

This section contains the following topics:

Reset Reusable Files

When REUSE=YES Invokes Reset Function

Specifying REUSE=YES in a file's DBVUFIL macro in the batch VSAM Interface Table is analogous to specifying the
reusable attribute in the file's catalog entry in native VSAM. It indicates that the file is a reusable file and may be reset at
any OPEN request, depending on the current MACRF= parameter settings in the file's ACB. Specifying REUSE=NO in
the file's DBVUFIL macro indicates that the file is not reusable, so that regardless of how the ACB is currently coded, the
Transparency will not invoke the deletion of records at any OPEN request.

REUSE=YES establishes that the current file is potentially reusable. Under the Transparency, invocation of the processing
option, reset, depends on the current ACB settings. If the file is designated as updatable by using MACRF=OUT and if
reset is requested by using MACRF=RST, then the Transparency issues requests to delete all records in the converted
table on interception of the OPEN request. If the file is not designated as updatable (if OUT is not specified in the ACB),
or if reset is not requested (if MACRF=NRS is specified in the ACB), the Transparency will not delete records at open time
even though REUSE=YES is specified in the VIT.

In summary, Datacom VSAM Transparency emulates the reset operation on a reusable file only when the following
prerequisites are met:

• VIT requirement: DBVUFIL macro for the file specifies REUSE=YES. See REUSE= in Processing Reusable Files with
and without Reset.

• ACB requirement: MACRF= parameter in the file's ACB specifies RST and OUT, the options which invoke reset and
allow updates.
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How the Transparency Emulates a Reset

Datacom VSAM Transparency emulates native VSAM's reset operation by deleting all records from the converted table
on interception of any OPEN request to the corresponding file. It implements the deletion process using a Datacom/DB
internal interface, which avoids the overhead of reading each record for update prior to deletion by accessing sequential
record IDs from the Index Area (IXX).

Processing Reusable Files with and without Reset

Reusable files are generally work files. Resetting a reusable file prepares it for load mode, ready to receive new data that
replaces the obsolete data just deleted. Generally, the program that adds the new records begins by requesting that the
current contents be reset (deleted). Other programs may read that file sequentially. These programs would not request
reset.

When OPEN OUTPUT is specified for an INDEXED file (VSAM), most COBOL compilers check that the file is empty. The
COBOL code indicates an OPEN error if a nonzero value is found in the ENDRBA field (ARDHRBA).

During Datacom VSAM Transparency processing of an OPEN request, the ENDRBA is set to a constant value for files
specifying REUSE=NO and to zero for files specifying REUSE=YES. You must therefore code REUSE=YES for COBOL
applications that open Datacom VSAM Transparency files as OUTPUT, even if a Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY) null area
load was previously performed.

NOTE
In native VSAM, a reusable base cluster cannot have alternate indexes. VSAM Transparency does not enforce
this restriction. If you define a path as reusable, Datacom VSAM Transparency will invoke the reset function
when using the key for that path if other prerequisites are met.

Implementation of Transaction Backout

If using transaction backout on a reusable file which has been reset, only the added records are removed if the program
abends. The file is backed out to an empty state rather than reloaded to the start of task condition. This occurs because
the Transparency issues a Datacom/DB checkpoint after the reset process has completed, except when the subsystem
parameter CLOSE=DEFER is specified.

Effect of Null Area Load on Reset and Blocked GETIT Processing

If you insert a job step to do a null area load prior to executing the Datacom VSAM Transparency job step to open a
reusable file, the Transparency-invoked reset will be accomplished almost instantaneously. If the table is quite large,
clearing it using a Transparency-invoked reset alone will take somewhat longer than clearing the area using a null load
followed by the Transparency's attempt to reset the empty table. If you have specified GETIT=NO in the file's DBVUFIL
macro in the VIT, resetting using a null area load only has advantages if the table resides in an area with no other tables.

NOTE
Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY) null area load clears every Datacom/DB table in the area. Therefore, if other
tables reside in the area with the reusable table, allow Datacom VSAM Transparency to implement the reset
without a prior null area load.

Reset Operations from CICS Applications

The reset operation is not emulated by Datacom VSAM Transparency for CICS applications. The EMPTY parameter of
the command-level commands EXEC CICS SET OPEN or EXEC CICS SET CLOSE is not supported.

Return Records in Control Interval Format

Datacom VSAM Transparency's sequential read-only support for control interval processing is designed to accommodate
batch applications such as those that sort a file to create an extract or produce a report. Such support enables you to
execute VSAM applications issuing control interval reads to files converted to Datacom/DB. Unlike access using native
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VSAM, access by using the Transparency is strictly sequential in ascending key-value order of the records from one
control interval to the next. Control interval support extends to spanned records (records which are too long to fit within a
single control interval).

NOTE
We recommend that you request blocked GETIT processing for files using Control Interval access.

Prerequisites

With the parameter CISIZE= provided with the VSAM Interface Table macros, you specify the size of the control interval.
Control interval access is initialized for a file defined with CISIZE > 0 under either of the following conditions:

• If the first VSAM action request after OPEN of the ACB is a GET request with the following options: SEQ, CNV, FWD
• When a POINT request is issued with option CNV and an RBA-value of zero specified in the RPL

For more information about CSIZE=, see Code the DBVUFIL Macro.

Processing Description

When a read request is issued, Datacom VSAM Transparency builds the control interval image with all the Datacom/
DB records that will fit into the defined area, creates the RDF(s) (Record Definition Fields) and CIDF (Control Interval
Definition Field) accordingly, then returns the control interval to the application program. The Control Interval Definition
Field (CIDF) describes the location and length of the unused space in the control interval. The Record Definition Fields
(RDFs) describe the records.

Any request resulting in an RPL-feedback code other than zero or EOF terminates CI-access. To reestablish control
interval access after it has been so terminated, issue a POINT request with option CNV and an RBA of zero. Control
interval processing then restarts with the first control interval of the file.

NOTE
You cannot reestablish access with an RBA greater than zero, that is, you cannot access or position to Control
Intervals directly using an RBA.

Save Record Positions During Sequential Access

In native VSAM, string numbers are assigned to RPLs while requests are processed. If the request requires remembering
the current position to process the next request, the string number is maintained, otherwise it is released.

In the VSAM Interface Table, you specify a value for the parameter STRNO=. If you do not code STRNO=, the
Transparency uses as the default the value specified in the current file's ACB at execution time. Datacom VSAM
Transparency uses strings and string number specifications in a manner analogous to native VSAM.

Let us consider a file defined in the VSAM Interface Table with a string number greater than one and GETIT=YES. When
doing read-only sequential processing, the Transparency uses the string number value to determine the number of
Datacom/DB Request Areas it needs. In Datacom/DB, only one GSETL/GETIT Request Area per table may be active
within a program at one time. The Transparency permits GETIT processing of a file using multiple strings by allowing only
one string at a time to operate in GETIT mode. Once GETIT processing begins on a string, that string operates in GETIT
mode until the end of sequential access is reached. Then the Transparency releases blocked GETIT resources from that
string and allocates them to another string on which sequential access is being performed without benefit of GETITs. If
more than one active string meets this criteria, blocked GETIT resources are allocated on a first come first serve basis.

Produce and Evaluate Reports
The Batch Datacom VSAM Transparency Table Reporting Utility enables you to produce either of the following reports:

• VSAM Interface Table Report (for batch VITs only)
• Multiple Datacom/DB Table Report (for online or batch MDTs)
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After you assemble a new or modified batch VIT, we recommend that you produce a VIT Report and check for messages
to verify that the VIT is complete. The Table Reporting Utility is able to detect certain omissions which are not detected
during assembly.

Sample JCL for executing the Datacom VSAM Transparency Table Reporting Utility follows. The examples contain control
statements for producing one of each of the two available types of reports. The Table Reporting Utility will determine which
type of table is specified and produce the appropriate report.

This section contains the following topics:

JCL Example

The JOBCARD and STEPLIB statements are for example only. Code these statements according to site standards.

 //jobname  JOB 'xxxxxxx',CLASS=0,REGION=1000K,MSGCLASS=T

 //*-------------------------------------------------------------------*

 //*          BATCH VSAM TRANSPARENCY TABLE REPORTING UTILITY          *

 //*-------------------------------------------------------------------*

 //JS1   EXEC PGM=DVVTPPR

 //STEPLIB   DD DSN=DATACOM.CAILIB,DISP=SHR

 //          DD DSN=DATACOM.DBVT.CAILIB,DISP=SHR

 //PRINTER   DD SYSOUT=*,DCB=(LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=1330)

 //SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*

 //SYSABEND  DD SYSOUT=*

 //SYSIPT    DD  *

 DVVUTPR 

 MDBBLA

//

DVVUTPR -
To report on a batch VSAM Interface Table, specify beginning in column 1 the load module name for the VSAM
Interface Table. For example, the control statement specifying DVVUTPR requests the VSAM Interface Table
(VIT) Report for DVVUTPR, the sample batch VIT.

MDBBLA -
To report on a batch Multiple Datacom/DB Table, enter beginning in column 1 the load module name for the
Multiple Datacom/DB Table. For example, the control statement specifying MDBBLA requests the Multiple
Datacom/DB Table (MDT) Report for the MDT link-edited as MDBBLA in the JCL examples in Assemble and Link
each Multiple Datacom/DB Table.

To report on the Online Multiple Datacom/DB Table, specify DVMDTPR in columns 1-7 of the control statement.

VIT Report Example

The following sample report is for the VSAM Interface Table named DVVUTPR as specified by the sample control
statement. For the source data for DVVUTPR, see the Example Batch VIT definitions.

Sample VSAM Interface Table Report

 VSAM INTERFACE TABLE INFORMATION FOR DVVUTPR

  

       VUTNM  :  DVVUTPR           TXUNDO :  YES               MULTUSE:  YES               MSTNAM :

       SYSTEM :  OS                GETITMX:  2                 SUPTRC :  NO

  

     VSAMNM   :  CUSTMR            BASE   :  YES               STRNO  :  ACB               REUSE  :  NO
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       RKNAME :  IDNO              RKP    :  0                 RKLEN  :  5

       GETIT  :  YES               WF2    :  NO

       SEQBUF :  6                 GETBLK :  4096              GBMAXR :  255

  

       DBID   :  010               MDB    :  NO                MDTNM  :

       VRECDLN:  153               CISIZE :  4096              TRBOFE :  NO

       DBFILE :  CUS

  

       ELIST,SC

       --------

       FULL ,40

  

           BDDNAME:  CUSTMR

            VSAMNM   :  CUSTMR1    BASE   :  NO                STRNO  :  ACB               REUSE  :  NO

              RKNAME :  NAME       RKP    :  5                 RKLEN  :  30                AIXDUP :  YES

              GETIT  :  NO         WF2    :  NO

  

     VSAMNM   :  PRSINFO           BASE   :  YES               STRNO  :  ACB               REUSE  :  NO

       RKNAME :  SSN               RKP    :  0                 RKLEN  :  9

       GETIT  :  NO                WF2    :  NO

  

       DBID   :  400               MDB    :  NO                MDTNM  :

       VRECDLN:  105               CISIZE :  0                 TRBOFE :  NO

       DBFILE :  PRS

  

       ELIST,SC    ELIST,SC

       --------    --------

       EMPID,40    PRSNL,40

  

     VSAMNM   :  INSINFO           BASE   :  YES               STRNO  :  ACB               REUSE  :  NO

       RKNAME :  SSN               RKP    :  0                 RKLEN  :  9

       GETIT  :  NO                WF2    :  NO

  

       DBID   :  400               MDB    :  NO                MDTNM  :

       VRECDLN:  55                CISIZE :  0                 TRBOFE :  NO

       DBFILE :  PRS

  

       ELIST,SC    ELIST,SC

       --------    --------

       EMPID,40    INSRN,28

Page 2

 VSAM INTERFACE TABLE INFORMATION FOR DVVUTPR   (CONTINUED)

  

     VSAMNM   :  BILLING           BASE   :  YES               STRNO  :  1                 REUSE  :  NO

       RKNAME :  BLAKY             RKP    :  0                 RKLEN  :  6

       GETIT  :  NO                WF2    :  NO

  

       DBID   :  400               MDB    :  YES               MDTNM  :  MDBBLA

       VRECDLN:  563               CISIZE :  0                 TRBOFE :  NO
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VSAM INTERFACE TABLE INFORMATION FOR DVVUTPR
- VIT name specified when assembling and linking the VIT.

DVVUTPR
- VIT name specified by VUTNM= in the DBVUSTR macro. See the sample Batch VIT definitions for the related
sample VIT definition.

MDT Report Example

The following sample report is for the Multiple Datacom/DB Table named MDBBLA as specified by the sample control
statement. For the source data for MDBBLA, see the example in Multiple Table JCL Example.

Sample Multiple Datacom/DB Table Report

 MULTIPLE DATABASE TABLE INFORMATION FOR MDBBLA 

  

      MDTNM :  MDBBLA 

  

      DDNAME:  BILLING

  

        DBFILE :  BLC

  

          EL1  ,SC1

          ---------

          BLCEL,40

  

            RPK    :  5               RPKLEN:  1                  FTYPE : CHAR

            FROMVAL:  0

            TOVAL  :  0

  

        DBFILE :  BLO

  

          EL2  ,SC2

          ---------

          BLOEL,40

  

            RPK    :  5               RPKLEN:  1                  FTYPE : CHAR

            FROMVAL:  1

            TOVAL  :  9

  

          AND/OR:  AND

  

            RPK    :  4               RPKLEN:  1                  FTYPE : CHAR

            FROMVAL:  A

            TOVAL  :  L

  

          AND/OR:  OR

  

            RPK    :  4               RPKLEN:  1                  FTYPE : CHAR

            FROMVAL:  N

            TOVAL  :  Z

  

        DBFILE :  BLP
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          EL3  ,SC3

          ---------

          BLPEL,40

  

            RPK    :  4               RPKLEN:  2                  FTYPE : CHAR

            FROMVAL:  $$

            TOVAL  :  $$

  

           (OR)

MULTIPLE DATABASE TABLE INFORMATION FOR MDBBLA
- MDT name specified when assembling and linking the MDT. For an example, see Assemble and Link each
Multiple Datacom/DB Table.

MDBBLA
- MDT name specified by MDTNM= in the DBMDTSTR macro. See the example In Multiple Table JCL Example
for the related sample MDT definition.

Page 2

 MULTIPLE DATABASE TABLE INFORMATION FOR MDBBLA    (CONTINUED)

  

            RPK    :  4               RPKLEN:  1                  FTYPE : CHAR

            FROMVAL:  M

            TOVAL  :  M

  

          AND/OR:  AND

  

            RPK    :  5               RPKLEN:  1                  FTYPE : CHAR

            FROMVAL:  1

            TOVAL  :  9

  

      DDNAME:  PARTMST

  

        DBFILE :  PMR

  

          EL1  ,SC1

          ---------

          PMREL,40

  

            RPK    :  0               RPKLEN:  1                  FTYPE : CHAR

            FROMVAL:  X

            TOVAL  :  X

  

        DBFILE :  PMD

  

          EL2  ,SC2     EL2  ,SC2     EL2  ,SC2

          ---------     ---------     ---------

          PMDEK,40      PMDE1,28      PMDE3,92

  

            RPK    :  0               RPKLEN:  4                  FTYPE : CHAR

            FROMVAL:  0000

            TOVAL  :  9999
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          AND/OR:  AND

  

            RPK    :  7               RPKLEN:  1                  FTYPE : CHAR

            FROMVAL:  C

            TOVAL  :  C

  

        DBFILE :  PMP

  

          EL3  ,SC3

          ---------

          PMPEL,40

  

            RPK    :  5               RPKLEN:  3                  FTYPE : CHAR

            FROMVAL:  U K

            TOVAL  :  U K

 

           (OR) 

Page 3

 MULTIPLE DATABASE TABLE INFORMATION FOR MDBBLA    (CONTINUED)

 

           RPK    :  5               RPKLEN:  1                  FTYPE : CHAR

           FROMVAL:  X

           TOVAL  :  X

 

         AND/OR:  AND

 

           RPK    :  8               RPKLEN:  2                  FTYPE : PACKED

           FROMVAL:  200                                         PKSIGN: C

           TOVAL  :  299

 

       DBFILE :  PMJ

 

         EL4  ,SC4     EL4  ,SC4

         ---------     ---------

         PMJEK,40      PMJE5,40

 

           RPK    :  0               RPKLEN:  4                  FTYPE : CHAR

           FROMVAL:  0000

           TOVAL  :  9999

 

         AND/OR:  AND

 

           RPK    :  7               RPKLEN:  1                  FTYPE : CHAR

           FROMVAL:  J

           TOVAL  :  J

 

         AND/OR:  OR

 

           RPK    :  8               RPKLEN:  2                  FTYPE : PACKED

           FROMVAL:  100                                         PKSIGN: C
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           TOVAL  :  199

      

Test Online Processing of a Newly Converted File
For information about how the Datacom VSAM Transparency works, see Online Processing.

This section contains the following topics:

Prerequisites to Online Operation

Before attempting to process a given VSAM file through Online Datacom VSAM Transparency, ensure that the following
prerequisites have been met:

1. Define the file to Datacom Datadictionary as one or more Datacom/DB tables. For details about creating definitions,
see Defining Datacom/DB Tables for Data to be Converted.

2. Complete the preparation tasks involving online VIT, online MDT, and URTs as listed in Preparing Transparency Tables
for Online Processing.

3. Convert the data to a Datacom/DB table. For details about converting data, see Converting VSAM Files to Datacom/
DB Tables.

Post-Conversion Tasks

After conversion of a VSAM file, we recommend you perform parallel testing to verify that your programs produce the
same results when processing converted tables through the Datacom VSAM Transparency as they do when processing
the corresponding files in native mode.

Prerequisites to Switching between Processing

Prerequisites to dynamically switching between native VSAM processing of a VSAM file and Datacom VSAM
Transparency processing of the Datacom/DB table(s) converted from this file follow:

• The native VSAM file must exist and must be synchronized with the converted tables, that is, the converted table must
have had no updates not reflected in the source file.

• The JCL statement identifying the VSAM file must be present in the CICS job stream, for example:

//vsamnm DD DSN=dsname,...

• The CICS File Definition entry for the native VSAM file(s) must be specified as follows:
– FILESTAT=(ENABLED,CLOSED)

• The converted file must be defined in the copy of the Online VIT which is currently loaded.
• At least one User Requirements Table which references the corresponding Datacom/DB table must be open.

Switch Processing from VSAM to Datacom VSAM Transparency

Use the following procedure to stop processing a newly converted file through VSAM and begin processing it through
Datacom VSAM Transparency:

1. Verify that the file is defined to the loaded copy of the Online VIT and determine its status by issuing the following
command and examining the entry or entries:

DVMT INQ=VIT

2. Close the VSAM file being switched from by issuing the following CICS command if the sequence number of the entry
is preceded by asterisks as shown in the resulting display:
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CEMT SET FILE(ddname) CLOSE

3. Verify that a User Requirements Table referencing the table is in OPEN status by issuing the following command,
where aaa is the table name:

DBOC INQ=????.aaa

4. Open the required User Requirements Table (if it is closed) by issuing the following command, where nnnn is the URT
number:

DBOC OPEN=nnnn

5. Place the file to be tested under Datacom VSAM Transparency control by issuing the following command:

DVMT ACT=ddname

Switch Processing from Datacom VSAM Transparency to VSAM

Use the following procedure to switch from processing the converted table to processing the native VSAM file.

1. Issue the following command to deactivate the specified file and mark it closed:

DVMT DEACT=ddname,FORCE

2. Issue the following CICS command to reinvoke native VSAM processing:

CEMT SET FILE(ddname) OPEN

Display Status and Options
Online Datacom VSAM Transparency provides three DVMT commands with which you can make inquiries into the current
status of the system. The following sections describe these commands.

This section contains the following topics:

Display Status of Datacom VSAM Transparency

Use the following command to determine the current status of Datacom VSAM Transparency:

Determine Current Status

►►─ DVMT INQ= ─┬─ STATUS ─┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄

               └─ STATS ──┘

DVMT

Invokes the Datacom VSAM Transparency Maintenance Transaction.

INQ=STATUS or INQ=STATS

Displays the current status of Online Datacom VSAM Transparency and, if applicable, up to three of its options.

Command Results

Online Datacom VSAM Transparency responds with messages concerning the current status. An example follows:

 DVMT INQ=STATUS
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  DVX0003I ONLINE VSAM TRANSPARENCY IS ACTIVATED   

  DVX0021I MDB=YES  IS IN-USE   

  DVX0024I CSP=YES  IS IN-USE   

  DVX0018I TRANSACTION COMPLETED

DVX0003I

The first message indicates the current status of Online Datacom VSAM Transparency. The displayed message indicates
that Datacom VSAM Transparency has been activated, either manually or automatically.

Other messages that could appear instead include the following:

DVX0034I ONLINE VSAM TRANSPARENCY IS UNAVAILABLE

This message indicates that Datacom VSAM Transparency was not activated automatically at CICS startup and has not
been manually activated.

DVX0004I ONLINE VSAM TRANSPARENCY IS DEACTIVATED

This indicates that Datacom VSAM Transparency has been explicitly deactivated using the following command:
DVMT DEACT=$CAVT

DVX0021I

Message indicating that MDB=YES is specified in the Online VIT. If the Online Multiple Datacom/DB Table (DVMDTPR)
does not exist, this message does not appear.

DVX0024I

Message indicating that CSP=YES is defined in the Online VIT and Cross-System Product support is available. If CSP
support is not available, this message does not appear.

Display Online VSAM Interface Table or Selected Entries

Datacom VSAM Transparency uses the VSAM Interface Table (DVVXTPR) you built to determine how to route intercepted
VSAM requests and how to translate the requests to converted tables to Datacom/DB requests.

Display Online VIT Definitions of All Converted Files

Invoke the following Datacom VSAM Transparency transaction to display parameter values for all files defined to the
Online VSAM Interface Table:

Display Online VIT Definitions, Converted Files

►►─ DVMT INQ=VIT ──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄ 

DVMT

Invokes the Datacom VSAM Transparency Maintenance Transaction.

INQ=VIT

Requests display of current values for Online VIT options.

Command Results

Sample Screen Display of Online VIT

 DVMT INQ=VIT
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          ONLINE CA-DATACOM/VSAM TRANSPARENCY INTERFACE TABLE (DVVXTPR)

  

  ITEM VSAMNM/ DBFILE DBID ELIST RKNAME RKLEN  RKP VRECDLN AIXDUP CSP MDB RECFM

       BDDNAME

  

     1 CUSTMR   CUS    10  FULL  IDNO      5     0    153   N/A   NO  NO   FIX

     2 CUSTMR1  CUS    10  FULL  NAME     30     5    153   YES   NO  NO   FIX

       CUSTMR

  ***3 BILLING  BLC   400  BLCEL BLAKY     6     0    563   N/A   NO  YES  VAR

  ***4 PARTMST  PMR   112  PMREL PMKEY    10     0    428   N/A   NO  YES  VAR

  

    DVX0018I TRANSACTION COMPLETED.

Asterisks preceding a sequence number (under the ITEM heading) indicate that the file is not currently under Datacom
VSAM Transparency control, that is, it is marked for native VSAM processing. An R preceding sequence numbers
indicates utilization of CICS function shipping and that this file is a remote resource to this CICS system. Issue DVMT
INQ=VIT from the resource owning region to determine the transparency status of this file. Files marked for Datacom
VSAM Transparency processing must be defined in CICS as follows:

• FILESTAT=(ENABLED,CLOSED)

Field Descriptions

Each numbered Item corresponds to a base cluster or path defined to the Online VSAM Interface Table (VIT) using a
DBVXFIL macro. With the exception of RECFM, which is derived from the CICS file definition, the displayed data is
derived from parameters specified in Datacom VSAM Transparency's DBVXFIL macro described on Code the DBVXFIL
Macro.

Field Description
ITEM Sequence number
VSAMNMBDDNAME DDname for the VSAM fileor (if path) the DDname of associated

base cluster
DBFILE Datacom/DB table to which the named VSAM file was converted
DBID Datacom/DB database ID containing the named table
ELIST First or only element name specified for program access
RKNAME Datacom/DB key name
RKLEN Length of the VSAM key
RKP Location of the VSAM key relative to zero
VRECDLN Length of the largest VSAM record
AIXDUP If path, whether its key allows duplicates (YES) or is UNIQUE

(NO)
CSP Whether support is requested for IBM's Cross System Product
MDB Whether file was converted to multiple Datacom/DB tables based

on criteria defined in DVMDTPR, the Online Multiple Datacom/DB
Table

RECFM Record format as specified in the CICS file definition, where FIX
represents fixed-length and VAR represents variable-length
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Display Online VIT Definitions of Selected Converted Files

Invoke the following Datacom VSAM Transparency transaction to display parameter values for selected files defined to
the Online VSAM Interface Table:

Display Online VIT Definitions, Selected Files

                ┌──────────┐

 ►►─ DVMT INQ= ─▼─ ddname ─┴───────────────────────────────────►◄

DVMT

Invokes the Datacom VSAM Transparency Maintenance Transaction.

INQ=ddname

Requests display of current values for Online VIT options for the specified base clusters and/or paths.

Command Results

 DVMT INQ=CUSTMR,CUSTMR1

  

          ONLINE CA-DATACOM/VSAM TRANSPARENCY INTERFACE TABLE (DVVXTPR)

  

  ITEM VSAMNM/ DBFILE DBID ELIST RKNAME RKLEN  RKP VRECDLN AIXDUP CSP MDB RECFM

       BDDNAME

  

     1 CUSTMR   CUS    10  FULL  IDNO      5     0    153   N/A   NO  NO   FIX

     2 CUSTMR1  CUS    10  FULL  NAME     30     5    153   YES   NO  NO   FIX

       CUSTMR

  

    DVX0018I TRANSACTION COMPLETED.

Use CICS
This section focuses on the following tasks, all of which can be implemented with a command issued with the DVMT
transaction.

• Activating and deactivating Online Datacom VSAM Transparency
• Activating and deactivating Transparency control over specified converted files
• Replacing the loaded copy of any of the following with a new copy:

– DVVXTPR (Online VIT)
– DVVXPPR, DVREQPR, DVXP2PR (Online Request Processor Programs)
– DVMDTPR (Online MDT)
– DVMDBPR (Online MDT program)

Note: If any DVMT transaction results in a screen filled with messages, press ENTER to display the next screen of
messages or press CLEAR to terminate the output display.

This section contains the following topics:

Activate Online Datacom VSAM Transparency

Upon activation, the Datacom VSAM Transparency places all available VSAM files under Transparency control, where
availability is determined by the existence of a definition in the Online VIT and a corresponding CICS File Definition which
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is marked closed. When the Transparency is activated, the Online Request Interceptor intercepts all requests to the CICS
FCP to determine whether the file to be accessed is under Transparency control, then routes the request appropriately
to either the Transparency Request Processor or the FCP which handles native processing. When the Transparency is
not activated, there is no interception of requests to the CICS File Control Program (FCP). For more information about
activation activities, see Startup Processing.

Prerequisites to Activation

Ensure the following prerequisites are satisfied before attempting to activate Online Datacom VSAM Transparency either
automatically or manually:

• Datacom CICS Services must be active.
• Datacom/DB MUF must be active.
• Datacom VSAM Transparency must be in UNAVAILABLE or DEACTIVATED status.
• At least one VSAM file must be available for processing through the Transparency, that is, it must be defined to the

Online VIT and be marked closed in CICS.

Activation at CICS Startup

To activate Datacom VSAM Transparency dynamically at CICS startup, list DVVMTPR after DCCOCPR in the CICS
Program List Table (PLT). To reserve activation to manual control, do not list this module in the PLT. A sample CICS PLT
entry is provided in the BGPLTA member of the CABGSAMP library.

If you are installing Datacom VSAM Transparency for the first time with this version, we recommend that you add
DVVMTPR to the PLT as soon as you begin using the Transparency on a regular basis in a production environment.

Note: If the prerequisites to activation have not been met, PLT startup may fail.

Activation after CICS Startup

Manual activation is possible even if PLT activation has previously failed. To activate Datacom VSAM Transparency
manually when it is in DEACTIVATED or UNAVAILABLE status, issue the following command:

Activate Datacom VSAM Transparency Manually

►►─ DVMT ACT=$CAVT ─┬───────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►◄

                    └─ ,NOLIST ─┘

DVMT

Invokes the Datacom VSAM Transparency Maintenance Transaction.

ACT=$CAVT

Requests activation of Online Datacom VSAM Transparency.

NOLIST

(Optional) Suppresses messages on the status of files affected by the activation of Datacom VSAM Transparency.

Command Results

When the request is successfully processed, the Transparency displays the following messages:

 DVMT ACT=$CAVT

  

  DVX0005I "CUSTMR1 " FILE IS NOW ACTIVATED
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  DVX0005I "CUSTMR " FILE IS NOW ACTIVATED

  DVX0001I ONLINE VSAM TRANSPARENCY IS NOW ACTIVATED

  DVX0018I TRANSACTION COMPLETED

  DVMT ACT=$CAVT,NOLIST

  

  DVX0001I ONLINE VSAM TRANSPARENCY IS NOW ACTIVATED

  DVX0018I TRANSACTION COMPLETED

Deactivate Online Datacom VSAM Transparency

To deactivate Datacom VSAM Transparency automatically at CICS shutdown, list DVVMTPR before DCCOCPR in
the CICS shutdown Program List Table (PLT). A sample CICS PLT entry is provided in the BGPLTB member of the
CABGSAMP library.

To deactivate Datacom VSAM Transparency, issue the following command, where optional keywords can be omitted or
entered in any order.

Deactivate Datacom VSAM Transparency

►►─ DVMT DEACT=$CAVT ─┬──────────┬─┬───────────┬──────────────────────►◄

                      └─ ,FORCE ─┘ └─ ,NOLIST ─┘

DVMT

Invokes the Datacom VSAM Transparency Maintenance Transaction.

DEACT=$CAVT

Requests deactivation of Datacom VSAM Transparency's Online Request Interceptor, only if no open User Requirements
Tables are affected. When deactivated, the Transparency stops intercepting requests to the FCP, and remains in
deactivated status until explicitly activated using the DVMT ACT=$CAVT command.

FORCE

(Optional) Forces the deactivation of Datacom VSAM Transparency regardless of User Requirements Table status.

NOLIST

(Optional) Suppresses messages on the status of files affected by the deactivation.

Command Results

When the request is successfully processed, the Transparency displays the following messages, whether or not the
keyword FORCE is included.

 DVMT DEACT=$CAVT

  

  DVX0006I 'CUSTMR1' FILE IS NOW DEACTIVATED

  DVX0006I 'CUSTMR ' FILE IS NOW DEACTIVATED

  DVX0002I ONLINE VSAM TRANSPARENCY IS NOW DEACTIVATED

  DVX0018I TRANSACTION COMPLETED

  DVMT DEACT=$CAVT,FORCE

  

  DVX0012I TABLE CUS IN URT 001 IS OPEN, VSAM FILE "CUSTMR1" IS NOW DEACTIVATED

  DVX0006I "CUSTMR " FILE IS NOW DEACTIVATED

  DVX0002I ONLINE VSAM TRANSPARENCY IS NOW DEACTIVATED

  DVX0018I TRANSACTION COMPLETED
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  DVMT DEACT=$CAVT,FORCE,NOLIST

  

  DVX0002I ONLINE VSAM TRANSPARENCY IS NOW DEACTIVATED

  DVX0018I TRANSACTION COMPLETED

Place Converted Files Under Transparency Control

Prerequisites to ACT=ddname Command

Prerequisites to invoking processing for a given file follow:

• Ensure the VSAM file is listed with the attribute FILESTAT=(ENABLED,CLOSED) by issuing the following CICS
command:

►►─ CEMT SET FILE(ddname)CLOSE ───────────────────────────────────►◄

• Ensure the converted tables are defined to a User Requirements Table.
• Open the required User Requirements Tables.

Note: You can code the needed User Requirements Table(s) and open them either before or after activation of the file, but
the required User Requirements Table must be either open or defined for automatic opening before processing can begin.

Purpose of ACT=ddname Command

When you complete conversion of any file required by an application while Datacom VSAM Transparency is active, you
can place that file under Transparency control without interfering with normal processing by issuing the ACT=ddname
command. This command also reverses the effect of a previously issued DEACT= command.

Use the following format, where ddname is the DDname name for a VSAM file as specified in the Online VSAM Interface
Table.

Issue ACT=ddname Command

                ┌─ , ──────┐

 ►►─ DVMT ACT= ─▼─ ddname ─┴────────────────────────────────────────►◄

DVMT

Invokes the Datacom VSAM Transparency Maintenance Transaction.

ACT=

Requests that the VSAM file(s) with the specified DDname(s) be ACTIVATED, that is, placed under Datacom VSAM
Transparency control. When activated, all requests to the file(s) are routed through Datacom VSAM Transparency to
Datacom/DB.

ddname

Valid value can be one or more ddnames, where multiple ddnames are separated by commas.

Command Results

When the request is successfully processed, the Transparency displays the following messages:

 DVMT ACT=CUSTMR1,CUSTMR

  

  DVX0005I "CUSTMR1 " FILE IS NOW ACTIVATED
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  DVX0005I "CUSTMR " FILE IS NOW ACTIVATED

  DVX0018I TRANSACTION COMPLETED

Remove Converted Files from Transparency Control

To keep all applications from accessing a given converted table, deactivate the corresponding base cluster and all of its
associated paths. To keep applications from accessing a given converted table through one particular key, deactivate just
the base cluster or the path defined with that key. If a path defined with AUXDUP=NO is deactivated, Datacom VSAM
Transparency continues to check for duplicate records when processing through its base cluster.

To remove one or more files from Datacom VSAM Transparency control, issue the following command where ddname is
the DDname for a VSAM file as specified in the Online VSAM Interface Table. It is not necessary to explicitly close any
User Requirements Tables.

                 ┌─ , ──────┐

 ►►─ DVMT DEACT= ─▼─ ddname ─┴─┬──────────┬────────────────────────────────────►◄

                               └─ ,FORCE ─┘

DVMT

Invokes the Datacom VSAM Transparency Maintenance Transaction.

DEACT=

Requests deactivation of the Datacom/DB tables converted from the VSAM file identified as ddname in the Online VSAM
Interface Table if the corresponding table is not defined in a User Requirements Table which is in OPEN status.

ddname

Valid value can be one or more ddnames, where multiple ddnames are separated by commas.

FORCE

(Optional) Forces the deactivation of the converted tables, regardless of the status of the User Requirements Tables which
define them.

Command Results

When the request is successfully processed, the Transparency displays the following messages:

 DVMT DEACT=CUSTMR1,CUSTMR

  

  DVX0006I "CUSTMR1 " FILE IS NOW DEACTIVATED

  DVX0006I "CUSTMR " FILE IS NOW DEACTIVATED

  DVX0018I TRANSACTION COMPLETED

  DVMT DEACT=CUSTMR1,CUSTMR,FORCE

  

  DVX0012I TABLE CUS IN URT 001 IS OPEN, VSAM FILE "CUSTMR1" IS NOW DEACTIVATED

  DVX0006I "CUSTMR " FILE IS NOW DEACTIVATED

  DVX0018I TRANSACTION COMPLETED

Refresh the Online VIT, MDT, or Broadcom-supplied Modules

The NEWCOPY command can be used for either of the following purposes:

• Replace the current version of the Online VIT or Online MDT with an updated version.
• Refresh the loaded copy of a Transparency module with a new Broadcom-supplied copy.
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Ensure the following conditions are met before issuing the NEWCOPY command:

• Datacom VSAM Transparency must be in deactivated status.
• The version of the table or module to be copied into core must reside in the DFHRPL library.

Issue NEWCOPY Command

►►─ DVMT NEWCOPY= ─┬────────────┬─┬────────────┬──────────────────────►

                   └─ ,DVMDBPR ─┘ └─ ,DVMDTPR ─┘ 

 

  ►─┬────────────┬─┬────────────┬─┬────────────┬─┬────────────┬───────►◄

    └─ ,DVREQPR ─┘ └─ ,DVVXPPR ─┘ └─ ,DVVXTPR ─┘ └─ ,DVXP2PR ─┘

DVMT

Invokes the Datacom VSAM Transparency Maintenance Transaction.

NEWCOPY=

Requests that the loaded version of the specified table or module be replaced with the updated version residing in the
DFHRPL library.
Valid table specifications include the following:

DVMDTPR

Online Multiple Datacom/DB Table

DVVXTPR

Online VSAM Interface Table

Valid module specifications include the following:

DVMDBPR

MDB program

DVVXPPR, DVXP2PR, DVREQPR

Online Request Processor Programs

Command Results

When the request is successfully processed, the Transparency displays the following messages:

DVMT NEWCOPY=DVVXPPR

  

  DVX0009I "DVVXPPR " MODULE IS NOW NEWCOPIED

  DVX0018I TRANSACTION COMPLETED

Procedure for Activating New VIT and MDT

To update the Online VSAM Interface Table (VIT) and Online Multiple Datacom/DB Table (MDT), use the following
procedure:

1. Update a copy of the DVVXTPR or DBMDTPR
– Building the Online VSAM Interface Table
– Implementing Online Multiple Datacom/DB Table Support

2. Reassemble and relink
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– Assemble and Link the Online VSAM Interface Table
– Assemble and Link each Multiple Datacom/DB Table

3. Deactivate Online Datacom VSAM Transparency with the following command:

DVMT DEACT=$CAVT

4. Replace the current copy with the new copy by issuing the following command:

DVMT NEWCOPY=DVVXTPR,DVMDTPR

5. Reactivate Online Datacom VSAM Transparency with the following command:

DVMT ACT=$CAVT

How the Datacom VSAM Transparency Works
This section is for your information only. It discusses Datacom VSAM Transparency processing for batch, and online with
CICS in separate sections. Each section addresses the following:

• Job step processing
• Transparency processing prior to Datacom/DB servicing request
• Transparency processing after Datacom/DB services request
• Abend processing (with and without CLOSE=DEFER)
• CLOSE processing

This section contains the following topics:

Batch Processing

The following discussion assumes that the Datacom VSAM Transparency Subsystem(s) have been activated as
described in Activating the Transparency. When activated, the Datacom VSAM Transparency Subsystem gets control.

Job Step Processing

When the job step being executed contains DD statements which specify a Datacom VSAM Transparency Subsystem
with the SUBSYS= parameter, the subsystem processes as follows:

1. Edits the DD statements containing the SUBSYS= parameter to ensure there are no syntax errors.
2. Verifies the job step includes a DD statement that names the Transparency's model VSAM file.
3. Loads the VSAM Interface Table specified in the DD statements.
4. Loads the Request Processor (DVVUPPR/DVV2PPR).

Note: When a batch Datacom VSAM Transparency module loads another batch Datacom VSAM Transparency
module or table, the version and release number of the loading module is compared to that of the loaded module.
If they are not the same, an error message is issued to the operator (system console) and batch Datacom VSAM
Transparency processing is terminated.

5. Interprets the OPEN request and marks the file open from the application's point of view.
6. Ensures that all subsequent action requests for this file are automatically routed to the Request Processor.
7. Issues a Datacom/DB checkpoint at each CLOSE request unless CLOSE=DEFER is specified with the SUBSYS=

parameter.

Note: Such a checkpoint affects only Datacom/DB processing under Datacom VSAM Transparency control; other
Datacom/DB processing within the job step is not affected by this Datacom/DB checkpoint.
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Pre-MUF Request Handling

At the receipt of the first action request, the Request Processor processes as follows:

1. Edits the syntax of the VSAM request to determine whether it conforms to VSAM standards and is supported by
Datacom VSAM Transparency.
For example, Datacom VSAM Transparency uses the position plus length of the key defined closest to the record end
as the standard for minimum record length with which it compares all read and write requests. Any attempt to write
a record shorter than the minimum length is rejected. Datacom VSAM Transparency uses the base cluster and path
definitions to build a chain linking the base cluster to all of its unique paths. When processing a request to add a record
to a base cluster possessing a path defined with AIXDUP=NO, the Transparency determines whether the added
record violates the requirement for key uniqueness. If it is a duplicate, the Transparency does not add the record, but
instead returns the VSAM feedback code that indicates a duplicate key. This processing also applies when a record is
updated.

2. Generates a User Requirements Table based on VSAM Interface Table processing options, ACB values, and resource
availability; issues a request to Datacom/DB to open that User Requirements Table.

3. If the VSAM action request is syntactically accurate, issues an OPEN request to MUF, then translates the action
request, constructs a Datacom/DB Request Area using information from the VSAM Interface Table, and gathers the
Element List data generated during the assembly of the VIT macros.
– If the file is eligible to run in GETIT-mode and criteria (described in Conditions for Allocating GETIT Resources

when GETIT=YES (see page )) are met, requests that Datacom/DB use blocked-GETIT processing if resources are
available.

– If MDB support is required, loads the MDB program (DVMDBPR) and the appropriate Multiple Datacom/DB Table;
uses information provided there.

– If WF2 support is requested, the resource is allocated if all criteria (described in the section about prerequisites
to WF2 Resource Allocation when WF2=YES) are met.

4. Transfers the Datacom/DB request, including the command, Request Area, Element List, and so on, to the MUF using
the Datacom/DB Interface (DBINFPR).

Note: At the receipt of each subsequent action request, the Request Processor simply verifies the syntax, modifies the
Request Area if the translated request differs from the preceding one, then transfers the required information to MUF
using the Datacom/DB Interface.

Post-MUF Request Handling

After Datacom/DB services the request, the Datacom/DB Interface passes the results to the Request Processor. The
Request Processor translates the results to a form expected by the VSAM application program and routes results to the
source program.

Abend Processing without CLOSE=DEFER

When an application program terminates abnormally, Datacom VSAM Transparency causes Datacom/DB to remove the
database updates performed since the last CLOSE request if the following requirements are met:

• TXNUNDO=YES is specified in the DBVUSTR macro in the batch VSAM Interface Table.
• Affected tables are defined in Datacom Datadictionary for active logging and recovery.

Application programs which access multiple Datacom VSAM Transparency files may issue multiple OPEN and CLOSE
requests in the course of updating records. When transaction backout is active and such a program terminates
abnormally, the Datacom/DB transaction backout function is invoked. When invoked, this function backs out updates
to the last Datacom VSAM Transparency-generated Datacom/DB checkpoint. If multiple OPENs and CLOSEs are
encountered, the status of the file after backout may not match its status at the start of the task.
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Abend Processing with CLOSE=DEFER

To back out all updates made during the course of the task (and multiple OPEN and CLOSE requests are issued)
when the task ends abnormally, code CLOSE=DEFER as an option of the SUBSYS= parameter in the appropriate DD
statement, for example,

//ddname DD SUBSYS=(CAVT,'VUTNM=xxxxx','CLOSE=DEFER'

This ensures that all program-issued CLOSEs to the file which occur before the task ends are treated as logical rather
than physical and that the physical CLOSE is deferred until the end of the task. A logical close marks the file closed but
issues no CLOSE or checkpoint request to Datacom/DB; a physical close marks the file closed and issues a CLOSE
request to Datacom/DB.
Consider, for example, the following sequence within a single program.

• Step 1: File A is opened, updated, closed
• Step 2: File B is opened, updated
• Step 3: File A is reopened, updated, closed
• Step 4: File B is closed
• Step 5: Task ends

In this sequence, the CLOSE requests issued in Steps 1, 2, and 4 are deferred until Step 5. If an abend occurs, all
updates made during each step of the task are backed out, that is, at the beginning of Step 1 for File A and at the
beginning of Step 2 for File B.

Note: Do not specify CLOSE=DEFER in an environment where task termination is through other than the standard
linkage conventions (for example, by using the EXIT macro - SVC 3). Such nonstandard terminations will bypass the
CLOSE=DEFER intercept and result in the transparency's failure to issue a CLOSE request to Datacom/DB, resulting in
SA03 abends.

CLOSE Processing

Normally, when your program issues a CLOSE request, the Transparency translates that request to the corresponding
Datacom/DB command and passes it to the Datacom/DB Interface, which sends it to the MUF. When the corresponding
table is closed in Datacom/DB, the Transparency returns a code to the VSAM application which indicates that the file has
been successfully closed.

If you specify CLOSE=DEFER with the SUBSYS= parameter, the Transparency processes your program-issued CLOSE
requests differently. For each CLOSE, the Transparency simply returns a code to the VSAM application indicating a
successful close without actually sending a translated request to Datacom/DB. When the Transparency gets control at
the end of the task, it processes all the deferred closes, that is, the Transparency ensures the physical close of all files
logically closed within the current task.

If transaction backout is active and you specify TRBOFE=YES in the DBVUFIL macro for the file being processed, the
Transparency does some additional work before acting on any CLOSE request using normal close processing or deferred
close processing. This work involves examining the fate of the preceding request to determine if it resulted in a file error
other than EOF (or no record found). If no file error occurred, or if the result was simply a EOF (or no record found), the
Transparency proceeds with normal or deferred close processing. If a real file error preceded the CLOSE request, the
Transparency backs out the updates, produces a special message describing the file error, and terminates processing.

Online Processing

Startup Processing

1. If DVVMTPR is listed in the Program List Table (PLT), Datacom VSAM Transparency is automatically activated at
CICS startup.
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Note: If Datacom VSAM Transparency is subsequently shut down manually through the DVMT DEACT=$CAVT
command, the DVMT ACT=$CAVT command is required to reactivate Datacom VSAM Transparency.

2. As each module and table is loaded, its release level is verified. DVVXTPR and DVVXPPR must be synchronized. If a
discrepancy is encountered, the name(s) of the modules or tables loaded at an incompatible level are displayed on the
terminal and processing is terminated pending correction.

3. For each VSAM file listed with VSAMNM= in the Online VSAM Interface Table (DVVXTPR), places the file under
Transparency control unless it is already opened for native VSAM access.
Pre-MUF Request Handling:

4. The Transparency Online Request Interceptor intercepts each request to the CICS File Control Program (DFHFCP) in
a CICS Global User Exit (GLUE) to determine whether it is for a file which is under Transparency control.

• If the request is to a file which is not under Transparency control, the Transparency passes the request on to the CICS
File Control Program (DFHFCP) which handles it just as it did before installing Datacom VSAM Transparency or when
Datacom VSAM Transparency is not active.

• If the request is to a file which is under Transparency control, the following processing occurs:

1. a. The Transparency retrieves the "VSAM file to Datacom/DB table mapping information" from the Online VSAM
Interface Table (DVVXTPR), translates the VSAM request to the corresponding Datacom/DB request, and passes
the request to the Datacom CICS Services.

b. Datacom CICS Services selects a User Requirements Table for processing the specified table and passes the
request to the Datacom/DB Interface (DBINFPR), which passes it to the MUF.

Post-MUF Request Handling

After the MUF processes the request and sends the Datacom/DB return code and data to Datacom VSAM Transparency
using Datacom CICS Services:

• Datacom VSAM Transparency translates the return code to the corresponding VSAM feedback code
• Returns it and the data to the application

Abend Processing

When a critical error occurs, Datacom VSAM Transparency produces an abend code. See the Online Abend Codes
table for a description of each code and when it would be generated. If TXNUNDO=YES is specified in the online User
Requirements Table, the active transaction is backed out to the last sync point.

Shutdown Processing

Typically, Datacom VSAM Transparency is deactivated automatically during CICS shutdown which occurs at PLT
shutdown. However, you can deactivate Datacom VSAM Transparency manually using the DVMT DEACT=$CAVT
command. When deactivated, either automatically or manually, the Transparency marks all files under its control as
closed. When files are closed in this way, no more requests can be executed through the Transparency until a subsequent
activation is performed. If the VSAM file exists and the CICS job stream contains JCL for executing the application in
native mode, native VSAM processing resumes if you issue the CEMT OPEN command.
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Messages and Codes
Error messages and return codes are tools that you can use to identify problems and the actions that are required to
correct the situation causing the problem.

This section contains the following topics:

Messages and Codes Introduction

The messages and codes listed here provide the following information:

• Message or return code
• Reason the message was generated
• Recommended action in response to the message:

If the message indicates an error, procedures are provided for correction and, if required, recovery.

If the message is a warning or for information only, it is so labeled.

When operating Datacom VSAM Transparency, you can receive messages from another Broadcom product that is
installed on your system. In addition to these messages, you need the messages for the other Broadcom products that
you have installed.

For certain error messages or return codes, you are referred to other Datacom manuals for details about specific tasks.
Also, in your support of other products, you may need to see the documentation for those other products.

Respond to Error Messages and Return Codes

Broadcom products generate error messages and return codes to help you identify problems and determine the required
actions to rectify them. When a problem is encountered that is associated with an error message or return code, use the
following guidelines to rectify it.

1. If practical, repeat the activity which preceded the generation of the message. If the message does not recur, you can
assume that it was due to a simple, inadvertent mistake in usage. If message recurs, continue with the next step.

2. Record the following information for later reference:

• – Message ID and message text or return code
– Where the message was produced (for example: on a console, on a terminal, in a dump, in a report)

3. Determine whether Datacom VSAM Transparency produced the message or return code, another Broadcom product,
or a non-Broadcom product as follows:

• – All Datacom VSAM Transparency messages are preceded by an eight-character message ID beginning with DV.
– Most Datacom messages are preceded by a message ID beginning with the following product codes:

– DB is Datacom/DB
– DC is Datacom CICS Services
– DD is Datacom Datadictionary
– DQ is Dataquery
– DR is Datacom/DB Reporting Facility

• For unnumbered messages or messages prefixed in other ways, determine the source by examining the message
documentation for the products you have installed including the IPC.

4. If the message ID begins with DV and ends with C, an internal error has occurred; collect the dump, if produced, and
contact Broadcom Support.
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5. Locate the documentation for other messages or codes as follows:

• – For Datacom VSAM Transparency messages and codes, see:
• Datacom VSAM Transparency Messages
• Batch Abend Codes
• Online Abend Codes

– For Datacom CICS Services generated messages and codes, see the Datacom CICS Services Messages.
– For other Broadcom product generated messages and codes, see the Messages for that product.
– For non-Broadcom product messages and codes, handle according to site procedures.

6. Look up the documentation for the error message or return code in the appropriate area. Numbered messages
are documented in ascending order by message ID; return codes are documented in ascending order; unnumbered
messages are listed alphabetically by message text.

The messages and codes that are issued by Datacom products are documented with the reason the product generated
the message or code. We also provide the recommended action to take in response to the message.

7. Examine the Reason section to identify the cause of the problem. Sometimes several possibilities are suggested.

8. Examine the Action section and follow the recommendations for solving the identified problem or correcting the
identified error.

9. Re-create the situation in which the problem initially occurred to determine whether the solution you applied solved the
problem or corrected the error. If the same error message or return code is produced, proceed with the steps suggested in
Guidelines for Problem Solving without Broadcom Support.

Format for Datacom VSAM Transparency Messages

Datacom VSAM Transparency messages are formatted as follows:

aa

Product code DV for Datacom VSAM Transparency

y

A module identifier for the component issuing the message, for example:

I

Datacom VSAM Transparency online installation verification

M

Datacom VSAM Transparency Conversion Aid Utility

R

Datacom VSAM Transparency Table Reporting Utility

S

Datacom VSAM Transparency Subsystem

U
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Datacom VSAM Transparency processing programs

X

Online DVMT Transaction Processor

nnnn

Numeric message identifier

b

Message severity code:

C

CRITICAL: A critical error has occurred. Contact Broadcom Support.

E

ERROR: An error that does not terminate processing has occurred.

I

INFORMATION: Informational message only. No action is required.

T

TERMINATE: An error that terminates processing has occurred.

W

WARNING: A condition has been detected which can lead to incorrect or unexpected results.

'xxxx'

(Batch only) Displayed only in messages that a Datacom VSAM Transparency Subsystem generates, meaning messages
beginning with DVSnnnnb. Identifies the subsystem that the SUBSYS= parameter specifies on the DD statement
describing the file to access using the Transparency.

    //ddname DD SUBSYS=(xxxx,'VUTNM=vutnm')

See Defining Multiple Subsystems.

yyyyyyy

(Batch only) Displayed only in messages that a Datacom VSAM Transparency Subsystem generates, that is, messages
beginning with DVSnnnnb. Identifies the module which generated the message, for example, DVVSOPR, DVVSCPR,
DVV39PR, DVVSIPR, and DVVSSPR.

ddname

In Batch, the DDNAME for the VSAM data set.

message text

Brief description of the error when preceded by a message ID ending in C, E, T or W. Brief informative statement when
preceded by a message ID ending in I. (See b for an explanation of message severity codes.)

Datacom VSAM Transparency Messages
Several types of VSAM/T messages are presented in this section:
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• DVC messages are issued by the CAIRIM subsystem installation program DVCR4PR
• DVI messages are from the online verification transaction DVAM
• DVM messages are from the Conversion Aid Utility (DVVMGPR, batch)
• DVR messages are from the Table Reporting program DVVTPPR. It reports on the contents of the VSAM/T control

tables (file definitions) that you assemble: VIT, MDB, and VXT
• DVS are messages related to the VSAM/T subsystem in z/OS (batch component)
• DVU messages pertain to the batch component of VSAM/T (batch processing)
• DVX messages are the online processing messages for VSAM/T. Any message issued by this component has the DVX

prefix.

For more information, see Respond to Error Messages and Return Codes.

CAIRIM DVC
CAIRIM issues the following informational and error messages: DVC0001-DVC0008

DVC0001I
DATACOM DVCR4PR date-time 14.0
The CAIRIM processing module has been loaded and is executing. Information about the module DVCR4PR is provided
including a date and time it was built and the release level. The PTF identifier is provided after the release level if the
module has been subject to a PTF.

Reason:
The module execution is noted with its identification as a confirmation of execution and to be available if there is a support
concern.

Action:
None.

DVC0002I
DATACOM name date-time 14.0 3A0DB000
A Datacom VSAM Transparency module has been loaded and information about the module is provided including the
date and time it was built and release level. The PTF identifier is provided after the release level if the module has been
subject to a PTF. Additionally, the memory address is provided as to where the module was loaded. This information is
useful from a support point of view.

Reason:
The loaded module is noted with its identification as a confirmation of execution and to be available if there is a support
concern.

Action:
None.

DVC0003I
INSTALLATION SUCCESSFUL FOR SUBSYSTEM name 00C4C0A0
The CAIRIM processing has successfully installed the Datacom VSAM Transparency subsystem named in the message.
The address of the SSCT is provided in case it would be helpful in a future support concern.

Reason:
The Datacom VSAM Transparency subsystem has been successfully installed.

Action:
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None.

DVC0004I
DATACOM CAIRIM EXECUTION SUCCESSFUL
The CAIRIM processing module has completed execution with success.

Reason:
The module execution is complete without error.

Action:
None. 

DVC0005E
INSTALLATION FAILED FOR SUBSYSTEM name
The installation for the named subsystem has failed.

Reason:
The specific reason is unknown but view the console for other messages that may provide the problem.

Action:
Assuming there are other specific error messages, address their concerns and rerun the CAIRIM install. Ensure that the
needed modules are in the authorized load library and that the subsystem name is not currently in use.

DVC0006E
DATACOM CAIRIM ERROR – x y
The CAIRIM processing module has detected an error. Text replaces the 'x' and provides specific information to identify
the error encountered. Text replaces the 'y' and provides additional information about the error. The following examples
provide specific 'x' and 'y' values with details reasons and actions.
DATACOM CAIRIM ERROR – ALREADY PRESENT DVSSN=cccc

Reason:
The PARM value after DVSSN= contains a four-character name for a new subsystem but that name is already in use as a
subsystem.

Action:
Correct the value to be a subsystem name that does not currently exist.
DATACOM CAIRIM ERROR – CANNOT IDENTIFY MODULE=name

Reason:
A module was loaded but the module does not appear to be the module that is needed.

Action:
No likely reason for this to occur but research is required to see if the module having the load library name contains the
appropriate module. Error could by a user error moving module between libraries and renaming it incorrectly.
DATACOM CAIRIM ERROR – DELETE FAILURE MODULE=name

Reason:
A module loaded that is no longer needed is being deleted and the delete failed.

Action:
No likely reason for this to occur nor useful documentation that is likely to have occurred. Contact Broadcom Support.
DATACOM CAIRIM ERROR – INVALID, NOT A-9 DVSSN=jj.j
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Reason:
The PARM value after DVSSN= contains one or more characters that are not in the range of the letter A through the
number 9. In the example, it is a period.

Action:
Correct the value to be a subsystem name of four characters with each being letters or numbers.
DATACOM CAIRIM ERROR – INVALID, NOT A-9 SFX=c.

Reason:
The PARM value after SFX= contains one or more characters that are not in the range of the letter A through the number
9. In the example, it is a period.

Action:
Correct the value to be a suffix of two characters with each being letters or numbers that are not the letters 'PR'.
DATACOM CAIRIM ERROR – LOAD FAILURE MODULE=name

Reason:
A module is being loaded but the load failed.

Action:
Additional information should be available from the operating system about the reason for failure. Most likely is that the
module is not in the load library being used. See that the module named is in the library being used. If the module is
DVVSIPR then it must exist with the suffix name replacing the PR.
DATACOM CAIRIM ERROR – NOT ALLOWED 'PR' SVX=PR

Reason:
The PARM value after SVX= contains the two characters 'PR' and those two are not allowed to avoid confusion with the
modules normal load library names.

Action:
Correct the value to be a suffix of two characters with each being letters or numbers that are not the letters 'PR'.
DATACOM CAIRIM ERROR – NOT VALID MODULE=name

Reason:
A module has been loaded but the contents do not reflect what is expected.

Action:
Most likely the module has been renamed incorrectly. Review how the module came to be in the load library and where it
came from.
DATACOM CAIRIM ERROR – SSN INVALID SUSE DVCA

Reason:
The subsystem name shown, DVCA in this example, is found but is not a Datacom VSAM Transparency subsystem.

Action:
Review the provided subsystem name and if provided incorrectly then correct the value and rerun the CAIRIM execution.
DATACOM CAIRIM ERROR – SSN NOT FOUND DVCA

Reason:
The subsystem name shown, DVCA in this example, is not found as a current subsystem.

Action:
Review the provided subsystem name and if provided incorrectly then correct the value and rerun the CAIRIM execution.
DATACOM CAIRIM ERROR – SSN NOT VSAM/T DVCA

Reason:
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The subsystem name shown, DVCA in this example, is not a recognizable Datacom VSAM Transparency subsystem.

Action:
Review the provided subsystem name and if provided incorrectly then correct the value and rerun the CAIRIM execution.
DATACOM CAIRIM ERROR – TOO MUCH DATA DELETEX

Reason:
The PARM value after DELETE= does not end with a blank. The PARM value should have ended but if not, a blank must
follow the DELETE.

Action:
Correct the value to end after the DELETE or add a blank after DELETE.
DATACOM CAIRIM ERROR – TOO MUCH DATA ,SVX=XRX

Reason:
The PARM value after SVX= contains more than two characters. The PARM value should have ended but if not, a blank
must follow the suffix name of two characters.

Action:
Correct the value to be a suffix of two characters and either end or end with a blank.
DATACOM CAIRIM ERROR - MISSING DVSSN= xxxxxxx

Reason:
The PARM value does not start with the characters DVSSN=.

Action:
Correct the value to start with DVSSN= as required.

DVC0007E
DATACOM PARM VALUE DOES NOT CONTAIN EITHER ',SF=' OR ',DELETE'
Follow the four-character subsystem name specified with the DVSSN= parameter with either ,SF= or ,DELETE. The SF=
parameter allows you to add a new subsystem. The DELETE parameter allows you to logically delete a subsystem.

Reason:
The PARM value is missing a required value.

Action:
Review the value provided. Correct the value as needed to accomplish the requirements being needed.

DVC0008I
SUBSYSTEM name HAS BEEN DELETED
The subsystem name has been logically deleted. The logical delete occurs by changing the name to another.

Reason:
The running Datacom VSAM Transparency subsystem has been logically deleted and may continue execution for
programs already connected but should not be useable for new executions.

Action:
None.

Online Installation Verification DVI
This section includes Online Installation Verification (DVI) informational and terminate messages: DVI0000I and DVI0001T
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DVI0000I
TRANSACTION COMPLETED

Reason:
The command that was issued with the DVAM transaction has been processed.

Action:
None.

DVI0001T
'aaaaaaaa' FILE NOT OPEN

Reason:
The DVAM transaction cannot access file 'aaaaaaaa' because the table (CUS) to which it was converted is not referenced
by an open User Requirements Table (URT).

Action:
Use the following procedure to correct this condition:

1. Issue the following command to determine the URT to open:
DBOC INQ=???.CUS
The following information then displays:

URT nnnn (STD CLOSED ... nnnn TABLE: CUS ...

2. Issue the following command to open the required URT where nnnn is the URT number displayed in response to the
preceding request:

      DBOC OPEN=nnnn

Conversion Aid Utility DVM
This section includes Conversion Aid Utility (DVM) terminate messages: DVM0001-DVM0037

DVM0001T
INVALID CONTROL CARD (CARD# )

Reason:
The Conversion Aid Utility could not find a valid keyword on the indicated control statement. Perhaps the statement was
blank.

Action:
Use the keyword parameters documented in the Control Statement Format for MDB File topic. Rerun the job.

DVM0002T
INVALID CONTROL CARD, DATA BEYOND COLUMN 71 (CARD# )

Reason:
Data on the indicated control statement extends beyond column 71. This violates Rule 2 in Rules for Coding Control
Statements.

Action:
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Correct the indicated control statement so that it conforms to the rules documented in the Rules for Coding Control
Statements. Rerun the job.

DVM0003T
KEYWORD xxxxxxx NOT FOLLOWED BY '='

Reason:
A violation of rule three in Rules for Coding Control Statements was detected. This rule states that each keyword and its
value must appear on the same statement in the form KEYWORD=VALUE. That is, coding a keyword and its value on
separate statements is not permitted.

Action:
Correct the indicated control statement so that it conforms to the rules documented in the Rules for Coding Control
Statements. Rerun the job.

DVM0004T
INVALID KEYWORD: xxxxxxx

Reason:
The Conversion Aid Utility detected xxxxxxx on a control statement. However, the keyword is not valid.

Action:
Correct the control statement as documented in the Control Statement Format for MDB File. Rerun the job.

DVM0005T
VALUE SPECIFIED FOR KEYWORD PARAMETER xxxxxxx IS TOO LONG

Reason:
The value specified xxxxxxx exceeds length limitations for valid entries.

Action:
Correct the control statement as documented in Control Statement Format for MDB File. Rerun the job.

DVM0006T
KEYWORD PARAMETER xxxxxxx SPECIFIED MORE THAN ONCE

Reason:
The Conversion Aid Utility detected a violation of Rule 5 in Rules for Coding Control Statements. Duplicate keywords are
not allowed.

Action:
Correct the control statement by deleting the duplicate parameter and its value as documented in Control Statement
Format for MDB File. Rerun the job.

DVM0007T
NO VALUE SPECIFIED FOR KEYWORD PARAMETER xxxxxxx

Reason:
The Conversion Aid Utility expected a value following the keyword xxxxxxx, but did not find it. Either the value is missing,
does not immediately follow the equal sign, or is included in the following statement. This violates rule three in Rules for
Coding Control Statements.
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Action:
Correct the control statement as documented in Control Statement Format for MDB File. Rerun the job.

DVM0008T
VALUE SPECIFIED FOR KEYWORD PARAMETER xxxxxxx IS INVALID

Reason:
The Conversion Aid Utility encountered an invalid value for xxxxxxx. Valid entries for all keywords are documented in
Control Statement Format for MDB File.

Action:
Correct the control statement. Rerun the job.

DVM0009T
CONTINUATION CARD (CARD# ) OUT OF SEQUENCE

Reason:
The statement preceding the statement number that was indicated in the message did not end with a comma. Therefore,
the Conversion Aid Utility did not expect a continuation statement. This violates rule four in Rules for Coding Control
Statements.

Action:
Correct the control statement coded in error. Rerun the job.

DVM0010T
UNEXPECTED EOF READING CONTROL CARDS, CONTINUATION CARD MISSING

Reason:
The last parameter value on the last control statement ended with a comma rather than a blank. This violates rule four
in Rules for Coding Control Statements. Rule four states that a comma following the last value specified on a statement
indicates that another statement containing additional keywords follows.

Action:
Correct the control statement coded in error. Rerun the job.

DVM0011T
REQUIRED KEYWORD PARAMETER xxxxxxx MISSING

Reason:
The Conversion Aid Utility detected the absence of a required keyword. Required keywords are documented in Control
Statement Format for MDB File.

Action:
Add the keyword, xxxxxxx, and its value to the control statements. Rerun the job.

DVM0012T
KEYWORD PARAMETER 'DBTABID' MUST NOT BE SPECIFIED WHEN KEYWORD PARAMETER 'MDTNM' IS
SPECIFIED

Reason:
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You attempted to define a table ID for an MDB-related table or you identified a Multiple Datacom/DB Table when
DDNAME= refers to a non-MDB file. Both are syntax errors.

Action:
Delete the DBTABID= keyword parameter, if you are using the Conversion Aid Utility with an MDB file. After verifying that
the format conforms to that described in Control Statement Format for MDB File, rerun the job.

DVM0015T
VALUE OF KEYWORD PARAMETER 'RKP' MUST BE LESS THAN VALUE OF KEYWORD PARAMETER 'VRECDLN'

Reason:
Valid entries for RKP= (relative key position) can range from 1 to 15999, but cannot exceed the VRECDLN= (maximum
record length) value. These keywords are documented in Control Statement Format for MDB File.

Action:
Verify the values for RKP= and VRECDLN=. Correct the error, then rerun the job.

DVM0016T
NO CONTROL CARD FOUND

Reason:
The Conversion Aid Utility did not find any control statements. Either the control statements are missing or they were not
read because they were evaluated as comment statements. See the Rules for Coding Control Statements. Keywords for
control statements are documented in Control Statement Format for MDB File section.

Action:
Provide the control statements, then rerun the job.

DVM0030T
INVALID MDB TABLE LOADED

Reason:
The loaded Multiple Datacom/DB Table (MDT) does not contain an MDT coremark.

Action:
Check the library concatenation and specifications in the JCL. Verify that the name of the Multiple Datacom/DB Table
is specified on the control statement as documented for MDTNM=. If necessary, reassemble and relink as described in
Assemble and Link each Multiple Datacom/DB Table.

DVM0031T
LOAD UNSUCCESSFUL FOR xxxxxxx

Reason:
The attempt to load xxxxxxx failed, where xxxxxxx is either a Multiple Datacom/DB Table definition or one of the following
Datacom VSAM Transparency modules: DVMDBPR or DBDSFPR.

Action:
Check the library concatenation and specifications in the JCL. Verify that the name of the Multiple Datacom/DB Table is
specified on the Control Statement Format for MDB File. If necessary, reassemble and relink as described in Assemble
and Link each Multiple Datacom/DB  Assemble and Link each Multiple Datacom/DB Table Datacom/DB Table.
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DVM0032T
VSAM OPEN ERROR (nn)

Reason:
An OPEN error code in the ACB indicated by the hexadecimal nn in the message, was returned from native VSAM on an
OPEN call for the VSAM input file.

Action:
See the VSAM documentation on messages and codes to determine the cause of the error. Make the suggested
corrections. Rerun the job.

DVM0033T
VSAM READ ERROR, FEEDBACK CODE = nnnnnn

Reason:
A sequential GET request against the VSAM input file returned the indicated feedback code.

Action:
See the VSAM documentation on messages and codes to determine the cause of the error. Make the suggested
corrections. Rerun the job.

DVM0034T
(Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility error message)

Reason:
The Conversion Aid Utility received the indicated error message from Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility when
retrieving information about the Datacom/DB tables being converted.

Action:
See the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility section of the Datacom/DB Message Reference Guide to determine the
meaning and cause of the error message. Correct the problem as suggested. Rerun the job.

DVM0035C
MDB STATISTICS TABLE FULL

Reason:
Internal error: the referenced Multiple Datacom/DB Table contains an invalid definition for the file referenced in the control
statement by DDNAME=. The number of Datacom/DB tables into which the file is converted appears to exceed the limit.
However, this type of error would have caused failure at the time the macros were assembled. The maximum number of
MDB-related tables is 116.

Action:
Contact Broadcom Support.

DVM0036T
ERROR CODE 'n' FROM MDB LOOKUP ROUTINE DVMDBPR

Reason:
If error code n is not eight, an internal error has occurred. If the error code is eight, either the MDT referenced on the
control statement by MDTNM= is not the intended MDT or, if it is, that MDT does not contain an entry in a DBMDTHDR
macro for the DDNAME= you specified on the control statement.
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Action:
If the error code is not eight, contact Broadcom Support. Otherwise, verify that you specified the MDTNM= and DDNAME=
values correctly on the control statement. If correct, modify the Multiple Datacom/DB Table as needed, reassemble and
relink, then rerun the job.

DVM0037T
TABLE 'aaa' NOT FOUND IN DATABASE 'nnn'

Reason:
The Datacom/DB table indicated by aaa was specified in a DBMDTHDR macro in the Multiple Datacom/DB Table
identified by MDTNM= on the control statement. However, this table was not found in the Datacom Datadictionary
definition for database nnn, the database ID identified by DBID= on the control statement.

Action:
Verify that the control statements contain the correct specification for DBID= and MDTNM=. If no error is found, check the
referenced MDT definition and the Datacom Datadictionary definitions for the referenced database. Correct the error and
then rerun the job.

Table Reporting Utility DVR
This section includes Table Reporting Utility (DVR) error and warning messages: DVR0001 - DVR0009

DVR0001E
aaaaaaaa IS NOT A VALID MDT TABLE NOR A BATCH VSAM INTERFACE TABLE Table Reporting Utility (DVR)

Reason:
The module aaaaaaaa specified in the control statement for the Datacom VSAM Transparency Table Reporting utility is
neither a valid Multiple Datacom/DB Table (MDT) nor a valid batch VSAM Interface Table (VIT).

Action:
Correct the name specified in the control statement as follows, then resubmit the job. For more information, see Produce
and Evaluate Reports.

• To report on a VSAM Interface Table, specify the name that was used when the VIT was assembled and linked.
• To report on a batch Multiple Datacom/DB Table, enter the name that was used when the MDT was assembled and

linked.
• To report on the Online Multiple Datacom/DB Table, specify DVMDTPR on the control statement.

DVR0002E
PATH 'aaaaaaaa' IS RELATED TO UNDEFINED BASE CLUSTER 'bbbbbbbb'

Reason:
The VSAM Interface Table containing a macro with the following specifications:

DBVUFIL VSAMNM=aaaaaaaa,BASE=NO,BDDNAME=bbbbbbbb

does not contain a macro with the following specifications:

DBVUFIL VSAMNM=bbbbbbbb,BASE=YES

Action:
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Is the specified value for BDDNAME= spelled correctly? If it is, define the base cluster for that path, then reassemble and
relink the VSAM Interface Table.

DVR0003E
THIS VIT IS INCOMPLETE; SEE ASSEMBLY LISTING FOR ERRORS AND/OR MNOTES

Reason:
The Table Reporting Utility detected something missing from a VSAM Interface Table for which a report was requested.
This incomplete VIT is identified in the preceding message. Perhaps the VIT does not begin with a DBVUSTR macro and
end with a DBVUEND macro. Perhaps it is missing a required DBVUFIL macro. Or, it may be missing a required macro
parameter. For more information, see Requirements for Coding VIT Macros.

Action:
Examine the VIT assembly listing for error messages and MNOTES, if produced. Make the necessary corrections, then
reassemble. See Build Batch VSAM Interface Tables.

DVR0004W
xxxxxxxx IS A RELEASE 2.1 VIT

Reason:
This program does not support Release 2.1. The VIT table must be assembled by Datacom VSAM Transparency Release
2.2 or above.

Action:
None.

DVR0005E
ERROR OCCURRED WHEN ATTEMPTING TO LOAD DVSSNPR

Reason:
DVSSNPR is not in the STEPLIB or JOBLIB.

Action:
Correct the problem and reexecute the program.

DVR0006E
SUBSYSTEM 'xxxx' NOT FOUND

Reason:
The subsystem xxxx is not defined in z/OS.

Action:
Use the correct subsystem ID.

DVR0007E
SUBSYSTEM (xxxx) IS NOT A VSAMT SUBSYSTEM

Reason:
The subsystem xxxx is not a Datacom VSAM Transparency subsystem.

Action:
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Use the correct subsystem ID.

DVR0008E
SUBSYSTEM (xxxx) IS INOPERABLE (SSVT ADDR ZERO)

Reason:
The subsystem xxxx is defined as a Datacom VSAM Transparency subsystem, but Datacom VSAM Transparency is not
active.

Action:
Check the IEFSSNxx member and verify that subsystem xxxx is defined as suggested in Using Datacom VSAM
Transparency to Activate the Datacom VSAM Transparency Subsystem. For more information about IEFSSNxx,
see Define Multiple Subsystems or use CAIRIM to activate the Datacom VSAM Transparency subsystem. For more
information about CAIRIM, see Activate the Transparency.

DVR0009E
INVALID PARM SPECIFIED xxxxxxxx

Reason:
The input parameter that is identified as xxxxxxxx in the message is invalid.

Action:
To identify the correct parameter to use, see the appropriate topic in Using.

Subsystem DVS
This section contains Subsystem (DVS) critical, error, informational, and terminate messages: DVS0001-DVS0062

DVS0000I
xxxx - DVVSUPR UNALLOC RQST FOR ddname

Reason:
The ddname was unallocated by DVVSUPR.

Action:
None.

DVS0001I
'xxxx' - yyyyyyy SUCCESSFULLY INITIALIZED (SUFFIX=nn)

Reason:
The module, yyyyyyy, was successfully initialized during the system IPL. The suffix nn is the value that was specified for
SUFFIX= when the Subsystem was defined. See SUFFIX=nn in Define Multiple Subsystems.

Action:
None.

DVS0002E
'xxxx' - DVVSIPR UNABLE TO GET CSA STORAGE
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Reason:
No Common System Area (CSA) storage is available.

Action:
Increase the CSA size in z/OS, then re-IPL the system.

DVS0003E
'xxxx' - DVVSIPR UNSUCCESSFULLY INITIALIZED

Reason:
The module, DVVSIPR, was not successfully initialized during the system IPL for the reason indicated by the
accompanying message.

Action:
See the documentation of the accompanying message for recommendations.

DVS0004E
'xxxx' - DVVSIPR aaaaaaaaa LOAD DVVSSPR MODULE

Reason:
If aaaaaaaaa is UNABLE TO, DVVSSPR does not reside in the Link Pack Area (LPA). If aaaaaaaaa is PRIV.AREA, the
DVVSSPR module has been loaded into z/OS Private Area rather than the Link Pack Area (LPA).

Action:
If aaaaaaaaa is UNABLE TO, move DVVSSPR from the Datacom VSAM Transparency library into the LPA, then re-IPL.
If aaaaaaaaa is PRIV.AREA, make certain the DVVSSPR module is not included in a data set defined to the JOBLIB/
STEPLIB concatenation, then retry the subsystem activation.

DVS0006E
'xxxx' - yyyyyyy NO STORAGE AVAILABLE yyyyyyy NO STORAGE AVAILABLE

Reason:
The version of DVS0006E shown first is issued by DVVSOPR, DVVSCPR, and DVV39PR. The second one is issued by
DVVSSPR. In either case, the message is issued because the size of the region is not large enough to accommodate the
storage requirements of module yyyyyyy.

Action:
Increase the region size and rerun the job.

DVS0008I
DVVSSPR PERFORM THE DEFERRED CLOSE(S)

Reason:
Normal end of task occurred and the file CLOSEs that were postponed, in compliance with the SUBSYS= option
CLOSE=DEFER, have now been performed.

Action:
None.

DVS0009T
'xxxx'- yyyyyyyy -'aaaaaaaa' IS IN WRONG RELEASE LEVEL
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Reason:
Module aaaaaaaa is not at the same release level as the Transparency processing modules currently loaded.

Action:
Check the installation steps and library concatenation.

DVS0015E
'xxxx' - DVVSSPR NO PARAMETER SPECIFIED

Reason:
The SUBSYS= parameter is missing required values.

Action:
Revise the DD statement as follows. For more information, see SUBSYS= on Invoke Transparency Processing for
Converted Files.

//ddname DD SUBSYS=(CAVT,'VUTNM=vutnm') 

DVS0016E
'xxxx' - DVVSSPR NO VUTNM= SPECIFIED

Reason:
The DD statement does not include the required specification of a VSAM Interface Table.

Action:
Add the specification VUTNM=xxxxxxx to the DD statement as follows. For more information, see VUTNM=vutnm on
Invoke Transparency Processing for Converted Files.

//ddname DD SUBSYS=(CAVT,'VUTNM=vutnm') 

DVS0017E
'xxxx' - DVVSSPR OPERAND TOO LONG: aaaaaaaaaaaa

Reason:
The operand that is indicated in the message exceeds the eight-character length limit.

Action:
Replace the invalid operand with one that is no longer than eight characters, then resubmit the job.

DVS0020E
'xxxx' - DVV39PR VUTNM= PARAMETER VALUE MISSING

Reason:
The DD statement is missing the required parameter value for VUTNM=, which identifies the VSAM Interface Table to use.

Action:
Identify the VSAM Interface Table to use by supplying a value for VUTNM=xxxxxxx as shown on the following format, then
rerun the job. For more information, see VUTNM=vutnm on Invoke Transparency Processing for Converted Files.

//ddname DD SUBSYS=(CAVT,'VUTNM=vutnm') 
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DVS0021C
'xxxx' - DVV39PR INTERNAL ERROR: SSAGARBP IS ZERO

Reason:
Due to an internal error which replaced the expected contents of SSAGARBP with zero, the current job has abnormally
terminated.

Action:
Collect the system dump and contact Broadcom Support.

DVS0024E
'xxxx' - DVVSOPR OPEN FOR DB$VSAMT MODEL FILE FAILED

Reason:
The attempt to open the model VSAM file failed. Either the required DD statement for the model file is missing or the
specified data set is not a VSAM file.

Action:
Add the required DD statement as follows or replace the current DSN= value with the correct data set name.

//DB$VSAMT DD DSN=aaa.VTMODEL,DISP=SHR 

DVS0025E
'xxxx' - aaaaaaa INTERNAL ERROR: SSI STORAGE CONTAINS INVALID DATA

Reason:
Due to an internal error which invalidated the contents of SSI, an internal control block, the current job has abnormally
terminated.

Action:
Collect the system dump and contact Broadcom Support.

DVS0026E
'xxxx' - yyyyyyy MODULE 'xxxxxxxx' NOT FOUND IN LIBRARY

Reason:
Module xxxxxxxx is not in a LINKLIST load library or a JOBLIB/STEPLIB library as expected. The yyyyyyy is the module
(DVVSOPR or DVVSSPR) which issues this message.

Action:
If xxxxxxxx represents a VSAM Interface Table, verify that the name specified for VUTNM= in the SUBSYS= parameter
and correct if needed. Otherwise, check the library concatenation.

DVS0027E
'xxxx' - yyyyyyy DDNAME NOT DEFINED IN VSAM INTERFACE TABLE

Reason:
The ddname yyyyyyy, specified in the JCL, is not defined by the VSAMNM= parameter in a DBVUFIL macro within the
named VSAM Interface Table.

Action:
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Take the following action:

1. Add a DBVUFIL macro to the named VSAM Interface Table which includes VSAMNM=yyyyyyy with other
specifications for this converted file. For more information, see Code the DBVUFIL Macro.

2. Reassemble and relink the VSAM Interface Table as described in Assemble and Link each VSAM Interface Table.
3. Reexecute the job.

DVS0032C
'xxxx' - yyyyyyy INTERNAL ERROR: VSAM ACB CLOSE ERROR

Reason:
Due to an internal error which failed to close the VSAM ACB, the current job has abnormally terminated.

Action:
Collect the system dump and contact Broadcom Support.

DVS0034C
'xxxx' - yyyyyyy INTERNAL ERROR: AAW VALIDATION ERROR yyyyyyy INTERNAL ERROR: AAW VALIDATION
ERROR

Reason:
The version of DVS0034C shown first is issued by DVVSCPR. The second one is issued by DVVSSPR. In either case,
the message is issued because the current job has abnormally terminated due to an internal error which failed to validate
the Auxiliary ACB Work Area (AAW).

Action:
Collect the system dump and contact Broadcom Support.

DVS0036I
'xxxx' - DVVSSPR TASK ABEND

Reason:
DVVSSPR detected that your program ended abnormally.

Action:
None.

DVS0037E
'xxxx' - DVV39PR MORE THAN MAX VSAMT DD STATEMENTS FOUND IN THE JOB STEP

Reason:
Datacom VSAM Transparency allows up to 2000 Datacom VSAM Transparency DD statements per job step, but more
than that number were encountered.

Action:
If possible, reduce the number of Datacom VSAM Transparency DD statements within the job step to no more than 2000,
then reexecute the job. Contact Broadcom Support if your requirements exceed the current limit of 2000.

DVS0040E
'xxxx' - DVV39PR INTERNAL ERROR: ASID IS INVALID
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Reason:
Due to an internal error, the current job has abnormally terminated.

Action:
Collect the system dump and contact Broadcom Support.

DVS0041E
'xxxx' - DVVSSPR yyyyyyyy IS AN INVALID PARAMETER

Reason:
DVVSSPR encountered yyyyyyyy in a DD statement within the job step, but this is not a valid SUBSYS= parameter. See
SUBSYS= on Invoke Transparency Processing for Converted Files. An example follows:

//ddname DD SUBSYS=(CAVT,'VUTNM=DVVUTPR','CLOSE=DEFER','DDNAME=TESTMS')

Action:
Correct the DD statement in error and then resubmit the job.  

DVS0045E
'xxxx' - DVVSOPR VSAM INTERFACE TABLE IS NOT REAL

Reason:
When DVVSOPR loaded the module identified by the VUTNM= parameter in a DD statement, it discovered this module
was not a VSAM Interface Table. Either the parameter value for VUTNM= is incorrect or the specified name duplicates a
program name and the program was referenced before the VSAM Interface Table in the concatenation.

Action:
Correct the VUTNM= value in the DD statement, if incorrect, or eliminate the duplication of names.

DVS0050E
DVVSSPR THE FILE IS NOT A VSAM FILE

Reason:
Datacom VSAM Transparency encountered the name of a non-VSAM file in a DD statement which contains the
SUBSYS= parameter. Either the ddname is incorrectly specified or the SUBSYS= parameter and its values are specified
in error.

Action:
Examine the application program to determine whether the specified ddname is correct. Next, take the appropriate action
as follows:

• If the ddname is incorrect, correct it and resubmit the job.
• If the ddname is correct, remove the SUBSYS= parameter from the DD statement referencing the non-VSAM file,

resubmit the job.

DVS0053E
DVVSSPR INTERNAL ERROR: DVV39PR ABEND

Reason:
Due to an internal error which caused the module DVV39PR to abend, the current job has abnormally terminated.

Action:
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Collect the system dump and contact Broadcom Support.

DVS0054E
DVVSSPR INTERNAL ERROR: ACB DOES NOT HAVE AAW ADDRESS

Reason:
Due to an internal error which has prevented the access method control block (ACB) from having the address of the
Auxiliary ACB Work Area (AAW), the current job has abnormally terminated.

Action:
Collect the system dump and contact Broadcom Support.

DVS0055E
'xxxx' - yyyyyyy aaaaaaaa PARAMETER IN IEFSSN MEMBER IS INVALID

Reason:
The IEFSSNxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB, in which you provide the name for the Datacom VSAM Transparency
Subsystem, contains the invalid parameter aaaaaaaa.

Action:
Use the following format when specifying a new Datacom VSAM Transparency Subsystem, where aaaa is the Subsystem
name.

aaaa,DVVSInn,SUFFIX=nn

For more information, see Define Multiple Subsystems.

DVS0056E
"ssnm"-DVV39PR: INVALID OR MISSING PARAMETER SPECIFICATION IN DV$DYNBR DD STATEMENT

Reason:
The only allowable subparameter in the SUBSYS= parameter for DDNAME DV$DYNBR is the DYNAMNBR= keyword.

Action:
Correct the value that was specified for the DV$DYNBR DD statement and rerun the job.

DVS0057E
"ssnm"-DVV39PR: DYNAMIC ALLOCATION REQUESTS EXCEED MAXIMUM NUMBER ALLOWABLE

Reason:
The value specified in the DYNAMNBR= parameter is not numeric or is otherwise invalid.

Action:
Correct the value specified in the DYNAMNBR= parameter and rerun the job. For more information, see Dynamic
Allocation of Datacom VSAM Transparency Files.

DVS0058E
DVVSSPR: NO OTHER PARMS ALLOWABLE WITH 'DYNAMNBR='

Reason:
The only allowable subparameter in the SUBSYS= parameter for DDNAME DV$DYNBR is the DYNAMNBR= keyword.
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Action:
Correct the value that was specified for the DV$DYNBR DD statement and rerun the job.

DVS0059E
DVVSSPR: VALUE SPECIFIED FOR 'DYNAMNBR=' IS INVALID

Reason:
The value specified in the DYNAMNBR= parameter is not numeric or is otherwise invalid.

Action:
Correct the value specified in the DYNAMNBR= parameter and rerun the job.

DVS0062E
DYNALLOC FOR DDNAME FAILED

Reason:
The data set cannot be allocated.

Action:
Collect output and contact Broadcom Support.

Processing Programs DVU
This section includes Processing Programs (DVU) critical, error, terminate, and warning messages: DVU001-DVU0047

DVU0001E
ddname URT TO BE CLOSED IS NOT OPEN

Reason:
Internal error: User count in the URTis zero. Processing continues since adverse effects on file integrity or on the
application program are unlikely.

Action:
None. If accompanied by other error conditions or messages, contact Broadcom Support.

DVU0002C
ddname VSAM/T INTERNAL CLOSE ERROR

Reason:
Internal error: Datacom VSAM Transparency cannot locate the URT for the file to close.

Action:
Collect the dump and contact Broadcom Support.

DVU0003T
ddname CLOSE AGAINST RELATED URT FAILED

Reason:
During CLOSE processing, Datacom VSAM Transparency received a nonblank return code from Datacom/DB, where the
cause may be an internal error.
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Action:
Collect the dump and contact Broadcom Support.

DVU0004T
ddname MORE THAN ONE VSAM INTERFACE TABLE IN JOB STEP

Reason:
Define all files which are processed through Datacom VSAM Transparency within one job step to the same VSAM
Interface Table. Within a job step, each DD or DLBL statement identifying a converted file to process must specify this
common VIT. Either the current job step references more than one VIT, or the VIT was not link-edited with the REUS
attribute.

Action:
Rerun the job after you have corrected the JCL to conform to the requirements documented in the note following
VUTNM=vutnm, or after you have relinked the VIT specifying the REUS attribute. For more information about the
requirements, see Invoke Transparency Processing for Converted Files.

DVU0005W
ddname FREEMAIN/FREEVIS FAILED FOR VSAM/T INTERNAL CONTROL BLOCK

Reason:
The return code from a FREEMAIN call was not zero.

Action:
None.

DVU0006T
ddname GETMAIN/GETVIS FAILED FOR VSAM/T INTERNAL CONTROL BLOCK

Reason:
Return code from a GETMAIN call was not zero.

Action:
Increase the region size and rerun the job.

DVU0007E
ddname CHAINED RPL POINTS TO DIFFERENT ACB

Reason:
The application program issued VSAM requests using chained request parameter lists. Not all the requests in the chain
were issued against the same ACB.

Action:
If the application program is designed to handle the RPL-feedback code, FC, no action is necessary. Otherwise, correct
the error in the program and rerun the job.

DVU0008E
ddname INVALID RPL OPTIONS: DIR OR SKP, BUT NOT KEY

Reason:
Datacom VSAM Transparency does not support direct or skip-sequential access in a mode other than keyed.
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Action:
Use only access type and access mode combinations that Datacom VSAM Transparency supports. For more information,
see the Features and Components.

DVU0009T
ddname NO ACCESS MODE (DIR, SKP OR SEQ) SPECIFIED IN RPL

Reason:
The request parameter list of the application program does not specify a valid access mode. The RPL has probably been
overwritten by the application or by Datacom VSAM Transparency.

Action:
Collect the dump. If you are not sure that the application is in error, contact Broadcom Support.

DVU0011E
ddname ACB NOT OPEN

Reason:
The Datacom VSAM Transparency AAW indicated that the file was not open when an action request was processed.

Action:
Verify that an OPEN-call against the corresponding ACB is issued after a CLOSE-call, before issuing action requests
against the file.

DVU0012T
ddname LOAD OF MDT FAILED

Reason:
An attempt to load Multiple Datacom/DB Table for a file that was defined with MDB=YES in the VSAM Interface Table
failed.

Action:
Check name of MDT in VSAM Interface Table, library contents, and library specification in the JCL.

DVU0013T
ddname RELEASE LEVEL OF MDT IS INCOMPATIBLE

Reason:
Datacom VSAM Transparency attempted to load a Multiple Datacom/DB Table with a release coremark incompatible with
DVVUPPR, the loading module.

Action:
Check the library specification in JCL and/or reassemble MDT with the correct macro-library.

DVU0014T
ddname LOAD OF VSAM/T MODULE DVMDBPR FAILED

Reason:
An attempt to load the Datacom VSAM Transparency module DVMDBPR failed.

Action:
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Check library contents and specification in JCL.

DVU0015T
ddname RELEASE LEVEL OF VSAM/T MODULE DVMDBPR IS INCOMPATIBLE

Reason:
Datacom VSAM Transparency's module DVMDBPR contained an incompatible release core mark.

Action:
Check library contents and specification in JCL.

DVU0016T
ddname DB RELEASE LEVEL COULD NOT BE DETERMINED

Reason:
An INQIN Datacom/DB command issued by Datacom VSAM Transparency failed.

Action:
If Datacom/DB has terminated, restart it. If Datacom/DB is active, collect the dump and contact Broadcom Support.

DVU0017E
ddname INVALID REQUEST TYPE

Reason:
Datacom VSAM Transparency encountered an invalid request type code.

Action:
Correct the invalid or unsupported VSAM request issued by your program.

DVU0018T
ddname OPEN AGAINST URT FAILED, DB RC = nn

Reason:
The Datacom/DB command to open the URT received return code nn.

Action:
See the Datacom/DB Message Reference Guide for a description of Datacom/DB return code nn. For additional
assistance, collect the dump and contact Broadcom Support.

DVU0019T
ddname ERROR DURING RESET OF REUSABLE FILE

Reason:
Datacom VSAM Transparency failed to delete all records from a reusable file. This could be due to an internal error.

Action:
Consider null loading the area and rerunning the job. For assistance, collect the dump and contact Broadcom Support.

DVU0020E
ddname FILE POSITIONING AT OPEN TIME FAILED
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Reason:
Due to an error return from a Datacom/DB command, Datacom VSAM Transparency failed to position the file to the first
(low-key) record for sequential access at Datacom/DB OPEN time.

Action:
See accompanying Datacom/DB error messages, if any.

DVU0021E
ddname CI-ACCESS NOT SPECIFIED FOR THIS FILE IN VSAM INTERFACE TABLE

Reason:
The request parameter list of the application program specified CI-access (CNV) against a file, for which the CISIZE=
parameter was not specified in the VSAM Interface Table.

Action:
Correct the error in the program or the VSAM Interface Table () and rerun the job. For more information, see CSIZE= in
Code the DBVUFIL Macro.

DVU0022E
ddname POINT REQUEST IN CI MODE DOES NOT SPECIFY RBA = 0

Reason:
The application program issued a POINT request with option CNV in the request parameter list, but the relative byte
address specified was not zero.

Action:
Use only VSAM requests that Datacom VSAM Transparency supports. See Accommodates Native VSAM Structures or
Processes. For more information about CI-access support, see Return Records in Control Interval Format.

DVU0023E
ddname POINT REQUEST WITH OPTIONS ADR AND ARD DOES NOT SPECIFY RBA = 0

Reason:
The application program issued a POINT request with options ADR and ARD in the request parameter list, but the relative
byte address specified was not zero.

Action:
Use only VSAM requests that Datacom VSAM Transparency supports. See Accommodates Native VSAM Structures or
Processes. For more information about CI-access support, see Return  Records in Control Interval Format.

DVU0024C
ddname AAW DOES NOT POINT AT SAME ACB AS RPL

Reason:
Either the application program is attempting to use a copy of an open ACB instead of the original ACB or there is a
Datacom VSAM Transparency internal error.

Action:
If not a user error, collect the dump and contact Broadcom Support.
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DVU0025E
ddname FILE NOT POSITIONED FOR CI-ACCESS

Reason:
The application program issued a sequential GET request with option CNV (Control Interval access), but the file was not
positioned for sequential CI-access.

Action:
Correct the error in the application program and rerun the job. For more information about CI-access support, see Return
Records in Control Interval Format.

DVU0026T
ddname RECORD LENGTH EXCEEDS MAXIMUM (VRECDLN= IN VIT)

Reason:
The length of the record read from the Datacom/DB table exceeded the maximum length specified in the VSAM Interface
Table.

Action:
Correct the maximum record length in the VSAM Interface Table (see VRECDLN= in batch or online) and rerun the job or
collect the dump and contact Broadcom Support.

DVU0028E
ddname OUTPUT REQUEST NOT SUPPORTED WITH CI-ACCESS

Reason:
The application program issued a PUT or ERASE request with option CNV (CI-access).

Action:
Use only VSAM requests that Datacom VSAM Transparency supports. For more information about CI-access support,
see Return Records in Control Interval Format.

DVU0029T
ddname NOT FOUND IN MDT

Reason:
The Multiple Datacom/DB Table did not contain a definition for the ddname of the VSAM file.

Action:
Correct the MDT, the VSAM Interface Table, or the JCL.

DVU0030T
ddname TRANSACTION BACKOUT ON FILE ERROR FAILED

Reason:
Datacom VSAM Transparency received a nonblank return code from Datacom/DB in response to a LOGTB when
attempting transaction backout at CLOSE time. The file was specified with TRBOFE=YES in the VSAM Interface Table.

Action:
Take the following action:

1. Correct the application program error causing transaction backout.
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2. Reconstruct the file to its status before the current updates.
3. Reexecute the application.

To determine why LOGTB failed, review the dump. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

DVU0031T
ddname KEY LOCATED OUTSIDE DB-TABLES DEFINED IN MDT

Reason:
A generic Datacom/DB locate command returned a Datacom/DB table name which was not specified in the Multiple
Datacom/DB Table (MDT) for this file by using the DBMDTHDR macro.

Action:
Verify that the DBID= value specified in the VIT DBVUFIL macro referencing this MDT (see MDTNM= value) is correct.
Verify that the DBMDTHDR macro parameter DBF01=/DBF61= for this MDT specify a complete list of the MDB-related
tables for the corresponding VSAM file. Ensure that no common key for the MDB-related tables being accessed is defined
to Datacom Datadictionary with the same DATACOM-NAME or DATACOM-ID as a key for a non-MDB table in the same
database.

DVU0032T
ddname TRANSACTION BACKOUT ON FILE ERROR, FEEDBACK CODE xxxxxx

Reason:
During CLOSE processing for a file defined with TRBOFE=YES in the VSAM Interface Table, the Transparency
determined that the previous request ended in a file error. Therefore, all updates were backed out.

Action:
This message indicates normal functioning. See the VSAM documentation for the VSAM feedback code displayed in the
message to determine the source of the file error. Correct the error in the application or JCL, then rerun the job.

DVU0033T
ddname BASE CLUSTER OF PATH NOT FOUND IN VSAM INTERFACE TABLE

Reason:
The attempt to open a path failed because the associated base cluster entry was not found in the VSAM Interface Table.
Either the base cluster is not defined or the BDDNAME= value is misspelled in the DBVUFIL macro for the path.

Action:
Locate the DBVUFIL macro which defines the path and verify the BDDNAME= value. Correct the BDDNAME= value
or, if correct, define a DBVUFIL macro with VSAMNM= as the base cluster name specified by BDDNAME= in the path
definition. Reassemble the VIT, then rerun the application program.

DVU0034T
ddname DB ERROR, RC = nn

Reason:
An error occurred due to the condition indicated by the Datacom/DB return code displayed in the message.

Action:
See the Datacom/DB Message Reference Guide for an explanation of the error and take the recommended action. For
further assistance, collect the dump and contact Broadcom Support.
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DVU0036T
ddname LOAD OF ERROR EXIT ROUTINE FAILED

Reason:
An attempt to load an error-exit routine specified by the application program in an EXLST macro failed due to an EXLST
specification error, an error in the library name specified in the JCL, or a missing module in the library.

Action:
Correct the error, then rerun the job.

DVU0037C
ddname VSAM/T INTERNAL POSITIONING ERROR

Reason:
Internal error: The Datacom VSAM Transparency internal positioning information for the current request contains
inconsistencies.

Action:
Collect the dump and contact Broadcom Support.

DVU0038T
ddname PRIME OR ALTERNATE KEY NOT CONTAINED IN RECORD READ

Reason:
Datacom VSAM Transparency terminated current processing when encountering a record which was missing one of the
keys defined in the VSAM Interface Table. Either a key for this file is incorrectly defined in the VSAM Interface Table or
there is an incomplete record. If the record is missing a key, file integrity has been compromised, perhaps as the result of
an error in accessing the converted table through a product other than Datacom VSAM Transparency.

Action:
Examine the RKP= and RKLEN= values in the DBVUFIL macro for the base cluster and each path of the current file in
the accessed VIT for an error. If found, correct the error in the VIT, and rerun the job. If the VIT is error-free, restore file
integrity by backing out all records of incorrect length. Rerun the job.

DVU0039E
ddname ILLEGAL ATTEMPT TO USE VSAM/T INTERNAL RECORD AREA IN MVE MODE

Reason:
A VSAM request issued in MOVE mode attempted to use the Datacom VSAM Transparency internal record area. Use of
this area by a VSAM program running through the Transparency is illegal.

Action:
In MVE mode, use a record area other than the Datacom VSAM Transparency internal record area. Rerun the job.

DVU0040T
ddname OUTPUT GETIT ACCESS EXCLUDES ADDITIONAL OUTPUT ACCESS

Reason:
Datacom VSAM Transparency rejected the attempt to open the current file through an ACB which specifies output access
(MACRF=OUT) because that file is currently being updated in GETIT mode. This violates program restriction in GETIT
Processing.
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Action:
Revise the program to comply with the rules for GETIT processing in update mode. They are documented in GETIT
Processing in Update Mode.

DVU0041E
ddname BACKWARD PROCESSING NOT SUPPORTED WITH WF2-ACCESS

Reason:
Datacom VSAM Transparency encountered a GET request with option BWD in the RPL while processing with WF2
support. This violates program Restriction 13. Processing continues.

Action:
Make one of the following revisions, then reexecute the job.

• Revise the DBVUFIL macro for this file to specify WF2=NO and run job to reassemble the VIT as described in
Assemble and Link each VSAM Interface Table.

• Revise the program logic such that the BWD option of the GET request can be removed from the RPL of the program.

DVU0042C
ddname INTERNAL VSAM/T PROCESSING ERROR

Reason:
Internal error.

Action:
Collect the dump and contact Broadcom Support.

DVU0043E
ddname DB ERROR, RC = nn

Reason:
Datacom/DB returned the indicated return code in response to the translated request Datacom VSAM Transparency
issued. Datacom VSAM Transparency returns a feedback code of hexadecimal FC in the RPL since there is no feedback
code which corresponds to this return code.

Action:
See the Datacom/DB Message Reference Guide for an explanation of the error and take the recommended action. For
assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

DVU0044W
ddname REQUEST SEQUENCE IS CAUSING OVERHEAD IN GETIT OR WF2 MODE

Reason:
Datacom VSAM Transparency determined that the application repositioned three consecutive times without reading
more than two records sequentially each time. Because the application is running in GETIT or WF2 mode, this sequence
of requests causes read-ahead processing in multi-user, which in turn is not being exploited. Therefore, it creates a
substantial overhead.

Action:
Change application so that it processes records sequentially, or specify GETIT/WF2 = NO in the VIT.
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DVU0045W
ddname READ-AHEAD NOT EXPLOITED. CONSIDER GETIT/WF2 = NO FOR THIS FILE

Reason:
This message is issued at CLOSE time if message DVU0044W was issued while processing this file.

Action:
Change application so that it processes records sequentially, or specify GETIT/WF2 = NO in the VIT.

DVU0046T
DDNAME PRODUCT INCOMPATIBLE WITH CA-DATACOM/DB

Reason:
Datacom VSAM Transparency and Datacom/DB are not at the same maintenance level.

Action:
Apply all Broadcom maintenance.

DVU0047T
DDNAME SUPPORT FOR CA-DATACOM/VSAM TRANSPARENCY NOT REQUESTED IN MULTI-USER STARTUP
OPTIONS

Reason:
Datacom VSAM Transparency was not specified in the Datacom/DB MUF startup option DATACOM.

Action:
Have your Datacom/DB Database Administrator restart the MUF after modifying the startup options.

Online Installation Verification DVX
This section includes Online Installation Verification (DVX) critical, error, informational, and terminate messages:
DVX0001-DVX0046

DVX0001I
ONLINE VSAM TRANSPARENCY IS NOW ACTIVATED

Reason:
You issued the DVMT ACT=$CAVT command to activate Datacom VSAM Transparency. Your command was successfully
processed.

Action:
None.

DVX0002I
ONLINE VSAM TRANSPARENCY IS NOW DEACTIVATED

Reason:
You issued the DVMT DEACT=$CAVT command to deactivate Datacom VSAM Transparency. Your command was
successfully processed.

Action:
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None.

DVX0003I
ONLINE VSAM TRANSPARENCY IS ACTIVATED

Reason:
You issued the DVMT INQ=STATUS command to determine the status of Datacom VSAM Transparency. The
Transparency is currently in ACTIVATED status.

Action:
None.

DVX0004I
ONLINE VSAM TRANSPARENCY IS DEACTIVATED

Reason:
You issued the DVMT INQ=STATUS command to determine the status of Datacom VSAM Transparency. The
Transparency is currently in DEACTIVATED status.

Action:
None.

DVX0005I
'xxxxxxxx' FILE IS NOW ACTIVATED

Reason:
You issued the DVMT ACT=xxxxxxxx command to place the specified VSAM file under Transparency control. Your
command was successfully processed.

Action:
None.

DVX0006I
'xxxxxxxx' FILE IS NOW DEACTIVATED

Reason:
You issued the DVMT DEACT=xxxxxxxx to remove the specified VSAM file from Transparency control. Your command
successfully processed since the tables to which that file converted are defined only in URTs that are closed.

Action:
None.

DVX0007I
'xxxxxxxx' FILE IS ALREADY ACTIVATED

Reason:
You issued the DVMT ACT=xxxxxxxx to place the specified file under Transparency control, but it is already in the desired
status.

Action:
None.
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DVX0008I
'xxxxxxxx' FILE IS ALREADY DEACTIVATED

Reason:
The Datacom/DB table corresponding to the file you are attempting to deactivate by using the DVMT DEACT=xxxxxxxx,
has already been deactivated.

Action:
None.

DVX0009I
'aaaaaaaa' MODULE IS NOW NEWCOPIED

Reason:
Your DVMT NEWCOPY=aaaaaaaa command has been successfully processed.

Action:
None.

DVX0010E
TABLE aaa in URT nnnn IS OPEN, CANNOT DEACTIVATE THE 'xxxxxxxx' FILE

Reason:
You issued the DVMT DEACT=xxxxxxxx to remove the specified VSAM file from Transparency control. Your command
was not successfully processed because the table to which that file was converted is defined in an open URT.

Action:
Either try later, close the URT manually using the DBOC CLOSE=nnn command, or force immediate deactivation while
URT nnnn is open by reissuing the command in the following form:

DVMT DEACT=xxxxxxxx,FORCE 

DVX0012I
TABLE aaa in URT nnnn IS OPEN, VSAM FILE 'xxxxxxxx' IS NOW DEACTIVATED

Reason:
You issued the DVMT DEACT=xxxxxxxx with the FORCE keyword to force the removal of the specified VSAM file from
Transparency control. Your command was successfully processed although the table to which that file was converted is
defined in an open URT.

Action:
None.

DVX0013E
'xxxxxxxx' FILE IS NOT DEFINED IN ONLINE VSAM TRANSPARENCY TABLE

Reason:
You issued either DVMT ACT=xxxxxxxx or DVMT DEACT=xxxxxxxx, but your command could not be processed because
the specified file is not defined in the Online VSAM Interface Table.

Action:
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Verify that the file is specified correctly. If it is not, reissue the command with the correct file name. If it is, define this file in
the Online VSAM Interface Table (DVVXTPR).

DVX0014E
'aaaaaaaa' MODULE IS NOT AN ONLINE VSAM TRANSPARENCY PROGRAM

Reason:
Module does not have a valid core mark to identify itself as a Datacom VSAM Transparency module.

Action:
Use DBUT M=aaaaaa to display the module on the terminal. Reload the correct Datacom VSAM Transparency module if
the displayed module is not one of the following valid Datacom VSAM Transparency modules:

• DVVXTPR
• DVMDTPR
• DVVXPPR
• DVMDBPR
• DVXP2PR
• DVREQPR

DVX0018I
TRANSACTION COMPLETED

Reason:
Datacom VSAM Transparency has finished responding to the current DVMT command.

Action:
None.

DVX0019E
MODULE 'aaaaaaaa' IS NOT IN CICS LOAD LIBRARY

Reason:
Module aaaaaaaa cannot be loaded from the CICS load library because the specified module is not in the CICS load
library.

Action:
Place the indicated module in the CICS load library.

DVX0020E
MODULE 'aaaaaaaa' DOES NOT HAVE A PPT ENTRY

Reason:
You issued the command, DVMT NEWCOPY=aaaaaaaa to refresh the loaded copy of the specified module with a
new copy. However, your command could not be processed because the specified module has no entry in the CICS
Processing Program Table (PPT).

Action:
Make an entry in the CICS PPT for the specified module.
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DVX0021I
MDB=YES IS IN-USE

Reason:
You issued the command, DVMT INQ=STATUS to inquire which options are currently in effect. MDB=YES specified in the
DBVXFIL macro of the Online VIT, indicates that one or more of the defined files was converted to MDB-related tables and
defined to the Online Multiple Datacom/DB Table (DVMDTPR).

Action:
None.

DVX0022E
DBCVTPR IS NOT AVAILABLE

Reason:
Your attempt to issue a DVMT command failed because Datacom CICS Services is not currently active.

Action:
Issue DBOC STARTUP to activate Datacom CICS Services, then reissue the DVMT command.

DVX0024I
CSP=YES IS IN-USE

Reason:
You issued the command, DVMT INQ=STATUS to inquire which options are currently in effect. CSP=YES specified in the
DBVXFIL macro of the Online VIT, indicates that Cross-System Product support is required.

Action:
None.

DVX0025I
UNSUPPORTED CICS RELEASE

Reason:
Datacom VSAM Transparency does not recognize the CICS release.

Action:
Contact Broadcom Support.

DVX0027E
ONLINE VSAM TRANSPARENCY IS ACTIVE, CANNOT PERFORM THIS FUNCTION

Reason:
You issued the command, DVMT NEWCOPY=aaaaaaaa to refresh the loaded copy of the specified module with a new
copy. However, your command could not be processed because Online Datacom VSAM Transparency is currently in
activated status.

Action:
Use the following procedure:

1. Issue DVMT DEACT=$CAVT to deactivate the Transparency.
2. Reissue the NEWCOPY command which just failed.
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3. Issue DVMT ACT=$CAVT to reactivate the Transparency.

DVX0028E
'aaaaaaaa' FILE WAS OPENED AS A NATIVE VSAM FILE, CANNOT ACTIVATE

Reason:
You issued the command, DVMT ACT=aaaaaaaa to activate the specified file. However, the command failed because
this file is listed in CICS as open. A file must be listed in CICS with the attribute FILESTAT=(ENABLED,CLOSED) before
Datacom VSAM Transparency can activate it.

Action:
Issue the following CICS command to modify the current file status, then reissue the DVMT ACT= command: CEMT SET
FILE(aaaaaaaa) CLOSE

DVX0029E
'aaaaaaaa' FILE IS NOT A VSAM FILE, CANNOT ACTIVATE

Reason:
You issued the command, DVMT ACT=aaaaaaaa to activate the specified file. However, the command failed because this
file is defined as something other than a VSAM file.

Action:
Verify the spelling of the file name you entered and if incorrect, reissue the command with the correct name. If the correct
name was used, make the necessary modification to the CICS File Definition.

DVX0030E
'aaaaaaaa' FILE IS NOT DEFINED IN FCT,CANNOT ACTIVATE

Reason:
You issued the command DVMT ACT=aaaaaaaa to activate the specified file aaaaaaaa. However, the command failed
because file aaaaaaaa is not defined in CICS.

Action:
Verify that the name was specified correctly. If it was not specified correctly, reissue the command with the correct file
name. If the name identifies a converted VSAM file, verify that it is defined in CICS, then reissue the command to place
the file under Transparency control.

DVX0031E
NO FILES AVAILABLE FOR ACTIVATION

Reason:
You issued the command, DVMT ACT=$CAVT to activate the Transparency, but Datacom VSAM Transparency can find
no files to activate.

Action:
Ensure the files to activate are defined to the Online VSAM Interface Table and are marked closed in CICS. Then, reissue
the command.

DVX0032I
PLEASE USE CEMT TO NEWCOPY DVVMTPR
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Reason:
DVVMTPR is the module that supports the DVMT transaction. You cannot NEWCOPY it through the DVMT transaction.

Action:
Use the CEMT transaction if you must NEWCOPY module DVVMTPR.

DVX0033E
BASE CLUSTER 'aaaaaaaa' IS NOT DEFINED IN VSAM INTERFACE TABLE

Reason:
The Online VSAM Interface Table (DVVXTPR) contains a path definition referencing its associated base cluster with
BDDNAME=aaaaaaaa, but the referenced base cluster is not defined with a corresponding DBVXFIL macro.

Action:
Define the base cluster named in the message with a DBVXFIL macro or delete the DBVXFIL macro for the stand-alone
path. Reassemble and relink the Online VIT, then use the DVMT NEWCOPY command to put the updated Online VIT into
effect.

DVX0034I
ONLINE VSAM TRANSPARENCY IS UNAVAILABLE

Reason:
If you issued the DVMT INQ=STATUS command to determine the status of Datacom VSAM Transparency, the
UNAVAILABLE status is due to not being activated dynamically or manually. If you issued the DVMT ACT=$CAVT
command to activate Datacom VSAM Transparency and message DVX0015E or message DVX0016E precedes this
message, the UNAVAILABLE status means Datacom VSAM Transparency does not begin intercepting requests until you
have responded to the previously issued error messages and then successfully activated it.

Action:
None.

DVX0035E
ONLINE VSAM TRANSPARENCY IS DEACTIVATED, CANNOT PERFORM THIS FUNCTION

Reason:
You issued the command, DVMT ACT=aaaaaaaa to activate the specified file. However, the command failed because
Datacom VSAM Transparency is not in ACTIVATED status.

Action:
Issue the command DVMT ACT=$CAVT to activate the Transparency and all VSAM files currently eligible for activation
under the Transparency.

DVX0036E
'xxxxxxxx' MODULE IS IN USE

Reason:
You cannot NEWCOPY the module identified by xxxxxxxx because it is currently in use by some other function.

Action:
Retry the NEWCOPY function when the module is not in use.
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DVX0037E
'aaaaaaaa' FILE IS NOT DEFINED IN FCT

Reason:
During activation of the online transparency, the specified file aaaaaaaa was not activated because file aaaaaaaa is not
defined in CICS.

Action:
Verify that the name was specified correctly in the online VIT. If it was not specified correctly, reissue the VIT with the
correct file name. If the name identifies a converted VSAM file, verify that it is defined in CICS.

DVX0038E
'aaaaaaaa' FILE IS NOT DEFINED IN MDT

Reason:
File aaaaaaaa identified in the message is defined in the Online VIT with the specification MDB=YES, but has no
corresponding entry in the Online MDT (DVMDTPR).

Action:
If file aaaaaaaa was converted to multiple Datacom/DB tables, copy the batch MDT definition you used to convert it to
the Online MDT. If it was converted to a single table, revise the corresponding Online VIT DBVXFIL macro to specify
MDB=NO.

DVX0039E
'aaaaaaaa' MODULE IS NOT IN RIGHT RELEASE

Reason:
Module aaaaaaaa identified in the message contains an incompatible release core mark.

Action:
Check the library contents and/or reassemble the table with the correct macro-library.

DVX0041I
"aaaaaaaa" FILE IS REMOTE

Reason:
The CICS file definition for this file indicates that it is a remote resource.

Action:
None.

DVX0042E
MODULE "DVVXTPR" DOESN'T HAVE END MACRO

Reason:
The online VSAM Interface table (DVVXTPR) is incomplete and unusable because the input to the ASSEMBLY step did
not include the ending macro DBVXEND.

Action:
Add the DBVXEND macro statement to the input for the DVVXTPR assembly and rerun the ASSEMBLY step. Then use
the DVMT NEWCOPY command to put the corrected VIT into effect. For more information, see Purpose of NEWCOPY.
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DVX0043E
SUPPORT FOR CA-DATACOM/VSAM TRANSPARENCY NOT REQUESTED IN MULTI-USER STARTUP OPTIONS

Reason:
Datacom VSAM Transparency was not specified in the Datacom/DB MUF startup option DATACOM.

Action:
Have your Datacom/DB Database Administrator restart the MUF after modifying the startup options.

DVX0045E
CANNOT FIND AN OPENED URT

Reason:
Attempt to connect to Datacom/DB MUF failed because no open URTs were found.

Action:
Open at least one URT and retry the function.

DVX0046E
MODULE 'xxxxxxxx' CANNOT BE LOADED

Reason:
The module identified by xxxxxxxx could not be loaded.

Action:
Verify that the Datacom CICS Services and Datacom VSAM Transparency product libraries are defined to the CICS
DFHRPL DD statement.

Abend Codes
This section contains information about Datacom VSAM Transparency abend codes.

Batch Abend Codes

Where possible, Datacom VSAM Transparency produces an error message when an error occurs. There are three
conditions under which an error message cannot be produced. Under these conditions, Datacom VSAM Transparency
abends and writes an abend code defining the cause of the error to Register 12. Abend codes follow:

Hex Code Dec Code Explanation User Response

E5E4D7F1 VUP1 Request Parameter List (RPL)
does not point to Access
method Control Block (ACB).

Contact Broadcom Support.

E5E4D7F2 VUP2 Access method Control Block
(ACB) does not point to Auxiliary
ACB Work area (AAW).

Contact Broadcom Support.

E5E4D7F3 VUP3 GETMAIN failed for Program
Scratchpad (PSP) for
DVVUPPR/DVV2PPR

Increase size of region, then
reexecute the program.
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Online Abend Codes

Code Explanation User Response

DV01 File Control Global User exit cannot acquire
a work area.

Contact Broadcom Support.

DV02 Internal error. Contact Broadcom Support.

DV03 Internal error. Contact Broadcom Support.

DV04 Internal error. Contact Broadcom Support.

DV06 DVREQPR is not available. Either the PPT entry for the module is not
defined, or the module was not found in the
load library.

DV11 The record length of a VSAM file as defined
in the VSAM Interface Table does not
match the length of the equivalent elements
as specified in the Directory.

Review the CSMT Log File to identify the
VSAM file which is improperly defined in the
Online VSAM Interface Table.
Review the Directory status report for
element length data for the converted
Datacom/DB tables. Use the DBID=
keyword of the REPORT AREA=CXX
function of DBUTLTY to produce a report
for only the specified database.
Modify the VRECDLN= parameter in the
Online VIT to specify the correct record
length.
• If the file contains variable-length

records, specify a value equal to the
length of the corresponding element as
defined to the Directory.

• If the file is composed of only fixed-
length records, specify the sum of the
corresponding element lengths for the
table.

DV13 The element returned to the online File
Work Area (FWA) overlaid the coremark.
Possible causes follow:
• Storage area available in application

programs is insufficient to
accommodate element length.

• VRECDLN= specified in the Online VIT
for the file being processed is smaller
than the actual record length.

• Another task committed a storage
violation.

Use the following procedure to correct the
problem:
• Review your application program for

possible errors in size of storage areas;
correct if needed.

• Compare the VRECDLN= value in
the DBVXFIL macro of the online VIT
with the total length of elements for
the corresponding table as defined in
the Directory (CXX); if different, revise
VRECDLN=.

• Check the storage violation dump to
determine if that caused the problem; if
so, reexecute the current program.
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DV14 The database ID specified in the VSAM
Interface Table is different from the one
Datacom/DB used to process the request,
but the URT specified SYNONYM=NO.

Make one of the following changes, then
reexecute the program:
• Specify SYNONYM=YES in the online

URT DBURTBL macro defining the
table being processed. See Required
Parameter Specifications in Using.

• Review the CSMT Log File for the name
of the VSAM file to which the request
was made. Locate the DBVXFIL macro
for this VSAM file, then modify the
DBID= value to the DBID Datacom/DB
uses.

DV16 An internal error has been detected. Either
a FREEMAIN of a file work area (FWA)
was issued in error or the application
program overlaid one of the two FWA
segments of storage that was allocated
by the Transparency for keeping File
Control information as well as Key and data
records.
Identify segment in the transaction dump by
the eyecatcher:
-EXP SCRATCHPAD-

Obtain a Directory status report. Note the
following:
• Lengths for records, elements, keys
• Relative starting position for elements

and keys
Compare with following parameter
values in the Online VSAM Interface
Table (DVVXTPR) and correct any
discrepancies.

• VIT: RKP (relative key position)
• VIT: RKLEN= (VSAM key length)
• VIT: VRECDLN= (maximum record

length)
Compare with the following parameter
values in the Online Multiple Datacom/
DB Table (DBMDTPR) and correct any
discrepancies.

• MDT: RPK= (offset of portion of key
containing record type)

• MDT: RPKLEN= (length of portion of
key containing record type)
Compare with application program
storage areas for record and key sizes
and correct any discrepancies.

• Review the CICS Trace Table for
possible storage violations. Examine the
FCP request before each entry of SCP
FREEMAIN.

DV19 Either BDDNAME= was omitted from
the DBVXFIL macro of the Online VSAM
Interface Table (DVVXTPR) when
BASE=NO or a DBVXFIL macro including
the referenced base cluster as the value
for VSAMNM= was not defined. The
Online VIT may contain an invalid value for
RKNAME= or DBFILE=.

If BDDNAME= was not specified or was
in error, specify the correct value for
BDDNAME=; if RKNAME= or DBFILE=
was coded with an invalid name, correct it.
Reassemble the Online VIT after correcting
the error.

DVR1 No DSA storage available. Increase DSA storage.

DVR2 Unknown CICS release. Contact Broadcom Support.

MDBn Nonzero return code from DBMDBPR. Refer to the MDB error codes listed in the
following section.
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MDB Error Codes
The DBMDBPR program can issue the following return codes. Descriptions follow the numbers. The number replaces n in
the code MDBn.

• 1
DDname name is missing.

• 2
MDT is missing.

• 3
Type of argument is missing.

• 4
Invalid argument type used.

• 5
Argument data is missing.

• 6
Datacom/DB argument list is missing.

• 7
Datacom/DB Request Qualification Area (RQA) is missing.

• 8
No matching ddname name entry was found in MDT. (The MDT-HDR is by DBFILE within ddname name.)

• 9
• Datacom/DB table limit was exceeded.

Operation of Batch Trace
An internal trace table is generated when you execute a VSAM application that uses a VSAM Interface Table with the
specification SUPTRC=NO. We recommend that this trace table be generated for use by Broadcom Support in the
resolution of any batch Datacom VSAM Transparency problem that may occur.
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Additional Resources
Includes educational resources, product references, and support information.

This article provides resources to assist you in maximizing your product experience, including information about
education, webcasts, product support resources, and product maintenance.

Education and Training

Use the following links to learn more about this product:

• Mainframe Education
• Mainframe Blogs
• Datacom VSAM Transparency Video and Recorded Webcast Index
• Broadcom Educate YouTube Channel (requires a Google account)

Product Support

Use the following resources to obtain more product support:

• Badge Program
• Vitality Program
• Broadcom Support Portal

View product details by navigating to Broadcom Support, selecting Software > Mainframe Software > All Products,
searching by product name, and choosing Product Details.

Maintenance

Use the following resources to obtain more information about maintaining Datacom VSAM Transparency:

• Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List
• Mainframe Compatibilities
• Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To migrate
existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.

• Mainframe Essentials Software Risk Assessment video
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page

User Communities

Consult your peers, reach out to subject matter experts, and read the latest technical insights and information in our global
communities:

• Broadcom Mainframe Community
• Datacom CADRE - User Community

Social Media

Follow us on social media:
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• LinkedIn
• Twitter
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © 2005–2023 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its
subsidiaries. All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective
companies.
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